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COMPREHENSIVE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLAN
BASIC PLAN
I. INTRODUCTION
Chapter 252, Florida Statutes (F.S.), the State Emergency Management Act, requires each county
in the State of Florida to prepare a Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP). The
Martin County CEMP establishes the operational framework through which the County prepares
for, responds to, recovers from, and mitigates impacts of disasters, regardless of size, cause, or
complexity.
Martin County has transitioned the CEMP into an all hazards approach format utilizing the Incident
Command Structure (ICS) consistent with the National Incident Management System (NIMS),
National Response Framework (NRF) and the State of Florida CEMP. The County adopted the
Federal strategy on September 6, 2005 Resolution 05-9.1. The CEMP is an operational plan that
outlines and describes the basic strategy, assumptions, and mechanisms through which the County
will mobilize resources and conduct activities to guide and support local emergency management
efforts through prevention, preparedness, response, recovery, and mitigation. The Martin County
CEMP is operation-oriented, and addresses coordinated local and regional evacuation, shelter,
post-disaster response and recovery; rapid deployment and pre-deployment of resources;
communications and warning systems; training exercises to determine the ability of local
government to respond to emergencies; and clearly defines responsibilities for County
departments and agencies through an Emergency Support Function (ESF) approach to planning and
operations.
In facilitation of efficient and effective inter-agency and inter-governmental operations, the CEMP
implements a functional approach through implementation of ICS and groups functional types of
assistance to be provided as ESFs to address the needs of the County. Disaster specific and
operational related annexes of the CEMP were preserved as annexes to the Basic Plan maintaining
a specific plan for each function. Each ESF is headed by a lead agency, which has been selected
based on its authorities, resources and capabilities in the functional area. The ESFs serve as the
primary mechanism through which state and regional assistance and resources are requested and
provided under the overall coordinating authority of the State Coordinating Officer (SCO),
representing the Florida Division of Emergency Management (FDEM), on behalf of the Governor.
The Martin County CEMP satisfies the State of Florida Plan Criteria document CEMP Crosswalk
written in alignment with the NRF and the NIMS as required by Homeland Security Presidential
Directive (HSPD-5).
It is the statutory responsibility of the elected Martin County Board of County Commissioners
(BOCC) and the governing body of each municipality to provide for the public safety and welfare
of its citizens. Each governing body is responsible for taking such actions as necessary for the
preparedness of, response to, and recovery from any disaster event to which the County is
vulnerable and which threatens the life and safety of its citizens and/or damage to property. For
practical purposes, public officials who are expected to implement any part of the CEMP are
professionals who have daily responsibilities for the routine delivery of governmental services
which are not related to Emergency Management.
Through training, conferences,
seminars/workshops and/or exercises, each official is expected to be thoroughly familiar with ESFs
assigned and the appropriate Standard Operating Procedure (SOP). The ESF members and
9
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activated staff will be provided a copy of the basic plan and appropriate annexes of the respective
ESF. The Martin County Local Mitigation Strategy (LMS), is published under separate cover and
addresses mitigation as well as pre and post disaster redevelopment issues. The effects of a
disaster can be mitigated through a combination of promulgation and enactment of codes and
ordinances pertaining to land use, developments, building, fire protection, zoning; and maintaining
the eligibility for participation in the National Flood Insurance Program.
The CEMP is intended to encompass all hazards and is dynamic in nature. After-action reports
from exercises and minor, major or catastrophic disasters may identify areas for improvement in
planning and response. Utilizing the Homeland Security Exercise Evaluation Program (HSEEP)
guidelines, the Improvement Matrixes section of After-action plans provide concise strategic work
plans with timelines to address deficiencies and amend operating plans. Major disasters that occur
within this region of the United States will be studied carefully in an attempt to improve Martin
County's disaster preparedness, both structurally and non-structurally.
A. PURPOSE
This CEMP, along with its annexes and appendices, is intended to provide uniform policies and
procedures to enable the Martin County BOCC to discharge its statutory responsibility in
provision of direction and control during the period of any disaster, to include response, recovery,
redevelopment and mitigation. The CEMP identifies certain efforts intended to mitigate the effects
of minor, major, and catastrophic disasters. The ESFs within this CEMP provide in detail the
manner in which federal, state and regional support must be accessed. This plan is prepared in a
format and manner that is consistent with and supportive of Chapter 252 F.S., Florida
Administrative Code Chapter 9G-6 and the State of Florida CEMP.
Each ESF is assigned to a primary county agency or support agency based on its authorities,
resources, and capabilities in the functional area identified in the ESF title. When a disaster
threatens or impacts Martin County causing the activation of the County's Emergency Operations
Center (EOC), this CEMP describes the basic strategies, assumptions, and mechanisms through
which the County will mobilize resources and conduct activities required for response to and
recovery from the disaster. The details included in this Basic Plan and supporting annexes are
intended to provide direction and control of all local response agencies within the jurisdiction of
the Martin County BOCC. It is intended to serve as a guide for the compliance of all local specific
responsibilities outlined in Chapter 252 F.S., as related to the mitigation, preparedness, response
to and recovery from any disaster to which the county is known to be vulnerable.
The Emergency Management Agency Director has primary responsibility for coordinating all
mitigation planning and operations. All ESFs identified within the plan and all County staff functions
are required to support mitigation efforts under direction of the Emergency Management Agency.
Throughout this plan, certain ESFs are given roles and responsibilities involved in mitigation and
recovery operations and planning. To further enhance consistency and completeness of the
CEMP, the following annexes and appendices are included: Recovery Functions (Annex I);
Mitigation (Annex II); and the Logistics (Annex III). The Herbert Hoover Dam Plan is located in
Appendix I; Appendix II is Tropical Events/Hurricanes; Appendix III is Severe Weather; Appendix
IV is the Terrorism Incident Response Plan; Appendix V is the Wildfire Response Plan; Appendix
VI is Pandemics; Appendix VII is Radiological and Nuclear Incidents and; Appendix VIII is the
Tsunami Warning and Evacuation Plan and Appendix IX is the list of County Departments and
agencies that participate in CEMP development and maintenance as well as preparedness and
10
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response exercises. The Local Mitigation Strategy (LMS) is incorporated herein by reference and
may be accessed from the Martin County Emergency Management Agency (MC EMA) office.
B. SCOPE
The CEMP is countywide in scope. It contains the coordinating structures, processes, and
protocols required to integrate the specific statutory and policy authorities of various county
departments and agencies into a framework for action to include prevention, preparedness,
response, recovery, and mitigation activities. The CEMP has established official policy for those
areas and agencies under the direct control of the Martin County BOCC. It has established
official policy for any Martin County municipality which has not developed and obtained approval
of its own plan or appropriate element thereof in accordance with the provisions of, Florida
Division of Emergency Management (FDEM), as authorized by Chapter 252 F.S.
The CEMP is an all-hazards approach plan and applies to incidents, events, and disasters regardless
of size, cause, or complexity. This CEMP establishes direction and control, and outlines
interagency and multi-jurisdictional mechanisms necessary for the involvement of and coordination
among the county, municipalities, non-governmental organizations, regional, state and federal
governments. This CEMP also outlines processes for the recovery from disasters and efforts to
mitigate the risk of such disasters. This plan defines the responsibilities of local government and
relief organizations and the manner in which state and federal resources are accessed for major
and catastrophic disasters. This CEMP describes various levels of disaster including minor, major,
and catastrophic events.
C. METHODOLOGY
This document was developed as a cooperative effort of all Martin County Departments, the
Martin County Constitutional Offices, the Martin County School Board, County municipalities and
those quasi- and non-governmental agencies involved in or supporting emergency preparedness
activities.
1. After approval by the State of Florida, the CEMP was presented to the Martin County BOCC,
adopted by resolution and made available to the public through the Clerk of the Courts office
and on the County’s website. The CEMP will be sent out by a preface executed by the
Chairman of the BOCC.
2. All County departments and agencies provide input and support in the development and
maintenance of the CEMP which is updated every 4 years. However, departments may update
SOP sections pertaining to their response and recovery actions at any time warranted.
Appendix IX lists each department and quasi- and non-governmental agency that participates in
development and update of the Plan. Departments and agencies demonstrate support of this
process by participating in planning meetings. In addition, departments and agencies reviewed
the final draft and accepted the responsibilities assigned by the plan. Emergency management
incorporates the National Incident Management System (NIMS) through use of planning
meetings. Overall, the NIMS is used consistently with the Incident Command System (ICS)
through response and recovery operations in the EOC and the use of the Unified Command
structure, providing consistency in emergency operations center operations and resource
management within the County.
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3. A list of distributed copies of this document and signed receipts will be maintained in the
Emergency Management office. Changes and updates will be provided in a timely manner to all
cooperating agencies. These agencies will be responsible for making the changes to the copies
of the plan in their custody and maintaining a log of changes on the form provided with the
plan.
II. SITUATION
There are several factors that shape the potential for contributions to and impacts of future
disasters in Martin County. This section provides information on those factors such as hazards,
population growth and density, and the demographic, geographic and economic character of the
County. In the past five years, Martin County has been impacted by four hurricanes; Hurricanes
Frances (2004), Jeanne (2004), Wilma (2005) and Isaac (2012); and Tropical Storm Fay (2008). This
increase in disasters has added to the trend of growing reliance on government for disaster
support. The public is increasingly looking to government at all levels for assistance and facilitation
in the provision of resources to the community.
A.

HAZARDS

There are several hazards that pose a potential threat to Martin County citizens and visitors. The
following section provides an overview of each hazard. This overview is intended to help
emergency management officials and public policy makers identify hazards, estimate probability and
severity, determine vulnerable populations, and understand the consequences of the impacts. The
next section is a list of the hazards in Martin County. Following the list of hazards, charts are
presented to indicate the frequency of the hazard expected, associated vulnerability and risks, and
the exposure related to the community.
HURRICANES/TROPICAL STORMS
An average of 1.6 hurricanes strikes the U.S. every year. Florida is the most hurricane-prone
state, and Martin County has a history of major storms, which have impacted the area with
severe property damage. The Countys rapid growth, mainly during inactive hurricane period
in the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s, has resulted in increased potential for property damage and
human suffering. Most of this new development was along the Atlantic shoreline and the Indian
and St. Lucie River. The proximity of so many people living so close to the Atlantic Ocean, as
well as the low coastal elevations, significantly increases the County’s vulnerability. The barrier
island towns of Sewalls Point and Jupiter Island are vulnerable to storm surge and high wind
damage, as are the communities fronting on the estuaries and rivers, while the inland area is
more vulnerable to wind damage and freshwater flooding from rainfall.
Historically, hurricane impacts to the County were Floyd and Irene, which struck Florida in
September and October 1999 respectively. Most recently, Hurricanes Frances and Jeanne
(2004), both directly hit Martin County. Hurricane Wilma (2005) crossed the southern half of
Florida and exited the state just north of the County. Hurricane Ernesto threatened the area
in 2006 but was not a direct hit. Tropical Storm Fay (2008) and Hurricane Isaac in 2012
impacted the area with severe flooding. Between 1886 and 2012 the number of direct hits on
the southeast coastline of Florida was as follows:
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Category 1 storms:
Category 2 storms:
Category 3 storms:
Category 4 storms:
Category 5 storms:

4
12
8
6
1

STORM SURGE
Storm surge is defined as a rise above the normal water level along a shore caused by strong
onshore winds and or reduced atmospheric pressure. Storm surge height is the difference of
the observed water level minus the predicted tide. Storm surge can be fifty or more miles
wide affecting the coastline where the hurricane landfalls. Surge heights can double or more
when a hurricane’s track pushes or causes water to pile up in an estuary, lagoon or bay. Low
lying coastal areas are vulnerable to hurricane-associated storm surge and high astronomical
tides. The storm surge areas of vulnerability are shown on Figure 1. The greatest threats to
Martin County posed by hurricanes or tropical storms are the effects of storm surge,
especially along the (barrier) Hutchinson Island and Jupiter Island on the Atlantic side and the
periphery of the Indian River Lagoon. The combination of high tides and wind can create
coastal, estuarine flooding and saltwater inundation. As reported in the Treasure Coast
Regional Evacuation Study 2010, potential storm tide heights for Martin County range from up
to 4’ in a Category 1 storm to up to 16’ in a Category 5 storm 1. A map of locations vulnerable
to storm surge is indicated on Figure 1.
The Figure illustrates complete inundation of communities of the barrier island, Sewall’s Point,
Jupiter Island, and all land area bordering the Indian River Lagoon and the St. Lucie River
tributary. Structures within these areas are vulnerable to surge and the accompanying impacts
of wave and wind action. These impacts include structure damage caused by erosion, physical
pressure, and inundation. Storm surge would inundate structures and wave energy could
completely destroy or severely damage thousands of structures. Roadways and bridges,
utilities and communications systems would be significantly damaged and require extensive and
time consuming repair. Significant beach erosion should be expected with the loss of beach
front structures causing direct and profound short- and long-term economic and
environmental impacts.
SEA LEVEL RISE
The sea level has risen in Florida about 9 inches over the past century according to the South
Florida Water Management District (SFWMD, 2011). The US National Research Council
reported in 2008 that the global consensus is that the Earth’s climate is warming and the
impact of that climate change is accelerated sea level rise. There is no general consensus on
the rate at which sea level will rise however and therefore with scientific literature offering
various acceleration rate theories we are only able to be certain that sea level will continue to
rise.
The barrier islands of Martin County are Hutchinson Island north of the St. Lucie Inlet and
Jupiter Island south of the inlet. State Road A1A extends south on Hutchinson Island into
1

Storm strength is based on the category of storm on the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale and surge
heights represent the maximum values from the Sea, Lake and Overland Surge from Hurricanes.
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Martin County from St. Lucie County. Developed areas are predominately residential. The
Indian River Lagoon lies west of the barrier island in Martin County and extends to Jupiter
Inlet. This estuary is designated as an Estuary of National Significance. The Lagoon contains
highly productive natural communities and ecosystem, including seagrass beds, algal beds, and
oyster beds, mud flats, tidal marshes and mangrove swamps. The Lagoon is heavily used by
recreational boaters and is important to the marine business communities as prime locations
for boat facilities and waterfront development. Impacts include storm-water drainage systems,
saltwater intrusion into public water supplies and sources, and ecological impacts of inundation
and saltwater intrusion into estuaries and freshwater systems.
Sea level changes can have a compounded impact when a flooding or storm surge event
impacts coastal and inland areas. Adaptation of current structures, mitigation and/or managed
withdrawal of structures in redevelopment activities can lessen economic and social impacts to
County businesses, government and residents.
FLOODS
Flooding is the single hazard producing the most recurrent impacts in Martin County. Natural
Freshwater floods are the inundation of a normally dry area caused by an increased water level
from an established waterway such as a river, stream, estuary, lake, pond or drainage area
brought on by excessive rainfall or wind driven water from a storm. In Martin County and its
municipalities, it has most commonly been associated with riverbank overflow, storm surge
from hurricanes, or ponding from heavy rains. During the rainy season oftentimes the ground
may already be saturated thereby compounding the risk of flood waters. Typically tropical
storms and hurricanes can dump vast amounts of rain in areas depending on the characteristics
of the storm. Riverbanks can overflow, saturated areas can pond from rainfall and wind driven
water can top reservoirs such as Lake Okeechobee or push water up a riverine system.
Historically, the worst flooding events, such as the Flood of 1947, Tropical Storms Gordon in
1997, Fay in 2008, and Isaac 2012 , have occurred when the flooding from several tropical
events has accumulated on saturated soil. In order to help determine such areas prone to
flooding for the National Flood Insurance Program, the Federal Emergency Management
Agency publishes “Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM).” FIRM maps are based on elevations,
historical occurrences and other data, and are the basis for determining flood insurance rates
based on the corresponding flood zone. Flood prone areas are shown on Figure 2, which is
based on the National Flood Insurance Program FIRM maps.
Annual rainfall is greater in the eastern section of Martin County. Stuart has an average rainfall
of 55.37”, while Port Mayaca on Lake Okeechobee averages 46.76.” Stuart sees its maximum
monthly rainfall (8.5”) in September and its minimum (2.4”) in January. This pattern, along with
the hurricane season, makes Martin County particularly vulnerable to flooding associated with
tropical storms and hurricanes because they typically occur when the water table is high and
the ground is saturated.
Another potential source of flooding could be dam or levee failure around Lake Okeechobee.
All are earthen structures. The Herbert Hoover Dam and the levees are either State,
regionally, locally, or privately controlled. The most significant risk related to such failure
would be the eastward outflow and final discharge of water into the Indian River Lagoon.
Structural and non-structural techniques to slow and contain this runoff incorporate several
drainage systems. Rainfall in excess of design capacity could cause erosion of flood control
drainage facilities and flooding would then occur over primary roadway evacuation routes. The
14
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Herbert Hoover Dam Plan (Appendix I) to this CEMP covers more comprehensive evacuation
and response planning in the event of flood.
Under normal circumstances drainage is controlled and managed effectively by the South
Florida Water Management District (SFWMD) and Martin County Engineering Department.
Drainage problems are created by long periods of unusually heavy rainfall, after which the
operation of locks and lift stations are incapable of preventing floods in certain areas of the
County. Conversely, during periods of drought, the lack of released water from reservoirs
threatens east coast well fields with salt intrusion.
TSUNAMI
Tsunamis are ocean waves caused by propelled by massive amounts of energy under the water
usually generated by earthquakes and/or landslides occurring near or under the ocean.
Tsunami waves are unlike typical ocean waves generated by wind and storms. When tsunamis
approach shore, they behave like a very fast moving tide that extends far inland. Vulnerability
to a tsunami is a certainty with impacts breaching dune lines and reach Highway A1A causing
damage to homes and other structures along the beach line east of Highway A1A. Martin
County Emergency Management has defined the
Tsunami Safe Zone as the area west of Highway
A1A. National Weather Service guidelines indicate
that the (Florida Atlantic Coast) Tsunami Hazard
Zone extends 300 feet inland beyond the high tide
location. In order to verbally describe the Tsunami
Hazard Zone more comprehensively, while also
allowing for a greater safety zone for the protection
of life and property, Martin County Emergency
Management has defined the Tsunami Hazard Zone
as the region from east of Highway A1A to the
Atlantic.
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Hazardous materials are used, stored, manufactured
and/or transported everyday throughout Martin
County. Potential sources of transportation include
fixed facilities, highway, rail, pipeline, and barge
traffic. U.S. Highway 1 is the main urban north-south route connecting the adjacent counties
and serving the coastal area. The Florida Turnpike, a north-south toll route, and Interstate 95
bisect the County, running parallel to each other. Two railroads pass through Martin County,
running north and south. The eastern railroad is serviced by Florida East Coast Railway, and
the western railroad by the CSX Corporation.
Within the County there are numerous public and private facilities that store hazardous
materials and Extremely Hazardous Substances (EHS’s). The frequency of fixed facility
hazardous materials releases is 3-5 per year with the majority of these having been small-scale
incidents. The severity of impact of such an event depends on the proximity to population,
chemical character, wind direction, response capability and situational awareness.
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Under SARA Title III reporting there are fifty-two sites storing EHS’s in the County. The
number of facilities varies from year to year as new facilities come on line and others
permanently remove chemicals. Information about these sites is maintained in the Emergency
Management office and the District 10 Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC) and is
maintained annually on CAMEO software, provided to the Martin County Hazardous Materials
Team. Coordinating procedures for hazardous materials response are found within the
County’s Emergency Plan ESF 10 Hazardous Materials and the District 10 LEPC Regional
Hazardous Materials Response Plan.
The Florida Gas Transmission Company owns and operates a line that transports natural gas
through Martin County. A map of this line depicted Figures 5a and b. There are three
offshoots to meter stations owned by vendors: to Indiantown; to Tampa Electric/Peoples Gas
at the I-95 / Indiantown Road intersection; and to Florida Power and Light. A fuel oil pipeline
also runs through the County to the Florida Power and Light generating station in Indiantown
from the Port of Palm Beach.
RADIOLOGICAL / NUCLEAR
Radiological accidents can occur wherever radioactive materials are used, stored, or
transported. In addition, hospitals, universities, research laboratories, industries, major
highways, railroads, or shipping yards could be the site of an
accident. A nuclear incident could potentially result from
loss of the source materials, accidents involving
transportation of radioactive materials, radiological
terrorism, or use of nuclear weapons.
In a radiological/nuclear emergency, exposure could come
from the release of radioactive materials into the
environment. The area the release may affect is determined
by the amount released, wind direction and speed, and
weather conditions (i.e., rain, etc.). Severity depends on the
nature of the event and factors that lessen the direct impact
such as increased distance, time, and shielding.
The St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant is located 5.5 miles north of Stuart on Hutchinson Island in
St. Lucie County. The facility contains two nuclear reactors and is owned and operated by the
Florida Power and Light Company. This places Martin County, the City of Stuart and Sewall’s
Point (zone 7) within the 10-mile Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ) and the entire County 50mile Ingestion Pathway Zone. Martin County Emergency Management Agency has a
radiological planner on staff. Figure 6 shows the EPZ, which contains 32,352 residents in
Martin County. In addition to the St. Lucie plant, Florida is host to Turkey Point in Florida City
south of Martin County in Miami-Dade County, and Crystal River in Red Level, (Citrus
County) Florida.
Map Source: http://www.insc.anl.gov/pwrmaps/map/north_america.html

CIVIL DISTURBANCE
Civil disturbances are instances that for whatever reason result in mass rioting, mob violence,
16
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arson, looting, confrontations with law enforcement, or the breakdown of order in a localized
area. Martin County could be subject to civil disturbance although there have been no
historical occurrences of this hazard. Sheriff and police services are responsible for the
restoration of law and order. The Martin County Sheriff’s Office maintains a civil disturbance
contingency plan that provides for resource support.
MASS EXODUS / MIGRATION / UNDOCUMENTED ALIENS
Martin County is growing slowly but steadily in population. However, a sudden mass exodus
or migration to the area could strain or overwhelm local resources and infrastructure. There
is a “Low” probability for experiencing such an event in Martin County. During a mass
migration, community populations can increase significantly when large numbers of families are
displaced from other communities fleeing disaster impacts. Temporary mass migration into the
County may require shelter services in a host capacity. Additional reliance on community
members, hotels, churches and state and federal programs may be necessary to house
dislocated families.
A mass exodus out of Martin County would negatively impact the local economy and taxable
income base affecting the per capita income, property values and available workforce and
services. Such an incident has a “Low” probability of occurrence, but a “High” potential
severity of consequences. Martin County has not experienced a mass or permanent exodus
although the evacuation of populations for hurricanes exhibits a temporary exodus.
While enforcement of immigration laws is the responsibility of U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement, the local community must be prepared to provide shelter, mass care, social
services and protection until relieved by federal authorities. The close proximity of Cuba and
Haiti in particular makes Martin County vulnerable to the effects of illegal immigration and
could impact County services. The Florida State Watch Office (SWO)) reported 6 migration
incidents between the years of 2006 through 2008.
COASTAL OIL SPILLS
Oil spills may occur from various activities including pipeline ruptures; well blowouts; leaking
oil storage containers; and activities associated with offshore oil exploration, production, and
transportation. The probability of coastal oil spills in Martin County is currently in the medium
to low range, with “Low” frequency and a potential for “High” severity of impacts to beaches,
wildlife, community populations and tourism. Martin County has an extremely limited history
of minor oil spills. Florida prohibits oil drilling in its waters within 125 miles of its shoreline, yet
Martin County remains vulnerable to coastal oil spills resulting from in-shore activities as well
as from the after effects of hurricanes on off shore tanker transport ships. Regardless of cause,
a large coastal oil spill could directly affect the value of the properties involved and, in the case
of a long-term incident, could damage the overall coastal recreational and commercial activities
of the area.
EXTREME TEMPERATURES
Freezes pose a major hazard to agricultural interests in Martin County on a recurring basis.
The County experienced 7 significant freezes between 1970 and 1999. The SWO reported no
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freeze warnings from 2002 to 2008. Prolonged periods of extremely high temperatures are
relatively rare. Due to the consistently high humidity, the local heat index is often significantly
above the actual temperature during the summer months.
WILDFIRE / FIRE
Drought conditions, spontaneous combustion, arson, lightning, unattended campfires, trash
burning, and improper cigarette disposal could all lead to forest, brush, wildfire and structural
fires. The County has large tracts of pine, scrub, tree and citrus, and grassland areas that, if
burning, would threaten wildlife, livestock and residential communities. The Wildfire Response
Plan is attached to this plan as Appendix V. As a snapshot for 2012, Martin County Fire Rescue
reported 194 wildfires, 98 structural fires, and 110 vehicle fires.
TORNADOES
A tornado is a violently rotating
column of air extending from sky to
ground and is usually associated with
thunderstorms. The most violent
tornadoes are capable of tremendous
destruction with wind speeds of 250
mph or more. Damage paths can be
one mile wide and 50 miles long.
They can occur at any time of year in
this region; however February
through April is characterized by
more powerful tornadoes because of
the presence of the jet stream. The
State of Florida ranks third highest in
the nation relative to the total
number of tornado occurrences and
highest in terms of tornadoes per
square mile. During the period 1950-1994, 82 Floridians were killed; 1998 was the deadliest
with 42 deaths in four counties; and the 2007 tornadoes in Central Florida left 21 dead. In
2012, the state of Florida had 48 tornados touch-down. The SWO has recorded 8 tornado
incidents from 2002 to 2008 and 3 recorded from 2009-2012 in Martin County. Tornadoes
are unpredictable and difficult to protect against. Martin County’s vulnerability to tornadoes is
compounded by its high concentration of large mobile home communities.
HEAT WAVES / DROUGHTS
Heat waves generally occur over five to ten continuous days and temperatures hover over the
90 degree mark. Droughts, which are abnormally persistent dry weather, are more cyclical and
frequent, occurring mostly between April and October. The probability of drought and/or heat
waves is “Moderate – High” in Martin County. The severity depends on the degree of
moisture deficiency, the duration, the temperature, heat index and the area affected. From
1999 to 2011 drought conditions have prevailed in Martin County. However, 2011-13 have
proved less dangerous for the County with the South Florida Water Management District
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reporting recovering drought conditions and the June 2013 Keetch Byram Drought Index
(KBDI) current precipitation analysis indicates Martin County as in the low scale of 100-199
for drought conditions. The community and infrastructure was not subject to significant
disruption during that period, although those conditions did result in high agricultural losses.
However, a worst-case scenario involving inadequate or depleted water supplies for
population demand, combined with extended long-term heat wave and reduced electrical
availability has the potential for catastrophic implications for the community. In instances of
drought and heat wave, the emergency response community may see an increase in fires,
increases in heat injuries, decrease in water resources, increased electrical demand and the
potential need for outside mutual aid assistance or supplies. Fortunately, the severity has not
occurred to that extent. In the most severe case, per capita income could be affected, as could
property values.
Martin County is most vulnerable to the adverse effects of severe water shortages. The
primary sources of water supply for the County are Lake Okeechobee, watershed areas, and
the County's well fields. Normally, excess water from an interconnected series of lakes,
rivers, canals, and marshes flows into Lake Okeechobee. The County has seven (7) regional
well fields. The western agriculture areas of the County are subject to substantial crop loss
during periods of critical water shortage. The SFWMD and County staff manage the County’s
water resources. Complementing the District's water management efforts during periods of
critical water shortage, a countywide, uniform, contingency plan is in place to effectively
restrict the use of water. The City of Stuart adopted a 20 Year Water Conservation Initiative
in 2008 to conserve limited drinking water resource supply from the aquifer meeting the
SFWMD permit requirements. The SFWMD also maintains a watering restriction schedule of
days and times through the Year-Round Landscape Irrigation Rule2
SINKHOLES
The Florida Geological Survey of the Department of Environmental Protection indicates in the
“Sinkhole Type, Development and Distribution in Florida” map that Martin County in its
entirety is located in an area where sinkholes seldom, if ever, occur. Martin County is located
in Area II of the map that is characterized as having 30 to 200 feet thick of mainly incohesive
and permeable sand cover over limestone. This indicates that sinkholes are few, shallow, of
small diameter and develop gradually. The SWO database lists no instances of sinkholes from
2002 to 2013 in Martin County.
TERRORISM
Since September 11, 2001, the potential for the threat or act of terrorism or the usage of
Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) against the citizens of the United States has increased
dramatically. There have been no instances of terrorism within Martin County. However,
within the State of Florida, there are known to be individuals who hold discontent with the
government, or other personal views that, if taken to the extreme, have the potential for
terrorist acts.
The probability for terrorism or WMD usage in the County is considered to be “Low”, but
possible. Any incidence of terrorism, particularly from Chemical, Biological, Radiological,
2

South Florida Water Management District; 2013
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Nuclear, or Explosive (CBRNE) would have a “High” severity of consequences on the
community. Such an instance could cause physical harm, disruption of the local economy, and
result in increased panic or civil disorder. The entire population would be vulnerable to either
actual physical harm or mental anxiety from personal or property loss, concern and fear. Fear
and panic could drive a mass exodus of population from the County further damaging the local
economy and per capita income. Anxiety and public perception of the probability of a
reoccurrence of an incident could perpetuate further negative impacts on the community.
Responding to a terrorist incident of any scale would be tremendously expensive. The
immediate and long-term recovery to an incident dictates a need for external resources such
as; the National Pharmaceutical Stockpile, medical care, lab testing, technical services, largescale biological/radiological monitoring capability, food and water distribution, personal
protection supplies, specialty response teams and other resources.
Martin County would be vulnerable to terrorist acts targeting (a) the nuclear power facility; (b)
food production facilities; (c) water and wastewater treatment facilities; (d) public/crowded
events; and (e) residents with considerable wealth. The Terrorism Incident Response Plan is
attached to this plan as Appendix IV.
EXOTIC PESTS AND DISEASES
Agricultural interests are subject to the impact of exotic pests and diseases such as the
Mediterranean fruit fly and citrus canker and “greening.” Both have affected the area in recent
years. The Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services reports that Africanized
bees have been a threat in the nation’s southwest and southern states since the 1990’s with 17
human deaths reported to present. Florida incurred the first human death from an attack of
Africanized bees in April 2008; however livestock and pets have been the majority of reported
deaths.
DISEASE AND PANDEMIC OUTBREAK
Since September 11, 2001, additional emphasis has been placed on awareness of current and
emerging public health threats. These can occur as a result of bio terrorism agents, chemical
threats, radiation emergencies, mass casualties, or disease outbreak. Recent high profile
examples globally include anthrax, mad cow disease, avian flu, SARS, the West Nile virus,
Eastern Equine and St. Louis encephalitis.
Disease outbreaks have historically had “Low” severity with impacts limited to Martin County.
There is the potential for increased severity if such a threat resulted in a pandemic or other
widespread situation posing immediate and prolonged life safety issues. Such an event could
warrant a massive mobilization of resources quickly overwhelming local capabilities. The
severity is dependent on the nature of the threat, rapid detection, method of transmission,
mortality rate, public perception, and access to medical stockpiling.
Recent history has shown that no community is immune to the effects of the purposeful
spread of disease to which the entire population could be vulnerable. Martin County has no
history of large-scale epidemics. The Pandemics Plan can be found at Appendix VI of the
CEMP.
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CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE DISRUPTION
Critical infrastructure refers to those assets and systems that are vital as mission critical
functions in Martin County. The disruption or destruction of these assets and systems would
have a debilitating effect on the economy, governance, public health and safety, and community
morale. Critical infrastructure refers to transportation and energy systems, defense
installations, banking and financial assets, water supplies, chemical plants, food and agricultural
resources, police, fire departments, hospitals and public health systems, information systems,
government and military offices. Disruptions could occur in computer systems, whether
accidentally or intentional as a result of cyber-terrorism. Power disruption due to the same
causes or due to extreme temperatures overloading systems is also a possibility. In the event
of disasters that render the infrastructure unusable, the Martin County Continuity of
Operations Plan (COOP) would be activated.
Critical infrastructure disruption could arise in conjunction with other hazards such as a
terrorist incident, hurricane, tornado, flood, drought, as well as geo-magnetic storms/solar
flares. Disruption in any particular one for a short period does not necessarily indicate a
disaster, however it will likely warrant a swift response by the owner, agency or a combination
of entities. Martin County experiences critical infrastructure disruption to some degree
periodically. The probability of encountering this hazard is “Moderate – High” however
through contingency planning through the County COOP and agency planning aids in prompt
response and disruption has been minimized. A longer period of disruption, particularly to the
internet or power generation/distribution capabilities has an immediate effect on productivity
and may result in financial loss to the business sectors. In catastrophic situations there could
be extensive negative effects to per capita income and property values.
SPECIAL EVENTS
Martin County serves as a venue for several events that attract large crowds. The Stuart Air
Show is the largest special event planned in Martin County. Community events such as the
County fair, street dances, vendor shows, visiting dignitaries, holiday parades and festivals are
held throughout the year. Congregations of large numbers of people are typically supported by
the presence of local emergency services and law enforcement. The probability of
encountering such a situation is “Low” and there have been no instances recently of this threat
in Martin County.
MAJOR TRANSPORTATION INCIDENTS
The Florida Turnpike, U.S. Highway 1 and Interstate 95 (I-95) both traverse the County
north/south and mass casualty transportation incidents involving large numbers of people
should be anticipated. In addition, significant intersections such as Kanner Highway and U.S 1
and Salerno Road and U. S. 1, and bridges and causeway accidents could damage infrastructure
as well as pedestrians and vehicle passengers.
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VULNERABILITY CHART: HURRICANES AND TROPICAL STORMS

Geographic Locations

Damage Estimates
Populations:
0-18yr/ 18-24/ 25-64/ 65+ /
Medically-Needy, Disabled,
Homeless, Transient,
Transportation
Disadvantaged, Tourists
Non-English Speaking,
Hearing-Impaired, VisuallyImpaired, Impoverished

Personal Injury
Group Homes

Structural

Infrastructure
Business/Economic
Vulnerability

Associated Hazards

All geographic locations within Martin County are vulnerable; however, damaging winds and storm surge
effects can be expected to be most intense along the Eastern coastal border. Such coastal settings are the
most sought after properties, with the potential for increased populations, and thus are at higher risk of
property and personal damage. Coastal surge is expected to push Indian River and tributaries. Flooding
homes and businesses along water features. Locations further inland may experience lesser wind fields, but
may still see significant damage.
Damage and loss are in direct relation to the population density of the impacted area and vary depending
on the magnitude of the event. Estimated damage costs are contained in the Martin County LMS.
All populations in Martin County are vulnerable to injury and increased hardship due to community
interruption, however certain populations are more vulnerable:
The elderly, disabled and medically needy are more vulnerable due to mobility issues, medical conditions
exacerbated by the storm, and potential reliance on medicines and electricity-dependant machinery. Hearing
and sight-impaired populations are vulnerable as urgent public information or situational awareness may be
impeded due to the nature of their disability. Homeless populations are also more vulnerable as situational
awareness and ability to get to public shelters may be a factor. Impoverished populations are more
vulnerable to the damage caused by hurricanes/tropical storms, as monies necessary to relocate or repair
may not be available. Additionally, tourists are more vulnerable due to lack of familiarity with local roads,
evacuation routes, alternate routes, locations of hospitals, and sources of relief. They are also unlikely to
have necessary disaster supplies on hand. In addition, situational awareness may arrive more slowly for those
focused on recreational activities. Many tourists stay in hotels, motels, RV parks or campgrounds and
frequent tourist destinations near the same locations prone to higher hurricane impacts.
Typical injuries may result from: Vehicle accidents, wind-blown debris, falling limbs, lightning strikes,
downed power lines, structural collapse, rising flood waters, mold-induced illnesses, contaminated waters
For tornadoes, Assisted Living Facilities, Nursing Homes, Schools, Jails/Prisons are vulnerable due to the
special needs of the occupants of such facilities, the length of time necessary to take immediate shelter (for
approaching tornadoes), and the potential for electrically-dependant populations within. Additionally, most
in group settings must rely on the emergency plans, decisions, and care of others.
All structures are vulnerable to severe thunderstorms/lightning/tornado damage. Thunderstorms can result
in water damage via localized flooding or through wind-driven water entering older or compromised roof
systems. Structural vulnerability lies in the inability to withstand the cyclonic action of the winds.
Manufactured housing, poorly constructed or substandard housing are particularly vulnerable due to their
lack of resistance to even smaller intensity tornadoes. Substandard housing can create projectiles, which
can compromise well-built structures.
Community infrastructure is vulnerable to disruption/failure. The primary disruption is associated with
power outages. Other possibilities include: Flooded, undermined or impassable roads, clogged drainage
systems, communications failure, flooded/overwhelmed/powerless water treatment facilities
For severe thunderstorms/tornadoes, economic sectors dependant on computers, power, or fair weather
are vulnerable to disruption and loss. Business vulnerability is dependent on the degree of preparedness for
continuity of operations, protection of key electrical components, ability to quickly restore functioning, and
mitigate types of insurances (such as for flood damage, lost income, structural repairs etc). Businesses may
also be vulnerable to loss of product/facilities, supply disruption, loss of important paperwork, shifting of
consumer spending to emergency/replacement needs. Storms with widespread damage have the potential
to disrupt the local economy. Specific vulnerabilities exist for farm workers whose farmlands offer little
resistance to tornadoes, which can destroy equipment, farmhouses, storage bins, and result in personal or
economic loss. While most farming operations are dependent on rainfall, thunderstorms with high winds,
forceful downpours, and flooding rains can damage fragile crops.
Associated hazards include: Damaging winds, dangerous lightning, storm produced tornadoes, flooding,
contamination, storm surge, HAZMAT releases, gas explosions, structural fires, and electrocution from
downed wires, drowning, sinkholes, and vehicle accidents.
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VULNERABILITY CHART: FLOODING / STORM SURGE
Populations:
0-18yr/ 18-24/ 25-64/ 65+ /
Medically-Needy, Disabled,
Homeless, Transient,
Transportation
Disadvantaged, Tourists,
Non-English Speaking,
Hearing-Impaired, VisuallyImpaired, Impoverished

Personal Injury
Group Homes
Structural

Infrastructure
Business/Economic
Vulnerability

Associated Hazards

All populations within the floodplain in Martin County are vulnerable to injury or structural damage.
Certain populations are more vulnerable:
The elderly, disabled and medically needy are more vulnerable due to mobility issues, medical conditions
exacerbated by the storm, and potential reliance on medicines and electricity-dependent machinery.
Contaminated floodwaters put young children at risk rendering them most vulnerable.
Non-English speaking and hearing-impaired populations are slightly more vulnerable as information such
as status of closed/impassible roadways may be delayed. Sight-impaired populations may not be able to
visually-gauge from a distance the status of rising floodwaters and may have difficulty in accessing or
breaching rooftop egress etc. Homeless populations are also more vulnerable as situational awareness
and ability to take appropriate shelter may be a factor. In addition, they are more likely to encounter
floodwaters and less likely to be aware of “boil water” notices or have access to appropriate medical
care. Tourists are more vulnerable to the impacts of flooding due to unfamiliarity with roadways and
locations of drainage ditches, creeks, and other water features now obscured. Impoverished populations
are more vulnerable as they are less likely to have engaged in mitigation measures.
Injuries may result from: falling trees/limbs, downed power lines, structural collapse, rising flood waters,
vehicle accidents/submersion, drowning, contaminated water, water-borne illnesses, mosquito-borne
illnesses, mold-induced illnesses, sewerage contamination, and animal bites.
Assisted Living Facilities, Nursing Homes, Schools, Jails/Prisons are vulnerable due to the special needs of
the occupants of such facilities. Additionally, most in group settings must rely on the emergency plans,
decisions, and care of others.
Homes built at-grade within flood-prone areas are more vulnerable than sufficiently raised houses.
Structural vulnerability depends on elevation, proximity to bodies of water, capacity of community
drainage systems, impediments to water flow, soil saturation, and other factors. Drywall, carpet, wood,
and other materials are particularly vulnerable to flood damage. Structural, electrical, plumbing, and
flooring systems may be compromised and contribute to the risk of other hazards. Additionally, flooding
can cause mold growth on structural components or personal belongings.
Community infrastructure is vulnerable to disruption/failure. The primary disruption is associated with
flooded or undermined roads, clogged drainage systems, power outages, communications failure,
flooded/overwhelmed/powerless water treatment facilities, inaccessible community services
All economic sectors are vulnerable to loss from flooding. Business vulnerability is dependent on the
degree of preparedness for continuity of operations, protection of key electrical components, ability to
quickly restore function. Businesses are vulnerable to loss of product/facilities, supply disruption, loss of
important paperwork, shifting of consumer spending to emergency/replacement needs.
Specific vulnerabilities exist for farm workers. Floods can destroy crops, equipment, farmhouses, storage
bins, and result in personal or economic loss. While most farming operations are dependent on rainfall,
flooding rains can damage fragile crops and erode nutrient layers in soil.
Associated hazards include: Damaging winds, dangerous lightning, storm produced tornadoes,
contamination, storm surge, HAZMAT Releases, gas explosions, structural fires, electrocution from
downed wires, drowning, sinkholes, vehicle accidents/submersion, flash-flooding, illness
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VULNERABILITY CHART: HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Vulnerable
Geographic Locations

Damage Estimates

Populations:
0-18yr/ 18-24/ 25-64/ 65+ /
Medically-Needy, Disabled,
Homeless, Transient,
Transportation Disadvantaged,
Tourists, Non-English Speaking,
Hearing-Impaired, VisuallyImpaired, Impoverished
Personal Injury

Group Homes

Structural

Infrastructure

Business/Economic Vulnerability

Associated Hazards

All locations in close proximity to fixed facilities, highway, rail, plane, pipeline, and barge/boat
traffic. Locations particularly vulnerable are those near Interstate I-95 and the Florida Turnpike.
Vulnerability also exists in those locations near any of 52 sites that store hazardous materials in
Martin County, and include neighborhoods near water treatment facilities, water wells, pump or
lift stations.
Due to the nature of the threat, damages will vary with the nature and extent of release, but
could encompass emergency response, spill cleanup actions, health and medical treatment,
mortuary services and owner liability issues, with potential to exceed over 5 million dollars in
severe incidents.
All populations are vulnerable to injury due to exposure to hazardous materials. The community
is most vulnerable to those chemicals that pose a wind-borne toxic inhalant threat. Certain
populations are more vulnerable:
Vulnerable populations are: those unprepared for hazardous chemicals release, those without
knowledge of shelter-in-place procedures, those unable to recognize warning signs of release,
those who do not/cannot take action in a timely manner, those with existing respiratory
conditions, those for whom situational awareness is impeded (hearing and/or visually impaired,
non-English speaking, homeless, transient), those unconnected to methods used to notify the
public, those without vehicles (if evacuation is ordered), those caught outdoors, those in very
close proximity, downwind of release site, those in more vulnerable structures.
Injuries vary with chemical involved. Material Safety Data Sheet’s (MSDS), the most current
Emergency Response Guidebooks (ERG), NIOSH pocket guide, ATSDR publications, and
emergency hotlines such as CHEMTREC offer chemical-specific injury details and protective
measures. Routes of exposure include: inhalation, ingestion, and physical contact, and may lead
to respiratory distress, organ failure, burns or death.
Populations in group settings rely on the emergency plans, decisions and care of others. Assisted
living facilities, nursing homes, schools, and jails/prisons are vulnerable due to the special needs
of the occupants and the length of time necessary to evacuate and the mobility of the occupants.
Group facilities, particularly schools, may have added vulnerability in that families may risk
exposure to check on loved ones, and may find themselves on the outside of a facility locked
down under SIP conditions. Additionally vulnerability exists for those facilities, such as prisons
typically built for ventilation, or those for whom AC/Heat functions are located off premises or
inaccessible.
Structural vulnerability is a function of the capacity to adequately shelter its occupants and
isolate outside air. Vulnerability increases for occupants of leaky structures with doors/windows
without adequate seals and inadequate insulation. Additionally vulnerability exists for occupants
of structures where AC/Heat is inaccessible or controlled off premises, or for those facilities
built specifically to exchange air (such as prisons, etc). Structural vulnerability also exists due to
explosive potential associated with the release of certain chemicals.
The primary infrastructure disruption associated with major hazardous materials releases is
overwhelmed health and medical services. Additionally emergency response capabilities, such as
fire, HAZMAT Teams, search and rescue, decontamination, ambulance, police may also be
overwhelmed.
All economic sectors are vulnerable, however, for hazardous materials releases; primary
vulnerability issues exist for the spiller. The potential for downtime, loss production, profit loss,
liability, and other issues may have a trickle down affect on other occupations. Additionally,
occupations such as tourism, and other industries may be impacted if such a release impedes the
function or quality of local waterways.
Associated hazards include: Public Health threats (Contamination, Disease/ illness), explosions,
fires, vehicle accidents, Mass Exodus, and Civil Unrest.
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VULNERABILITY CHART: RADIOLOGICAL / NUCLEAR
Vulnerable
Geographic Locations

Damage Estimates

Populations:
0-18yr/ 18-24/ 25-64/ 65+ /
Medically-Needy, Disabled,
Homeless, Transient,
Transportation Disadvantaged,
Tourists, Non-English Speaking,
Hearing-Impaired, VisuallyImpaired, Impoverished
Personal Injury

Group Homes
Structural
Infrastructure
Business/Economic Vulnerability

Associated Hazards

Martin County is vulnerable to a release of radioactive material from a fixed nuclear facility. The
County being located within the 10 mile radius of the facility. However, all are vulnerable to
blast and fire risk associated with the usage of nuclear weapons near the County. Martin County
may be vulnerable to radiation fallout received as a result of a catastrophic nuclear incident
elsewhere. This depends on wind direction, magnitude of incident, and a host of other factors
that determine spread.
Response to a successfully executed terrorism event could result in the need for external
resources such as the National Pharmaceutical Stockpile, medical care, lab testing and technical
services, large-scale biological/radiation monitoring capability, food distribution, personal
protection supplies, specialty teams, and other necessities. It would be unrealistic to estimate
potential damages due to the wide range of vectors and targets that could be used.
The entire population is vulnerable to either actual physical harm or mental anxiety from
personal or property loss, concern, or fear.
Particular populations may have additional risks as terrorists may target these populations. This
may include school-aged youth, churchgoers, tourists, emergency responders, government,
healthcare, financial, industrial and transportation workers.

Injuries may vary according to the method used. All may cause stress and panic, and subsequent
hazards that can cause additional personal injury; Typical injuries can include or result from:
Biological WMD- disease/death, contaminated or limited access to food/water; Nuclear WMDradiation sickness, burns, blast, cancer, death, contaminated food/water, dust;
Explosives/Incendiary devices- burns, lacerations, trauma, death, structural collapse, subsequent
explosions/fires; Chemical WMD- respiratory distress, organ failure, burns, death
For WMD using incendiary and explosives, vulnerability for those in nursing homes/assisted
living facilities is similar to the general population.
All structures are vulnerable to explosives/incendiary devices
Infrastructure is vulnerable to explosives/incendiary devices; Such an event could disrupt
community services, utilities, and transportation routes and quickly overwhelm emergency
response capabilities, such as search and rescue, fire, ambulance, hospital and police.
All employment sectors are vulnerable to terrorism through the use of WMD; either directly,
or indirectly, such as through increased transportation costs, security costs, additional
precautions, loss of customer or employee base, etc. For biological terrorism, the impact, if
widespread, as in a pandemic, could cripple economic sectors and individual organizations due to
loss of employees and/or customer base.
Associated hazards include: public health threats (contamination, disease/ illness), explosions,
fires, vehicle accidents, mass exodus, and civil unrest.
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VULNERABILITY CHART: CIVIL DISTURBANCE
Vulnerable
Geographic Locations
Damage Estimates
Populations:
0-18yr/ 18-24/ 25-64/ 65+ /
Medically-Needy, Disabled,
Homeless, Transient,
Transportation
Disadvantaged, Tourists,
Non-English Speaking,
Hearing-Impaired, VisuallyImpaired, Impoverished

All, but particularly within the city limits, or near centers of government, courthouses,
shopping facilities, or near a source of controversy
Varies depending on magnitude and the economic loss
Populations in close proximity to the disturbance may be directly affected.

Personal Injury

Physical injury such as burns, blunt trauma, gunshot wounds, death, or other injuries may
occur as a result of civil disorder.
Prisons/jails are more vulnerable to civil disorder.
Structural damage to homes, government offices and retail shops and businesses could
occur.
Water Systems, Transportation Systems, and Food Distribution networks government
facilities, or other infrastructure could be at risk of civil disorder.
Potentially all economic sectors could be vulnerable to the impact of civil disorder.

Group Homes
Structural
Infrastructure
Business/Economic
Vulnerability
Associated Hazards

Associated hazards could potentially include: Strained local resources, reduced food/water
supply, traffic accidents, mass casualties, and increased medical needs, etc.
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VULNERABILITY CHART: MASS EXODUS / MIGRATION /
UNDOCUMENTED ALIENS
Vulnerable
Geographic Locations
Damage Estimates
Populations:
0-18yr/ 18-24/ 25-64/ 65+ /
Medically-Needy, Disabled,
Homeless, Transient,
Transportation Disadvantaged,
Tourists, Non-English Speaking,
Hearing-Impaired, VisuallyImpaired, Impoverished
Personal Injury
Group Homes

Structural
Infrastructure
Business/Economic
Vulnerability
Associated Hazards

Martin County has experienced temporary mass exodus as occurs with hurricane evacuations,
however in the true sense of mass exodus, or a permanent exodus, this hazard has not
occurred.
Varies depending on magnitude and the economic loss
All populations are vulnerable to increased difficulty, financial or physical loss as a result of any
mass exodus, or migration out of the county. Young children are vulnerable to separation from
their parents or loved ones. The elderly and medically needy may be separated from their
established lines of essential medical services. Traditional lines of communication amongst
families may be non-functional or overloaded. All are vulnerable to financial loss and mental
anxiety as result of such activity.

Injuries could arise from vehicle accidents, lack of food, shelter, or medical care. Additional
injury may occur if the exodus or migration occurs in conjunction with heat wave, drought,
chemical contamination, ice storms, or other environmental conditions.
Assisted living facilities, nursing homes, schools, and jails are more vulnerable to mass exodus
such as traditional lines of accounting for clients may breakdown, and supplies may not be
readily available within the facility. No known vulnerability exists for immigration into Martin
County for this population.
N/A
Vulnerability potentially exists for water systems, transportation systems, and food distribution
networks to support mass immigration into Martin County or in preparation for exodus out of
Martin County.
Potentially all economic sectors could be vulnerable to the loss of workers, buyers, or product
resulting from mass exodus out of Martin County.
Associated hazards could potentially include: Strained local resources, reduced food/water
supply, civil disorder, traffic accidents, housing shortages, increased medical needs, etc.
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VULNERABILITY CHART: COASTAL OIL SPILLS
Vulnerable
Geographic Locations
Damage Estimates
Populations:
0-18yr/ 18-24/ 25-64/ 65+ /
Medically-Needy, Disabled,
Homeless, Transient,
Transportation Disadvantaged,
Tourists, Non-English Speaking,
Hearing-Impaired, VisuallyImpaired, Impoverished

Personal Injury
Group Homes
Structural
Infrastructure
Business/Economic
Vulnerability
Associated Hazards

Locations such as beaches, residences and area waterways along the Atlantic coastline, St.
Lucie and Indian Rivers of Martin County are vulnerable to this hazard. Additionally
properties along pipeline routes are vulnerable to oil spills.
Varies depending on magnitude; greater than 5 million dollars.
Vulnerable populations include those that are in direct contact with the oil or dependant on
water quality for economic livelihood. Fishing, yachting, crabbing, and any other water
associated activities affected by the spill will damage tourism on a large scale.

Typical injuries: toxicity, contamination
Assisted living facilities, nursing homes, schools, are more vulnerable due to the population
they accommodate being more susceptible to the effects of waterborne illnesses.
As oil contamination is a health hazard, structural vulnerability could arise due to the
absorbent nature of certain building materials and would depend on the extent of infiltration
and the ability to remediate the contamination.
Vulnerability exists for Water Systems (source, structures and distribution network).
Water dependant industries, such as the tourism, seafood, fuel, and boating industries, are
vulnerable to this hazard. In addition, those who are dependent on the aforementioned
industries are also vulnerable to the affects of coastal oil spills.
Associated hazards include: concentrated levels of contaminants in available water supply,
diseases, loss of wildlife and habitat, and contaminated soils.
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VULNERABILITY CHART: EXTREME TEMPERATURES
Vulnerable
Geographic Locations

All populations are vulnerable in Martin County, particularly communities not located directly
on the coast.

Damage Estimates

Varies depending on magnitude; frost and extreme cold can rival costs associated with
hurricanes with entire crops lost with losses ranging from millions to billions of dollars.
All populations are vulnerable to effects of extreme cold temperatures, particularly
compounded due to potential utility loss at a critical time when heating is needed. Those
without access to portable heaters and generators are more vulnerable.
Special populations may also be more vulnerable to extreme cold temperatures and frosts.
Vulnerability exists for those who are particularly susceptible to cold weather (children,
elderly, homeless), unable to afford available heating (impoverished) or reliant on electricity
for life-sustaining medical equipment (medically-needy). Additional populations are vulnerable
such as those with hearing or visual impairments, as situational awareness of associated
hazards may be impeded.

Populations:
0-18yr/ 18-24/ 25-64/ 65+ /
Medically-Needy, Disabled,
Homeless, Transient,
Transportation Disadvantaged,
Tourists, Non-English Speaking,
Hearing-Impaired, VisuallyImpaired, Impoverished
Personal Injury
Group Homes

Structural

Infrastructure
Business/Economic Vulnerability

Associated Hazards

Typical injuries may result from: slippery surfaces, falling limbs, downed power lines,
structural collapse, vehicle accidents, freezing, frostbite, hypothermia, lack of
food/water/medical treatment/medicines, and limited access to emergency services.
Assisted living facilities, nursing homes, schools, and jails/prisons are vulnerable due to the
special needs of such facilities, the transportation requirements of such a facility, large-scale
heating needs and the staffing required to support group facilities. Additionally, most in
group settings must rely on the emergency plans, decisions, and care of others.
All structures are vulnerable to extreme temperature damage. In general, structures are the
most vulnerable to hail, burst or uprooted water pipes and gas lines. Additionally elevated
structures are more vulnerable to the bursting of water pipes associated with freezing
temperatures.
Additionally gas and water lines are vulnerable to extreme temperatures. Roads and bridges
may be impassible due to storm debris, or icing.
Economic sectors such as utilities, government, construction, agriculture, and other
outdoor related sectors are vulnerable to the impact of extreme temperatures; in the case
of severe ice storm scenarios, all employment sectors could be affected. Businesses are
vulnerable to loss of production, supply disruption, displaced workers, shifting of consumer
spending to emergency/replacement needs. All affect the economy of Martin County.
Specific vulnerabilities exist for Farm Workers whose crops may be devastated by extreme
temperatures.
Associated hazards include: lack of heating, hail, communication system and/or power
outage, broken gas lines, or water mains, iced roads/bridges, vehicle accidents, structural
collapse.
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VULNERABILITY CHART: WILDFIRE / FIRE
Vulnerable
Geographic Locations

All geographic locations are vulnerable to fires. At particular risk are those structures
and agricultural operations along the rural/urban interface. Vacant fields, woodlands,
lots, and acreage connect communities to the rural/urban interface. This could allow
fires to come into subdivisions and neighborhoods in urban and suburban areas.

Damage Estimates

See Martin County LMS for damage estimates.

Populations:
0-18yr/ 18-24/ 25-64/ 65+ /
Medically-Needy, Disabled,
Homeless, Transient,
Transportation Disadvantaged,
Tourists, Non-English Speaking,
Hearing-Impaired, VisuallyImpaired, Impoverished
Personal Injury
Group Homes
Structural
Infrastructure
Business/Economic Vulnerability

Associated Hazards

The entire population is vulnerable to the effects of fire.
Vulnerability to structure fires may be increased for the elderly, young children, or
those with physical disabilities. Additionally the impoverished, may be more apt to live
in conditions favorable for fires, and are subsequently more vulnerable to fires. The
elderly, young children and those with existing respiratory ailments may be more
vulnerable to respiratory distress caused by smoke from wildfires.
Typical injuries include: smoke inhalation, toxic inhalation, burns, respiratory distress,
structural collapse, trauma, death.
Nursing home facilities near the rural-urban interface may be more vulnerable to fires. The
vulnerability of elderly populations is stated above.
All structures are vulnerable to fire, however vulnerability is increased for those with older
or faulty electrical systems, those that lack or have inadequate smoke detectors or alarms,
those without interior sprinkler systems, wood structures, etc.
Infrastructure is vulnerable to fires, as transportation routes may be blocked during the
response to wildfires, critical facilities along the urban rural interface may be more vulnerable
to the direct effect of fire, or to associated hazards.
Each employment sector is potentially vulnerable to fire. Such precautions as fire escape
plans, smoke detectors/alarms, sprinkler systems, continuity of operations planning, insurance,
and contingency planning for the protection of critical records, helps to reduce the
vulnerability associated with a potential fire.
Associated hazards include: explosions, hazardous materials incidents, vehicle accidents, mass
exodus, evacuations, and illness.
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VULNERABILITY CHART: HEAT WAVE/DROUGHT
Vulnerable
Geographic Locations
Damage Estimates
Populations:
0-18yr/ 18-24/ 25-64/ 65+ /
Medically-Needy, Disabled,
Homeless, Transient,
Transportation Disadvantaged,
Tourists, Non-English Speaking,
Hearing-Impaired, VisuallyImpaired, Impoverished

ALL
Varies depending on magnitude; could jeopardize Martin County’s agricultural production in
addition to electrical, municipal and water supply expenses.
All populations are vulnerable to effects of heat wave/drought.
Special populations may also be more vulnerable to heat wave/drought. Outdoor workers,
Elderly persons, small children, invalid, homeless, those on certain medications or drugs
(especially tranquilizers and anticholinergics), and persons with weight and alcohol problems
are particularly susceptible to heat reactions. Additionally, impoverished individuals are more
vulnerable as they may reduce or eliminate the use of A/C systems due to rising cooling
costs.

Personal Injury

Typical injuries: sunburn, heat cramps, heat exhaustion, heat stroke, dehydration,
fatigue, and death.

Group Homes

Assisted living facilities, nursing homes, schools, are more vulnerable due to the
population they accommodate being more susceptible to the effects of heat.

Structural

Structures may be vulnerable to structural expansion, soil erosion, soil contraction,
and fires.

Infrastructure

Business/Economic Vulnerability

Associated Hazards

Power lines are vulnerable to heat wave, as they sag more than normal when heated and
can contact nearby trees, taking the line out of service, and shifting load to other lines.
Vulnerability also lies in the increased demand and reliability of the transmission.
Drought-induced water shortages may result as water sources declines and demands for
personal consumption and firefighting increase.
Drought/Heat wave can cause crop failure, wildfires, energy shortages, municipal water
shortages, higher energy prices, and fish and wildlife mortality, and, therefore, affects many
sectors of the economy—particularly agricultural, energy, and tourism, as well as
municipalities, government.
Associated hazards include: heat wave trapped air pollutants, concentrated levels of
chemicals and bacteria in water supply, wildfires, energy shortages, water shortages, flash
flood, and wind erosion.
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VULNERABILITY CHART: TORNADOS
Vulnerable
Geographic Locations
Damage Estimates
Populations:
0-18yr/ 18-24/ 25-64/ 65+ /
Medically-Needy, Disabled,
Homeless, Transient,
Transportation Disadvantaged,
Tourists, Non-English Speaking,
Hearing-Impaired, VisuallyImpaired, Impoverished

Personal Injury
Group Homes

Structural

Infrastructure

Business/Economic Vulnerability

Associated Hazards

All geographic locations within Martin County are vulnerable, including the coastline where
tornadoes over water or “waterspouts” are possible. Rising floodwaters associated with
severe storms can affect those in low-lying areas, areas of poor-drainage or along bodies of
water.
Damage and loss are in direct relation to the population density of the impacted area. See
the Martin County LMS for structural damage estimates.
All populations in Martin County are vulnerable to injury or structural damage, however
certain populations are more vulnerable:
The elderly, disabled and medically needy are more vulnerable due to mobility issues,
medical conditions exacerbated by the storm, and potential reliance on medicines and
electricity-dependant machinery. Hearing and sight-impaired populations are more
vulnerable as urgent public information or situational awareness may be impeded due to the
nature of their disability. Hearing-impairments may also create vulnerability due to the
inability to recognize the typical sounds associated with an approaching tornado. Homeless
populations are also more vulnerable as situational awareness and ability to take/find
appropriate shelter may be a factor.
Impoverished populations are more vulnerable to the damage caused by severe
thunderstorms and tornadoes, as monies necessary to relocate or repair may not be
available.
Typical injuries may result from: Vehicle accidents, wind-blown debris, falling limbs, lightning
strikes, downed power lines, structural collapse, rising flood waters, mold-induced illnesses,
contaminated waters.
Assisted living facilities, nursing homes, schools, and jails/prisons are vulnerable due to the
special needs of the occupants of such facilities, the length of time necessary to take
immediate shelter (for approaching tornadoes), and the potential for electrically-dependant
populations within. Additionally, most in group settings must rely on the emergency plans,
decisions, and care of others.
All structures are vulnerable to tornado damage. Structural vulnerability lies in the inability to
withstand the cyclonic action of the winds. Manufactured housing, poorly constructed or
substandard housing are particularly vulnerable due to their lack of resistance to even smaller
intensity tornadoes. Substandard housing can create projectiles, which can compromise wellbuilt structures.
Community infrastructure is vulnerable to disruption/failure. The primary disruption is
associated with power outages. Other possibilities include: undermined or impassable roads,
clogged drainage systems, communications failure, overwhelmed/powerless water treatment
facilities.
Economic sectors dependant on computers, power, or fair weather are vulnerable to
disruption and loss. Business vulnerability is dependent on the degree of preparedness for
continuity of operations, protection of key electrical components, ability to quickly restore
functioning, and mitigative types of insurances (lost income and structural repairs etc).
Businesses may also be vulnerable to loss of product/facilities, supply disruption, loss of
important paperwork, shifting of consumer spending to emergency/replacement needs.
Storms with widespread damage have the potential to disrupt the local economy.
Specific vulnerabilities exist for farm workers whose farmlands offer little resistance to
tornadoes, which can destroy equipment, farmhouses, storage bins, and result in personal or
economic loss.
Associated hazards include: Damaging winds, dangerous lightning, contamination, HAZMAT
releases, gas explosions, structural fires, electrocution from downed wires, and vehicle
accidents.
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VULNERABILITY CHART: SINKHOLES / LAND EROSION
Vulnerable
Geographic Locations
Damage Estimates
Populations:
0-18yr/ 18-24/ 25-64/ 65+ /
Medically-Needy, Disabled,
Homeless, Transient,
Transportation Disadvantaged,
Tourists, Non-English Speaking,
Hearing-Impaired, VisuallyImpaired, Impoverished

Locations along the Atlantic coastline and the Indian River estuary shores of Martin County
could be vulnerable to this hazard land erosion. Additionally land within the county could
form sink holes.
Varies depending on depth of sinkhole magnitude off erosion, mitigation efforts in place, and
type and number of structures involved; Sudden erosive forces such as with hurricanes and
storm surge can cost greater than 5 million dollars.
Potentially all populations within Martin County are vulnerable to effects of sinkholes and
erosion.
Special populations may be more vulnerable to the associated hazards that may occur
as a result of erosion. Such may include medically needy, disabled, visually impaired
due to physical mobility or impediments to situational awareness, particularly with
collapse, ruptured gas lines, or flooding.

Personal Injury
Group Homes

Typical injuries result from: debris, structural or earthen collapse, subsequent explosions/fires.
Same as general population

Structural

Structures along waterfront including bulkheads and seawalls are vulnerable to erosion
associated with hurricanes and storm surge. Structures with storm water-induced erosion
can trace the problem to development design problems related to construction of the
structure itself, or to overall storm water management in a neighborhood or area.
Erosion can undermine structures or roadways and fill drainage systems, natural creeks, and
water bodies with sediment. It can also undermine drainage pipes and water mains.
Vulnerability of businesses exists to the extent that the facilities of such establishments may
be located in erosion/expansion vulnerable areas.
Associated hazards include: broken gas lines, or water mains, road/ bridge collapse, vehicle
accidents, structural collapse or under eminent danger of collapse, sedimentation, and
increased flooding.

Infrastructure
Business/Economic
Vulnerability
Associated Hazards
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VULNERABILITY CHART: TSUNAMIS
Vulnerable
Geographic Locations
Damage Estimates
Populations:
0-18yr/ 18-24/ 25-64/ 65+ /
Medically-Needy, Disabled,
Homeless, Transient,
Transportation Disadvantaged,
Tourists, Non-English Speaking,
Hearing-Impaired, VisuallyImpaired, Impoverished

Locations along the Atlantic coastline and the Indian River estuary shores of Martin County
could be vulnerable to this hazard for land erosion. Additionally residential and commercial
structures and infrastructures could sustain damage or be washed away.
Varies depending on the height of the Tsunami, mitigation efforts in place, and type and
number of structures involved; Sudden erosive forces such as with hurricanes and storm
surge can cost greater than 5 million dollars.
Potentially populations within Martin County Coastal High Hazard Area and Category 1
and 2 storm surge area are vulnerable to effects of Tsunamis.
Special populations may be more vulnerable to the associated hazards that may occur
as a result of erosion Tsunami. Such may include medically needy, disabled, visually
impaired due to physical mobility or impediments to situational awareness, particularly
with collapse, ruptured gas lines, or flooding.

Personal Injury
Group Homes

Typical injuries result from: debris, structural or earthen collapse, and drowning.
Same as general population

Structural

Structures along waterfront including bulkheads and seawalls are vulnerable to Tsunami
associated earthquakes and/or volcano eruptions. Structures with storm water-induced
erosion can trace the problem to development design problems related to construction of
the structure itself, or to overall storm water management in a neighborhood or area.
Tsunami can undermine structures or roadways and fill drainage systems, natural creeks, and
water bodies with sediment. It can also undermine drainage pipes and water mains.
Vulnerability of businesses exists to the extent that the facilities of such establishments may
be located in vulnerable areas.
Associated hazards include: broken gas lines, or water mains, road/ bridge collapse, vehicle
accidents, structural collapse or under eminent danger of collapse, sedimentation, and
increased flooding, drainage system damage and saltwater intrusion.

Infrastructure
Business/Economic
Vulnerability
Associated Hazards
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VULNERABILITY CHART: TERRORISM/ WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION
Vulnerable
Geographic Locations

Damage Estimates

Populations:
0-18yr/ 18-24/ 25-64/ 65+ /
Medically-Needy, Disabled,
Homeless, Transient,
Transportation Disadvantaged,
Tourists, Non-English Speaking,
Hearing-Impaired, VisuallyImpaired, Impoverished
Personal Injury

Group Homes
Structural
Infrastructure
Business/Economic
Vulnerability

Associated Hazards

All geographic locations are vulnerable to Terrorism/WMD events. At particular risk are highprofile locations/facilities, business/industry with local, regional, and/or national economic
ramifications, areas of lax security and high potential impact, locations near government
centers, public events, densely populated areas, geographic locations near hazardous materials
transportation, usage or storage, area waterways, community food networks, restaurants, mass
transportation, tourist destinations, schools, churches, government and civic centers, or
facilities using/storing Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, or Explosives (CBRNE).
Response to a successfully executed terrorism event could result in the need for external
resources such as the National Pharmaceutical Stockpile, medical care, lab testing and technical
services, large-scale biological/radiation monitoring capability, food distribution, personal
protection supplies, specialty teams, and other necessities. It would be unrealistic to estimate
potential damages due to the wide range of vectors and targets that could be used.
The entire population is vulnerable to either actual physical harm or mental anxiety from
personal or property loss, concern, or fear.
Particular populations may have additional risks as terrorists may target these populations. This
may include school-aged youth, churchgoers, tourists, emergency responders, government,
healthcare, financial, industrial and transportation workers.

Injuries may vary according to the method used. All may cause stress and panic, and
subsequent hazards that can cause additional personal injury; Typical injuries can include or
result from: Chemical WMD- respiratory distress, organ failure, burns, and death. Biological
WMD- disease/death, contaminated or limited access to food/water; Radiological/Nuclear
WMD- radiation sickness, burns, blast, cancer, death, and contaminated food/water; and
Explosives/Incendiary devices burns, lacerations, trauma, death, structural collapse, and
subsequent explosions/fires.
For WMD using incendiary and explosives, vulnerability for those in nursing homes/assisted
living facilities is similar to the general population.
All structures are vulnerable to Explosives/Incendiary devices.
Infrastructure is vulnerable to explosives/incendiary devices; Such an event could disrupt
community services, utilities, and transportation routes and quickly overwhelm emergency
response capabilities, such as search and rescue, fire, ambulance, hospital and police.
All employment sectors are vulnerable to terrorism through the use of Weapons of Mass
Destruction; either directly, or indirectly, such as through increased transportation costs,
security costs, additional precautions, loss of customer or employee base, etc. For biological
terrorism, the impact, if widespread, as in a pandemic, could cripple economic sectors and
individual organizations due to loss of employees and/or customer base.
Associated hazards include: public health threats (Contamination, Disease/ illness), explosions,
fires, vehicle accidents, Mass Exodus, and civil unrest.
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VULNERABILITY CHART: MASS EXODUS/IMMIGRATION
Vulnerable
Geographic Locations
Damage Estimates
Populations:
0-18yr/ 18-24/ 25-64/ 65+ /
Medically-Needy, Disabled,
Homeless, Transient,
Transportation Disadvantaged,
Tourists, Non-English Speaking,
Hearing-Impaired, VisuallyImpaired, Impoverished
Personal Injury
Group Homes

Structural
Infrastructure
Business/Economic Vulnerability
Associated Hazards

All of Martin County is vulnerable. Martin County has experienced temporary mass
exodus as occurs with hurricane evacuations, however in the true sense of mass exodus,
or a permanent exodus, this hazard has not occurred.
Varies depending on magnitude and the economic loss.
All populations are vulnerable to increased difficulty, financial or physical loss as a result of
any mass exodus, or migration out of the county. Young children are vulnerable to
separation from their parents or loved ones. The elderly and medically needy may be
separated from their established lines of essential medical services. Traditional lines of
communication amongst families may be non-functional or overloaded. All are vulnerable
to financial loss and mental anxiety as result of such activity.

Injuries could arise from vehicle accidents, lack of food, shelter, or medical care.
Additional injury may occur if the exodus or migration occurs in conjunction with heat
wave, drought, chemical contamination, ice storms, or other environmental conditions.
Assisted living facilities, nursing homes, schools, jails are more vulnerable to mass exodus
such as traditional lines of accounting for clients may breakdown, and supplies may not be
readily available within the facility. No known vulnerability exists for immigration into
Martin County for this population.
N/A
Vulnerability potentially exists for water systems, transportation systems, and food
distribution networks to support mass immigration into Martin County or in preparation
for exodus out of Martin County.
Potentially all economic sectors could be vulnerable to the loss of workers, buyers, or
product resulting from mass exodus out of Martin County.
Associated hazards could potentially include: Strained local resources, reduced
food/water supply, civil disorder, traffic accidents, housing shortages, increased medical
needs, etc.
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VULNERABILITY CHART: PUBLIC HEALTH THREATSPANDEMIC OUTBREAK/EXOTIC

Vulnerable
Geographic Locations
Damage Estimates
Populations:
0-18yr/ 18-24/ 25-64/ 65+ /
Medically-Needy, Disabled,
Homeless, Transient,
Transportation Disadvantaged,
Tourists, Non-English Speaking,
Hearing-Impaired, VisuallyImpaired, Impoverished
Personal Injury
Group Homes

Structural
Infrastructure
Business/Economic Vulnerability

Associated Hazards

All
Varies depending on magnitude; extent, method of transmission, mortality rate, etc.
All populations are vulnerable to public health threats, pandemic outbreaks and exotic
pests such as Africanized bees.
Special populations may also be more vulnerable and include.
Elderly, small children, medically needy, homeless, impoverished are more vulnerable to
public health threats. Physically challenged persons may prevent swift movement in
retreat from a bee attack.
Typical injuries: Each public health threat is issued with its own unique characteristics
and will depend on the threat itself.
Assisted living facilities, nursing homes, schools, and jails are more vulnerable due to the
population they accommodate being more susceptible to the effects of public health
threats, such as flu, water-borne illnesses, etc. The population density at such facilities
also increases the risk of infectious diseases.
N/A
Vulnerability potentially exists for water systems and food distribution networks
depending on the threat.
Potentially all economic sectors could be vulnerable to the loss of workers, buyers, or
product resulting from widespread public health threats. Additionally, agriculture,
commercial/recreational fishing, marine transportation, outdoor recreation, public water
supply, and tourism industries have an increased vulnerability.
Associated hazards could potentially include: crop failure, reduced food/water supply,
infectious or other diseases, pharmaceutical shortage, energy shortages, water
shortages, civil disorder, community decline, and mass exodus.
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VULNERABILITY CHART: CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
DISRUPTION
Vulnerable
Geographic Locations
Damage Estimates
Populations:
0-18yr/ 18-24/ 25-64/ 65+ /
Medically-Needy, Disabled,
Homeless, Transient,
Transportation
Disadvantaged, Tourists,
Non-English Speaking,
Hearing-Impaired, VisuallyImpaired, Impoverished

All geographic locations containing critical infrastructures or served by critical infrastructures
are vulnerable (The list of Critical Facilities is kept on file at Martin County Emergency
Management Agency).
Varies depending on magnitude of the event.
All

Personal Injury
Group Homes

Dependant on the type of critical infrastructure loss.
Dependant on the type of critical infrastructure loss.

Structural
Infrastructure

N/A
All, including transportation and energy systems, defense installations, banking and financial
assets, water supplies, chemical plants, food and agricultural resources, police and fire
departments, hospitals and public health systems, information systems, and government
offices
Particularly vulnerable are power-dependant industries, utilities and government, A longer
period of disruption, particularly to the Internet or power generation/distribution capability
has an immediate effect on productivity and may result in financial loss to many business
sectors.
In severe cases, dependant on the type of critical infrastructure disruption, associated hazards
could potentially include: energy shortages, broken gas lines, explosions, structural fires,
HAZMAT releases, contamination, diseases, strained local resources, reduced food/water
supply, wildfires, traffic accidents, mass casualties, crop failure, pharmaceutical shortage, civil
disturbance, community decline, and exodus.

Business/Economic
Vulnerability
Associated Hazards
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VULNERABILITY CHART: SPECIAL EVENTS
Vulnerable
Geographic Locations
Damage Estimates
Populations:
0-18yr/ 18-24/ 25-64/ 65+
Medically-Needy, Disabled,
Homeless, Transient,
Transportation Disadvantaged,
Tourists, Non-English Speaking,
Hearing-Impaired, VisuallyImpaired, Impoverished

All geographic locations on which special events take place.

Personal Injury
Group Homes

Trauma, death, stampeding, gunshots, injuries from falls or falling debris.
N/A

Structural
Infrastructure

N/A
Emergency response capability is vulnerable to additional strain, or direct impact,
particularly if the incident is due to terrorism, involving subsequent incidents.
Particularly vulnerable to disasters involving special events, are the tourism industry,
hotels/hospitality, and government. Vulnerability for other entities would depend on the
situation; however, those entities involved in the operation, organization or funding of the
special event may be more vulnerable.
Associated hazards could potentially include: shootings, broken gas lines, explosions,
structural fires, HAZMAT Releases, contamination, strained local resources, traffic
accidents, mass casualties, civil disturbance, structural collapse, etc.

Business/Economic Vulnerability

Associated Hazards

Varies depending on magnitude of the event
All
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VULNERABILITY CHART: TRANSPORTATION INCIDENTS
Vulnerable
Geographic Locations
Damage Estimates
Populations:
0-18yr/ 18-24/ 25-64/ 65+ /
Medically-Needy, Disabled,
Homeless, Transient,
Transportation Disadvantaged,
Tourists, Non-English
Speaking, Hearing-Impaired,
Visually-Impaired,
Impoverished
Personal Injury
Group Homes
Structural
Infrastructure
Business/Economic
Vulnerability
Associated Hazards

All roadways, highways, and navigable waterways are vulnerable, but particularly those locations near
Interstate I-95, US. Hwy 1, and the Florida Turnpike, locations near barge/boat traffic, under the pathways
of air transportation, or near railroads.
Varies depending on magnitude of the event
All

Trauma, burns, entrapment, chemical contamination/burns, toxic smoke inhalation, respiratory illnesses, and
death.
Dependent on proximity to the incident.
N/A
Transportation Incidents may affect or directly impact any critical facility including transportation and energy
systems, banking and financial assets, water supplies, chemical plants, food and agricultural resources, police
and fire departments, hospitals and public health systems, and government offices.
A longer period of disruption to major transportation routes may have an immediate effect on productivity
and result in financial loss to all business sectors.
In severe cases, dependent on the type of transportation incident, associated hazards could potentially
include: broken gas lines, explosions, structural fires, HAZMAT Releases, contamination, strained local
resources, reduced food/water supply, wildfires, subsequent traffic accidents, and mass casualties.
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B.

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

Martin County is bordered by Okeechobee County and Lake Okeechobee to the west, and the
Atlantic Ocean to the east. To the north is St. Lucie County, and to the south Palm Beach County.
The St. Lucie Canal / Okeechobee Waterway bisect the county from northeast at Stuart, to
southwest at Port Mayaca, on Lake Okeechobee. The county is 556 square miles and has
approximately 22 miles of shoreline. Altitudes range from mean sea level to 86 feet above sea
level.
1. Topography: The coastal barrier islands, Hutchinson to the north and Jupiter to the south, are
separated by the St Lucie Inlet. They slope gradually from the tide line up to a dune line with top
elevations of 12 – 23 feet, and vary in width from a few hundred feet to one half mile wide. The
Intracoastal Waterway Indian River Lagoon separates the islands from the mainland, and it
provides for sheltered passage of vessels up to a 12 ft draft. The beach communities are served by
lift bridges and causeways, which are maintained by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the
Florida Department of Transportation. A series of ridges traverse the County from north to
south. From east to west the main topographical features are: the Atlantic Ridge (80’), Central
Ridge (30’), the Allapattah Flats and the Western Ridge (up to 60’).
2. Land use patterns: According to the County’s Comprehensive Growth Management Plan,
more than 75% of the 556 square miles in Martin County is designated for agriculture use, 22
miles of coastline and parks cover 314.94 acres, with beachfront area accounting for 1400
acres. The average population density is 263.2 people per square mile (U.S. Census, 2010).
Over 87% of the population lives in the unincorporated area of the County and almost 11%
lives in the City of Stuart. Approximately 25% of the County’s land area is held in
conservation.

3. Water area: Martin County is located within the Treasure Coast region on the southeast coast
of Florida. It is bordered by the Atlantic Ocean to the east with 22 miles of Atlantic
Oceanfront and various salt and fresh water tributaries of the Indian River Lagoon, St. Lucie
and Loxahatchee Rivers. Lake Okeechobee is fresh water lake that serves as the primary water
reservoir for South Florida. The area of the lake is divided between Glades, Okeechobee, Martin,
Palm Beach, and Hendry counties that border its shores. Approximately 36 square miles of Lake
Okeechobee are within the geographic boundaries of Martin County.
4. Drainage Basins: Drainage basins provide flood protection, however in addition to basins,
Martin County has several canals and control structures that provide drainage, contribute to
agricultural water supplies, provide navigable waterways and in the case of the coastal
structures, provide protection from saltwater intrusion into groundwater. Martin County has
several basins identified and managed by the Army Corps of Engineers and the South Florida
Water Management District (SFWMD); the Tidal St. Lucie Basin, the North Fork St. Lucie
River Basin; C-23 Basin; C-59 Basin; S-153 Basin/control structure; S-135 Basin/control
structure and; the C-44 basin (St. Lucie Canal Basin) being the largest in area in the County a
map of drainage basins is attached as Figures 3.
5. Environmentally Sensitive Tracts: Figure 4 depicts areas of Martin County that are
environmentally sensitive.
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6. Hazards Analysis: A comprehensive hazard analysis is presented in the County LMS, Section 3.0,
which also includes data from Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) FIRM and Sea, Lake
and Overland Surges from Hurricanes (SLOSH) modeling. TAOS (The Arbiter of Storms) model
data is also included in the LMS (LMS Fig. 3.4).
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LAND USE IN MARTIN COUNTY
Acres

*Land
Agricultural
Agricultural Ranchette
Commercial General
Commercial Limited
Commercial Waterfront
Commercial/Office/Residential
Institutional Conservation
Estate Density 1 UPA
Estate Density 2 UPA
General Institutional
High Density (10 UPA)
Industrial
Low Density (5 UPA)
Medium Density (8UPA)
Mobile Home
Power Generation
Recreational
Rural Density (1 UP2A)
Rural Heritage
Water

Percentage

142.8
191,486.4
39,153.9
1,680.3
378.0
459.8
643.30
42,925
1,960.8
13,264.9
3,247.3
572.6
4,740.8
14,372.1
2,521.3
1,329.8
11,509.7
1,525.4
13,595.6
238.9
291.6
TOTAL

337,040.8

* There are 142.84 acres in the County that have no land use codes.
These lands represent drainage canals, right-of-way or other errand areas.
** Source: Martin County Division of Growth Management 2008
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.041%
56.8%
8.9%
0.5%
0.1%
0.1%
0.2%
12.7%
0.6%
3.9%
1.0%
0.2%
1.4%
4.3%
0.7%
0.4%
3.4%
0.1%
4.0%
0.1%
0.1%
100.00%
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C.

DEMOGRAPHICS
Total population: 146,318
Unincorporated areas: 127,512

Jupiter Island
817

Town of
Ocean Breeze
400

Sewall’s Point
1996

City of Stuart
15,593

Peak seasonal coastal population: 178,544
Population density: 269 persons per square mile
Distribution by
age:

Distribution by race:

0 – 17
25,746
White NonHispanic
90.6%

Land area: 543.46 square miles

18 – 34
21,765

35– 54
37,610

55 – 64
21,225

65+
39,942
27.7%

Hispanic
12.4%

African
American
5.7%

American
Indian
1.0%

Other
1.3%

Total population with a degree of
disability: 25,082

Over 65 with a degree of
disability: 11,106

Language other than English at home:
18,931 (13.6%)

Do not speak English “very
well”: 9,302 (6.7%)

Speak Spanish: 13,121 (9.4%)

Hearing impaired: 24,000 approx.
(16.4%)

Profoundly deaf: 1450 (1%)

Mobile home residents: 17,006

Inmates: Martin County Jail – 530
(610)

Martin Correctional (Dept. of
Corrections) 1,506

Special Needs registry: 275

Transient / homeless:
486

**Sources: Martin County 2012 Population Technical Bulletin
2011 American Community Survey
2010 U.S. Census
Treasure Coast Homeless Services Coalition; 2013
Deaf and Hard of Hearing Services of the Treasure Coast, Inc.
Martin County Department of Corrections; Martin County Jail – June 2013

1. a. Martin County’s population has grown from 126,731 in 2000 to an estimated
146,318 in 2010, which represents a 15%% increase. By comparison, the U.S.
population increased by 7.6% and the State of Florida by 14%.
b. The population density is 269 persons per square mile, and more than 75% live in
the urban service district with 63,899 households and 40,148 families..
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Martin County Population Density Map
c. The median age varies geographically within the County, averaging out at 49.7
years. In 2010, the coastal communities of Hutchinson Island, and Towns of Sewall’s
Point, Hobe Sound and Jupiter Island median age were 60.7 years. The urbanized
areas of the City of Stuart and surrounding locations had a median age of 48 years,
and the inland farming community of western Martin County and Indiantown had a
median age of 30.2 years.
d. Martin County has increasingly become more popular as a vacation spot or winter
home. In addition, the inland farming community of Western Martin County and
Indiantown experience seasonal fluctuations in population during the winter harvest
months. Martin County’s permanent 2010 population was 146,318, “peak” or
seasonal population in 2010 was recorded as 178,544. The increase in seasonal
farmworkers and vacation or “snowbirds” is 20%.3
2. SLOSH (Figure 1) and FIRM-based maps (Figure 2) maps illustrate graphically the areas
of the county vulnerable to various hazards, as outlined in Section II. A. The relative
hazard vulnerability by community and population centers is referenced in the Martin
County LMS.

3

Martin County Growth Management; 2012 Population Technical Bulletin
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D.

VULNERABLE POPULATIONS

In any discussion of hazard impacts and vulnerability, there are several specific populations and
facilities that may be more vulnerable to the effects of a disaster than the general population.
Such populations include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Special Needs
Elderly
Hearing Impaired
Farm/seasonal workers
Transient populations
Non-English speaking populations
Populations in Mobile homes
Inmate populations

Functional Needs Support Services
Martin County developed the Functional Needs Support Services Strategy in 2012 to support the
functional needs of people who seek public shelter during disasters. Functional Needs Support
Services (FNSS) are defined as services that enable individuals to maintain their independence in a
general population shelter. Children and adults requiring FNSS may have physical, sensory, mental
health, and cognitive and/or intellectual disabilities affecting their ability to function independently
without assistance. Others that may benefit from FNSS include women in late stages of pregnancy,
elders, and people needing bariatric equipment. FNSS includes: reasonable accommodations
and/or modifications to policies and procedures, DME, CMS, and PAS.
Special Needs
Special Needs is a categorization given to that segment of the population for whom special
arrangements are necessary during emergencies, particularly during shelter operations, due to
medical issues, disabilities or other impairments. Special Needs individuals compose a particularly
vulnerable population set. Typically, they are vulnerable to those hazards that could compromise
the electrical distribution system or render them without power for life-sustaining equipment or
supplies. Additionally, they are vulnerable to those events requiring mobility to escape or
evacuate, or to those health hazards, which due to age or medical condition may be more likely to
affect them. The MCEMA maintains a year-round voluntary registration program for such
individuals, in order to pre-plan, identify needs and determine potential sheltering options for
these individuals.
During a major disaster, these individuals may be sheltered in the County’s Special Need Shelter
(Anderson Middle School, 7000 Atlantic Ridge Drive, Stuart, Florida) which is staffed by the Martin
County Health Department. Other options include local hospitals or general public shelters,
depending on the individual’s needs. General public and special needs shelters are depicted in
Figure 8. In 2010 there are 25,082 people with some degree of disability within the total
population of 146,318. The Special Needs registry, which is maintained by the MCEMA, contains
275 people who require special evacuation assistance, however this number fluctuates annually.
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Elderly
Twenty-six percent of Martin County’s population is 65 years and older – exceeding the state rate
of 17.2 % and 12,003 of those elderly are living alone. The majority of the elderly population
resides in the community as opposed to nursing homes or assisted living facilities. Martin County
has ten (10) Assisted Living Facilities/Adult Care Homes, eight (8) Skilled Nursing and Intermediate
Care facilities, one (1) End-stage Renal Disease facility and one (1) hospice
Elderly populations, particularly disabled or with medical needs, are vulnerable to hurricanes,
tropical storms, wind events, thunderstorms, lightning, floods, and critical infrastructure disruption
that could compromise the electrical distribution system or render them without power for lifesustaining equipment or supplies. Additionally, they are vulnerable to those events requiring
mobility to escape or evacuate, such as occurs with floods, hazardous materials spills, brushfires,
wildfires, forest fires, tornadoes, sinkholes, major transportation incidents, and critical
infrastructure disruption. They are also more vulnerable due to age or medical condition to health
hazards, such as hazardous materials spills, extreme temperatures, wildfires, diseases, and
pandemic outbreaks.
Hearing Impaired Populations
The CDC estimates that 16.4% of the population nationally has hearing loss. Based on the 2010
US Census estimate for MC (146,318), the deaf and HOH population is about 24,000. It is
generally felt that 1% of the population is profoundly deaf (Gallaudet estimate) so of that 24,000,
1450 would be deaf. Hearing-impaired populations may be more vulnerable to those hazards
where recognition of the threat may be impeded by not hearing the sounds typically associated
with hazards, such as sirens or explosions.
Additionally, urgent public information or situational awareness may be delayed in getting to these
populations due to the nature of their disability. TV crawlers, website updates, and closed-caption
television are methods used to inform this population about an impending disaster.
Farm/seasonal workers
Farm workers are dependant on production of crops or livestock for their livelihood. Natural and
manmade hazards can jeopardize that production and therefore the economic viability of the
operation. Hazards, such strong winds and floods can damage crops, erode nutrient layers, and
result in an increase in disease-spreading pests. Other threats, such as drought, wildfires, and ice
storms could potentially affect the health of the crop, or render it unsuitable for distribution.
The 2012 American Community Survey (ACS) figures indicate 465 people over the age of 16 are
employed in farming, forestry and fishing occupations a 20% increase in that figure adds an
additional 93 people in seasonal months of tourism and harvests.
Transient populations
The Treasure Coast Homeless Services Council estimated the homeless/transient population in
Martin County in 2013 was 486. This figure reflects people in shelters, on the street, in treatment
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facilities with nowhere to be discharged to, and people within one week of eviction from their
present home. A further study is underway to more accurately assess this group of people.
Non-English speaking populations
The 2010 The U.S Census figures indicated 18,931 people in Martin County speak a language
other than English at home, approximately two thirds of these (13,121) speak Spanish, and 9,302
do not speak English “very well”.
Due to the language barrier, non-English speaking populations are more vulnerable to the hazards
facing the community than the general population. Messages, such as public protective actions,
television scrolls, and other situational awareness, are primarily disseminated in English, therefore
a time delay may exist in initial recognition of the event. Additionally, the language barrier may also
impede the ability to seek out additional information, such as street closures, shelter locations,
and assistance locations, etc.
Populations in Mobile homes and Recreation Vehicles (RVs)
Martin County has a mobile home and Recreational Vehicle population of approximately 12,438.
There are 4,332 mobile home spaces and 643 RV spaces within the County. Mobile homes are
used as an affordable form of housing in Martin County. They are distributed throughout the
County, in rural as well as urban areas.
Mobile home populations are particularly vulnerable to structural damage due to severe wind
events, such as Hurricanes/Tropical Storms, Tornadoes, and severe thunderstorms. In addition,
they offer less protection to their occupants during extreme temperatures and hazardous
materials spills than other types of residences.
Inmate populations
The 2012 inmate population of Martin County Jail in Stuart was 599. Martin Correctional
Institution (Florida Department of Corrections) in Indiantown can accommodate 1,506 inmates,
with a further 250 inmates in the satellite work-camp. Inmates in these facilities are protected in
accordance with respective institution emergency plans.
E. ECONOMIC PROFILE
Martin County is located on Florida’s east coast with an area of 556 square miles; 100 miles north
of Miami; and 250 miles south of Jacksonville. Per capita income is reported to be $35,822 and
family median income was $71,484 as reported by the 2010 U.S. Census. The manufacturing
sector is large, with 1,500 occupational licenses issued in Martin County. Forty to Fifty percent of
those licenses issued are categorized as “home office based.” The Stuart/Martin County Chamber
of Commerce reports that there are 200 or more manufacturing businesses in the County that
range from citrus processing, flour milling, and sugar cane processing. The Agricultural sector is
quite large with cattle production, citrus and vegetable production, and egg farming. The Marine
industry is also a large sector in the County with businesses ranging from boat building to fishing
charters and related equipment and retail sales. Water related recreation activities play a vital role
in Martin County in support of the tourism industry.
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1. Of the 122,980 people 16 years and older who were employed in 2010, the major
industries they work in are:
Educational Services, Health Care and Social Assistance 12,083
Professional, Scientific, Management
Retail
Arts, Entertainment and Recreation

Sector

7,824
8,773
6,047

Percentage of total
Number of
employed in
employees in industry
County

Natural Resources and Mining
Construction
Manufacturing, durable and nondurable
goods
Trade, Transportation and Utilities
Information
Financial Activities
Professional and Business Services
Education and Health Services
Leisure and Hospitality
Other Services
Public Administration
Total

1.06%
10.13%

643
6,126

5.07%

3,064

22.21%
1.70%
5.12%
11.54%
20.27%
13.49%
4.73%
4.69%
100%

13,432
1,031
3,097
6,978
12,262
8,157
2,859
2,836
60,485

** Source: Florida Office of Economic Opportunity

2. Certified figures for 2008 indicate 93,067 parcels of taxable real estate in Martin County
with a total just value of $29,395,000,320. The just value per parcel is $315,848.
3. The median household income in Martin County in 2010 was $53,612, with an average
per capita income of $35,822 [2010 U.S. Census]. The 2010 U.S. Census also indicated that
6.1% of the Martin County families fell below the poverty level in 2010 and 13.1% of those
were with related children under the age of 18.
4. The potential economic impact from hazards in the hazard analysis is illustrated from
TAOS modeling and is included in the Local Mitigation Strategy at table 3.8, and from
different levels of storm at table 3.9
F.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT SUPPORT FACILITIES
1. The Critical Facilities Inventory is maintained at the Emergency Management Agency. It is
updated annually and transmitted electronically to the State of Florida Division of
Emergency Management.

2. Hidden Oaks Middle School has been identified as a logistical staging area. It is located at
2801 S.W. Martin Highway, and is close to the Florida Turnpike and I-95. See the
Logistics Annex to the CEMP for complete details on the staging area.
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3. Helicopter landing zones have been designated at:
(1) Witham Field in Stuart, close to the County Administration Center, at 80.13.16W,
27.10.54N. FAA Identifier KSUA
(2) Indiantown Airport, 13301 Citrus Blvd., Indiantown at 80.26.27W and 27.02.15N.
FAA Identifier X58
(3) Martin Medical Center, 200 Hospital Avenue, Stuart, 27.203381 N and 80.241436
W FAA Identifier 44FL

III. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
A.

GENERAL CONCEPTS

The following sections describe Martin County’s organization, authority, direction and control, and
incident command structure for field operations. This section is the preface for each element
contained within the CEMP, specifically the response, recovery, preparedness and mitigation
elements, which contain additional operational information. The following are Martin County’s
general operational concepts:







B.

Martin County incorporates the concepts of the NIMS into the management and activities of
Preparedness, Prevention, Response, Recovery and Mitigation.
Martin County will strive to be consistent with the national priorities according to Homeland
Security Presidential Directive-8.
Most incidents will be managed locally by emergency responder agencies within a single
jurisdiction and MCEMA communications staff.
Incidents that begin under one jurisdiction/discipline may rapidly expand to incidents that cross
discipline and jurisdictional boundaries, requiring additional resources and support.
Some situations may warrant activation of the EOC, as deemed necessary by the MCEMA
Director.
Martin County will utilize the resources available within its jurisdiction and request assistance if
necessary through existing mutual aid agreements, as well as through the Statewide Mutual Aid
Compact.
Field Operations will be conducted in accordance with the standard of NIMS compliant ICS
organizations, concepts and procedures.
ORGANIZATION
1. Martin County was incorporated on May 30, 1925. The County is governed by an
elected Board of five County Commissioners, which is presided over by a Chairperson.
The Chairperson is an elected County Commissioner who is appointed for a term of one
year by the Board. The County Administrator administers the daily routine business of
County Government in a manner consistent with policy established by the Board. The
County Government is organized into functional departments and divisions, created by
the Board for the delivery of essential governmental services. A County daily functional
organization chart is attached as Figure 11.
The BOCC bears the legal authority for establishing and maintaining the County’s
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Emergency Management agency. The MCEMA closely coordinates preparedness and
mitigation efforts with the County municipalities, local, state and federal governments,
private sector and nongovernmental organizations. The Martin County BOCC
established the MCEMA in accordance with their legal responsibility. The BOCC and the
County Administrator maintain general oversight of the MCEMA with operational
oversight delegated to Martin County Fire Rescue. The Director of MCEMA reports to
the Martin County Fire Rescue Chief operating under the County Administrator. In full
activation of the EOC, the MCEMA Director reports directly to the County
Administrator.
There are four municipalities within Martin County: the Towns of Sewall's Point, Jupiter
Island, and Town of Ocean Breeze, and the City of Stuart. All are chartered by the State
of Florida. Forms of municipal government include: Council-Manager, CommissionManager, Council-Mayor, and Mayor-Commission. Each municipality is internally
organized in the form of departments, divisions, and bureaus for the delivery of normal
municipal services as determined by its respective local government.
2. Leadership authority and the line of succession is defined in Ordinance no. 558, Chapter
51, Disaster and Emergency Management, of the Laws and Ordinances of Martin County,
and is as follows:
Chairman, Board of County Commissioners

County Administrator

Assistant County Administrator

Fire Rescue Chief

Director, Emergency Management Agency
3. The EOC has been organized by functional branches under the ICS framework and this
does not change through the phases of a disaster. A chart of these functional branch
management groupings, including the lead agencies is on Figure 12.
The Martin County CEMP is designed to be all hazards in approach, and the Emergency
Management Agency is staffed to form the nucleus through which the BOCC provides
direction and control of all emergency government activities.
The expanded
organizational structure necessary to discharge these duties is identified within the
appropriate ESFs of this plan, and will provide continuity through the phases of
emergency management.
In the organization of the activated EOC care has been taken to enable a transition from
the response to the recovery phases without having to reorganize physically. Through
ICS Structure and ESF functional assignments, each ESF is provided guidance in executing
both response and recovery/redevelopment responsibilities. The ESFs are grouped into
functional branches of interrelated activities however response forces remain under the
control of each ESF. This structure does not change relative to the magnitude or type of
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disaster.
The following are the primary agencies for the areas of responsibility defined as
Emergency Support Functions:

C.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Transportation
Communications
Public Works and Engineering
Firefighting
Information and Planning
Mass Care
Resource Support
Health and Medical
Search and Rescue
Hazardous Materials
Food and Water

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Energy
Military
Public Information
Volunteers and Donations
Law Enforcement & Security
Animal Protection
Business & Industry

19.

Damage Assessment

General Services, Vehicle Maintenance
Information Technology Services
Engineering / Utilities & Solid Waste
Fire Rescue Department
Emergency Management
American Red Cross
Office of Management and Budget
Martin County Health Department
Fire Rescue Department
Fire Rescue / Utilities and Solid Waste
Parks & Recreation/American Red Cross/
Salvation Army
Florida Power & Light Co.
Law Enforcement / Emergency Management
Administration
Department of Administration
Martin County Sheriff’s Office
Martin County Sheriff’s Office, Animal Control
Business Development Board of Martin County,
Stuart/Martin Chamber of Commerce
Engineering (ESF 19), EMA, Property
Appraiser’s Office (ESF 19), Building Dept.
American Red Cross

THE FIVE PHASES OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

There are five overall phases, which are used to categorize activities and actions in emergency
management. The following are the definitions of each phase according to the NIMSs (2004):
1) Prevention
Prevention is any action that can be taken to avoid an incident or to intervene to stop an
incident from occurring. Prevention involves actions to protect lives and property. It involves
applying intelligence and may include such countermeasures as: deterrence operations;
heightened inspections; improved surveillance and security operations; investigations to
determine the full nature and source of the threat; public health and agricultural
surveillance/testing processes; immunizations, isolation, or quarantine; specific law enforcement
operations aimed at deterring, preempting, interdicting or disrupting illegal activity; and
apprehending potential perpetrators, and bringing them to justice.
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2) Preparedness
The range of deliberate critical tasks and activities necessary to build, sustain, and improve the
operational capability to prevent, protect against, respond to, and recover from domestic incidents.
Preparedness is a continuous process and involves efforts at all levels of government, along with
private sector and non-governmental organizations, to identify threats, determine vulnerabilities, and
identify required resources. Preparedness is operationally focused on establishing guidelines,
protocols, and standards for planning, training and exercises, personnel qualification and certification,
equipment certification, and publication management.
3) Response
Response is the activities that address the short-term, direct effects of an incident. Response includes
immediate actions to save lives, protect property, and meet basic human needs. Response also
includes the execution of emergency operations plans and of mitigation activities designed to limit the
loss of life, personal injury, property damage, and other unfavorable outcomes. As indicated by the
situation, response activities include applying intelligence and other information to lessen the effects
or consequences of an incident; increased security operations; continuing investigations into the
nature and source of the threat; ongoing public health and agricultural surveillance and testing
processes; immunizations, isolation, or quarantine; and specific law enforcement operations aimed at
preempting, interdicting, or disrupting illegal activity, and apprehending actual perpetrators and
bringing them to justice
4) Recovery
Recovery is the development, coordination, and execution of service and site restoration plans;
the reconstitution of government operations and services; individual, private sector,
nongovernmental, and public assistance programs to provide housing and to promote
restoration; long term treatment of affected persons; additional measures for social, political,
environmental, and economic restoration; evaluation of the incident to identify lessons learned;
post incident reporting; and development of initiatives to mitigate the effects of future incidents
5) Mitigation
Mitigation is those activities designed to reduce or eliminate risk to persons or property or to
lessen the actual or potential effects or consequences of an incident. Mitigation measures may
be implemented prior to, during, and/or after an incident. Mitigation measures are often
informed by lessons learned from prior incidents. Mitigation involves ongoing actions to reduce
exposure to, probability of, or potential loss from hazards. Measures may include zoning and
building codes, floodplain buyouts, and analysis of hazard-related data to determine where it is
safe to build or locate temporary facilities. Mitigation can include efforts to educate
governments, businesses, and the public on measures they can take to reduce loss and injury.
D. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The following section outlines the general roles and responsibilities of the various levels of
government (county, municipal, state and federal) in emergency management.
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Martin County Government
According to the State of Florida CEMP (2010), and as required by Chapter 252.38 F.S., county
governments are responsible for:
1. Development of a CEMP compliant with state and federal criteria.
2. Maintaining an emergency management program at the county level involving all county
organizations that have responsibilities under the emergency management system.
3. Implementing a broad-based public awareness, education and information program
designed to reach all citizens of the county.
4. Developing and maintaining procedures to receive and shelter persons evacuating within
their political jurisdiction and those persons evacuating from outside into their jurisdiction
with assistance from the State.
5. Ensuring the county’s ability to maintain and operate a 24-hour warning point with the
capability of warning the public.
6. Executing mutual aid agreements within the State for reciprocal emergency aid and
assistance in the event a situation is beyond the county's capability.
7. Coordinating local resources to address actions to prepare for, respond to, recover from
and mitigate the effects of incidents.
8. Coordinating public information activities during an emergency.
9. Requesting State and, if necessary, Federal assistance through the State of Florida when the
county’s capabilities have been exceeded or exhausted.
10. Serving as liaison for and coordinator of municipal requests for state and federal assistance
during post disaster emergency operations.
11. Maintaining cost and expenditure reports associated with disasters, including resources
mobilized as a result of mutual aid agreements.
Municipal Government
Municipalities (City of Stuart, Town of Sewall’s Point, Town of Jupiter Island, and Town of Ocean
Breeze) are responsible for the following relating to incidents involving the County:
1. Coordinating resources within their jurisdiction to prepare for, respond to, recover from,
and mitigate the effects of incidents.
2. Executing mutual aid agreements with Martin County for reciprocal emergency aid and
assistance in the event a situation is beyond either the municipality’s or county’s capability.
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3. Establishing liaisons with Martin County and State organizations to support emergency
management capabilities.
4. Coordinating requests for State and federal emergency response assistance with Martin
County who serve as liaisons.
5. Maintaining municipality’s cost and expenditure reports associated with disasters, including
resources mobilized as a result of mutual aid agreements.
Special Districts
Special districts, such as Soil and Water Conservation, Water Management, Fire and Rescue, and
Martin County School District, are responsible for establishing liaisons to the MCEMA and for
supporting emergency management capabilities. Special districts that involve inter-jurisdictional
authority provide resources and services to support other functionally related systems in time of
disaster.
The State of Florida
The State of Florida is responsible for:
1. Maintaining an emergency management organization at the State level that involves all
government agencies, businesses, and volunteer organizations with responsibilities in
emergency management within Florida.
2. Maintaining a broad-based public awareness, education, and preparedness program
designed to reach a majority of the citizens of Florida, including citizens needing special
media formats, such as non-English speaking individuals.
3. Supporting the emergency management needs of all counties by developing reciprocal
intra- and inter-state mutual aid agreements. When requests for assistance exceed state
resources, the state will contact other states for assistance, as well as the Federal
Emergency Management Agency.
4. Directing and controlling a State response and recovery organization based on ESFs,
involving broad participation from State, private and voluntary relief organizations that are
compatible with the federal response and recovery organization.
5. Developing and implementing programs or initiatives designed to avoid, reduce, and
mitigate the effects of hazards through the development and enforcement of policies,
standards, and regulations.
6. Coordinating State activities with those Florida volunteer organizations active in disasters.
Ensuring that these organizations are identified and organized under ESF 15 (Volunteers
and Donations) of the State Emergency Response Team.
7. Coordinating State activities with Florida’s business community and its organizations to
ensure a broad and comprehensive coverage of assistance and relief during a disaster.
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8. Promoting mitigation efforts in the business community with emphasis on the State’s
infrastructure.
9. Identifying critical industry and infrastructures that may be impacted by disaster or are
required for emergency response efforts.
10. Reviewing and analyzing the CEMP against national criteria to ensure compliance with
goals, procedures, and benchmarks that guide emergency management.
Federal Government
The federal government is responsible for:
1. Providing emergency response on federally owned or controlled property, such as military
installations and federal prisons.
2. Providing federal assistance as directed by the President of the United States under the
coordination of the Department of Homeland Security and the Federal Emergency Management
Agency in accordance with federal emergency plans.
3. Identifying and coordinating provision of assistance under other federal statutory authorities.
4. Providing assistance to the State and local governments for response to and recovery from a
commercial radiological incident as established in the current Federal Radiological Emergency
Response Plan and the Federal Response Plan.
5. Managing and resolving all issues pertaining to a mass influx of illegal aliens.
6. Providing repatriation assistance to U.S. citizens evacuated from overseas areas. The U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), in coordination with other designated
federal departments and agencies, is responsible for providing such assistance.
The Role of Martin County Emergency Management Agency
The MCEMA coordinates with government and nongovernment key players to prevent, prepare
for, mitigate against, respond to and recover from major emergencies and incidents. The MCEMA
facilitates command, control and communications through the procurement of resources
(equipment, teams, personnel, and expertise) and the operation of facilities such as the EOC.
During an incident, the MCEMA typically coordinates technical and logistical support to the onscene incident commander and to other local agencies, organizations and facility operators that
have resource needs as a result of an emergency. The MCEMA may activate the County EOC in a
joint effort with local agencies and departments to provide coordinated resource support.
Additionally, the MCEMA performs a number of other activities that include the following:




Operation of the County’s 24-hr Warning Point.
Notification to the State Watch Office (SWO) of incidents within the County.
Participating in hazards analysis for hazardous materials planning within the County.
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Establishing liaisons with Cities/Towns, State, federal and emergency planning, response
and relief agencies.
Ensuring proper operations of the County’s public notification system.
Reviewing plans of nursing homes and hospitals, as required by State Statute.
Developing/implementing the CEMP.
Coordinating the development of ESF Plans in conjunction with each lead agency.
Disseminating information through the Public Information Office, on emergency
preparedness to the public and news releases.
Monitoring the County’s compliance with applicable State and Federal Statutes.
Coordinating the development and execution of countywide exercises.
Conducting exercise evaluation and monitoring of the implementation of
recommendations.
Monitoring severe weather and other hazardous conditions.
Maintaining and activating the EOC in coordination with County Administration.
Resource requests through mutual aid channels.
Making recommendations to the County Commissioners for declaration of a Local State of
Emergency.
Supporting the Incident Command Post by:
- Receiving emergency 911 calls
- Dispatching emergency responders
- Activating the EOC, if necessary
- Providing technical information
- Coordinating with appropriate agencies for opening of emergency shelters
- Directing Local Evacuations/Reentry in coordination with the Incident Commander
- Disseminating emergency information to the public
- Notifying State EOC of Local State of Emergency Declarations
- Activating mutual aid agreements with neighboring municipalities and counties
- Requesting outside assistance when needed through State EOC
- Coordinating municipalities’ requests for disaster resources to the State EOC
- Facilitating requests for resources made by local facilities to the EOC during areawide disasters
Identifying facilities for use as Points of Distribution, Comfort Stations, County Staging
Areas, and Disaster Recovery Centers.
Serving as liaison to State and federal Agencies in response/recovery.
Maintaining incident records and communications logs.

The Role of the Emergency Management Director
Source: Martin County Ordinance No. 750 – Part One Section 51.3 Disaster and Emergency Preparedness, of the
Martin County Code of Laws and Ordinances

The director shall be responsible for the organization, administration and direction of the
Emergency Management Agency and shall coordinate the activities, services and programs for
emergency management within the County. The director shall also maintain liaison with other
local governments and agencies. The County Administrator shall promptly inform the State of
Florida Emergency Management Division of the appointment of the director. The organization
shall consist of the following:
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The director and such assistants and other employees as are deemed necessary for the
proper functioning of the organization;
All departments, divisions, agencies and services of Martin County government, including
their employees, property, equipment and other resources which are administered by the
County Administrator, which may be assigned and made available to said Emergency
Management Agency as required to effectuate the purposes of this chapter pursuant to
statute;
Volunteer persons and agencies offering service to, accepted by, the County.

County Emergency Powers
Source: Martin County Ordinance No. 750 – Part One Section 51.4 Disaster and Emergency Preparedness, of the
Martin County Code of Laws and Ordinances

The Emergency Management Agency Director, or designee, shall have the following emergency
powers:
51.4A. Declaration of Emergency. If the director declares that a local emergency exists in
Martin County, then in conformance with applicable resolutions, ordinances and laws, the director
may exercise the emergency power and authority necessary to fulfill his general powers and duties
as prescribed in this chapter. The judgment of the director shall be the sole criteria necessary to
invoke local emergency powers provided in this chapter and other appropriate regulations. The
state of local emergency shall remain in effect until either the chairman of the Board of County
Commissioners or the Board of County Commissioners determines otherwise. The duration of
each state of emergency declared locally shall be limited to seven days; it may be extended, as
necessary, in up to seven-day increments.
Duties of the Director of Emergency Management Agency
Source: Martin County Ordinance No. 750 – Part One Section 51.6 Disaster and Emergency Preparedness, of the
Martin County Code of Laws and Ordinances

A. The director or his designate will prepare all plans pertaining to emergency management.
The director shall be responsible to the County Administrator and the Board of County
Commissioners, in conformance with applicable resolutions, ordinances and laws.
B. The Emergency Management Agency Director shall be responsible for the planning,
coordination and operation of the emergency management activity of the County. He shall
maintain liaison with the State and federal authorities and the authorities of other nearby
political subdivisions to insure the most effective operation of all disaster preparedness
plans. The Emergency Management Agency Director duties shall include, but not be
limited to, the following:
1. Review guidelines required by State and federal agencies, as well as draft plans,
annexes and appendices for emergency operations plans, peacetime emergency
plans and other plans pertaining to emergency management and civil defense.
2. Issue, review and monitor the current status of standard operating procedures for
emergency management agency operations.
3. Review and monitor the current status of emergency related standard operating
procedures, plans and programs of County departments.
4. Coordinate with local governmental and private agencies those plans and annexes
pertaining to their functions during times of emergency.
5. Coordinate and liaise with surrounding counties in the preparation of community
shelter plans, crisis relocation plans and mutual aid agreements.
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6. Assist in the justification and preparation of project applications, program papers,
program status reports and other statistical reports required by federal and/or
State agencies.
7. Prepare Agency budget.
8. Maintain awareness of all reports, forms and procedures required by federal and
State agencies to procure aid following an emergency involving the County.
9. Monitor internal routine functioning of staff, administration and EOC facility
maintenance.
10. Assume such authority and conduct such activity as the Board of County
Commissioners may require and direct to promote and execute the emergency
management plan.
The Role of the Emergency Operations Center
The Martin County Emergency Operations Center (EOC) is a facility designed to serve as a local
or regional incident support center. EOCs represent the physical location where the coordination
of information and resources to support incident management activities normally takes place. For
complex incidents Unified Commands may develop and personnel representing multiple
jurisdictions, disciplines, and resources staff the EOC.
The primary functions of the EOC are resource support for various incident sites and the
management of information and data and needed to manage resources. Most of the information
that flows through an EOC deals with resource requests, resource tracking, resource allocation,
and demobilization. There is also heavy message traffic relating to situation status, weather,
damage assessment, and public information. The EOC has multiple uses during non-emergency
operations and often hosts training, planning workshops, exercises, and meetings. An EOC is
effective for supporting major planned events, where resource support, coordination, and public
information is required.
The Martin County EOC is located at 800 SE Monterey Road, Stuart, Florida. It is co-located with
the Martin County Sheriff’s Office, 911 Communications and Fire Rescue. In the event that the
EOC is compromised or threatened the Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP) will be activated
and the EOC will move to the alternate operating location.
Emergency Management Operations
Emergency Operations are those actions taken by Emergency Management staff to support the Incident
Commander (possibly through the EOC) and area responders in the field. Not all emergencies
necessarily involve or warrant notification of the Emergency Management Director or activation of the
EOC.
EOC Operations
When conditions warrant, and the EOC is activated, those that will staff the EOC, including
representatives of municipalities, county departments, and key organizations are organized as
shown in the EOC Organizational Chart (Figure 12) and the EOC Seating Chart (Figure 13).
According to NIMS, the County is not required to use the ICS for organization of EOC operations.
Nevertheless, the County has found it useful to use a similarly constructed system in order to create
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consistency with the response entities in the field. The MCEMA Director is considered the Incident
Commander of the EOC (not necessarily of the incident), and mobilizes the Command Staff for
resource and information support to incidents.
E. NATIONAL INCIDENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Homeland Security Presidential Directive-5 (HSPD-5) established the Nation’s standardized
incident management system. It is composed of standardized doctrine, concepts, principles,
terminology, and organizational processes. This system is called the NIMS, and subsequently
HSPD-5 made compliance a requirement for all entities engaged in preventing, preparing for,
responding to, recovering from, and mitigating emergencies. The NIMS creates a command
structure to coordinate operations, planning, logistics, and finance/administration for all field
operations using the ICS. The NIMS uses a core set of management concepts and establishes
standards for planning, training, and exercising. The NIMS management concepts apply to all
phases of emergency management and to all entities involved in the phases of emergency
management. The implementation of this system, as required by HSPD-5, will be utilized to create
nationwide consistency and to facilitate coordination amongst agencies, jurisdictions, and
resources that may be utilized to support an incident.
As mandated by HSPD-5, beginning in fiscal year 2005, adoption of NIMS by state and local
governments will be a condition for the receipt of federal preparedness funds, including grants,
contracts and other activities. The deadline for full NIMS compliance was September 30, 2006. In
the short term, jurisdictions will be considered to be in compliance the NIMS by adopting the ICS
and NIMS principles and policies.
HOMELAND SECURITY PRESIDENTIAL DIRECTIVE - 8
Homeland Security Presidential Directive-8 (HSPD-8): National Preparedness HSPD-8 directs planning
toward an all-hazards approach in the National Preparedness Goal that establishes measurable
priorities, targets, and a common approach to developing needed capabilities.
Capabilities Based Planning
The Goal utilizes a capabilities-based planning approach: planning, under uncertainty, to provide
capabilities suitable for a wide range of threats and hazards, within an economic framework that
necessitates prioritization and choice. Capabilities-based planning addresses uncertainty by analyzing a
wide range of potential scenarios to identify required capabilities. The Capabilities-based planning tools
and products are:


National Planning Scenarios: Planning documents that provide parameters for 15 terrorist
attacks and natural disasters, providing the basis to define prevention, protection, response and
recovery tasks and capabilities required to perform them.



Universal Task List: A reference tool that provides a comprehensive menu of tasks to be
performed by different disciplines at all levels of government to address major events.



Target Capabilities List: A list and description of the capabilities needed to perform critical
homeland security tasks found in the Universal Task List.
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NATIONAL PRIORITIES
The National Preparedness Goal also includes seven national priorities. Efforts to achieve these
seven priorities will not only address essential needs in the near-term; they will also reinforce
national efforts to achieve the target capabilities that are imperative to national preparedness for
the longer-term. The national priorities are:
Overarching Priorities
1.
2.
3.
4.

Implement the NIMS.
Implement the National Response Framework.
Expanded Regional Collaboration
Implement the National Infrastructure Protection Plan

Capability-Specific Priorities
5.
6.
7.
8.

Strengthen Information Sharing and Collaboration Capabilities.
Strengthen Interoperable Communications Capabilities.
Strengthen CBRNE Detection, Response and Decontamination Capabilities.
Strengthen Medical Surge and Mass Prophylaxis Capabilities.

CONSISTENCY STATEMENT
Martin County participates through the State of Florida as a recipient of Florida’s State Homeland
Security Grant Program (SHSGP). Martin County will make all appropriate efforts within the
constraints of budget to be consistent with the National Preparedness Goal as stated in HSPD-8.
The process for developing and receipt of the SHSGP requires the state’s homeland security
program to undergo a collaborative, multidisciplinary, multi-jurisdictional Capability Review in
order to evaluate strengths and weaknesses relative to the national priorities and capabilities.
Specific activities consistent with the National Preparedness Goal:









Adoption of NIMS by the Martin County BOCC in 2005. Resolution # 05-9.1
NIMS-specific training in 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2008, 2009, 2010, and 2012.
ICS system identification for field operations in the Martin County CEMP.
CEMP consistency with the National Response Framework.
Completion and rollup of County NIMS/ICS compliance utilizing NIMSCAST.
Regional collaboration utilized as evidenced by participation in the Area 5 Emergency
Managers Group, the Region 5 Regional Domestic Security Task Force, the District 10
Local Emergency Planning Committee, and the Treasure Coast Regional Planning Council.
Regional approach to strengthening CBRNE response and detection through the Regional
Domestic Security Task Force’s initiatives and local terrorism response annex.
Increasing capability for Hazardous Materials Response and Decontamination through
training, participation in the District 10 LEPC, and Martin County Fire Rescue Haz Mat
Team HAZMAT initiatives.

Through Resolution # 05-9.1, Martin County officially adopted the NIMS. Martin County has
restructured organizational processes obtained and offered training in the NIMS and the ICS.
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KEY FEATURES OF NIMS
Incident Command System
The NIMS establishes ICS as a standard incident management organization with five functional areas -command, operations, planning, logistics, and finance/administration -- for management of all major
incidents. To ensure further coordination, and during incidents involving multiple jurisdictions or
agencies, the principle of unified command has been universally incorporated into NIMS. This unified
command not only coordinates the efforts of many jurisdictions, but also provides for and assures joint
decisions on objectives, strategies, plans, priorities, and public communications.
Preparedness
Under NIMS, preparedness is based on national standards for qualification and certification of
emergency response personnel. It also includes planning, training, exercises, qualification and
certification, equipment acquisition and certification, publication management and pre-disaster
mitigation.
Joint Information System
NIMS organizational measures enhance the public communication effort. The Joint Information System
(JIS) provides the public with timely and accurate incident information and unified public messages. This
system employs Joint Information Centers (JIC) and brings incident communicators together during an
incident to develop, coordinate, and deliver a unified message. This will ensure that Federal, state, and
local levels of government are releasing the same information during an incident.
MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS FOR FIELD OPERATIONS
In Martin County the following concepts and incident command system are applicable to all entities that
conduct field operations within the jurisdictional limits of unincorporated areas of the County and the
municipalities, regardless of whether the response is due to a daily incident, or to a catastrophic disaster
requiring extensive coordination of resources, personnel, and outside assistance.
Common Terminology and Plain English
Field operations will utilize the common set of terminology, consisting of the vocabulary
associated with the Incident Command System for organizational functions, resource descriptions
and incident facilities (Ex. Command, Operations, Logistics, Groups, Divisions, Leaders,
Supervisors) in order to operate with other organizations involved in the management of an
incident. Additionally, field operations will use clear language, (Plain English), and will NOT use 10
codes or any other code system for radio or any other communications in order to alleviate the impact
of geographical differences, or language and cultural issues that adversely affect communication.
Chain of Command/ Unity of Command
Field Operations will adhere to the Chain of Command. Every individual on scene will have a
designated supervisor to which they report and from which they receive instructions.
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Establishment and Transfer of Command
The first responder to arrive on scene is responsible for establishing command. This individual
serves as the Incident Commander (IC) and continues in that role until replaced by a more senior
responder. When command is transferred, the outgoing IC must give a briefing that captures all
essential information to the incoming IC and notifies all responders that command has been
transferred.
Span of Control
Individuals with Incident Management supervisory responsibility should have no less than three (3)
and no more than seven (7) subordinates in order to maintain effective span of control. The
Incident Command Structure should be expanded, when necessary to maintain span of control.
Management by Objectives
Operations in Martin County are required to be “Managed by Objectives”. Objective setting
begins at the top IC or Unified Command (UC) and is communicated throughout the entire
organization. The IC or (UC) is required to:
1. Establish overarching objectives for the incident.
2. Develop and issue assignments, plans, procedures, and protocols.
3. Establish specific, measurable objectives for various incident management functional
activities and direct efforts to attain them.
4. Document results to measure performance and facilitate corrective action.
Incident Action Plan
The IC or UC will develop an Incident Action Plan (IAP), which can either be written or oral, for
field operations in order to convey the objectives from the command for both operational and
support activities. Copies of IAPs should be maintained for after-action reports and mission
tracking cost reimbursements.
Deployment
Personnel and equipment should respond only when requested or when dispatched by an
appropriate authority.
Accountability
1. All responders, regardless of agency affiliation, must check-in to receive an assignment at a
location established by command at the onset of the incident.
2. Response Operations must be directed and coordinated as outlined in the IAP.
3. Each individual involved in incident operations will be assigned to only one supervisor.
4. Supervisors must be able to adequately supervise and control their subordinates, as well as
communicate with and manage all resources under their supervision.
5. Supervisors must record and report resource status changes as they occur.
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Resource Management
The NIMS defines standardized mechanisms to describe, inventory, track, and dispatch resources
before, during, and after an incident. Resources are classified by ‘Category’, which refers to
function and ‘Kind,’ to include teams, personnel, equipment, and supplies. Information about the
level of capability is referred to as the ‘Type,’ which is a measure of minimum capabilities to
perform the function. Type I implies a higher capability than Type II.
Resources to be typed include personnel, teams, facilities, equipment, and special capability assets.
Examples of some of these include law enforcement teams, Urban Search and Rescue (USAR), fire
engines, ambulances, police cars, electric utility restoration equipment, public works resources,
etc. This typing will help ensure that the requested resource is properly matched to the needs of
the situation.
FIELD OPERATIONS
Field operations in Martin County are to be conducted in accordance with the ICS as outlined in
NIMS. Field operations include any on-scene activities that address the short-term direct effects
and short-term recovery actions of an incident. This includes immediate actions to save lives,
protect property, and meet basic human needs as well as the execution of emergency operations
plans to limit the loss of life, personal injury, property damage, and other unfavorable outcomes.
The following incident command system is applicable to all entities that conduct field operations
within the jurisdictional limits of unincorporated Martin County and the municipalities. This
remains, regardless of whether the response is due to a daily incident, such as a vehicle accident,
structural fire, Emergency Medical Services (EMS) call, etc, or to a catastrophic disaster requiring
extensive coordination of resources, personnel, and outside assistance.
Determining Who Is In Charge
Establishing who is in charge of a field operation in Martin County depends on the type of Incident,
though management of the incident will remain consistent, regardless of who is in charge. The
following are general examples of how the Lead Agency will be determined by the Type of
Incident. The Lead Agency will assume Command and will subsequently be responsible for
directing all aspects of the response, within their legal authority, to the incident site. The table
below gives examples of incidents and lead agencies.
INCIDENT
Terrorism/Civil Disturbance/ Explosives/Mass Fatalities
Rescue (Non-Criminal)/HAZMAT Release/ Structural
Collapse
Mass Casualties
Utility Outage
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TYPES OF COMMAND
There are two types of command used, single and unified. In each the command staff is responsible
for overall management of the incident, including command staff assignments necessary to support
the command function. The primary difference between a Single and UC is that in a Single
Command, the IC is solely responsible for establishing objectives and strategies and ensuring that
all activities are directed towards accomplishment of the strategy. In a UC, the individuals
designated by the jurisdictional authorities must co-locate and jointly determine objectives,
strategies, plans, priorities, and use of assigned resources. Martin County will utilize the most
efficient ICS structure based on the needs of the incident, and will consider expanding the ICS
organizational structure, as the situation warrants. If there are multiple incident sites, involving
multiple agencies or jurisdictions, a Unified Command may be established.
Single Command
Established when the incident occurs within one jurisdiction and no other agency has jurisdictional
authority. If the incident does involve other agencies or jurisdictions, the single command can still
be used if all parties agree to forego the option to establish a UC. The IC identifies resource
needs and reports them to the Martin County EOC.
Unified Command
A Unified Command is used to enable agencies with different legal, geographic, and functional
responsibilities to coordinate, plan and interact effectively. Agencies retain their independent
authority and responsibilities, however, they use a collaborative decision-making process to
establish a single set of objectives, perform under a single IAP, and designate incident priorities.
Additionally, all members of the UC utilize a single incident command post, and participate in
unified planning and resource management. The composition of the UC will depend on the
location of the incident and the type of incident as to which public safety organization has
jurisdiction or legal authority. The UC identifies resource needs and reports them to the MC
EOC.
Multi-Agency Coordination Systems
Multi-Agency Coordination System (MAC) provide the architecture to support coordination for
incident prioritization, critical resource allocation, communications systems integration, and
information coordination. The components of MAC include facilities, equipment; EOCs, specific
multi-agency coordination entities, personnel, procedures, and communications. These systems
assist agencies and organizations to fully integrate the subsystems of the NIMS. Martin County falls
within the Central Florida Regional Domestic Task Force Region. This entity will activate a MAC
in the event of a regional disaster and be prepared to coordinate resource requests.
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***Source: National Incident Management System, 2004

USE OF THE INCIDENT COMMAND SYSTEM
The ICS is the combination of facilities, equipment, personnel, procedures, and communications
operating within a common organized structure, designed to aid in domestic incident management
activities. It is used for a broad spectrum of emergencies, from small to expanded complex
incidents. It is the system to be used for field operations.
The ICS organizational structure is modular, extending to incorporate all elements necessary for
the type, size, scope, and complexity of a given incident. The ICS structural organization builds
from the top down; responsibility and performance begin with the incident commander. When the
need arises, four separate sections can be used to organize the staff. Each of these may have
several subordinate units, or branches, depending on the management requirements of the
incident. If one individual can simultaneously manage all functional areas, no further organization is
required. If one or more of the functions requires independent management, an individual is
assigned responsibility for that function.
The MCEOC and Martin County field operations are organized into four major functional areas:
Command, Operations, Planning, Logistics, and Finance/Administration.
Command

Planning

Operations
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Operations Section
The Operations Section is responsible for developing the tactical operations in support of
Command’s objectives and for all activities associated with providing emergency response
services. The Operations Chief is the key tactical decision-maker in large operations.
Planning Section
The Planning Section is responsible for collecting, evaluating, and disseminating tactical information
pertaining to the incident. This section maintains information and intelligence on the current and
forecasted situation, as well as the status of resources assigned to the incident. The Planning
Section prepares and documents IAPs and incident maps, and gathers and disseminates
information and intelligence critical to the incident.
Logistics & Finance/Administration Section
The Logistics Section meets all support needs for the incident, except aircraft, including ordering
resources through appropriate procurement authorities from off-incident locations. It also
provides facilities, transportation, supplies, equipment maintenance and fueling, food service,
communications, and medical services for incident personnel.
When there is a specific need for financial reimbursement (individual or agency/department),
and/or administrative services to support incident management activities, a Finance/Administration
Section is established. Not all agencies will require such assistance, however in large, complex
scenarios involving significant funding, the Finance/ Administrative Section is an essential part of
the ICS. In addition to monitoring multiple sources of funds, the Section Chief must track and
report to the IC the financial “burn rate” as the incident progresses. This allows the IC to forecast
the need for additional funds before operations are negatively affected.
COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF
Command Staff
Command is comprised of the IC and the Command Staff. The first responder to arrive on scene
is responsible for establishing command.
1. The first responder on scene assumes the position of “Incident Commander” and continues in
that role until command is transferred to another more qualified individual, terminated, or
converted to Unified Command. Appropriate notification must be given to all responders of
Changes in Command.
2. It is at the discretion of the IC or UC, to appoint a Command Staff. If these positions are not
filled, their responsibilities fall to the IC/UC. The Command Staff generally consists of a Public
Information Officer (PIO), Safety Officer (SO), and Liaison Officer (LO). The Command Staff
has responsibility for key activities not specifically identified in the General Staff Functional
Elements.
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General Staff
The General Staff represent the major functional elements (Operations, Planning, Logistics,
Finance/Administration, and Information and Intelligence) of the ICS. They are given specific titles
consistent with the common terminology concept.

***Source: National Incident Management System, 2004

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Incident Commander / Unified Command
1. First on scene assumes incident command, until command is transferred to another,
converted to unified command, or incident is terminated.
2. Responsible for all functions of incident management.
3. Appoints and supervises Command Staff, or assumes responsibilities of those positions.
4. Expands ICS organization as necessary or assumes responsibilities of those functions.
5. Determines incident objectives and strategy
6. Identifies ICP location and locates there.
Command Staff
Public Information Officer
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Incident Command will assign a PIO.
Interfaces with the public and media and/or other agencies and monitors information.
Serves as the single PIO for the incident, whether single or unified command is established.
Secures the approval of the IC/UC for all information released.
Responsible for organizing any assistants assigned from other agencies for maximum
efficiency.

Safety Officer
1. Incident Command will assign a SO.
2. Monitors incident operations.
3. Single Safety Officer regardless of single or unified command structure
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4. Advises the IC/UC on all matters relating to operational safety, and health and safety of
responders.
5. Responsible to the IC for systems, procedures to assess hazardous environments,
coordinate multi-agency safety efforts, implement safety measures, and ensure safety.
6. Has emergency authority to stop and prevent unsafe acts.
7. Coordinates closely with the Operations Section Chief and Planning Section Chief
regarding operational safety.
8. Responsible for organizing any assistants assigned from other agencies for maximum
efficiency.
NOTE: EACH AGENCY IS STILL RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR OWN PROTOCOLS AND
PERSONNEL SAFETY.
Liaison Officer
1. Incident Command will assign a LO.
2. Coordinates with representatives from assisting agencies at the Command Post.
3. Responsible for organizing any assistants assigned from other agencies for maximum
efficiency.
GENERAL STAFF
Operations Section Chief
1. Only one Operations Section Chief for each operational period.
2. Responsible to the IC/UC for direct management of all incident-related operational
activities.
3. Establishes Tactical Objectives for Each Operational Period, which sets the pace for the
establishment actions of the other Section Chiefs.
4. Assists in developing the Operational Portion of the IAP for that particular period of
responsibility.
5. Expands the Operations Section into Branches, as necessary to maintain span of control.
6. Supervises the Operations Section and briefs personnel and determines needs and requests
additional resources.
7. Assembles/disassembles Strike Teams assigned to Operations Sections.
8. Reports information to the IC and maintains a unit/activity log.
Logistics Section Chief
1. Responsible for all support requirements needed and orders resources from off-incident
locations.
2. Responsible for providing facilities, transport, supplies, equipment, maintenance, fuel, food
services, communications and information technology support, emergency responder
medical services, and inoculations.
3. As needed, expands the Logistics Section into: Supply, Ground Support, Facilities, Food,
Communications, and Medical Unit.
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Planning Section Chief
1. Only one Planning Section Chief for each operational period.
2. Reports to the IC/UC and oversees all incident-related data gathering and analysis
regarding operations and resources.
3. Develops alternatives for tactical operations and conducts planning meetings.
4. Prepare the IAP for each operational period.
5. Generally comes from the jurisdiction with primary incident responsibility.
6. Expands the Planning Section into Branches, as necessary to maintain span of control such
as Resources Unit, Situation Unit, Documentation Unit, (Technical Specialists Unit).
Finance/Administration Section Chief
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Monitoring multiple sources of funds.
Tracks the financial “burn rate” and reports to the IC.
Monitors cost expenditures to ensure that statutory rules that apply are met.
Maintains close coordination with the Planning Section and the Logistics Section.
As needed, expands the Finance/Administration Section into the Time Unit, the
Procurement Unit, the Compensation and Claims Unit and the Cost Unit.

F. PREPAREDNESS ACTIVITIES

1. General issues:
a. The Emergency Management Agency Director, or designee, is responsible for the
development and maintenance of the CEMP, and for ensuring that the necessary
revisions to this plan are prepared, coordinated, published and disseminated.
b. All county departments, constitutional authorities and other governmental agencies
must ensure protection of their records during disaster situations. Specific measures
for protecting records must be reflected in agency disaster plans. Those agencies with
vital records (e.g. Clerk of the circuit Court, Property Appraiser, Department of
Health, School Board) must take special care to ensure the safety of their records. Offsite storage, whenever feasible, is strongly recommended. All agencies should also have
plans that address the recovery of damaged data.
c. The Special Needs Registry is maintained electronically at the EOC. The process for
registration is outlined in ESF 8 – Health, Medical and and Special Needs.
2. Public awareness and education:
a. Public service announcements and disaster preparedness brochures are published each
year which provide maps, zones, and other types of disaster preparedness information,
to include high risk areas and evacuation routes. The brochures are distributed at
public presentations and educational fairs and are available at all major county office
buildings and municipal city halls. Large framed surge zone maps are also provided to
public buildings and local vendors of hurricane supplies. The Emergency Management
Agency website provides preparedness information and links for the various hazards
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for which Martin County is vulnerable. Florida Power & Light Company distributes a
safety brochure annually to each Martin County residence located in the EPZ for the
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant. Additional copies are available at the MC EMA.
b. Brochures and media presentations are available for the information of tourists and
visitors. A full-page presentation of hurricane preparedness and evacuation information
is provided in the AT&T yellow pages of every telephone directory distributed within
the county. The directory is updated each time it is published.
c. The MC EMA Director is responsible for establishing and coordinating the disaster
preparedness and emergency public information program of the County. The
professional staff of the Emergency Management Agency is responsible for
implementing the program. Requests for public presentations are received from:
County Commissioners
County Administration
Business and industry representatives
Representatives of public groups
d. The MC EMA Director will be aware of the latest training and public information
material available from the State and Federal Governments. The dissemination of
emergency public information when the EOC is activated will be through the JIC
through the PIO, within the UC. This position will normally be located at the EOC
during the response phase and at the Administration Center during other periods.
Mitigation opportunities are presented to the public during talks by professional staff to
homeowners groups, to chambers of commerce, and at workshops. Returning
evacuees will be informed by roadside signage of the location of Disaster Recovery
Centers (DRC), where further information will be disseminated.
3. Exercises and training:
a. MC EMA Director is responsible for establishing and monitoring all emergency
management training programs and exercises for which the County is responsible.
Martin County Emergency Management maintains and updates annually the 3-Year
Training, Exercise and Planning Strategy schedule as required by the FDEM. This
schedule is available at the MC EMA and at the FDEM housed in the Statewide Training,
Exercise and Planning Strategy; last updated in 2013. All appropriate County and
municipal agency personnel will be trained in the implementation of departmental and
agency SOPs published by emergency management to include guidance for the
completion and disposition of financial reports.

b. Emergency management training shall include that required to keep the County at an
acceptable level of readiness to respond to any disaster identified in the hazard
vulnerable analysis contained within this Basic Plan. The training program should
include appropriate officials of each municipality, and all volunteers and volunteer
agencies assigned responsibilities in the CEMP. Emergency management personnel and
others who may be assigned to recovery centers or participate in federal programs will
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attend FEMA/State Disaster Recovery Operations training courses. The Red Cross
maintains and conducts disaster training for volunteers and volunteer organizations.
c. The MC EMA shall keep aware of, and request training from the State on all matters
that relate to state and federal programs that would enhance preparedness in Martin
County. In addition to County and municipal agencies, other agencies assigned
responsibilities for the implementation of departmental and agency SOPs will be invited
and requested to participate in exercises. Martin County will participate in all
exercises requested by FDEM that are statewide or regional and involve interagency
participation. All County departments listed in Appendix IX participate in exercises in
part or in whole.
In the conduct of exercises, the County implements the Homeland Security Exercise
Evaluation Program in the process of exercising resources and capabilities on an
ongoing basis. At the conclusion of each exercise, an after action report will be
generated which contains the improvement plan matrix defining issues, areas for
improvement, and a time table for completion. This information will be used to further
refine the CEMP upon CEMP update – every 4 years. Each department and/or agency
shall update their SOPs as needed with exercise information every 4 years or as
warranted.
d. Emergency management is the overall coordinator within Martin County for emergency
management training and education. County departments, municipalities and all other
public and private emergency response agencies bear the responsibility of ensuring
their personnel with emergency responsibilities are adequately trained. All agencies
should take the necessary steps to ensure appropriate records are kept reflecting
emergency training received.
Emergency Management will coordinate all disaster preparedness, response, recovery
and mitigation training provided to county personnel by FDEM and FEMA. Schedules of
appropriate training will be provided to county agencies. Applications to training
courses will be submitted to the Emergency Management Agency Director for
approval. Training for local response personnel will be under the all hazards approach
to emergency management. Training will ensure that the current state and federal
concepts on emergency preparedness, response, recovery and mitigation are provided
to all agencies with responsibilities outlined in this plan. In addition, Martin County
Emergency Management Agency offers several workshops, and special topic guest
lecturers in the efforts to enhance the understanding and implementation of the annual
ongoing training offered in the list below.
The MC EMA conducts, and/or sponsors and/or coordinates the following training:
-

Fundamentals of Radiological Monitoring and refreshers as required.
Fundamentals of Radiological Emergency Response Training and refreshers as
required.
A minimum of 2 EOC tabletop/functional exercises (hurricane and
radiological).
CERT (Community Emergency Response Team) training.
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-

Public Information Officer.
Public Information call taker training.
Sponsors attendance at EOC Training, DRC training, the Governors
Hurricane Conference, and other FDEM courses.
Damage Assessment training.
NIMS/ICS training.
ESF training.
Current resource and information tracking software training.
EOC Operations training.
Continuity of Operations training exercises

4. Mutual Aid Agreements and Memoranda of Understanding
a. The County and its municipalities are signatories to the Statewide Mutual Aid
Agreement. Under this agreement, requests for assistance can be made to the FDEM
or any other signatory. The requesting party will be responsible for reimbursement of
all reimbursable expenses to all assisting parties. The assisting party will bill requesting
parties for all reimbursable expenses as soon as practicable after the expenses are
incurred, but not later than 60 days following the period of assistance, unless the
deadline for identifying damage is extended in accordance with 44 CFR Part 206. The
requesting party will pay the bill, or advise of any disputed items, not later than 60 days
following the billing date.
Requests for mutual aid will be made through the State Liaison located in the EOC, or
through the SWO. Incoming requests will be directed from the SWO to the MC EMA
Director.
b. Assisting agencies should maintain detailed records and submit invoices for
reimbursement to the requesting party or FDEM using a format used or required by
FEMA publications, including 44 CFR Part 13 and applicable Office of Management and
Budget Circulars. Requesting parties and FDEM finance personnel will provide
information, directions and assistance for record keeping to assisting parties. Agencies
or departments that are tasked by the FDEM must retain the mission tracking number
received for that particular task. Mission number(s) are assigned by FDEM to the
agency or department when requested to respond. If an agency responds and does not
have a mission tracking number, costs associated with the response may not be
compensated.
Emergency utilization of the resources and capabilities of organizations and agencies
not a part of Martin County Government will be prearranged through agreements of
assistance to the maximum extent possible. Such agreements will be entered into by
duly authorized County officials and will be formulated in writing. It is mandatory that
any agreements include clear statements regarding payment or reimbursement for
personnel services, equipment costs, and the return of materials. A copy of all interlocal agreements, memoranda of understanding, and mutual aid agreements to include
governmental, private, and volunteer, to that the county is a participant is maintained
by the Emergency Management Agency. Improvement codes and ordinances are
administered by the Martin County Department of Growth Management. The County
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maintains compliance with rules and regulations of the National Flood Insurance
Program.
Mutual aid agreements between Martin County and surrounding counties or between
Martin County and its municipalities are in place. Federal reimbursement may not be
available for expenditures not covered by mutual aid agreements. Such agreements
should include:
1. The conditions, rules, and standards governing any mutual aid.
2. Immunities from liability, waiver of claims, and indemnification from third party
claims.
3. Notification of designated persons authorized to request or extend mutual aid.
4. Compensation consideration.
5. Procedures for the direction and control of personnel and units rendering aid.
Mutual aid agreements have been entered into between Martin County and
Palm Beach, St. Lucie, Indian River and Okeechobee Counties, and all other
Florida Counties that are signatory to a statewide mutual aid agreement. The
following municipalities in Martin County have mutual aid agreements with the
County: Town of Sewall’s Point, City of Stuart, Town of Jupiter Island and the
Town of Ocean Breeze.
An official copy of each mutual aid agreement is on file with the Clerk of Court
of each county and the Municipal Clerk of each municipality.
IV.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
A. The Chairman of the Martin County Board of County Commissioners (BOCC) is the
signatory and authorized to execute funding agreements with other legal entities on
behalf of the County. The Office of Management & Budget is responsible for financial
management during a disaster. Complete and accurate accounts of emergency
expenditures and obligations, including equipment and personnel costs, must be
maintained. The Office of Management & Budget establishes procedures for processing
and maintaining records of expenditures and obligations for manpower, equipment and
materials. Departments, agencies and municipalities in order to provide clear and
reasonable accountability for future reimbursement, must keep all appropriate logs,
formal records and file copies of all expenditures (including timesheets).
Reimbursement must be authenticated by detailed records. Further, all federal public
assistance funds are subject to state and federal audit.
B. All records relating to the allocation and disbursement of funds pertaining to activities
and elements covered in this plan must be maintained in compliance with the Robert T.
Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act and applicable Florida Statutes
(Chapter 215 and Chapter 252) in accordance with funding agreements. Guidance for
maintaining records and requesting reimbursement is included in the State of Florida
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Disaster Assistance Reimbursement Document Information pamphlet prepared by
FDEM.
C. Periodic training sessions will be provided by FDEM concerning guidelines and
processes involving state and federal disaster assistance. Emergency Management will
coordinate this training for all concerned agencies and departments, as well as provide
training to county and municipal personnel on relevant information concerning the
various funding programs under FDEM.
D. The process for documentation and billing under mutual aid agreements is described at
Section III. C of the Basic Plan.
E. Authority to expend funds for emergency management operations is contained in
Martin County Code of Ordinances Chapter 51. In general, emergency operations are
funded by budget allocations of each agency involved, however the Martin County
BOCC Chairman has ultimate authority and is signatory. A Presidential major disaster
or emergency declaration authorizes the President to provide funding assistance under
the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, Public Law 93288, as amended, 42 U.S.C. §5121-5207, in addition to state and local resources.
Federal assistance is generally provided at the 75% level with state and local
governments sharing the remaining 25%. There is precedent for the federal share to be
larger than 75% under unusual circumstances.
F. In accordance with federal guidelines, approval for expenditure of funds for supporting
preparedness, response, recovery and mitigation operations will be given by officials of
the primary and support agencies under the ESF system. Each agency is responsible for
establishing effective administrative controls of funds expended and to ensure actions
taken and costs are consistent with the missions identified in this plan.
G. The acquisition of facilities, manpower, equipment and other resources may be
accomplished by the designated department and agency purchasing elements or
through ESF 7 – Resource Management: Office of Management & Budget. If needed
resources are not available locally or through procurement protocols, requests may be
made to the State EOC. The County will be responsible for costs incurred for
resources brought in from outside sources. If Federal Disaster Assistance Programs
have been implemented, at least 75% of authorized costs will be provided by the
Federal Government. Reimbursement procedures under Federal Disaster Assistance
Programs are covered in the Recovery Annex of this plan.
For County departments, documentation to substantiate disaster operations, damages
and recovery costs will be submitted to the Office of Management & Budget and the
Engineering Department for consolidation. Initial assessment and summary data will be
provided to the Emergency Management Agency Director to coordinate reporting with
state and FEMA representatives. Other response agencies, including the municipalities,
will establish their own reporting and coordination procedures. As part of any federal
disaster program, satisfaction of reporting requirements in accordance with CFR 44
and the applicable Disaster Relief Funding Agreement will be the responsibility of the
Director, Emergency Management Agency.
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H. The municipalities are kept advised of funding opportunities through their EOC liaison.
V.

AUTHORITIES AND REFERENCES

The following is a list of local, state and federal resolutions, ordinances, statutes and executive
orders applicable to this plan:
A.

LOCAL
1. Ordinance No. 558, Chapter 51, Disaster and Emergency Management, of the Laws and
Ordinances of Martin County addresses the powers and duties of the Emergency
Management Agency Director. It authorizes the County Administrator and the
Emergency Management Agency Director to exercise certain emergency powers and
authority during a local emergency and providing an effective date.
It outlines the responsibilities of County departments to participate fully in planning for
emergencies, and the adoption and maintenance of this CEMP.
2. RESOLUTION #05-9.1: Adopted the NIMS as the standard for incident management in
Martin County.
3. Mutual Aid Agreements:











Palm Beach County, St. Lucie County, Indian River County, Okeechobee County
Town of Sewall’s Point, City of Stuart, Town of Jupiter, Town of Ocean Breeze
FlaWarn (Public Works/Utilities and Solid Waste)
Statewide Mutual Aid Compact
State of Florida
Florida Forest Service
Martin County School Board
Red Cross
Law Enforcement
Treasure Coast Fire Chief’s Association (Martin, St. Lucie, Indian River, Okeechobee)

4. During the five phases of emergency management the following authorities apply:


Preparation: Governor’s Executive Order 80-29 (Disaster Preparedness) Chapter
252, F.S.



Mitigation: Disaster Mitigation Act 2000, Martin County Local Mitigation Strategy.



Response: Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, 42
U.S.C. §5121-5207, and applicable Florida Statutes (Chapter 215 and Chapter 252), in
accordance with funding agreements.
Recovery: Martin County Comprehensive Growth Management Plan
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4. Standard Operating Procedures are part of each ESF’s planning process and are retained
in the Emergency Management Agency office.
5. The following documents were used as reference material for this plan:
FEMA Public Assistance Guide FEMA 322/June 2007
Hurricane Sandy Recovery Improvement Act 2013
2012 Martin County Growth Management Department, Population Technical
Bulletin
2010 U.S. Census; Demographics; Martin County
Martin County Unified Local Mitigation Strategy 2010
American Community Survey 2011, 2012
State of Florida CEMP 2010 and 2012
State of Florida CEMP Criteria Checklist 2001
Central Florida Regional Domestic Security Task Force Regional Response Plan
2009
South Florida Water Management District; 1999 St. Lucie River Watershed
Protection Plan; Drainage Basin Report 1988
2012 Martin County Post-Disaster Redevelopment Plan
2012 District 10 Local Emergency Planning Committee, Regional Hazardous
Materials Response Plan
2013 Martin County Tsunami Warning and Evacuation Plan
2010 Treasure Coast Regional Evacuation Study
National Response Framework
6. The following plans supplement this CEMP:
Martin County Unified LMS
Martin County Comprehensive Growth Management Plan
Martin County Post Disaster Redevelopment Plan
City of Stuart Disaster Plan
Martin County Recovery (Annex I)
Mitigation (Annex II)
Martin County Logistics (Annex III)
Martin County Continuity of Operations Plan
Martin County Disaster Housing Strategy
Martin County Debris Management Plan
Martin County Herbert Hoover Dike Plan (Appendix I)
Martin County Tropical Events/Hurricanes (Appendix II)
Martin County Severe Weather (Appendix III)
Terrorism Incident Response Plan, (Appendix IV)
Wildfires Response Plan (Appendix V)
Pandemics (Appendix VI)
Radiological/Nuclear Incidents (Appendix VII)
Tsunami Warning and Evacuation Plan (Appendix VIII)
7. The following software is used by EMA to support the activities outlined in this plan:
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Hurrevac
HurrTrak
CAMEOfm(Fire rescue/Hazmat Teams)
Earth Networks Streamer RT
Microsoft Office
Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
EM Constellation
B.

STATE
ADMINISTRATIVE RULES
1. Chapter 252 of the Florida Statutes directs each county to establish and maintain an
emergency management plan and program that is coordinated and consistent with State’s
CEMP. Chapter 252-38 F.S. further outlines the County’s powers and authorities:








2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

To appropriate and spend funds, make contracts, obtain and distribute equipment and
supplies for emergency management purposes.
Direct and coordinate the development of emergency management plans and
programs in accordance with plans and procedures of federal and state agencies.
To appoint and provide, with or without reimbursement, emergency workers.
To establish at least a primary emergency operating center to provide continuity of
government, and direction and control of emergency operations.
To assign and make available for duty the offices and agencies of the jurisdiction
during emergencies.
To request State assistance or invoke mutual aid assistance by declaring a state of
emergency.
May waive the procedures and formalities otherwise required locally pertaining to
employment of workers, use of temporary or volunteer workers, performance of
public works, entering into contracts, incurring obligations, renting equipment,
acquisition and distribution of supplies, materiel and facilities with or without
compensation, and the appropriation and expenditure of public funds.

Chapter 22, Florida Statutes, Emergency Continuity of Government.
Chapter 23, Part 1, Florida Statutes. Florida Mutual Aid Act.
Chapter 126, County Government: Chapter 162, County or Municipal Code Enforcement.
Chapter 162, Florida Statutes, County or Municipal Code Enforcement.
Chapter 163, Inter-governmental Programs; Part I, Miscellaneous Programs.
Chapter 166, Florida Statutes, Municipalities.
Chapter 187, State Comprehensive Plan.

EXECUTIVE ORDERS
1. Executive Order 80-29 (Disaster Preparedness), dated April 14, 1980.
2. Executive Order 87-57, (State Emergency Response Commission), dated April 17, 1987,
as updated by Executive Orders 98-153 and 98-155.
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MISCELLANEOUS
1. State of Florida CEMP.
2. Florida Airport Directory (published by the Florida Department of Transportation
Aviation Office, Summer, 1996).
C.

FEDERAL
1. Federal Presidential Directives / Executive Orders






2.

Homeland Security Presidential Directive-5: Assigned Sec. of Department of
Homeland Security as Federal Coordination Officer, Attorney General as lead for
terrorist incidents through the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI); made NIMS
adoption requirement for receiving federal preparedness grants.
Homeland Security Presidential Directive-8: HSPD-8 enacted national preparedness
goal, predicates the receipt of preparedness assistance on adoption of a statewide
comprehensive all-hazards preparedness strategy consistent with goal.
Presidential Decision Directive-39, United State Policy on Counter Terrorism
Presidential Decision Directive-62, United States Policy on Combating Terrorism
Presidential Decision Directive-63, United States Policy on Protecting America’s
Critical Infrastructures.
Federal Regulations







44 CFR Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations
44 CFR Part 10 Environmental Considerations
44 CFR Part 13 (The Common Rule) Uniform Administrative Requirements for
Grants and Cooperative Agreements.
44 CFR 59-76, National Flood Insurance Program
44 CFR Part 206, Federal Disaster Assistance for Disasters Declared after November
23, 1988

VI. EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTIONS
During a disaster, the MCEMA may activate the EOC to support the IC and responding agencies.
The EOC is staffed and operated by the employees of Martin County, representatives of
municipalities and other key response and recovery organizations. The agencies and department
representatives are organized according to the function that they are tasked to support, such as
energy, food and water, firefighting, etc. These functions are called ESF.
The ESFs represent functional groupings of types of assistance that jurisdictions are likely to need.
A single agency is charged with responsibility for ESF operations. Many other agencies support the
primary agency, (see Figures 14a and b- ESF Matrix/Primary and Support). When the EOC is
activated, the designated ESF lead agencies send a representative to the EOC to coordinate that
ESF. The Primary Agency has discretion as to how many, if any, support agencies they will require
to support them or represent that ESF in the EOC. Due to the limited space available in the EOC,
the attendance of support agencies is closely coordinated.
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The Primary Agency for the ESF will be responsible for obtaining all information relating to ESF
activities and requirements caused by the disaster and disaster response. This information
gathering will frequently require the Primary Agency to step outside traditional information
gathering protocols. Within the Martin County EOC, requests for assistance will be tasked to the
corresponding ESF for completion. The Primary Agency will be responsible for coordinating the
delivery of that assistance to the disaster area. Each ESF at the County EOC interfaces with the
corresponding ESF Agency at the State Level. (see Figures 15a and b Emergency Support Function
Matrix – Leads and Summary of Responsibilities Matrix).
There are nineteen ESFs in Martin County, each with a corresponding plan. These plans have been
included as Appendices to the CEMP for easy reference. The ESFs are listed in the chart below.
ESF 1
ESF 2

Transportation
Communications

ESF 11
ESF 12

Food & Water
Energy

ESF 3

Public Works & Engineering

ESF 13

Military

ESF 4

Firefighting

ESF 14

Public Information

ESF 5
ESF 6
ESF 7

Information & Planning
Mass Care
Resource Support

ESF 15
ESF 16
ESF 17

Volunteers & Donations
Law Enforcement & Security
Animal Protection / Agriculture

ESF 8

Health & Medical & Special Needs

ESF 18

Business & Industry

ESF 9

Search & Rescue

ESF 19

Damage Assessment

ESF 10 Hazardous Materials
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VII.

ACRONYMS

AC
ARES
ATTF
B-NICE
CBRNE
CEMP
CEOC
CHHA
COG
COOP
CRZ
CST
CWP
DMAT
DMORT
DPS
DRC
EM
EMAC
EMS
EOC
EPZ
EPCRA
ERT
ESF
FBI
FDEM
FDLE
FEMA
FIFOG
FOG
FNSS
HAZMAT
HSPD
IAP
IC
ICP
ICS
IMT
JCE
JIC
JOC
MAC
MCEMA
MCFR

Area Command
Amateur Radio Emergency Services
Anti-Terrorism Task Force
Biological, Nuclear, Incendiary, Chemical, Explosive (now CBRNE)
Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, Explosive
Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan
County Emergency Operations Center
Coastal High Hazard Area
Continuity of Government
Continuity of Operations Plan
Contamination Reduction Zone
Civil Support Team
County Warning Point
Disaster Medical Assistance Team
Disaster Mortuary Response Team
Department of Public Safety
Disaster Recovery Center
Emergency Manager
Emergency Management Assistance Pact
Emergency Medical Services
Emergency Operations or Operating Center
Emergency Planning Zone
Emergency Planning & Community Right-To-Know Act
Emergency Response Team
Emergency Support Function
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Florida Division of Emergency Management
Florida Department of Law Enforcement
Federal Emergency Management Agency
Florida Incident Field Operations Guide (also FOG)
Field Operations Guide (also FIFOG)
Functional Needs Support Services
Hazardous Material(s)
Homeland Security Presidential Directive
Incident Action Plan
Incident Command(er)
Incident Command Post
Incident Command System
Incident Management Team
Joint Coordinating Element
Joint Information Center
Joint Operations Center
Multi Agency Coordination Entity
Martin County Emergency Management Agency
Martin County Fire Rescue
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MCHD
MCPW
MCSO
ME
NIMS
NRC
NRF
PA
PIO
PPE
PTE
RDSTF
ROC
SCO
SEOC
SERT
SITREP
SWO
UC
USACE
USAR
WMD

Martin County Health Department
Martin County Public Works
Martin County Sheriff’s Office
Medical Examiner
National Incident Management System
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
National Response Framework
Public Assistance
Public Information Officer
Personal Protective Equipment
Potential Threat Elements
Regional Domestic Security Task Force
Regional Operations Center
State Coordinating Officer
State Emergency Operations Center
State Emergency Response Team
Situation Report
State Watch Office
Unified Command
United States Army Corps of Engineers
Urban Search and Rescue
Weapon of Mass Destruction
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VIII.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Agency: A division of government with a specific function offering a particular kind of assistance.
In ICS, agencies are defined either as jurisdictional (having statutory responsibility for incident
management) or as assisting or cooperating (providing resources or other assistance).
Agency Representative: A person assigned by a primary, assisting, or cooperating Federal,
State, local, or tribal government agency or private entity that has been delegated authority to
make decisions affecting that agency's or organization's participation in incident management
activities following appropriate consultation with the leadership of that agency.
Area Command (Unified Area Command): An organization established to oversee the
management of multiple incidents that are each being handled by an ICS organization; or to
oversee the management of large or multiple incidents to which several Incident Management
Teams have been assigned. Area Command has the responsibility to set overall strategy and
priorities, allocate critical resources according to priorities, ensure that incidents are properly
managed, and ensure that objectives are met and strategies followed. Area Command becomes
Unified Area Command when incidents are multi-jurisdictional. Area Command may be
established at an emergency operations center facility or at some location other than an incident
command post.
Applicant: Individuals, families, State and Local governments, or private, nonprofit organizations
who apply for assistance as a result of a declaration of a major disaster or emergency.
Assessment: The evaluation and interpretation of measurements and other information to
provide a basis for decision-making.
Assignments: Tasks given to resources to perform within given operational periods that are
based on operational objectives defined in the IAP.
Assistant: Title for subordinates of principal Command Staff positions. The title indicates a level
of technical capability, qualifications, and responsibility subordinate to the primary positions.
Assistants may also be assigned to unit leaders.
Assisting Agency: An agency or organization providing personnel, services, or other resources
to the agency with direct responsibility for incident management.
Associate Director: The Associate Director for State and Local Programs and Support
Directorate, FEMA, or his/her designated representative.
Available Resources: Resources assigned to an incident, checked in, and available for a mission
assignment, normally located in a Staging Area.
Base Flood: A term used in the National Flood Insurance Program to indicate the minimum size
flood to be used by a community as a basis for its floodplain management regulations. Presently
required by regulation to be that flood which has a one-percent chance of being equaled or
exceeded in any given year. Also known as a 100-year flood or one-percent chance flood.
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Branch: The organizational level having functional or geographical responsibility for major aspects
of incident operations. A branch is organizationally situated between the section and the division
or group in the Operations Section, and between the section and units in the Logistics Section.
Branches are identified by the use of Roman numerals or by functional area.
Building Code: The regulations adopted by a local governing body setting forth standards for
the construction, addition, modification, and repair of buildings and other structures for the
purpose of protecting the health, safety, and general welfare of the public.
Chain of Command: A series of command, control, executive, or management positions in the
hierarchical order of authority.
Check-in: The process through which resources first report to an incident. Check-in locations
include the incident command post, Resources Unit, incident base, camps, staging area, or directly
on the site.
Chief: The ICS title for individuals responsible for management of functional section: Operations,
Planning, Logistics, Finance/Administration, and Intelligence (if established as a separate section).
Chief Executive Officer: The official of the community who is charged with the authority to
implement and administer laws, ordinances, and regulations for that community.
Coastal High Hazard Area (CHHA): An area of special flood hazard, extending from
offshore to the inland limit of a primary frontal dune, along an open coast and any other area
subject to high velocity wave action from storms or seismic sources.
Command: The act of directing, ordering, or controlling by virtue of explicit statutory,
regulatory, or delegated authority.
Command Post: A centralized base of operations established near the site of an incident,
located a safe distance from an accident site, where the on-scene coordinator, responders, and
technical representatives can make response decisions, deploy manpower and equipment, maintain
liaison with media, and handle communications.
Command Staff: In an incident management organization, the Command Staff consists of the
Incident Command and the special staff positions of Public Information Officer, Safety Officer,
Liaison Officer, and other positions as required, who report directly to the Incident Commander.
They may have an assistant or assistants, as needed.
Common Operating Picture: A broad view of the overall situation as reflected by situation
reports, aerial photography, and other information or intelligence. Communications Unit: An
organizational unit in the Logistics Section responsible for providing communication services at an
incident or an EOC. A Communications Unit may also be a facility (e.g., a trailer or mobile van)
used to support an Incident Communications Center.
Comprehensive Emergency Management: An integrated approach in the management of
emergency programs and activities for all five emergency phases (prevention, mitigation,
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preparedness, response, and recovery), for all types of emergencies and disasters (natural and
manmade) and for all levels of local, State, and Federal and the private sector.
Computerized Hazard Identification Program: Part of EMA’s Integrated Emergency
Management System, this evaluation program identifies the hazards posing the greatest threat to
State and local governments and the capabilities of existing programs to respond (formerly
referred to a Hazard Identification and Capability Assessment.
Continuity of Government: All measures that may be taken to ensure the continuity of
essential functions of governments in the event of emergency conditions, including line-ofsuccession for key decision makers.
Continuity of Operations: Establishes policy and guidance to ensure the execution of mission
essential functions in the event that an emergency threatens or incapacitates operations requiring
the relocation of selected personnel and functions to alternate operating facilities.
Contractor: Any individual, partnership, corporation, agency, or other entity (other than an
organization engaged in the business of insurance) performing work by contract for the Federal
government or a State or local agency.
Critical Facilities: Those facilities essential to the health, safety and welfare of the population
whose statutory purpose is to provide physical and mental health care and services. The services
are necessary in the event of local, state and federal emergencies; and/or natural disasters; and, in
time of evacuation. Examples are: primary care centers, trauma units, emergency units, hospitals,
infirmaries, mental health facilities, and nursing homes.
Cooperating Agency: An agency supplying assistance other than direct operational or support
functions or resources to the incident management effort.
Coordinate: To advance systematically an analysis and exchange of information among principals
who have or may have a need to know certain information to carry out specific incident
management responsibilities.
Damage Assessment: The process utilized to determine the magnitude of damage and the
unmet needs of individuals, businesses, the public sector, and the community caused by a disaster
or emergency event.
Declaration: The formal action by the President to make a State eligible for major disaster or
emergency assistance under the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act,
PL 93-288, as amended.
Declaration Process: When a disaster strikes, local authorities and individuals request help
from private relief organizations and their State government, which give all assistance possible. If
assistance is beyond their capability, the Governor requests a Presidential declaration of a major
disaster or an emergency.
Deputy: A fully qualified individual who, in the absence of a superior, can be delegated the
authority to manage a functional operation or perform a specific task. In some cases, a deputy can
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act as relief for a superior and, therefore, must be fully qualified in the position. Deputies can be
assigned to the Incident Commander, General Staff, and Branch Directors.
Designated Area: Any emergency or major disaster-affected portion of a State that has been
determined eligible for Federal assistance.
Development: Any manmade change to improved or unimproved real estate, including but not
limited to, buildings or other structures, mining, dredging, filling, grading, paving, excavation or
drilling operations, or storage of equipment or materials.
Dispatch: The ordered movement of a resource or resources to an assigned operational mission
or an administrative move from one location to another.
Division: The partition of an incident into geographical areas of operation. Divisions are
established when the number of resources exceeds the manageable span of control of the
Operations Chief. A division is located within the ICS organization between the branch and
resources in the Operations Section.
Elevation: The raising of a structure to place it above flood waters on an extended support
structure.
Eligible Community: A community for which the Administrator has authorized the sale of
flood insurance under the National Flood Insurance Program.
Emergency: Absent a Presidential declared emergency, any incident(s), human-caused or natural,
that requires responsive action to protect life or property. Under the Robert T. Stafford Disaster
Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, an emergency means any occasion or instance for which, in
the determination of the President, Federal assistance is needed to supplement State and local
efforts and capabilities to save lives and to protect property and public health and safety, or to
lessen or avert the threat of a catastrophe in any part of the United States.
Emergency Actions: Emergency work essential to save lives and protect property and public
health and safety performed under Section 306 of the Disaster Relief Act of 1974, as amended.
Emergency Facilities: Those buildings, structures, equipment, or systems used to provide
emergency services, such as fire protection, ambulance, or rescue, to the general public, including
the administrative and support facilities even if not contiguous.
Emergency Operations Center: The protected site from which civil government officials
(municipal, County, State, and Federal) exercise centralized direction and control in an emergency.
Operating from an EOC is a basic emergency management concept. For effective emergency
response, all activities must be centrally directed and coordinated. The EOC also services as a
Resource Center and coordination point for additional field assistance. It provides executive
directives and liaison to State and Federal governments, and considers and mandates protective
actions.
Emergency Planning & Community Right-To-Know Act (EPCRA): Legislation requiring
that chemical information be made available to the community and the public.
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Emergency Public Information: Information that is disseminated primarily in anticipation of
an emergency or during an emergency. In addition to providing situational information to the
public, it also frequently provides directive actions required to be taken by the general public.
Emergency Response Provider: Includes Federal, State, local, and tribal emergency public
safety, law enforcement, emergency response, emergency medical (including hospital emergency
facilities), and related personnel, agencies, and authorities. See Section 2 (6), Homeland Security
Act of 2002, Pub. L. 107-296, 116 Stat. 2135 (2002). Also known as Emergency Responder.
Emergency Program: The phase of the National Flood Insurance Program that a community
enters prior to the completion of an individual community flood insurance study. It is intended to
provide a first layer amount of insurance at federally subsidized rates on all existing structures and
new construction begun prior to the effective date of a Flood Insurance Rate Map, in return for
the community’s adoption of general floodplain management regulations.
Evacuation: A population protection strategy involving orderly movement of people away from
an actual or potential hazard, and resources for temporary relocation.
Event: A planned, non-emergency activity. ICS can be used as the management system for a wide
range of events, (e.g., parades, concerts, or sporting events).
Executive Orders 11988 and 11990: The requirements to avoid direct or indirect support of
floodplain development and to minimize harm to floodplains and wetlands. Federal decision
makers are obligated to comply with these orders, accomplished through an eight-step decision
making process.
Executive Order 12699: Requires that new construction of Federal buildings must comply with
appropriate seismic design and construction standards.
Exercise: Maneuver or simulated emergency condition involving planning, preparation, and
execution. Carried out for the purpose of testing, evaluating, planning, developing, training, and/or
demonstrating emergency management systems and individual components and capabilities, to
identify areas of strength and weakness for improvement of an emergency operations plan.
Existing Construction: As used in reference to the National Flood Insurance Program, any
structure already existing or on which construction or substantial improvement was started prior
to the effective date of a community’s floodplain management regulations.
Facility: A facility is defined as any publicly or privately owned building, works, system or
equipment, built or manufactured, or an improved and maintained natural feature. Land use for
agricultural purposes is not a facility. This includes any publicly owned flood control, navigation,
irrigation, reclamation, public power, sewage treatment and collection, water supply and
distribution, watershed development, or airport facility; and non-Federal-aid street, road, or
highway; and any other public building, structure including those used for educational, recreational,
or cultural purposes, or any park.
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Federal Coordinating Officer: The person appointed by the Director, or in his absence the
Deputy Director, or alternatively by the Associate Director, to coordinate Federal assistance in an
emergency or a major disaster.
Federal Emergency Management Agency: This agency was created in 1979 to provide a
single point of accountability for all Federal activities related to disaster mitigation and emergency
preparedness, response, and recovery.
Federal Hazard Mitigation Officer: The FEMA employee responsible for representing the
agency for each declaration in carrying out the overall responsibilities for hazard mitigation and for
Subpart M, including coordinating post-disaster hazard mitigation actions with other agencies of
government at all levels.
Federal Insurance Administration: The government unit, within FEMA that administers the
National Flood Insurance Program.
FEMA State Agreement: A formal legal document between FEMA and the affected State
stating the understandings, commitments, and biding conditions for assistance applicable as the
result of the major disaster or emergency declared by the President. It is signed by the FEMA
Regional Director, or designee, and the Governor.
Financial Assistance: Any form of loan, grant, guaranty, insurance, payment, rebate, subsidy,
disaster assistance loan or grant, or any other form of direct or indirect Federal assistance, other
than general or special revenue sharing or formula grants made to States.
Flood Hazard Boundary Map: The official map of a community that shows the boundaries of
the floodplain and special flood hazard areas that have been designated. It is prepared by FEMA,
using the best flood data available at the time a community enters the emergency phase of the
National Flood Insurance Program. It is superseded by the Flood Insurance Rate Map after a more
detailed study has been completed.
Flood Insurance Rate Zone: A zone identified on a Flood Insurance Rate Map as subject to a
specified degree of flood, mudslide (mudflow), or flood-related erosion hazards, to which a
particular set of actuarial rates and floodplain management requirements apply.
Flood Insurance Study: A study, funded by FEMA, and carried out by any of variety of agencies
and consultants to delineate the special flood hazard areas, base flood elevations, and National
Flood Insurance Program actuarial insurance rate zones. The study is based on detailed site
surveys and analysis of site-specific hydrologic characteristics.
Function: Function refers to the five major activities in ICS: Command, Operations, Planning,
Logistics and Finance/Administration.
Functional Needs Support Services (FNSS): Services that enable individuals to maintain
their independence in a general population shelter. Children and adults requiring FNSS may have
physical, sensory, mental health, and cognitive and/or intellectual disabilities affecting their ability to
function independently without assistance. FNSS includes: reasonable accommodations and/or
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modifications to policies and procedures, Durable Medical Equipment (DME), Consumable Medical
Supplies (CMS), and Patient Assistance Services (PAS).
General Staff: A group of incident management personnel organized according to function that
reports to the Incident Commander. The General Staff normally consist of the Operations Section
Chief, Planning Section Chief, Logistics Section Chief, and Finance/Administration Chief.
Governor’s Authorized Representative: The person empowered by the Governor to
execute, on behalf of the State, all necessary documents for disaster assistance.
Grant: An award of financial assistance. The grant award shall be based on the total eligible
Federal share of all approved projects.
Grantee: The government to which a grant is awarded that is accountable for the use of the
funds provided. The grantee is the entire legal entity even if only a particular component of the
entity is designated in the grant award document. For purposes of this regulation, except as noted
in 206.202, the State is the grantee.
Group: Established to divide the incident management structure into functional areas of
operation. Groups are composed of resources assembled to perform a special function not
necessarily within a single geographic division. Groups, when activated, are located between
branches and resources in the Operations Section.
Hazard: Any situation that has the potential for causing damage to life, property, and/or the
environment. Something that is potentially dangerous or harmful, often the root cause of an
unwanted outcome.
Hazards Analysis: The procedure for identifying potential sources of a hazardous materials
release, determining the vulnerability of an area to a hazardous materials release, and comparing
hazards to determine risks to a community.
Hazard Mitigation: Any cost effective measure that will reduce the potential for damage to a
facility from a disaster event.
Hazard Mitigation Assistance Program: Provides a limited amount of funding to States to
cover or to assist in covering the cost of preparing a pre-disaster hazard mitigation plan, one or
more components of such a plan, or a related activity that will contribute to reducing vulnerability
to hazards either throughout the State or for a selected area within the State.
Hazard Mitigation Grant Program: Authorized under Section 404 of the Stafford Act for
hazard. Provides funding mitigation projects that are cost effective and complement existing postdisaster mitigation programs and activities by providing funding for beneficial mitigation measures
that are not funded through other programs.
Hazardous Materials: Any substance or material in a particular form or quantity that the
Secretary of Transportation finds may pose an unreasonable risk to health, safety, and property,
or any substance or material in a quantity or form that may be harmful to humans, animals, crops,
water systems, or other elements of the environment if accidentally released. Substances so
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designated may include explosives, solids, combustible solids, poisons, oxidizing for corrosive
materials, and flammable gases. Defined via rule making process, under authority of PL 93-633.
Incident: An occurrence or event, natural or human-caused that requires an emergency response
to protect life or property. Incidents can, for example, include major disasters, emergencies,
terrorist attacks, terrorist threats, wildland and urban fires, floods, hazardous materials spills,
nuclear accidents, aircraft accidents, earthquakes, hurricanes, tornadoes, tropical storms, warrelated disasters, public health and medical emergencies, and other occurrences requiring an
emergency response.
Incident Action Plan: An oral or written plan containing general objectives reflecting the overall
strategy for managing an incident. It may include the identification of operational resources and
assignments. It may also include attachments that provide direction and important information for
management of the incident during one or more operational periods.
Incident Command: Combination of facilities, equipment, personnel, procedures, and
communications operating with a common organizational structure with responsibility for
management of assigned resources to effectively direct and control the response to an incident.
The IC is intended to expand as situation required greater resources, without requiring new,
reorganized command structure.
Incident Command Post: The field location at which the primary tactical-level, on-scene
incident command functions is performed. The ICP may be co-located with the incident base or
other incident facilities and is normally identified by a green rotating or flashing light.
Incident Command System: A standardized on-scene emergency management construct
specifically designed to provide for the adoption of an integrated organizational structure that
reflects the complexity and demands of single or multiple incidents, without being hindered by
jurisdictional boundaries. ICS is the combination of facilities, equipment, personnel, procedures,
and communications operating within a common organizational structure, designed to aid in the
management of resources during incidents. It is used for all kinds of emergencies and is applicable
to small as well as large and complex incidents. ICS is used by various jurisdictions and functional
agencies, both public and private, to organize field-level incident management operations.
Incident Commander: The individual responsible for all incident activities, including the
development of strategies and tactics and the ordering and the release of resources. The IC has
overall authority and responsibility for conducting incident operations and is responsible for the
management of all incident operations at the incident site.
Incident Management Team: The IC and appropriate Command and General Staff personnel
assigned to an incident.
Incident Objectives: Statements of guidance and direction necessary for selecting appropriate
strategy(s) and the tactical direction of resources. Incident objectives are based on realistic
expectations of what can be accomplished and effectively deployed. Incident objectives must be
achievable and measurable, yet flexible enough to allow strategic and tactical alternatives.
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Individual Assistance: Supplementary Federal Assistance provided under the Stafford Act to
individuals and families adversely affected by a major disaster or an emergency. Such assistance
may be provided directly by the Federal Government or through State or local governments of
disaster relief organizations.
Integrated Emergency Management System: Strategy for implementing emergency
management activities, which builds upon those functions common to preparedness for any type
of occurrence and provides for special requirements of individual emergency situations. Seeks
function-based plan annexes that can be adapted to varied hazard events.
Initial Action: The actions taken by those responders first to arrive at an incident site.
Initial Response: Resources initially committed to an incident.
Intelligence Officer: Responsible for managing internal information, intelligence, and operational
security requirements supporting incident management activities. These may include information
security and operational security activities, as well as the complex task of ensuring that sensitive
information of all types (e.g., classified information, law enforcement sensitive information,
proprietary information, or export-controlled information) is handled in a way that not only
safeguards the information, but also ensures that it gets to those who need access to it to perform
their missions effectively and safely.
Interagency Hazard Mitigation Team: Developed within 15 days following any Presidentially
declared flood disaster by an interagency, intergovernmental, and interdisciplinary team
representing each of the signatory agencies of the Interagency Agreement for Post-Flood Hazard
Mitigation. The report identifies post-flood mitigation opportunities and common post-flood
recovery policies.
Immediate Threat: The threat of additional damage or destruction from an event that can
reasonably be expected to occur within five years.
Joint Information Center: A facility established to coordinate all incident-related public
information activities. It is the central point of contact for all news media at the scene of the
incident. Public information officials from all participating agencies should collocate at the JIC.
Joint Information System: NIMS organizational measures enhance the public communication effort.
The Joint Information System provides the public with timely and accurate incident information and
unified public messages. This system employs the JIC and brings incident communicators together
during an incident to develop, coordinate, and deliver a unified message. This will ensure that Federal,
state, and local levels of government are releasing the same information during an incident.
Jurisdiction: A range or sphere of authority. Public agencies have jurisdiction at an incident
related to their legal responsibilities and authority. Jurisdictional authority at an incident can be
political or geographical (i.e., city, county, tribal, State, or Federal boundary lines) or functional
(i.e., law enforcement, public health).
Liaison: A form of communication for establishing and maintaining mutual understanding and
cooperation.
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Liaison Officer: A member of the Command Staff responsible for coordinating with
representatives from cooperating and assisting agencies.
Liability: An obligation to do or refrain from doing something; a duty that eventually must be
performed; an obligation to pay money. Also used to refer to one’s responsibility for his/her
conduct.
Local Government: A county, municipality, city, town, township, local public authority, school
district, special district, intrastate district, council of governments (regardless of whether the
council of governments is incorporated as a nonprofit corporation under State law), regional or
interstate government entity, or agency or instrumentality of a local government; an Indian tribe
or authorized tribal organization, or in Alaska a Native village or Alaska Regional Native
Corporation; a rural community, unincorporated town or village, or other public entity. See
Section 2 (10), Homeland Security Act of 2002, Pub. L. 107-296, 116 Stat. 2135 (2002).
Local Hazard Mitigation Officer: The representative of local government who serves on the
Hazard Mitigation Survey Team or the Interagency Hazard Mitigation Team and who is the
primary point of contact with FEMA, other federal agencies, and the State in the planning and
implementation of post disaster hazard mitigation activities.
Logistics: Providing resources and other services to support incident management. Logistics
Section: The section responsible for providing facilities, services, and material support for the
incident.
Major Disaster: As defined under the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency
Assistance Act (42 U.S.C. 5122), a major disaster is any natural catastrophe (including any
hurricane, tornado, storm, high water, wind-driven water, tidal wave, tsunami, earthquake,
volcanic eruption, landslide, mudslide, snowstorm, or drought), or, regardless of cause, any fire,
flood, or explosion, in any part of the United States, which in the determination of the President
causes damage of sufficient severity and magnitude to warrant major disaster assistance under this
Act to supplement the efforts and available resources of States, tribes, local governments, and
disaster relief organizations in alleviating the damage, loss, hardship, or suffering caused thereby.
Mission Assignment: Work order issued to a Federal agency by the Regional Director,
Associate Director, or Director, directing completion by that agency of a specified task and citing
funding, other managerial controls, and guidance.
Mitigation: The activities designed to reduce or eliminate risks to persons or property or to
lessen the actual or potential effects or consequences of an incident. Mitigation measures may be
implemented prior to, during, or after an incident. Mitigation measures are often informed by
lessons learned from prior incidents. Mitigation involves ongoing actions to reduce exposure to,
probability of, or potential loss from hazards. Measures may include zoning and building codes,
floodplain buyouts, and analysis of hazard- related data to determine where it is safe to build or
locate temporary facilities. Mitigation can include efforts to educate governments, businesses, and
the public on measures they can take to reduce loss and injury.
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Mobilization: The process and procedures used by all organizations— Federal, State, local, and
tribal—for activating, assembling, and transporting all resources that have been requested to
respond to or support an incident.
Multi-agency Coordination Entity: A multi-agency coordination entity functions within a
broader multi-agency coordination system. It may establish the priorities among incidents and
associated resource allocations, de-conflict agency policies, and provide strategic guidance and
direction to support incident management activities.
Multi Agency Coordination Systems: Multi-agency coordination systems provide the
architecture to support coordination for incident prioritization, critical resource allocation,
communications systems integration, and information coordination. The components of multiagency coordination systems include facilities, equipment, emergency operation centers, specific
multi-agency coordination entities, personnel, procedures, and communications. These systems
assist agencies and organizations to fully integrate the subsystems of the NIMS.
Multi Jurisdictional Incident: An incident requiring action from multiple agencies that each
have jurisdiction to manage certain aspects of an incident. In ICS, these incidents will be managed
under Unified Command.
Mutual-Aid Agreement: Written agreement between agencies and/or jurisdictions that they
will assist one another on request, by furnishing personnel, equipment, and/or expertise in a
specified manner.
National Incident Management System: A system mandated by HSPD-5 that provides a
consistent nationwide approach for Federal, State, local, and tribal governments; the privatesector, and nongovernmental organizations to work effectively and efficiently together to prepare
for, respond to, and recover from domestic incidents, regardless of cause, size, or complexity. To
provide for interoperability and compatibility among federal, State, local, and tribal capabilities, the
NIMS includes a core set of concepts, principles, and terminology. HSPD-5 identifies these as the
ICS; multi-agency coordination systems; training; identification and management of resources
(including systems for classifying types of resources); qualification and certification; and the
collection, tracking, and reporting of incident information and incident resources.
National Flood Insurance Program: The Federal program, created by an act of Congress in
1968 that makes flood insurance available in communities that enact satisfactory floodplain
management regulations.
Non-governmental Organization: An entity with an association that is based on interests of
its members, individuals, or institutions and that is not created by a government, but may work
cooperatively with government. Such organizations serve a public purpose, not a private benefit.
Examples of NGOs include faith-based charity organizations and the American Red Cross.
National Response Framework: The National Response Framework is a guide detailing how
the Nation conducts all-hazards response from small incidents to complex large catastrophes. It is
a comprehensive approach to domestic incident response and identifies key response principles as
well as roles and structures hat organize national response.
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One Hundred (100) Year Flood Elevation: The flood elevation that has a one-percent
chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given year. It is also known as the base flood
elevation.
Operational Period: The time scheduled for executing a given set of operation actions, as
specified in the IAP. Operational periods can be of various lengths, although usually not over 24
hours.
Operations Section: The section responsible for all tactical incident operations. In ICS, it
normally includes subordinate branches, divisions, and/or groups.
Private Nonprofit Facility: Private, nonprofit educational, utility, emergency, medical,
rehabilitation, and temporary or permanent custodial care facilities (including these for the aged
and disabled), or other private, nonprofit facilities that provide essential services of a
governmental nature to the general public, and facilities on Indian reservations as defined by the
President.
Planning Meeting: A meeting held as needed prior to and throughout the duration of an
incident to select specific strategies and tactics for incident control operations and for service and
support planning. For larger incidents, the planning meeting is a major element in the development
of the IAP.
Planning Section: Responsible for the collection, evaluation, and dissemination of operational
information related to the incident, and for the preparation and documentation of the IAP. This
section also maintains information on the current and forecasted situation and on the status of
resources assigned to the incident.
Post Disaster Redevelopment Plan: Plan identifies policies, operational strategies, and roles and
responsibilities for implementation that will guide decisions that affect long‐term recovery and
redevelopment of the community after a disaster.
Preparedness: The range of deliberate, critical tasks and activities necessary to build, sustain, and
improve the operational capability to prevent, protect against, respond to, and recover from
domestic incidents. Preparedness is a continuous process which involves efforts at all levels of
government and between government and private-sector and nongovernmental organizations to
identify threats, determine vulnerabilities, and identify required resources. Within the NIMS,
preparedness is operationally focused on establishing guidelines, protocols, and standards for
planning, training and exercises, personnel qualification and certification, equipment certification,
and publication management.
Preparedness Organizations: Groups that provide interagency coordination for domestic
incident management activities in a non-emergency context. Preparedness organizations can
include all agencies with a role in incident management, for prevention, preparedness, response, or
recovery activities. They represent a wide variety of committees, planning groups, and other
organizations that meet and coordinate to ensure the proper level of planning, training, equipping,
and other preparedness requirements within a jurisdiction or area.
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Prevention: Actions to avoid an incident or to intervene to stop an incident from occurring.
Prevention involves actions to protect lives and property. It involves applying intelligence and
other information to a range of activities that may include such countermeasures as deterrence
operations; heightened inspections; improved surveillance and security operations; investigations
to determine the full nature and source of the threat; public health and agricultural surveillance
and testing processes; immunizations, isolation, or quarantine; and, as appropriate, specific law
enforcement operations aimed at deterring, preempting, interdicting, or disrupting illegal activity
and apprehending potential perpetrators and bringing them to justice.
Private Nonprofit Organization: Any non governmental agency or entity that currently has
an effective ruling letter from the U. S. Internal Revenue Service granting tax exemption under
Sections 501 (c), (d), or (e) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, or satisfactory evidence from
the State that the non-revenue producing organization or entity is a nonprofit one organized or
doing business under State law.
Private Sector: Organizations and entities that are not part of any governmental structure. It
includes for-profit and not-for-profit organizations, formal and informal structures, commerce and
industry, and private voluntary organizations. Processes: Systems of operations that incorporate
standardized procedures, methodologies, and functions necessary to provide resources effectively
and efficiently. These include resource typing, resource ordering and tracking, and coordination.
Public Assistance: The State, local government, or eligible private, nonprofit facility submitting a
project application or request for direct Federal assistance under the Act or on whose behalf the
Governor’s Authorized Representative takes such action.
Public Entity: An organization formed for a public purpose whose direction and funding are
provided by one or more political subdivisions of the State.
Public Facility: The following facilities owned by a State or local government: any flood control,
navigation, irrigation, reclamation, public power, sewage treatment and collection, water supply
and distribution, watershed development, or airport facility; any non-Federal-aid street, road, or
highway; any other public building, structure, or system, including those used for educational,
recreational, or cultural purposes.
Public Information Officer: On-scene official responsible for preparing and coordinating the
dissemination of public information in cooperation with other responding Federal, State, and local
government agencies. A member of the Command Staff responsible for interfacing with the public
and media or with other agencies with incident-related information requirements.
Publications Management: The publications management subsystem includes materials
development, publication control, publication supply, and distribution. The development and
distribution of NIMS materials is managed through this subsystem. Consistent documentation is
critical to success, because it ensures that all responders are familiar with the documentation used
in a particular incident regardless of the location or the responding agencies involved.
Qualification and Certification: This subsystem provides recommended qualification and
certification standards for emergency responder and incident management personnel. It also
allows the development of minimum standards for resources expected to have an interstate
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application. Standards typically include training, currency, experience, and physical and medical
fitness.
Reception Center/Area: A center established to register evacuees and to assess their needs.
If an evacuation is ordered, suitable facilities to be used as reception centers must be designated.
The centers will be used to register evacuees for emergency shelter or, if elsewhere, to ascertain
where they can be contacted. Persons requiring temporary shelter will be directed to a shelter
location. This refers to a location separate from staging areas, where resources report in for
processing and out-processing. Reception Areas provide accountability, security, situational
awareness briefings, safety awareness, distribution of IAPs, supplies and equipment, feeding, and
bed down.
Recovery: The development, coordination, and execution of service- and site-restoration plans;
the reconstitution of government operations and services; individual, private- sector,
nongovernmental, and public-assistance programs to provide housing and to promote restoration;
long-term care and treatment of affected persons; additional measures for social, political,
environmental, and economic restoration; evaluation of the incident to identify lessons learned;
post incident reporting; and development of initiatives to mitigate the effects of future incidents.
Recovery Plan: A plan developed by a State, local, or tribal jurisdiction with assistance from
responding Federal agencies to restore the affected area.
Resources: Personnel and major items of equipment, supplies, and facilities available or
potentially available for assignment to incident operations and for which status is maintained.
Resources are described by kind and type and may be used in operational support or supervisory
capacities at an incident or at an EOC.
Resource Management: Efficient incident management requires a system for identifying
available resources at all jurisdictional levels to enable timely and unimpeded access to resources
needed to prepare for, respond to, or recover from an incident. Resource management under the
NIMS includes mutual-aid agreements; the use of special Federal, State, local, and tribal teams; and
resource mobilization protocols.
Resources Unit: Functional unit within the Planning Section responsible for recording the status
of resources committed to the incident. This unit also evaluates resources currently committed to
the incident, the effects additional responding resources will have on the incident, and anticipated
resource needs.
Response: Activities that address the short-term, direct effects of an incident. Response includes
immediate actions to save lives, protect property, and meet basic human needs. Response also
includes the execution of emergency operations plans and of mitigation activities designed to limit
the loss of life, personal injury, property damage, and other unfavorable outcomes. As indicated by
the situation, response activities include applying intelligence and other information to lessen the
effects or consequences of an incident; increasing security operations; continuing investigations
into nature and source of the threat; ongoing public health and agricultural surveillance and testing
processes; immunizations, isolation, or quarantine; and specific law enforcement operations aimed
at preempting, interdicting, or disrupting illegal activity, and apprehending actual perpetrators and
bringing them to justice.
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Retrofitting: Flood proofing measures taken on an existing structure.
RipRap: Broken stone or cut stone blocks, or rubble that is placed on slopes to protect them
from erosion or scouring caused by flood water or wave action.
Risk: A measure of the probability that damage to life, property, and/or the environment will
occur if a hazard manifests itself. This measure includes the severity of anticipated consequences
to people.
Risk Analysis: Assesses probability of damage (or injury) and actual damage (or injury) that
might occur, in light of the hazard analysis and vulnerability analysis. Some planners may choose to
analyze worst-case scenarios.
Risk Area: An area considered likely to be affected by a natural or technological hazard. Risk
areas are based on recommended isolation distances, identifiable land features, etc.
Risk Management: Refers to a decision making process that involves such considerations as
risk assessment, technological feasibility, economic information about costs and benefits, statutory
requirements, public concerns, and other factors.
Safety Officer: A member of the Command Staff responsible for monitoring and assessing safety
hazards or unsafe situations and for developing measures for ensuring personnel safety.
Section: The organizational level having responsibility for a major functional area of incident
management (e.g., Operations, Planning, Logistics, Finance/Administration, and Intelligence if
established). The section is organizationally situated between the branch and the Incident
Command.
Shelter: A facility to house, feed, and care for persons evacuated from a risk area for periods of
one or more days. For the risk areas, the primary shelter and the reception center are usually
located in the same facility.
Span of Control: The number of individuals a supervisor is responsible for usually expressed as
the ratio of supervisors to individuals. Under the NIMS, an appropriate span of control is between
1:3 and 1:7.
Staging Area: Location established where resources can be placed while awaiting a tactical
assignment. The Operations Section manages Staging Areas.
Stafford Act: Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, PL 100-1 07,
signed into law November 3, 1988; amended the Disaster Relief Act of 1974, PL 93-288.
Standard Flood Insurance Policy: The flood insurance policy issued by the Federal Insurance
Administrator, or an insurer pursuant to an arrangement with the administrator pursuant to
federal statutes and regulations.
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State Coordinating Agency: The agency of the State government designated by the Governor
of the State at the request of the administrator to coordinate the flood insurance program in that
State.
State Coordinating Officer: The person appointed by the Governor to act in cooperation
with the Federal Coordinating Officer to administer disaster recovery efforts.
State Emergency Plan: As used in Section 401 or Section 501 of the Stafford Act, means that
State plan that is designated specifically for State-level response to emergencies or major disasters
and that sets forth actions to be taken by the State and local Governments, including those for
implementing Federal disaster assistance.
State Hazard Mitigation Officer: The representative of State government who serves on the
Hazard Mitigation Survey Team and Interagency Hazard Mitigation Team and who is the primary
point of contact with FEMA, other Federal agencies, and local units of government in the planning
and implementation of post-disaster mitigation activities.
State Watch Office (SWO): Provides an efficient and effective communications point during
normal periods as well as pre-and-post disaster periods serving as the contact point in Florida for
communications between local Governments and Emergency Agencies, State Government
Agencies and the Federal Government.
Strategic: Strategic elements of incident management are characterized by continuous long-term,
high-level planning by organizations headed by elected or other senior officials. These elements
involve the adoption of long-range goals and objectives, the setting of priorities; the establishment
of budgets and other fiscal decisions, policy development; and the application of measures of
performance or effectiveness.
Strike Team: A set number of resources of the same kind and type that have an established
minimum number of personnel.
Strategy: The general direction selected to accomplish incident objectives set by the IC.
Sub-grantee: The government or other legal entity to which a sub-grant is awarded and which
is accountable to the grantee for the use of the funds provided.
Substantial Damage: Damage of any origin sustained by a structure whereby the cost of
restoring the structure to it’s before damaged condition would equal or exceed 50 percent of the
market value of the structure before damage occurred.
Supporting Technologies: Any technology that may be used to support the NIMS is included in
this subsystem. These technologies include ortho-photo mapping, remote automatic weather
stations, infrared technology, and communications, among various others.
Task Force: Any combination of resources assembled to support a specific mission or
operational need. All resource elements within a Task Force must have common communications
and a designated leader.
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Technical Assistance: Support provided to State, local, and tribal jurisdictions when they have
the resources but lack the complete knowledge and skills needed to perform a required activity
(such as mobile-home park design and hazardous material assessments).
Temporary Housing: Temporary accommodations provided by the Federal Government to
individuals or families whose homes are made unlivable by an emergency or a major disaster.
Terrorism: Under the Homeland Security Act of 2002, terrorism is defined as activity that
involves an act dangerous to human life or potentially destructive of critical infrastructure or key
resources and is a violation of the criminal laws of the United States or of any State or other
subdivision of the United States in which it occurs and is intended to intimidate or coerce the
civilian population or influence a government or affect the conduct of a government by mass
destruction, assassination, or kidnapping. See Section 2 (15), Homeland Security Act of 2002, Pub.
L. 107-296, 116 Stat. 2135 (2002).
Tools: Those instruments and capabilities that allow for the professional performance of tasks,
such as information systems, agreements, doctrine, capabilities, and legislative authorities.
Tribal: Any Indian tribe, band, nation, or other organized group or community, including any
Alaskan Native Village as defined in or established pursuant to the Alaskan Native Claims
Settlement Act (85 stat. 688) [43 U.S.C.A. and 1601 et seq.], that is recognized as eligible for the
special programs and services provided by the United States to Indians because of their status as
Indians.
Type: A classification of resources in the ICS that refers to capability. Type 1 is generally
considered to be more capable than Types 2, 3, or 4, respectively, because of size, power,
capacity, or, in the case of incident management teams, experience and qualifications.
Unified Area Command: A Unified Area Command is established when incidents under an
Area Command are multi-jurisdictional. (see Area Command.)
Unified Command: An application of ICS used when there is more than one agency with
incident jurisdiction or when incidents cross political jurisdictions. Agencies work together
through the designated members of the UC, often the senior person from agencies and/or
disciplines participating in the UC, to establish a common set of objectives and strategies and a
single IAP.
Unit: The organizational element having functional responsibility for a specific incident planning,
logistics, or finance/administration activity.
Unity of Command: The concept by which each person within an organization reports to one
and only one designated person. The purpose of unity of command is to ensure unity of effort
under one responsible commander for every objective.
Violation: The failure of a structure or other development to be fully compliant with the
community’s floodplain management regulations. A structure or other development without the
elevation certificate, other certifications, or other evidence of compliance required is presumed to
be in violation until such time as that documentation is provided.
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Vulnerability Analysis: Identifies what is susceptible to damage. Should provide information on
extent of the vulnerable zone; population, in terms of size and types that could be expected to be
within the vulnerable zone; private and public property that may be damaged, including essential
support systems and transportation corridors; and environment that may be affected, and impact
on sensitive natural areas and endangered species.
Zoning Ordinance: An ordinance under the State or local government’s policy power that
divides an area into districts and, within each district, regulates the use of land and buildings,
height, and bulk of buildings or other structures, and the density of population.
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FIGURE 5a
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FIGURE 5b
FGTco. Main Transmission Lines (continued)
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FIGURE 10a
Hazards Vulnerability by Community Chart
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FIGURE 10b
Hazards Vulnerability by Community Chart (continued)
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FIGURE 11
2013 Martin County Government Departmental
Organization Chart
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FIGURE 12
Martin County Emergency Operations
Organization Chart
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FIGURE 13
Emergency Operations Center Seating Chart
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FIGURE 14
Emergency Support Function Matrix
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FIGURE 15a
Emergency Support Function Matrix
Leads and Summary of Responsibilities
Emergency Support Functions
Lead
ESF 1 Transportation – General Services
ESF 2 Communications
Information Technology Services
ESF 3 Public Works and Engineering
and Utilities & Solid Waste
ESF 4 Firefighting – Fire Rescue
ESF 5 Information and Planning
Emergency Management Agency

ESF 6 Mass Care
American Red Cross

ESF 7 Resource Management
Administration –
Office of Management and Budget
ESF 8 Health and Medical and Special Needs
Martin County Dept. of Health
ESF 9 Search and Rescue
Fire Rescue
Martin County Sheriff’s Office
ESF 10 Hazardous Materials
Fire Rescue and Solid Waste
ESF 11 Food and Water
Fire Rescue & Parks and Recreation
ESF 12 Energy
Florida Power & Light Co.
ESF 13 Military Support
Florida National Guard

Summary of ESF Responsibilities
Assist in providing transportation and fuel resources
Establish, coordinate, repair and maintain communications systems
Clearance of debris, roadways, flood control, road closures, traffic
signals, assist with hazardous materials spills containment, provide
heavy equipment and operators, assess damage to Public
infrastructure, provide and repair utilities (water and wastewater)
Assist with Special Needs Evacuations, firefighting, surveys for life
safety issues, damage surveys
Collection and compilation of disaster related information;
development of situation reports and incident action plans,
dissemination of response and recovery information, plans and
reports – coordinate mapping needs, assist with damage surveys
processing, liaison with State and Federal agencies
Sheltering, placement of displaced survivors, assist in providing
citizens with disaster assistance information, provide meals and
comfort kits, provide updates on status of shelters and populations,
provide reports on potential long term needs for shelter population,
(housing, transportation, unmet needs). Participate in DRC operation.
Logistical and resource prioritization and allocation; procurement of
equipment and supplies; provide fiscal and managerial support;
documentation of expenditures, oversight of public assistance process
Provision of health and medical resources for public health and
medical care needs, operation of the special needs shelter; other
actions necessary to protect public health and stabilize health and
medical systems affected
Conduct S & R; render emergency life support and transport
survivors to shelters, hospitals, alternative medical treatment sites;
provide updates of information to the EOC, coordinate with State
Search and Rescue Task Forces, assist with initial damage surveys
Containment, removal and disposal of hazardous materials from
disaster areas
Providing for distribution of water and food supplies from County
staging area to local distribution sites
Provision of resources to restore power to normalize community
functionality
Support for rapid impact assessment teams, search and rescue,
transportation assets, operation of distribution points, provision for
generators, mass feeding & communications, clearing of roads,
emergency medical support, water purification and base camps for
emergency workers, aviation operations, law enforcement and
security, engineering support
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FIGURE 15a (cont’d)
Emergency Support Function Matrix
Leads and Summary of Responsibilities Continued
ESF 14 Public Information
Administration

ESF 15 Volunteers and Donations
Community Services/Martin Volunteers
ESF 16 Law Enforcement
Martin County Sheriff’s Office
ESF 17 Animal Issues
Martin County Sheriff’s Office/Animal
Control
ESF 18 Business and Industry
Business Development Board of Martin
County and Chamber of Commerce
ESF 19 Damage Assessment
Engineering (PA)
American Red Cross/Property Appraiser’s
Office, Building Dept. (IA)
Fire Prevention (Business)

Dissemination of public information releases including disaster
Activation of the Joint Information System and Center, public
information activities and information, coordination of press releases
and media liaison, response and recovery efforts ongoing, actions to
alleviate problems, re-entry information, locations of sites for
assistance
Coordination of volunteers, efforts related to volunteers and delivery
and distribution of donated goods to the affected areas
Securing and controlling re-entry into impacted areas, assistance in
search and rescue, damage assessment ensuring affected areas are
marked and secured, enforcing curfews, security for medical facilities
Capture, sheltering, medical care, feeding, relocation and reunification
of injured or displaced animals with owners; acquisition of animal
food and supplies, disposal of carcasses; relocation of sick and injured
animals
Coordinate local, state and federal assistance to business industry;
assessment of damage to the businesses, coordination to provide
assistance needed for businesses to reopen and recover
Assess and compile damage reports for public, individual and
businesses
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TRANSITION FROM RESPONSE TO RECOVERY
Typically, response and recovery actions overlap during EOC operations. However, in order
to transition fully from the response phase to the recovery phase, immediate life safety
issues must have been addressed, such as search and rescue for the survivors and injured.
In addition, subsequent hazards that pose an immediate threat to the survivors, such as
resultant HAZMAT releases, fires, etc. must be contained, or otherwise isolated from the
population.
The recovery phase begins during the response phase by initiating a damage assessment of
the residential, public and business sectors. The purpose is to determine what the impact to
the community is, what the unmet needs are, and what is necessary to restore the
community to pre-disaster functioning. The commencement of the initial damage
assessment process starts within the EOC. The damage assessment teams are convened
and assigned areas.
The short term recovery phase begins once immediate life safety issues have been
mitigated. Short term recovery addresses more detailed damage assessment, housing and
unmet needs, habitability of housing and businesses and infrastructure needs in order for
the community to function.
The long term recovery phase addresses transition from temporary to permanent housing,
resolution of unmet needs, permanent repairs and rebuilding, redevelopment and mitigation
opportunities.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recovery operations begin immediately after a disaster event, which in the case of a
hurricane is when winds diminish to less than forty (40) miles per hour. Recovery for all
other types of disasters will begin at the point in time when recovery teams can enter the
disaster scene or area. Immediate life safety issues must be addressed before recovery
activities commence.
This annex, in order to sequentially define the stages of recovery progression following a
disaster, divides recovery into three phases.




Immediate - Days
Short Term - Days to Weeks
Long Term and Redevelopment – weeks – months – years

There may be considerable overlap between phases with no discernible point in time or
event determining the transition between phases.
Response activities transition into
recovery activities, and often these phases overlap without significant change in operations.
Following a disaster, many critical post-disaster concerns must be addressed such as
assessing the damage, restoring essential public services, providing emergency food, water
and shelter, clearing and removing debris, addressing unmet needs, and begin the process
of long-term recovery and redevelopment.
Sheltering and/or housing assistance may continue during all phases for a period up to
eighteen months, or longer after the disaster event.
In many instances recovery from isolated incidents is within the capability of Martin
County and municipal governments. Where resources and services are strained or
overwhelmed, mutual aid and or regional/State resources will be requested.
Search and Rescue (S & R) Operations are activated immediately by the Operations Chief
and the Public Safety Branch Director. As Fire Rescue, Law Enforcement, and Engineering
(Public Works) officials and crews drive through areas they report in the areas with damage,
particularly those with significant damage. As teams come across areas for which S & R is
necessary they will initiate immediately without moving on.
As soon as it is safe to do so damage assessment teams will be activated by the County
EOC, Incident Commander or Unified Command throughout the County to survey the extent
of damage and initiate recovery operations. Teams assess governmental and critical
facilities and infrastructure, residential and commercial properties throughout the County
(ESF 19 “Damage Assessment” in the CEMP for complete damage assessment procedures).
Assessment information is compiled at the EOC by the Public Assistance Team (PAT) for
public damages and an initial damage assessment report is compiled and completed.
Individual damage assessments are compiled by the Individual Assistance (IA) teams at the
County EOC and Building Department.
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The County initiates the request for State and Federal assistance with the submittal of the
Initial Damage Assessment (IDA) to the State of Florida Division of Emergency Management
(FDEM). In the event that the disaster is catastrophic and the damage is immediately known
to be severe, assistance through the FDEM will be requested by County Emergency
Management immediately.
The State of Florida Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan and the National
Response Framework details the federal and State efforts to assist and aid
Counties when disaster strikes and impact is beyond the local capabilities. Refer to these
plans for detailed explanation of State and federal post-disaster response and recovery
efforts.
Immediate Recovery Operations:
The actions taken immediately to secure disaster scenes and areas, conduct search and
rescue operations, provide emergency medical treatment sites and mass feeding stations,
and conduct initial damage assessments are initiated during County EOC activations. Under
the direction of the Operations Section Chief the Infrastructure, Public Safety, and Human
Services Branches activate and coordinate recovery actions as soon as safety permits
action.
The tasks of road and debris clearing, search and rescue, traffic control, establishing
sheltering and mass feeding stations, providing medical services, and other emergency
needs will be the allocated priority of assets and response capabilities immediately after the
disaster event.
Short Term Recovery Operations:
Recovery actions focused on restoration of basic services, re-entry of residents, providing
disaster services and assistance to residents and businesses, and conducting more precise
damage assessments. Re-entry procedures will be strictly enforced to assure safety to all
people until adequate damage assessment, search and rescue, and security arrangements
have been completed. If a Presidential Disaster Declaration is approved by the President of
the United States, the State of Florida and the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) will establish Disaster Recovery Centers (DRC) and Joint Field Offices to coordinate
and provide aid to all disaster survivors within the County.
Long Term Recovery Operations and Redevelopment:
The County EOC may be demobilized before the long term recovery phase is initiated.
Responsibilities may return to governmental agencies as they were before the disaster. The
purpose of the long term recovery phase is to restore the County to pre-disaster status. It
also serves as the period to recoup funds for recovery (if applicable) and review response
and recovery of the disaster event. It may involve rebuilding of community housing stock,
commercial, industrial buildings, public facilities and infrastructure to the standards that
existed before the disaster. Post-Disaster redevelopment overlaps and will be an integral
part of some recovery strategies and projects. Redevelopment seeks to restore the county’s
rate of growth in all County growth indices including quality of life factors such as social
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networks, cultural events, environmental quality, recreational and educational opportunities
and tourism norms.
This phase covers damage repair operations that require several months or longer of
engineering, design and planning and staff work, which are conducted not as part of the
County EOC operations, but as normal staff operations. This phase also includes planning
and implementation of mitigation projects and the implementation of ordinances, codes,
standards and practices, all of which are designed to restore disaster damaged properties,
provide for economic recovery and /or to moderate or prevent the same types of damage
from recurring.
County Mission
The mission of the County government during the recovery phase is to:
1. Provide for life safety needs;
2. Expedite access to disaster areas by relief agencies;
3. Assure continuity of government services;
4. Facilitate expedited planning and permitting for condemnation, removal, and
reconstruction;
5. Provide adequate communications and public information to citizens;
6. Identify and attempt to provide for unmet
needs.
II. GENERAL
The Emergency Management Director or designee is responsible for activation and
management of the EOC activities during recovery operations. In the initial recovery phases
the Emergency Management Director or designee is responsible for overall recovery
activities within Martin County.
The following departments and agencies provide support of recovery efforts:
















Martin County Administration
Martin County Office of Management and Budget
Martin County Fire Rescue
Martin County Sheriff’s Office
Martin County Engineering
Utilities & Solid Waste
Red Cross
United Way/Martin Volunteers
Martin County Department of Health
Indiantown Non-profit Housing, Inc.
Town of Jupiter Island
Town of Sewall’s Point
City of Stuart
Martin County General Services
Martin County Growth Management Dept.
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Martin County Building Dept.
Martin County Property Appraiser’s Office
Business Development Board of Martin County

Emergency Support Functions
(ESF)
ESF 1 Transportation
ESF 2 Communications
ESF 3 Public Works and Engineering

ESF 4 Firefighting
ESF 5 Information and Planning
ESF 6 Mass Care

ESF 7 Resource Management
ESF 8 Health and Medical & Special Needs
ESF 9 Search and Rescue

ESF 10 Hazardous Materials
ESF 11 Food and Water
ESF 12 Energy
ESF 13 Military Support

ESF 14 Public Information
ESF 15 Volunteers and Donations
ESF 16 Law Enforcement
ESF 17 Animal Issues
ESF 18 Business and Industry
ESF 19 Damage Assessment

Summary of ESF Responsibilities in Recovery
Assist in providing transportation and fuel resources
Establish, coordinate, repair and maintain communications systems
Clearance of debris, roadways, flood control, road closures, traffic signals,
assist with hazardous materials spills containment, provide heavy equipment
and operators, assess damage to Public infrastructure, provide and repair
utilities (water and wastewater) Assist with establishment and operation of
points of distribution
Surveys for life safety issues
Collection and compilation of recovery related information; development of
situation reports and incident action plans, dissemination of recovery
information, plans and reports – coordinate mapping needs
Sheltering, placement of displaced survivors, assist in providing citizens with
disaster assistance information, provide updates on status of shelters and
populations, provide reports on potential long term needs for shelter
population, (housing, transportation, unmet needs)
Logistical and resource prioritization and allocation; procurement of
equipment and supplies; provide fiscal and managerial support;
documentation of expenditures
Provision of health and medical resources for public health and medical care
needs, operation of the special needs shelter; other actions necessary to
protect public health and stabilize health and medical systems affected
Conduct initial damage assessments while locating areas in need of S & R;
render emergency life support and transport survivors to shelters, hospitals,
alternative medical treatment sites; provide updates of information to the
EOC, coordinate with State Search and Rescue Task Forces
Containment, removal and disposal of hazardous materials from disaster
areas
Providing for distribution of water and food supplies from County staging
area to local distribution sites and points of distribution sites (PODS)
Provision of resources to restore power to normalize community functionality
Support for rapid impact assessment teams, search and rescue,
transportation assets, operation of distribution points, provision for
generators, mass feeding & communications, clearing of roads, emergency
medical support, water purification and base camps for emergency workers,
aviation operations, law enforcement and security, engineering support
Dissemination of public information releases including disaster assistance
information, recovery efforts ongoing, actions to alleviate problems, re-entry
information, locations of sites for assistance
Recovery efforts related to volunteers and delivery and distribution of
donated goods to the affected areas
Securing and controlling re-entry into impacted areas, assistance in search
and rescue, damage assessment ensuring affected areas are marked and
secured, enforcing curfews, security for medical facilities
Capture, sheltering, medical care, feeding, relocation and reunification of
injured or displaced animals with owners; acquisition of animal food and
supplies, disposal of carcasses; relocation of sick and injured animals
Coordinate local, state and federal assistance to business industry;
assessment of damage to the businesses, coordination to provide assistance
needed for businesses to reopen and recover
Assess and compile damage reports for public, individual and businesses
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Recovery Lead and Support
Emergency Management Agency

Information Technology Services
Engineering Department
Utilities & Solid Waste
General Services

Fire Rescue

Red Cross

Office of Budget & Finance

Department of Health
Community Development
Office of Administration
United Way/Martin Volunteers
Martin County Parks & Recreation

Summary of Recovery Duties and Responsibilities
Activation of the EOC, oversight of initial and short term recovery
operations;
collection and compilation of recovery related information; development of
situation reports and incident action plans, dissemination of recovery
information, plans and reports – coordinate mapping needs; liaison with
State and FEMA Recovery staff; establishment of DRC within the County;
compilation and reporting of impact and damage estimates for the County;
coordination of PDA for County with State and FEMA officers; liaison for
Martin County with Joint Field Office; coordination with municipalities for
recovery information and activities;
Establish, coordinate, repair and maintain communications systems; provide
for additional communication needs for facilities and operations
Clearance of debris, roadways, flood control, road closures, traffic signals,
assist with hazardous materials spills containment, provide heavy equipment
and operators, Lead for Public Assistance, assess damage to Public
infrastructure, provide and repair utilities (water and wastewater);
participate with disaster housing task force, provide and assist with
identifying potential housing sites and provisions for utilities;
Containment, removal and disposal of hazardous materials from disaster
areas
Provide transportation and fuel assets, as needed; provide department
members to County public assistance team for compilation of initial damage
assessment and preliminary damage assessment reports; coordinate PDA
with State and FEMA
Surveys for life safety issues; conduct initial damage assessments while
locating areas in need of S & R; assignment of members to public assistance
team; render emergency life support and transport survivors to shelters,
hospitals, alternative medical treatment sites; provide updates of information
to the EOC, coordinate with State Search and Rescue Task Forces; operation
of the Logistics Staging Area; distribution of incoming supplies and resources
Sheltering, placement of displaced survivors, assist in providing citizens with
disaster assistance information, provide updates on status of shelters and
populations, provide reports on potential long term needs for shelter
population, (housing, transportation, unmet needs); provide citizen
information for unmet needs or assistance at the DRC; provide food and
water to citizens; participate in disaster housing task force meetings;
individual assistance damage assessment; crisis counseling assistance;
assist with citizen’s reunification and family status information
Logistical and resource prioritization and allocation; procurement of
equipment and supplies; provide fiscal and managerial support;
documentation of expenditures; provide support staff to public assistance
team for compilation of initial damage assessments; coordinate compilation
of County personnel costs for incident; maintenance of data for public
assistance grant
Provision of health and medical resources for public health and medical care
needs, operation of the special needs shelter; other actions necessary to
protect public health and stabilize health and medical systems affected
Activate and coordinate disaster housing plan and task force meetings
Providing for distribution of water and food supplies from County staging
area to local distribution sites; recovery efforts related to volunteers and
delivery and distribution of donated goods to the affected areas;
coordination of volunteer needs to assist citizens with unmet needs;
notifications and coordination of agencies to be represented at the DRC;
DRC operations assistance;
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Summary of Recovery Duties and Responsibilities

Indiantown Non-Profit Housing, Inc.

Support of disaster housing mission and participation in task force, assist in
identifying housing resources and sites;

Florida Power & Light

Provision of resources to restore power to normalize community
functionality; participate in prioritization determinations with Command and
County Operations

Martin County Sheriff’s Office

Support for rapid impact assessment teams, search and rescue,
transportation assets, operation of distribution points, provision for
generators, clearing of roads, emergency medical support, aviation
operations, securing and controlling re-entry into impacted areas, assistance
in search and rescue, damage assessment ensuring affected areas are
marked and secured, enforcing curfews, security for medical facilities
Dissemination of public information releases including disaster assistance
information, recovery efforts ongoing, actions to alleviate problems, re-entry
information, locations of sites for assistance. Administration of the disaster
housing strategy and activation of the task force, if needed; liaison with
municipalities for unmet needs information;

Martin County Administration Dept.

Martin County Building Dept.

Martin County Growth Management
Martin County Sheriff’s Office
Humane Society of the Treasure Coast
Martin County Property Appraiser’s Office
Business Development Board
Chamber of Commerce

Initial damage assessment for individual assistance; participation on the
disaster housing task force; permitting expedition process and waivers; site
inspections for safety surveys; demolition of unsafe structures
determinations;
Participation with disaster housing task force; review and recommendations
for mitigation opportunities
Capture, sheltering, medical care, feeding, relocation and reunification of
injured or displaced animals with owners; acquisition of animal food and
supplies, disposal of carcasses; relocation of sick and injured animals
Compilation of data on individual damage assessment; values of property
damages for impact assessment
Coordinate local, state and federal assistance to business industry;
assessment of damage to the businesses, coordination to provide assistance
needed for businesses to reopen and recover; assist with compiling economic
impact estimates
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Joint Field Office
The Joint Field Office (JFO) is established
by FEMA and the State Coordinating
Officer (SCO) optimally within 72 hours of
receiving
a
Presidential
Disaster
Declaration and is fully functional within 7
days of being established.1
The JFO
serves as a central location for State and
Federal agencies to coordinate recovery
issues. The facility is located within or
near the impacted area.
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Director or designee, as the Individual
Assistance Recovery Manager assists in
coordination with the Joint Field Office and
recovery staff and if warranted, the PostDisaster Recovery Task Force.

Martin County Emergency Management
supports the activation of the JFO by
providing
potential
site
locations
dependent on staff size and anticipated
length of occupancy.
State and FEMA representatives may
prepare for JFO operations in anticipation
of a Presidential Declaration. The Joint
Field Offices will house State and Federal
officials who will assist with recovery.
Officials will process documentation,
provide damage assessment assistance,
evaluate need for military assistance,
process State and Federal agencies
assistance and any other operation
deemed necessary.
The
FDEM
Emergency
Management
Director or designee will coordinate efforts
between the Joint Field Office, State
recovery liaisons and the Martin County
Emergency Management Director.
Once a Joint Field Office (JFO) is
established the Director of the Engineering
Department or designee, and the Public
Assistance Recovery Manager and the
Martin County Office of Administration
1

National Response Framework JFO Standard
Operating Procedures
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Post Disaster
Redevelopment
Task Force
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III.















REFERENCES AND
AUTHORITIES

Martin County Comprehensive
Emergency Management Plan
(CEMP);
Code of Ordinances Martin County,
558, Chapter 51
Florida Emergency Management
Act, as amended (Chapter 252,
Florida Statutes)
State of Florida Comprehensive
Emergency Management Plan
Homeland Security Presidential
Directive 5 (HSPD-5)
Homeland Security Presidential
Directive 8 (HSPD-8)
National Incident Management
System
National Response Framework
Post-Disaster Redevelopment Plan
(2012)
Public Assistance Guide FEMA
322/June 2007
Logistics Annex to MC CEMP
Disaster Housing Strategy
MC ESF 19 Damage Assessment
Martin County Post-Disaster
Redevelopment Plan
IV.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

The concept of Recovery operations is the
culmination of coordinated efforts of
municipal, county, State, federal, and
private resources.
Direction and Control of the incident or
disaster is accomplished through utilizing
the Incident Command System (ICS)
principles in accordance with the National
Incident Management System (NIMS),
guided
by
the
National
Response
Framework (NRF).
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The Lead departments or agencies for
each Emergency Support Function (ESF)
closely coordinate resource requests and
information gathered from the field
operations, under the overall direction of
Unified
Command
or
the
Incident
Commander and the Operations Section
Chief.
RECOVERY PRIORITIES
Life Safety and Protection
Life Sustaining
Infrastructure
The
Martin
County
Emergency
Management Agency Director and the
County EOC Operations Section Chief are
responsible for coordinating immediate
and short term recovery operations.
As the Public Assistance Recovery (PAR)
Manager, the Martin County Engineering
Department Director or designee is
responsible for the coordination of the
Public Assistance recovery in the long
term phase.
As the Individual Assistance Recovery
Manager, the Martin County Office of
Administration Director or designee is
responsible for the coordination of
Individual Assistance recovery in the long
term phase.
Coordination of Immediate and Short
Term Recovery Operations
The
Martin
County
Emergency
Management Agency Director or designee
maintains responsibility for the overall
coordination of the immediate and short
term recovery operations in the County,
under the direction of the County
Administrator and the Martin County
Board of County Commissioners (MC
BOCC).
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When the County’s Emergency Operations
Center (EOC) is activated in response to
disaster, a recovery component is also
activated.
In accordance with the
principles of the ICS and the County’s
organization
during
disaster,
the
Operations Section Chief may coordinate
recovery efforts under the direction of the
Incident
Commander
or
Unified
Command.
In an incident in which a
Presidential Declaration is not made,
recovery operations are coordinated
through the County EOC operations and
the ESF System, under the direction of the
Incident Commander, Unified Command,
and the Operations Section Chief.
As the long term recovery phase begins
coordination transitions over to the
County recovery managers and the PostDisaster
Redevelopment
Task
Force
(PDRTF).
The Martin County Administrator Chairs
the PDRTF and will initiate the formation
of workgroups in the following categories:
Health & Human Services, Infrastructure
&
Public
Facilities,
Housing
and
Community Redevelopment, Economic
Redevelopment
and
Environmental.
Should any additional workgroups be
warranted the PDRTF Chair will make any
needed adjustments to workgroups.
Public Information
Team Leader: Administration - ESF 14
Public Information
During and immediately following any
disaster event residents will be concerned
about adequate shelter and an adequate
supply of food and water.
Secondary
concerns will range from contacting
insurance agents to recovering property to
repairing and rebuilding their damaged
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homes or businesses. It will be important
to provide information about all areas of
recovery operations to the residents.
Agencies that will assist in providing public
information are as follows:
ESF 5 Information & Planning: Will
coordinate situational awareness and
provide overall recovery information.
ESF 6 Mass Care: Provide extended
shelter locations information. Provide
information and times for feeding or food
distribution locations.
ESF 8 Health & Medical & Special Needs:
Provide general infection control
information and sanitary precautions.
Provide information about the types of
food to eat and locations of human aid
centers.
ESF 11 Food & Water: Provide feeding
station locations and times and food
distribution locations.
Information such as Disaster Recovery
Centers (DRCs), alternative medical
treatment site locations, etc., will be
disseminated by any means possible such
as radio and television stations, air
banners, special newspaper prints,
portable loud speakers, mobile electronic
messaging, etc. ESF 14 is responsible to
coordinate and provide all public
information and education material to the
media.
During disasters and County EOC
activation the Joint Information System
(JIS) and Joint Information Center (JIC)
will be activated by the Public Information
Officer (PIO) ESF 14. All public
information will be coordinated through
the JIS. All press releases will be
approved by the Incident Commander.
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Coordinating Recovery Activities with
Municipalities
The
Martin
County
Emergency
Management Director or designee is
responsible for coordinating recovery
activities with the municipalities within the
County.
Municipalities in Martin County
City of Stuart
Town of Sewall’s Point
Town of Jupiter Island
Town of Ocean Breeze
Each municipality has a position within the
Martin County EOC for a liaison.
The Planning Section (ESF 5) provides for
joint information in the incident action
plans and situation reports throughout
County
EOC
operations,
this
documentation is provided to the FDEM.
The County Joint Information System
(JIS) provides for public information and
includes municipalities’ information.
Health Analysis Review
The Department of Health Martin County
(DOH-MC) will conduct a meeting of all
Federal, State, and local health officials.
The purpose of this meeting is to review
health procedures, alternative medical
treatment site and/or field hospital
operations, and provide a cost analysis for
disaster event health care. The DOH -MC
will provide an overview of patient care
transfer back to the extended medical
care facilities. All participating parties will
attempt to identify vulnerable areas and
propose long term mitigation to prevent or
preclude future occurrences.
Recovery Staging Areas
Donated supplies shall first be referred to
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the Salvation Army, House of Hope,
United Way and other non-profit agencies
that provide assistance to citizens.
Supplies will be coordinated through the
staging area at Hidden Oaks Middle
School. In the short term or long term
phase the staging area may be relocated
to another location. All ordered/procured
supplies and those provided through State
or Federal resources will be coordinated
through ESF 7 Resource Management
Logistics Section and processed through
the County staging area at the Hidden
Oaks Middle School or alternate location.
These
supplies
generally
will
be
distributed as ordered or requested unless
the County EOC determines a more urgent
need. The staging area will perform tasks
within an integrated logistics environment
with the daily requirements lists providing
the basis and priority for release of
supplies. (see the Logistics Annex to the
CEMP
for
procedures
and
detailed
information on the staging area).
Although resource management is crucial
to adequate recovery, during the
immediate phase, other than human aid
resources, donations should be
discouraged until a regional resource
staging area is opened.
Team Leader: Logistics Section Chief –
ESF 7 Resource Management Lead:
Telephone communications may be
disrupted, making it difficult to send and
receive requests. ARES/RACES and Local
Government Radio will be used to
supplement communications resources for
contact with surrounding counties and the
State Emergency Operations Center
(SEOC). ESF 7 Resource Management will
maintain daily requirements lists and
distribute the lists to the appropriate
supplying agency and as appropriate, to
the SEOC. Local resources, including
contract procurement, will be used before
requesting assistance from State or
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federal sources.
Process to Obtain State and Federal
Disaster Assistance
When a disaster occurs within Martin
County, all available local resources will
be utilized, and mutual aid agreements
implemented.
If
the
disaster
is
immediately known to be catastrophic or if
initial damage assessments indicate that
the County resources will be tasked
beyond its capabilities, requests for
resources will be submitted through the
FDEM Constellation database system, or
whatever system is currently in place.
The County is responsible to make
requests on behalf of the municipalities as
well.
The State and Federal government may
anticipate
needed
assistance
and
subsequently push advance resources for
life safety missions to the County in
advance of the request.
The specific processes and procedures for
requesting an emergency declaration and
for requesting State or Federal assistance
are defined within the Process for
Requesting
State
and
Process
for
Requesting Federal Assistance section of
this annex, as well as in ESF 19 Damage
Assessment of the CEMP.
Coordination of Recovery Activities
with the State of Florida
The
Martin
County
Emergency
Management Agency Director or designee
coordinates the recovery efforts with the
FDEM. The State Emergency Response
Team
(SERT)
Liaison
and
region
coordinator are often at the EOC during
activations. This way they gain situational
awareness necessary to coordinate the
necessary assets needed.
All situation
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reports and Incident Action Plans (IAP)
are submitted to the FDEM via EM
Constellation,
or
whatever
means
necessary
if
EM
Constellation
is
inoperable.
Recovery During Undeclared Disasters
Recovery during undeclared disasters will
be coordinated and conducted utilizing
resources activated in the EOC in joint
effort among Martin County local
response/recovery entities, municipalities
and through established social service
programs, such as the Red Cross, United
Way, and other local assets. Activation of
mutual aid agreements and contracts will
be utilized as well.
Damage Assessments will be conducted
and assistance, if necessary, will be
requested from the State of Florida.
Recovery During Declared Disasters
Recovery in a declared disaster will be a
joint effort of all local response and
recovery entities, as well as private nonprofits, local business, and mutual aid.
Assistance will be requested of the State
and Federal agencies as well.
Economic Recovery
Emergency Management will coordinate
with ESF 18 Business and Industry Leads
(Business Development Board of Martin
County and Chamber of Commerce) and
the Property Appraiser’s Office to monitor
the economic impact of the disaster event
to Martin County.
The Property
Appraiser’s Office, in accordance with
Florida Statutes and Administrative Code
will provide the Board of County
Commissioners, Martin County School
Board, and all municipalities with post
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disaster taxable property values.
County and municipal officials should act
to provide recovery in areas that will
provide economic recovery.
The following is a list of economic
recovery areas:
Redevelopment
Shopping Centers
Marinas
Franchises
Restaurants

Grocery Outlets
Airports
Hotels/Motels
Local Businesses
Health Systems

ESF 18 Business and Industry which is
lead by the Business Development Board
of Martin County and the Chamber of
Commerce will assist in coordinating
efforts for economic recovery of the
County. (see ESF 18 for full SOPs for
Business and Industry)
Recovery and Redevelopment Phases:
IMMEDIATE RECOVERY OPERATIONS

The actions taken immediately to secure
disaster scenes and areas, conduct search
and rescue operations, provide emergency
medical treatment sites and mass feeding
stations, and conduct initial damage
assessments are initiated during EOC
activations. Under the direction of the
Incident Commander and the Operations
Section Chief the Infrastructure, Public
Safety, and Human Services Branches
activate and coordinate recovery actions
as soon as it is safe to do so.
The tasks of road and debris clearing,
search
and
rescue,
traffic
control,
establishing sheltering and mass feeding
stations, providing medical services, and
other emergency needs will be the
allocated priority of assets and response
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capabilities immediately after the disaster
event.
Residents will be confused and uncertain
as to the conditions of their relatives,
friends, homes, valuables, animals and
other property. It is imperative that the
County’s Public Information Officers and
Public Information mechanisms provide
timely information as to location of food,
water, and other human aid items, as well
as health concerns, disaster assistance,
and security procedures and instructions
as to when and how they may regain
entry into their neighborhoods.
The Initial Damage Assessment (IDA) is a
compilation of information secured by
various agencies to determine the extent
of damages. The Initial Assessment begins
immediately after the incident occurs and
helps to determine life safety issues,
identify the hardest hit areas and to
estimate the number and types of
damaged structures. The IDA determines
whether
more
detailed
damage
assessments are necessary and identifies
those areas where further efforts should
be concentrated.
Damage assessment will be essential
during the immediate recovery phase.
The estimates made during the response
phase and the initial damage assessments
will influence the timing and extent of aid
received from State and Federal agencies.
Emergency Management will activate ESF
19 Damage Assessment to calculate
damage assessment for the entire County.
It is paramount that all municipalities
coordinate damage assessment with the
EOC in order to provide State and Federal
agencies with accurate disaster event
damage assessments and impacts to the
County.
Martin County can anticipate the State
EOC (Florida Division of Emergency
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Management) will preposition or provide
on very short notice, a State Rapid Impact
Assessment Team (RIAT) to assist in
damage assessment and preparation of
the request for a
State Disaster
Declaration. The RIAT effort is in support
of the County and does not relieve the
County of its responsibility for completing
an IDA.
SHORT TERM
RECOVERY OPERATIONS
Recovery actions focus on restoration of
basic services, re-entry of residents,
providing disaster services and assistance
to
residents
and
businesses,
and
conducting
more
precise
damage
assessments.
Re-entry procedures will be strictly
enforced to assure safety to all people
until
adequate damage assessment,
search
and
rescue,
and
security
arrangements have been completed.
If a Presidential Disaster Declaration is
approved by the President of the United
States, the State of Florida and the
Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) will establish Disaster Recovery
Centers (DRCs) and Joint Field Offices
(JFOs) to coordinate and provide aid to all
disaster survivors within Martin County.
The
following
pages
reflect
the
responsibilities of ESF groups during the
short term recovery phase.
Levels of
responsibility and degree of participation
are expected to fluctuate based upon the
severity of the disaster.
Re-entry Into Damaged Areas
This section addresses re-entry operations
throughout the County as the result of any
incident that requires evacuation.
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The Public Safety Branch Director (or
designee) and the Martin County Sheriff’s
Office in partnership with municipal police
departments will oversee all re-entry
operations.
Immediately
following
any
disaster,
residents and business owners will want to
return as quickly as possible in order to
assess their own damages and begin
personal recovery.
Re-entry may be delayed in order to limit
the public’s exposure to dangers inherent
in a stricken area, as well as to
accommodate
access
required
for
response and recovery.
For multi jurisdictional or multi-agency
disasters an Incident Commander or a
Unified Command will determine the
timeline for re-entry into a stricken area in
coordination with the Operations Section
Chief, the Public Safety Branch Director,
Law Enforcement and the Infrastructure
Branch Director. This determination will
include who can enter and when. For
evacuations
from
smaller,
localized
incidents, re-entry determinations will be
made at the appropriate level, i.e.
Incident Command.
Re-entry may occur in phases. Phased
reentry allows for emergency response,
damage assessments, emergency
cleanup, and other actions. These are
necessary to save lives, limit the exposure
of citizens to potential hazards, and to
restore the basic infrastructure necessary
to support mass re-entry.
Listed below are the phases of re-entry.
The first three levels are to be
accomplished before any private citizen is
permitted to return.


Level 1---Emergency crews
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Level 2---Damage Assessment
Teams
Level 3---Cleanup crews (Essential
clean-up and debris clearance)
Level 4 Property and business
owners

The conditions of the affected area
determine whether additional stipulations
are placed on re-entry. Such stipulations
could include, but are not limited to:




Access on a limited basis to specific
neighborhoods or communities
To specific sectors
For a specific duration of time/days
or between certain hours.

The citizens of Martin County have
personal and economic interests in the
speed at which re-entry and subsequent
recovery progresses. Re-entry should
occur as soon as possible in order to
minimize hardship on citizens from longterm dislocation, Expeditious re-entry
facilitates the assessment of individual
losses, and allows for personal recovery
that subsequently follows large-scale
disasters.
Before any re-entry is approved, the
County EOC will be consulted to assure
the damage has been adequately
evaluated by local damage assessment
teams and State and Federal officials. Reentry should initially be limited to
residents until all damage assessments
have been completed, roadways have
been cleared and hazards eliminated.
Florida Power & Light will provide
information to Operations as to downed
power lines or hazardous conditions,
locations and restoration information.
Emergency Support Function (ESF) groups
will assist in re-entry as follows:
ESF 3 Public Works &Engineering:
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Evaluate roadways for
damage and/or unsafe
conditions to determine safe
travel routes for residents
for re-entry into the area.
ESF 4 FireFighting: Identify fire
suppression concerns and
hazards remaining in the
areas.
ESF 8 Health & Medical: Provide
community health
advisories for re-entry
areas. Coordinates re-entry
of special needs evacuees.
ESF 14 Public Information: Provide
information releases for
citizens requesting re-entry.
ESF 16 Law Enforcement: Provides
adequate security, traffic
and crowd control for reentry areas.
ESF 19 Damage Assessment: Ensures
damage assessments have
been completed in the area.
Re-Entry Responsibilities
Unified Command
For large-scale areas of impact, the
Unified Command composed of the Martin
County Administrator, the City of Stuart
City Manager, the Town of Jupiter Island
Manager, the Martin County Health
Department Administrator, the Martin
County Sheriff, the Emergency
Management Director, and the Fire Rescue
Chief, will determine re-entry conditions.
This will be based on information provided
by the Operations Section Chief and Public
Safety Branch Director, Infrastructure
Branch Director and Human Services
Branch Director.
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Such coordination is necessary to ensure
entry control points are established along
with protection of personal property.
Coordination with adjacent counties and
municipalities will ensure re-entry issues
address the needs of all residents.
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clearing debris, repairing roads and
bridges, restoring utility service, and
eliminating safety hazards to the degree
necessary to allow re-entry to the
restricted or evacuated areas.
Property and Business Owners

Incident Commander
For a localized re-entry, the Incident
Commander (IC) has the authority to
determine and permit access to
impacted areas. This may result from a
tornado touchdown, civil disturbance,
terrorist incident, heavy rains or a
hazardous material incident. The IC is
determined by the type of incident. The
lead and coordination for re-entry
restrictions establishment is ESF 16 Law
Enforcement - Martin County Sheriff’s
Office.
Martin County Public Information
Officer (PIO)
The Martin County PIO will keep the public
informed through all media available,
including the Martin County web site on all
aspects of re-entry. The PIO will
coordinate information to be disseminated
in conjunction with the IC, Emergency
Management Director and the MC BOCC.
Damage Assessment Teams
The Damage Assessment Teams, having
been cleared for re-entry, are responsible
for making preliminary determinations
related to accessibility and safety in
restricted or evacuated areas, and for
reporting such information to the IC or the
EOC.
Debris Removal Teams, Utility Crews,
and Other Assets
The Debris Removal Team, utility crews,
and other assets are responsible for

Property and business owners are
responsible for providing a picture
identification demonstrating that they
reside within the impacted area in order to
gain access to the evacuated areas. Once
proof of the need for access has been
established, individuals may be allowed
access to the area.
Municipalities
Municipalities within Martin County may
impose re-entry restrictions for entry into
their jurisdictions. If so, information
about any restrictions would be provided
to County EOC operations through the
Public Safety Branch Director or Unified
Command.
Threats Contributing to Re-Entry
Restrictions:
Significant effort must be expended to
ensure people in affected areas
understand any conditions contributing to
any restrictions that may be placed on reentry including, but not limited to:
1. Lack of basic community services
(water, sewer, power, and
telephone)
2. Inadequate shelter capacity to
house those in completely
destroyed areas
3. Blocked/impassable roadways
4. Bridge/roadway failure or washout
5. Contaminated soil/water/air
6. Public Safety response may not
have access or response cannot be
assured
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7. Hazardous conditions such as
downed power lines, flooded areas
or other threats exist
8. Potential for gas explosions/fires
9. Toxic fumes or other noxious gases
10. Mold/mildew and other health
issues
11. Potential for illnesses due to
contaminated food, water or
household goods, etc.
12. Chemical contamination
13. Possible unsafe structural
conditions
14. Any other conditions peculiar to the
area or incident
USING CARE WHEN RE-ENTERING
DAMAGED STRUCTURES
Martin County urges all residents and
business owners to use caution when reentering damaged buildings.
Extra caution should be exercised, as the
ability to call for or receive help may be
limited.
BEFORE ENTERING A BUILDING
1) Check the outside. Call the utility
company immediately if you find
downed power lines or detect gas
leaks. NOTE: Gas leaks will emit an
odor of rotten eggs. DO NOT USE
SPARKING DEVICES, i.e. cell
phones, lighters etc. in the
immediate area.
2) Look for external damage. Examine
porch roofs and overhangs to be
sure they are still well supported.
Check for obvious gaps between
the house and any steps.
3) If you see obvious damage, have a
building inspector check the house
before entering.
4) If foundation walls or supports are
missing, or portions of the ground
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have washed away, the building
may not be safe.
5) Enter the building carefully. A door
that sticks at the top may be an
indication that the ceiling is
compromised and may collapse. If
you force the door open, stand
outside of the doorway, clear of
falling debris.
AFTER ENTERING A BUILDING
1) Look before you step. Floors may
be covered with debris including
broken glass, nails, etc. Floors and
stairs may be very slippery.
2) Be alert for gas leaks. Do not strike
a match or use an open flame
when entering the building, unless
the gas has been turned off and
the area is ventilated. Use a
flashlight to inspect for damage.
DO NOT USE SPARKING DEVICES,
i.e. cell phones, lighters etc. in the
immediate area.
3) Turn off the electricity. Even if the
power company has turned off
electricity to the area be sure to
disconnect the power circuit. This
is important because others using
generators could electrify the
power lines to your home. Do not
use appliances or motors that have
gotten wet unless they have been
taken apart, cleaned and dried.
4) Replace exposed wires. Electrical
wires that have been exposed to
salt water must be replaced.
5)

Watch for animals, especially
snakes. Small animals that have
been flooded out of their homes
may seek shelter in yours. Use a
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stick to turn items over and to
scare away small animals.
6) Charcoal fumes and carbon
monoxide are potentially lethal and
are serious concerns during reentry. Always use generators,
camping stoves, barbecue pits, or
other fuel-powered machines
outdoors, and keep such
equipment away from windows,
intake vents, etc following the
manufacturer’s instructions.
7) In homes that were flooded, shovel
out as much mud as possible and
hose the house down, inside, and
out. Most of the health hazards
brought by floodwaters are in the
mud and silt that is left after the
water recedes.
8) Be aware of health hazards.
Floodwaters will have picked up
sewage and chemicals from roads,
farms, factories, and storage
buildings. Many flooded items,
such as wallboards and mattresses,
will hold mud and contamination,
and must
be discarded. In addition, spoiled
food, flooded cosmetics, and
medicine also pose health hazards
and should be discarded.
Essential Restoration Of Services
Private utility companies such as Florida
Power & Light and A T & T maintain plans
for post-disaster operations and along
with other utilities will act quickly to
restore essential services to the County,
often pre-staging equipment or initiating
incoming assets if early warning is
achieved.
Immediate restoration of
services will be needed in some areas of
the County in order to provide prompt
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recovery operations by local, State, and
Federal
governments.
Essential
restoration areas are identified as critical
facilities. The Critical Facilities Inventory
(CFI) database is coordinated annually
with the utility companies and maintained
by Martin County Fire Rescue/Emergency
Management Agency and made available
as required. It includes such facilities as:

















Medical Facilities (hospitals)
Nursing Homes/ALF Facilities
Martin County Public Safety
Complex
Martin County Administration
Center
Stuart Public Safety Complex
Stuart City Hall
All Water and Wastewater Facilities
Lift Stations
Jupiter Island Town Hall
Sewall's Point Town Hall
Martin Memorial Medical Centers
Red Cross Shelters
Martin County Health Dept.
Martin County Fairgrounds
(staging)
All major bridges
Food Storage & Essential Services

Team Leader: ESF 12 Martin County
Utilities and Solid Waste
Monitoring and coordination of utility and
energy restoration will be completed by all
agencies, however ESF 12 will supply
restoration crews with priority
assignments. ESF 12 will coordinate with
the EOC to provide utilities and energy to
areas not identified on the above list.
Each private utility will follow recovery
plans activated and normal practices for
adequate recovery. ESF 12 will provide
continual situation reporting as to the
areas which have restored power, water
and wastewater utility services.
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The EOC Infrastructure Branch Director
and the EOC Operations Chief will oversee
all energy and utility services restoration
operations.
Restoration Of Services To Entire
County
After essential areas have been restored
with electrical power, sewer & water, and
phone service priorities will be set to
restore services to the entire County.
Some of the utility services will begin to
restore services to zones or grids in order
to provide services to the largest numbers
of people possible. After essential areas,
the following agencies will be next on the
priority list:













All fuel stations
Witham Field (airport)
All Fire Rescue stations
All local radio stations
Local Media
County fleet management facilities
Traffic signal grids
Grocery stores
All financial institutions
County landfills
Remaining communications towers
Doctors’ Clinics

Team Leader: ESF 3 Engineering and
ESF 12 Energy & Utility Services
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and business areas. ESF 12 will also
coordinate with ESF 10 to assure
adequate hazardous material safety
before restoring electrical power to fuel
stations.
Direction and Control:
Emergency Operations Center
The Operations Section Chief and the
Infrastructure Branch Director will oversee
all restoration of services for the entire
County.
Complete Restoration Of Services
During the long term recovery phase,
electrical power, phone service, sewer &
water, and cable television will be restored
to residents and businesses. The Utilities
Department will continue to provide timely
reports to the EOC until all restoration of
utility services are completed. Utility
agencies will follow all current regulations
when providing service to new and
repaired structures.
LONG TERM RECOVERY OPERATIONS
AND REDEVELOPMENT
The Martin County EOC may be
demobilized before the long term recovery
phase. Responsibilities may return to
governmental agencies as they were
before the disaster. However, the EOC
may remain partially activated to house or
assist with Long Term Recovery activities.

Depending on the degree of the disaster
event, some of the agencies listed above
may have services restored during the
immediate recovery phase. After the
above listed agencies have services
restored, emphasis will be placed on
residences and businesses.

The purpose of the long term recovery
phase is to restore the County to predisaster status. It also serves as the
period to recoup funds for recovery (if
applicable) and review response and
recovery of the disaster event.

ESF 12 will coordinate with ESF 4 and the
Fire Prevention Division of Fire Rescue to
assure adequate fire inspections before
restoring electrical power to residential

Long-term recovery and post-disaster
redevelopment overlaps and may be an
integral part of some recovery strategies
and projects. Post-disaster redevelopment
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seeks to restore the county’s rate of
growth in all County growth indices.
The long term recovery phase may begin
weeks or even months after the disaster.
This phase may last months or even years
to complete, depending on the magnitude
of the event.
All efforts will be made to assist residents
and businesses with recovery construction
in order to provide economic recovery and
secure the ad valorem tax base.
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properties, provide for economic recovery
and /or to moderate or prevent the same
types of damage from recurring. The
differences between recovery and
redevelopment will be very difficult to
determine. In general terms, recovery
may be considered as those actions taken
to restore the community, including its
economic base, to its pre-disaster
condition. Redevelopment includes those
actions taken to restore the rate of growth
in economic, social and other community
growth measurement factors.

Vulnerability analyses will be submitted by
all ESF groups to reduce the effects of any
future disaster event. The groups will also
critique their own responses to seek ways
to improve preparedness, response, and
recovery for any future disaster events.

Countywide Recovery Construction

This phase covers damage repair
operations that require several months or
longer of engineering, design work or
planning and staff work, which are
conducted not as part of the EOC
operations, but as normal staff operations.

Safety will not be compromised, however
County and Municipal staffs will work with
contractors to provide timely building
permits, timely building inspections, and
expedited licensure procedures. During
the long term recovery stage, construction
should meet all existing building codes
and zoning regulations. Additionally,
improved building practices may be
recommended and imposed. Municipalities
will begin to operate their own building
and zoning procedures during the long
term recovery phase.

ESF 5, Planning and Information, lead by
the Martin County Emergency
Management Agency is responsible for
incorporating a demobilization plan for an
incident. Demobilization of the EOC would
take place and be coordinated with all
involved departments or agencies. Many
recovery activities would still be necessary
but would be coordinated through the
various agencies and departments
responsible. Immediate recovery
activities that are coordinated within the
EOC generally are completed before
demobilization occurs.
This phase also includes the planning and
implementation of mitigation projects and
the implementation of ordinances, codes,
standards and practices, all of which are
designed to restore disaster damaged

The survival of Martin County’s economy
and stability depends upon residents and
businesses rebuilding after a disaster
event.

Condemnation Of Buildings And
Properties
It may be necessary to condemn
structures in order to assure safety to
dwellers and the public.
Before any
destruction of a condemned structure is
approved, County staff will confirm that
the property has been inspected by the
appropriate insurance agency and/or
State and FEMA evaluators.
Adequate location for the debris must be
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secured
before
destruction
of
any
condemned structure.
Fire Prevention
must be contacted before any structure is
approved for demolition to assure all fire
hazards
have
been
removed.
Law
enforcement may be needed to remove
squatters and secure a condemned
building until demolition.
County and municipal departments will
provide daily reports to the EOC for
accurate reporting to the State and/or
FEMA.
Demolition information for public
facilities and associated costs may be
eligible
for
State
and
FEMA
reimbursement.
This will be handled
within the guidelines of the Public
Assistance process.
Municipalities will
begin to operate their own condemnation
procedures.
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zoning, infrastructure and facilities
restorations, and public education take on
an increased level of activity and
responsibility dominating the recovery
decision making environment.
Post-Disaster Recovery Task Force
(PDRTF)
Following a disaster the Task Force,
chaired by the County Administrator will
convene to determine activation of the
Plan on a case by case basis. They will
also determine how often to convene. The
Task Force membership consists of the
directors of the following departments:





Administration
Engineering Department
Building Department
Business Development Board

Long-Term Recovery Transition
Jurisdictional leadership will consider the
establishment of a Recovery Operations
Center and personnel will transition from
one phase to the other as seamlessly as
possible.
In 2012, Martin County developed a PostDisaster Redevelopment Plan – essentially
the strategy and action plan as guidance
in the redevelopment from a catastrophic
disaster affecting the County and
municipalities.
Command and control responder
communities such as law enforcement,
fire rescue, and emergency management
take on a secondary support role during
short-term recovery and long-term
recovery operations – the goal being to
return first response field personnel as
soon as practical to daily duties. Public
Safety remains an important partner
throughout long-term recovery, agencies
and organizations with recovery-focused
duties that include planning, building,

The County Administrator, Chair of the
Task Force may direct that workgroups
convene to achieve tasks associated with
redevelopment – those groups are titled
as follows:






Health & Human Services
Infrastructure & Public Facilities
Housing & Community
Redevelopment
Economic Redevelopment
Environment

The Post-Disaster Recovery Task Force
may assign each department director
responsibilities to perform. The
Department Director may delegate
authority to a designated representative
to serve within the Recovery Operations
Center. The Martin County Continuity of
Operations Plan outlines the mission
essential functions and defines delegations
of authority and succession for the chain
of command for each Department.
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Functional Workgroups
(Post-Disaster Recovery Task Force)
The role of the Workgroup is to provide
subject matter expertise, oversight, and
resources of their respective agencies to
support community recovery.
Intergovernmental coordination will play
such a big role in recovery that functional
workgroups are needed to create a flexible
framework cutting across departmental
and jurisdictional boundaries to carry out
an action plan. Workgroups will report to
the Task Force monitoring and progress,
recommending any changes in the course
of action to achieve any stated goals.
The Task Force is responsible for
coordinating implementation through the
long-term redevelopment organizational
structure established in the Post-Disaster
Redevelopment Plan following this section.
The Task Force may delegate decision
making for daily operational decisions to
personnel with the Recovery Operations
Center if one is established. Operational
decisions and actions include the ability to
direct personnel, equipment, and supplies
to support objectives detailed in the PDRP.
Authority to go beyond resource
capabilities, financial limits and operating
protocols, the Task Force shall seek
direction from the MC BOCC.
The Task Force shall adhere to the
procedures of the Comprehensive
Emergency Management Plan (CEMP) as
the community transitions from recovery
to redevelopment and shall coordinate
with Federal, State and local agencies,
adjacent counties and with each municipal
government within the County.
The Post-Disaster Redevelopment Plan is a
guide to redevelopment and shall not
restrict the Task Force from adapting to
the circumstances of the disaster.
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Board of County Commissioners , City of Stuart Commissioners, Town of Jupiter Island
Commissioners, Town of Sewall's Point Commissioners, Town of Ocean Breeze Park Commissioners

Post-Disaster Recovery Task Force
Community
Recovery Center

Environment
Working Group

County Recovery
Liason

Public Information
Officer (PIO)
Housing/ Community
Redevelopment
Working Group

Infrastructure &
Public Facilities
Working Group

Economic
Redevelopment
Working Group

Joint Field
Office
Health & Human
Services Working
Group

Business
Recovery
Centers

Healthcare
Facilities and
Provision

Solid Waste

Economic
Development

Unmet Needs

Debris
Management

Tourism
Development

Special Needs /
Functional
Support

Reconstruct
Resiliant
Infrastructure

Work-force
Retention

Environmental
Health

Habitat
Restoration

Land Use

Roads & Traffic

Environmental
Quality &
Contamination

Housing

Beach & Dune
Restoration

Historic
Preservation

Utilities &

Mental &
Behavioral
Health
Nongovernment
Organizations
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Requesting Outside Assistance
Resources from Martin County are the first
line of defense in response to and
recovery from a disaster. The County will
handle the situation within the confines
of resources and begin anticipating future
needs, as well as the sustainability
of current equipment, staffing, resources,
etc. If the County’s resources become
strained or overwhelmed, the Martin
County Emergency Management Agency
Director, or staff designee will make
specific requests for outside resources
either through local Mutual Aid
Agreements, Voluntary Relief
Organizations or from the State of
Florida. If warranted, the State can
interface with other States and/or the
Federal Government for assistance.

REQUESTING OUTSIDE ASSISTANCE
 County commits all available local
resources (fire rescue, law
enforcement, EMS, medical, Search
and Rescue, etc);
 County implements local mutual
aid agreements with neighboring
municipalities, counties, etc.;
 County utilizes private relief agencies
as needed;
 If County resources are
overwhelmed, declares Local State of
Emergency (if not already done) and
seeks state assistance via Florida
Division of Emergency Management;
 If state resources are inadequate,
State of Florida seeks federal
assistance and
possibly presidentially-declared
Major Disaster Area via FEMA
Regional Office.

Mutual Aid Assistance
Martin County has entered into a number
of mutual aid agreements with local
response agencies that have agreed to
lend or receive assistance during
disasters. The complete list can be found
in the beginning of the Martin County
Comprehensive Emergency Management
Plan (CEMP) in the Memorandums of
Agreement/ Understanding Section.
One of the most notable mutual aid
agreements exists among all of the
counties and most of the municipalities
within the State of Florida, called the
Statewide Mutual Aid Agreement. This
agreement provides a method for counties
to assist one another during times of
disaster and establishes procedures for
that support to another county such as
operating under the terms of the
receiving-county’s CEMP and obtaining
reimbursement
for
expenses
while
assisting in another county. Martin County
and all of its municipalities are signatories
to this agreement.
When local resources are overwhelmed,
Martin County will request mutual aid
assistance in compliance with the terms of
the agreement. This and other mutual aid
agreements can be found at the offices of
the Martin County Fire Rescue/Emergency
Management Agency.
All mutual aid, regardless of existing
mutual aid agreements, will be requested
by the County EOC to the State
Emergency Operations Center (SEOC) in
order to track all requirements and
possibly secure State reimbursement.
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Private Relief Agencies
Voluntary response agencies, such as the
Red Cross and others, are key response
organizations within Martin County.
These agencies, along with their
counterparts from chapters all over the
nation are able to mobilize volunteers
necessary to support sheltering
operations, distribution of food, water, or
other essential items, and potentially
assist with emergency funding to
individuals. A registry of these local
volunteer organizations is kept on file with
the Martin County Office of
Administration, as lead for ESF 15 in
Martin County.
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PROCESS FOR REQUESTING STATE
ASSISTANCE
1) Local agencies respond to the incident,
supplemented by mutual aid agreements
and volunteer agencies. If overwhelmed,
local departments, facilities, and response
agencies notify Martin County EMA of
resource deficiencies and specific needs
through the ICS and Emergency Support
Function System (ESF);
2) Martin County conducts an Initial
Damage Assessment to determine if
additional resources from the State are
needed;
3) The Martin County Emergency
Management Director notifies the County
Administrator or Unified Command, if
activated that State assistance is
necessary;
4) A Local State of Emergency is declared,
if not already done. The State of Florida
Division of Emergency Management is
notified, who notifies the Governor that a
local declaration has been issued;
5) The Martin County Emergency
Management Agency (ESF 5) contacts the
State of Florida Division of Emergency
Management or State Emergency
Operations Center by phone, by EM
Constellation, or by email to request
needed resources;
6) The Florida DEM or State EOC, contacts
the Governor’s Office, which authorizes
State assistance and requests Federal
assistance, as needed;
7) The State responds with State
resources, such as the National Guard and
State agencies;
8) The Martin County EOC, through its
Joint Information Center, releases the
local emergency declaration to print and
broadcast through the media;
9) The PDA Team, Federal (FEMA), State,
and Local officials conduct a Preliminary
Damage Assessment (PDA) to estimate

the extent of the disaster and its impact
on individuals and public facilities.
2

A primary role of State government
is to supplement and facilitate local
efforts before, during, and after
incidents. The State provides direct and
routine assistance to its local jurisdictions
through emergency management program
development and by routinely
coordinating in these efforts with Federal
Officials. States must be prepared to
maintain or accelerate the provision of
commodities and services to local
governments when local capabilities fall
short of demands.
Under the Framework, the term “State”
and discussion of the roles and
responsibilities of States typically also
include similar responsibilities that apply
to U.S. territories and possessions and
tribal governments. Under the Stafford
Act, States are also responsible for
requesting Federal emergency assistance
for communities and tribal governments
within their jurisdiction. In response to an
incident, the State helps coordinate and
integrate resources and applies them to
local needs.
At the direction and under the guidance of
the County CEMP and the activated ICS
structure local resources respond to an
incident. If local resources are exhausted
or insufficient to meet the needs of the
event, even with assistance through
mutual aid agreements, additional
resources can be requested of the State.
If additional resources are needed ESF 7
Resource Management, with assistance
2

National Response Framework
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from Emergency Management makes
request(s) for additional resources to the
State of Florida Division of Emergency
Management (DEM) via telephone or EM
Constellation. If a State liaison is in the
County EOC the State liaison will assist
with requests to the State as well.
Resource requests may be for supplies,
response teams, staffing, equipment, etc.
Prior to requests for resources Martin
County will have issued a local Declaration
of State of Emergency. The Florida DEM
or State EOC contacts the Governor’s
Office, which authorizes State assistance
and declares a State of Emergency within
the State of Florida. Resource requests,
including those on behalf of municipalities,
must be channeled from the County EOC
to the State EOC. If response to the
situation is beyond the State’s capability,
the Governor will request that the
President declare a Presidential State of
Emergency. Included in the Governor’s
request are the results of the preliminary
damage assessment(s) to verify the need
for assistance. The President approves
the request or FEMA informs the Governor
that it has been denied. This decision
may take a few hours, or several weeks,
depending on the magnitude of the
disaster.
In minor emergencies Martin County
Emergency Management may contact the
State EOC to request supplies, equipment,
personnel, etc. Such requests of the
State may be filled via State or Regional
assets, the Statewide Mutual Aid
Agreement. In some instances the State
may direct the County to available
vendors where necessary supplies can be
purchased.
The State of Florida can provide the
following personnel/teams, as requested
and necessary:
1. Area Coordinator
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Provides assistance to local
emergency management, facilities
information and resources;
2. State Emergency Response Team
Liaison
Operates out of the County EOC;
provides the State with ongoing
situation assessments regarding
local response and may request
resources from the State; serves
as the single point of contact
between the County EOC and
response liaisons for resource
requests and information
3. Rapid Response Teams (RRT)
Deployed as a Mutual Aid Resource
to an impacted county EOC at the
request of the County; Assists with
EOC operations; augments local
staff with managing, planning,
operations, public information,
logistics, etc.
4. Rapid Impact Assessment Teams
(RIAT); (smaller teams known as
mini-RIAT or Recon Team)
Assesses immediate impacts to
health and safety, homes and
critical infrastructure within the
most heavily damaged or densely
developed areas; reports
assessments to both the State and
County EOCs
5. Advance Team (A Team)
Conducts daily assessments of
overall State field operations to
ensure that human needs are being
met; requests resources for
logistical support to state field
operations; may assist in
management of EOC operations
6. Disaster Medical Assistance Team
(DMAT)
Establishes emergency medical
capabilities (triage, stabilization,
basic medical care)
7. Disaster Mortuary Assistance Team
(DMORT)
Establishes and maintains
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temporary morgue facility
8. Forward State Emergency
Response Teams (F-SERT)
Directs the SERT response
including field personnel,
mobilization and deployment of
State resources; coordinates
response and recovery activities
under the State Coordinating
Officer
9. Insurance Advance Team
Gathers information regarding
locations and extent of uninsured
damages to residential and
business structures (not
government structures);
communicates with County EOC to
coordinate access into damaged
areas
10. Mitigation Assessment Team
State, Federal, and possibly local
emergency management or Local
Mitigation Strategy (LMS)
coordinators that assess damage
and determine causes
11. Advance Recovery Liaison (ARL)
Pre-deployed recovery personnel
conduct initial coordination with
Emergency Management to assist
in the deployment of all State
recovery teams
12. Community Relations Teams (CRT)
Deployed upon issuance of a
Presidential Major Disaster
Declaration to identify and report
unmet human needs and to inform
disaster survivors of the disaster
assistance programs and
registration process
13. Human Needs Assistance Teams
(HNAT)
Deployed immediately after a
disaster and before establishment
of a Joint Field Office to help
counties assess and report the
immediate needs of disaster
survivors
14. Preliminary Damage Assessment
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Teams (PDA)
Team deployed to conduct the joint
local, state, federal Preliminary
Damage Assessments to develop
damage estimates used to justify
federal assistance
15. State Shelter Manager Team
(SSMT)
Augments local shelter staffing
resources for counties operating
host shelters in support of
evacuations
16. Search and Rescue Team (SAR)
Supports local responders
searching for disaster victims in
heavily impacted areas
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Support to State Recovery Teams
The County EOC will not only have to
assist and support county agencies in
administering disaster efforts, but many
teams will arrive from out-of-county to
assist.
1. Forward State Emergency
Response Team – the FSERT
supports the field activities of the
SERT at the State EOC. When the
State EOC is activated and disaster
is imminent or has occurred, State
DEM representatives are assigned
to threatened areas. An Advance
Recovery Liaison (ARL) will likely
be deployed to the County and
may arrive with or instead of the
State DEM Area Coordinator. The
operating location for this team is
the County EOC. When this team
arrives the county and state
counterparts should meet and
organize the recovery objectives.
2. Rapid Impact Assessment Teams
(RIAT) from both the State and
Federal level will arrive post
disaster to assess critical lifeline
and life safety needs. This team is
self-contained but will need liaison
support and an operating facility.
Emergency Management is the
point of contact for the RIAT
coordination. These teams rely on
helicopters for transport to assess
critical sites. RIAT may require
local augmentation.
3. The State Human Needs
Assessment Teams (HNAT) go out
as soon as safety permits, usually
within the first 24 hours. They will
quickly assess and report to the
county and state on immediate
human needs. These same teams
later transition into Community
Relations Teams.
4. Rapid Response Teams (RRT) are
composed of state, county and
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volunteers that assist local
emergency management with the
reception of outside resources.
This includes mutual aid,
donations, individual volunteers,
and agencies. These teams, once
organized in the disaster area, will
operate at the EOC, staging areas,
and elsewhere, as directed.
5. Elected Officials: The potential
exists for the arrival of elected
officials such as the Governor or
the President of the United States.
If this occurs, recovery priorities
may change in response to the
planning, preparation and
reception of the entourage.
6. Strike Teams are teams composed
of law enforcement, fire rescue,
public works, emergency medical
services, etc. They are provided
through the Statewide Mutual Aid
Agreement and are staffed and
equipped by the sending county.
These teams are self-sufficient for
up to one week in the disasteraffected area. They provide
immediately needed services as
requested to address specific
needs.
7. Other Teams: A host of other
teams may converge into the
disaster area. Each will have
varied levels of self-sufficiency. As
these teams arrive, operating
locations will be selected based on
the situation and unique
requirements of the incoming
team.
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STATE-OPERATED RECOVERY
FACILITIES
Base Camp
Site to support emergency personnel or
teams working in the disaster area;
includes sleeping, feeding, showers,
bathrooms, etc; may be collocated with
the State’s Logistical Staging Area.
Regional Relief Center (RRC)
Serves as a managed site to receive and
organize unsolicited donated resources
from various providers and mobilize those
resources to address victim needs.
Joint Field Office (JFO)
Established by FEMA and the State
Coordinating Officer; serves as a central
location for state and federal agencies to
coordinate long-term response issues and
all recovery activities; established within
72 hours of Presidential Disaster
Declaration; fully
functional within 7 days.
Disaster Recovery Center (DRC)
Joint operation between the State, Martin
County and FEMA; provides disaster
victims with convenient means of
obtaining recovery assistance information
from all levels of government; established
one or more days after a Presidential
Disaster is declared.
Reconstruction Information Center
(RIC)
May be established at the direction of the
local building department in coordination
with local emergency management;
provides developers and building officials
with a convenient means of obtaining
permitting and reconstruction information,
new construction and redevelopment
information, and mitigation information.
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Sequence of Events Leading to a
Presidential Declaration

In it ial Dam age As s e s s m e n t

Lo c al
De c larat io n o f Em e rge n c y
Re qu e s t fo r S t at e As s is t an c e

S t at e Em e rge n c y De c lare d

Pre lim in ary Fe de ral/ S t at e Dam age
As s e s s m e n t

Re qu e s t fo r
Pre s ide n t ial De c larat io n

De c larat io n
De n ie d o r De c lare d
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necessary assistance. The Federal
PROCESS FOR REQUESTING FEDERAL ASSISTANCE
Government may provide assistance in
1)
Resource requests, including those
on behalf of municipalities, must be
channeled from the Martin County
Emergency Operations Center to the State
Emergency Operations Center, who
requests federal assistance.
2) If response to the situation is beyond
the State’s capability, the Governor of the
State of Florida will request through FEMA
that the President of the United States
formally declare Martin County a major
disaster area. Included in the Governor’s
request are the results of the Initial
Damage Assessment (IDA) in order to
verify the need.
3) FEMA evaluates the request and
recommends action to the White House
based on the disaster and the community
and state’s ability to recover.
4) The President approves the request or
FEMA informs the Governor that it has
been denied. This decision could take a
few hours or several weeks, depending on
the nature of the disaster.

the form of funding, resources, and critical
services. Federal departments and
agencies respect the sovereignty and
responsibilities of local, tribal, and
State governments while rendering
assistance. The intention of the Federal
Government in these situations is not to
command the response, but rather to
support the affected local, tribal, and/or
State governments.
4

Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and
Emergency Assistance Act. When it is
clear that State capabilities will be
exceeded, the Governor can request
Federal assistance, including assistance
under the Robert T. Stafford Disaster
Relief and Emergency Assistance Act
(Stafford Act). The Stafford Act
authorizes the President to provide
financial and other assistance to State and
local governments, certain private
nonprofit organizations, and individuals to
support response, recovery, and
mitigation efforts following Presidential
emergency or major disaster declarations.

Requesting Federal Assistance. When
an incident overwhelms or is anticipated
to overwhelm State resources, the
Governor may request Federal assistance.
In such cases, the affected local
jurisdiction, tribe, State, and the Federal
Government will collaborate to provide the

The Stafford Act defines an emergency
as “any occasion or instance for which, in
the determination of the President,
Federal assistance is needed to
supplement State and local efforts and
capabilities to save lives and to protect
property and public health and safety, or
to lessen or avert the threat of a
catastrophe in any part of the United
States”. A major disaster is defined as
“any natural catastrophe (including any
hurricane, tornado, storm, high water,
wind-driven water, tidal wave, tsunami,
earthquake, volcanic eruption, landslide,
mudslide, snowstorm or drought), or,
regardless of cause, any fire, flood, or

3

4

Under the Robert T. Stafford Disaster
Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, 42
U.S.C. §5121-5207 (hereinafter referred
to as the Stafford Act) Federal Assistance
is available to the State and local
governments.
3

National Response Framework

National Response Framework
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explosion in any part of the United States,
which in the determination of the
President causes damage of sufficient
severity and magnitude to warrant major
disaster assistance under this Act to
supplement the efforts and available
resources of States, local governments,
and disaster relief organizations in
alleviating the damage, loss, hardship, or
suffering caused thereby.” Per section
501(b) of the Stafford Act.
5

Communities are responsible for the
protection of their residents, and local
emergency response forces will always be
the first line of defense when disaster
strikes. The intent of the Stafford Act is
that Federal Assistance be supplemental
to local, State, and private relief
organizations. Nevertheless, it is not
necessary for the community to exhaust
its resources before it requests Federal
assistance.
When a disaster occurs and a locality has
responded to the best of its ability and is,
or will be, overwhelmed by the magnitude
of the damage, the community turns to
the State for help. The Governor, after
examining the situation, may direct that
the State’s emergency plan be executed,
direct the use of State police or the
National Guard, or commit other
resources, as appropriate to the situation.
If it is evident that the situation is or will
be beyond the combined capabilities of
the local and State resources, the
Governor may request that the President
declare, under the authority of the
Stafford Act, that an emergency or major
disaster exists in the State.
While this request is being processed,
local and State government officials
should not delay in taking necessary
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response and recovery actions. Such
actions should not be dependent upon
whether there will be Federal Assistance.
The Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA), under the direction of the
Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
coordinates the provision of federal
assistance. Federal assistance can come
either in the form of resources (manpower
and equipment) or money for either the
affected governments, citizens, or both,
depending on the level of community
damage.
Presidential Major Disaster
Declaration
When a disaster is beyond the capabilities
of the state and local governments the
Governor of the State may request a
Presidential Major Disaster Declaration for
affected counties. This sets in motion
access to federal resources provided for
under the Stafford Act.
6

The request must include:
 Information on the extent and
nature of State resources that have
been or will be used to address the
consequences of the disaster;
 A certification by the Governor that
State and local governments will
assume all applicable non-Federal
costs required by the Stafford Act;
 An estimate of the types and
amounts of supplementary Federal
assistance required;
 Designation of a State Coordinating
Officer.

The completed request, addressed to the
President, is submitted through the FEMA
Regional Administrator, who evaluates the
damage and requirements for Federal
assistance and makes a recommendation
to the FEMA Administrator. The FEMA

5

Public Assistance Guide FEMA 322/June
2007

6

National Response Framework
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Administrator, acting through the
Secretary of Homeland Security, may then
recommend a course of action to the
President.
Federal Assistance without a
Presidential Declaration
In many cases, assistance may be
obtained from the Federal Government
without a Presidential declaration. For
example, FEMA places liaisons in State
EOCs and moves commodities near
incident sites that may require Federal
assistance prior to a Presidential
declaration. Additionally, some types of
assistance, such as Fire Management
Assistance Grants – which provide support
to States experiencing severe wildfires –
are performed by Federal departments or
agencies under their own authorities and
do not require Presidential approval.
Finally, Federal departments and agencies
may provide immediate lifesaving
assistance to States under their own
statutory authorities without a formal
Presidential declaration.
Funding that may be granted as a result
of a Presidential Disaster Declaration
comes from the President’s Disaster Relief
Fund, managed by FEMA, and the disaster
aid programs of other participating federal
agencies.
Factors that determine extent of
Federal Assistance Programs
Not all programs are activated for every
disaster. The determination is based on
needs found during the Preliminary
Damage Assessment (PDA) and any
subsequent information discovered. The
type and amount of federal assistance, if
any, will be provided based on the
following factors:



Total geographic area affected;
Approximate number of missing,
injured or deceased individuals;
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 Extent of damages to public
buildings, utilities and facilities,
including parks and recreational
areas;
 Extent and nature of damages to
private, non-profit, educational,
and medical facilities;
 Extent and nature of damages to
private property, private
residences and businesses
 Extent and nature of damages to
streets, traffic signs, bridges and
other related areas
 Number of families requiring
temporary shelter and housing
 Number of persons unemployed as
a result of the disaster
 Extent of loss of communications,
transportation facilities and other
essential
public services
 Capacity of county government’s
resources and efforts to meet its
own recovery needs
 Overall impact on the local
economy
 Estimated amount of uninsured
losses
TYPES OF FEDERAL DISASTER
ASSISTANCE
Federal disaster assistance available under
a major
disaster declaration is from one of three
categories.
CATEGORIES:
1)
Individual Assistance: aid to
families,
individuals and business owners
2)
Public Assistance: aid to public
and nonprofit
Entities for certain emergency
services and
the repair or replacement of
disaster-damaged
public facilities
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3)

Hazard Mitigation Assistance:
funding for measures designed to
reduce future losses to public and
private property.

When a Declaration of Disaster is
approved and signed by the President of
the United States, the County is eligible to
receive federal assistance. The federal
government can offer numerous economic
recovery assistance programs for
residents and business owners. The
assistance programs available after a
Presidential Declaration of Disaster are as
follows:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Medical Expenses
Home Repairs
Protective Measures
Transportation Expenses
Replacement of Essential
Property
Funeral Expenses: Seventyfive percent of the costs are
funded by FEMA and twentyfive percent of the costs are
covered by the state and/or
local governments.

Small Business Administration Loans:
The SBA program offers low interest loans
to individuals, businesses, and farmers for
refinancing, repair, rehabilitation, or
replacement of damaged real or personal
property. An SBA declaration can be
made independently or in conjunction with
a Presidential Declaration of Disaster.
Documented uninsured losses are the
key to qualifying for these loans. Loans
are not authorized for secondary or part
time residences.
Temporary Housing:
Temporary housing programs may be
authorized in order to meet the housing
needs of disaster event victims. The
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program has several components which
cover all types of economic recovery. The
components included are as follows:
Mortgage and Rental Assistance Program:
Applicable for residents who have received
written notice of eviction or foreclosure
due to financial hardship created by the
disaster event.
Rental Assistance: Provided to
homeowners or renters whose dwelling is
determined uninhabitable as a direct
result of the disaster event.
Minimal Repair Assistance: Provides
money for owner occupied, primary
residences which have sustained minor
damage and are temporarily uninhabitable
as a direct result of the disaster event.
Individual and Family Grant Program:
The Individual and Family Grant Program
provides grants to help families meet
expenses that are not covered by other
governmental assistance, insurance, or
other conventional forms of assistance.
Financial aid can be provided under the
following categories:
Disaster Unemployment Assistance:
Individuals unemployed as a result of a
major or catastrophic disaster that are not
covered by regular State or private
unemployment insurance programs will be
eligible for unemployment benefits. The
weekly compensation received will not
exceed the maximum amount of payment
under Florida's Unemployment
Compensation Program and may be
provided until an individual is re-employed
or up to twenty-six weeks after the major
or catastrophic disaster is declared,
whichever is the shorter period.
Other Individual Assistance Programs
Which May Be Activated:
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Food Coupons
Crisis Counseling
Economic Injury
Loans
Emergency
Conservation
Measures Program
Veterans
Assistance

Food Commodities
Legal Services
Tax Information
Agricultural
Assistance

1. FEDERAL INDIVIDUAL ASSISTANCE
(IA)
The Individual Assistance program,
managed by FEMA, provides money and
services to people in the declared disaster
area whose property has been damaged
or destroyed and whose losses are not
covered by insurance. There are two
primary types of disaster assistance
collectively referred to as “Individual
Assistance”, Housing Assistance, and
Other Needs Assistance. The total
assistance an individual can receive from
FEMA from any combination of these
programs is $25,600 for any disaster.
Once a Presidential Disaster Declaration is
made, individuals must apply for
assistance from the various programs for
which they qualify. This is usually done
through tele-registration by calling FEMA
at 1-800-621 FEMA (or TTY 1-800-4627585 for the hearing impaired) or in
person through the Disaster Recovery
Centers that are established in affected
communities. After the application is
taken, a FEMA representative inspects the
damaged property to verify the loss and
determine the funds for which the
individual qualifies. These funds are
available only to homeowners and
renters who are United States citizens,
non-citizen nationals, or qualified aliens
affected by the disaster.
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HOUSING ASSISTANCE
Housing Assistance grants are provided
with no cost share to individual recipients.
The cost of this assistance is funded 100
percent by FEMA. Lodging reimbursement
is available to homeowners and renters
whose permanent homes are rendered
uninhabitable.
Minimal home repair grants are available
to homeowners who could quickly return
to their homes by making repairs, but are
without insurance or cannot qualify for an
SBA loan. These grants cannot exceed
$5,100.
Homeowners without insurance or that
cannot qualify for an SBA loan may qualify
for up to $10,200 to apply toward the
replacement of a destroyed primary
residence.
OTHER NEEDS ASSISTANCE (ONA)
The ONA grants are available to meet
serious disaster related needs and
necessary expenses not covered by
insurance and other Federal, State, or
voluntary agencies. This includes medical,
dental, funeral, personal property,
transportation, moving and storage,
and other expenses authorized by law.
OTHER FEDERAL AGENCY PROGRAMS
SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (SBA)
DISASTER LOANS
The U.S. Small Business Administration
(SBA) can make federally subsidized loans
to repair or replace homes, personal
property, or businesses that sustained
damages not covered by insurance. For
many individuals the SBA disaster loan
program is the primary form of disaster
assistance.
DISASTER UNEMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE
(DUA)
Individuals unemployed because of a
major disaster, and not covered by
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regular state or private unemployment
insurance programs, may be eligible for
unemployment benefits. The weekly
compensation received will not exceed the
maximum amount of payment under
Florida's Unemployment Compensation
Program, and may be provided until an
individual is reemployed or up to twentysix weeks after the major disaster is
declared (whichever is shorter).
LEGAL SERVICES
The Legal Services Program provides free
legal assistance to disaster victims; legal
advice is limited to cases that will not
produce a fee (i.e., these attorneys work
without payment). Cases that may
generate a fee are turned over to the local
lawyer referral service. The Legal Service
Program is typically for assistance with
insurance claims (life, medical, property,
etc.), counseling on landlord/tenant
problems, assisting in consumer
protection matters, replacement of wills
and other important legal documents, or
for low-income individuals unable to
secure legal services adequate to meet
their needs.
SPECIAL TAX CONSIDERATIONS
Taxpayers who have sustained a casualty
loss from a declared disaster may deduct
that loss on the federal income tax return
for the year in which the casualty actually
occurred, or elect to deduct the loss on
the tax return for the preceding tax year.
In order to deduct a casualty loss, the
amount of the loss must exceed 10
percent of the adjusted gross income for
the tax year by at least $100.
Additionally, the IRS can expedite refunds
(quick source of cash) due to taxpayers in
a federally declared disaster area. It is
available to any taxpayer in a federally
declared disaster area.
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CRISIS COUNSELING
The Crisis Counseling Program is designed
to provide supplemental funding to States
for short-term crisis counseling services to
people affected in presidentially declared
disasters.
2. FEDERAL PUBLIC ASSISTANCE (PA)
Public Assistance, available to public
entities, can fund the repair, restoration,
reconstruction, or replacement of a public
facility or infrastructure, damaged
or destroyed disaster(s). Martin County
and eligible entities can also apply for
reimbursement for the cost of debris
removal and to recoup the costs of
materials and manpower directly related
to the disaster for which aid is being
sought. All costs must be clearly
documented by each entity.
Funding is cost shared at a federal share
of no less than 75% of eligible costs – if
the magnitude of the disaster is so great,
a second threshold is met and the cost
share will increase to 90%.7
The Sandy Recovery Improvement Act
was signed into law in 2013. The law
authorizes several changes that FEMA can
deliver disaster assistance under several
programs. Although specific
implementation procedures are not fully
developed at the present, guidance
through rulemaking and policy will be
forthcoming.
Operationally, this section remains intact
with understanding of procedures and
authority in the process cycle of
requesting Public Assistance funding,
however a brief of the applicable Public
Assistance Alternative Procedures for
Permanent Work is warranted. The Act
also addresses Debris Removal Projects
and is so noted in detail under Debris
7

44 CFR 206.47
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Management of this Annex. The Sandy
Recovery Improvement Act authorizes
FEMA to develop alternative procedures
for Public Assistance permanent work and
this may be implemented as a pilot
program until regulations can be drafted.
The alternative procedures at a minimum
will include the following specified
procedures for permanent work:











Permits permanent work grants to be
based on fixed estimates, with
applicants accepting responsibility
for any actual costs above the
estimate. The intention is to
accelerate the distribution of grant
funds and reduce significantly
administrative costs associated with
grants based on actual costs.
Permits FEMA to accept the mutually
agreed upon certified cost estimates
prepared by applicant’s licensed
engineers.
Applicants may request a FEMAfunded independent validation of
project estimates for permanent
repair projects with an estimated
federal share of at least $5 million.
Allows applicants accepting grants
based on fixed estimates to use any
cost savings for activities that reduce
risk in future disasters and other
activities to improve Public
Assistance operations.
Permits applicants to consolidate
multiple permanent work projects.
Eliminates reductions of grant
awards previously required by law
for applicants who determine that
the public welfare would not be best
served by restoring a damaged
facility or its function to the predisaster design (alternate projects)

PRELIMINARY DAMAGE ASSESSMENT (PDA)
The Preliminary Damage Assessment is a
joint county/state/FEMA operation. The
purpose is to verify the initial damage
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assessment already compiled by county
and municipal teams. The PDA is used by
the Governor of the State of Florida to
validate a request for Presidential Disaster
Declaration, and is used by FEMA to verify
that Local and State resources have been
exhausted or overwhelmed.
The preliminary damage assessment is
used to:
1) Verify the Number of buildings
damaged;
2) Verify the Number of buildings
destroyed;
3) Damage done to major streets, roads,
bridges, and other critical facilities;
4) Determine whether the situation
warrants Federal Assistance;
5) Determine the need for Presidential
Disaster Declaration or to support one
already issued
FEMA and the State contact the
Emergency Management Director to join
up with the County assessment team(s)
for Preliminary Damage Assessment.
Martin County Emergency Management
will notify the Engineering Department
and other team members to accompany
FEMA and the State PDA Teams.
LEAD AGENCY
FEMA
Responsible for coordinating with the
State and County for the joint Preliminary
Damage Assessment
SUPPORT AGENCIES
State of Florida
Martin County Engineering Department
Martin County Emergency Management
Martin County Building Department
Martin County Office of Management and
Budget
Martin County Utilities and Solid Waste
Martin County Parks and Recreation
Martin County Fire Rescue
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RESPONSIBILITIES:
FEMA
FEMA follows its established processes to
observe first-hand and verify or determine
the presence of conditions that exceed
county and State resources.
The State of Florida
The PDA Team from the State of Florida is
responsible for initiating and
accompanying FEMA and Martin County
for PDA Operations and for sending teams
of trained individuals to assist in the
process.
The Public Assistance process begins as
soon as practicable after the Presidential
Major Disaster Declaration. The State,
assisted by FEMA, conducts the “applicant
briefings” for state, local and private
nonprofit officials to inform them of
assistance available and the process for
application. A Request for Public
Assistance must be filed with the State
within 30 days after the area is designated
eligible for assistance.
Following the “applicant's briefing”, a
“kickoff meeting” is conducted where
damages will be discussed, needs
assessed, and a plan of action put in
place.
A combined federal/state/local team
proceeds with project formulation, which
is the process of documenting the eligible
facility, the eligible work, and the eligible
cost for fixing the damages to every public
or private non-profit facility identified by
state or local representatives. The team
prepares a Project Worksheet (PW) for
each project. Projects fall into the
following categories:
Category A: Debris removal
Category B: Emergency protective
measures
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Category C: Road systems and bridges
Category D: Water control facilities
Category E: Public buildings and contents
Category F: Public utilities
Category G: Parks, recreational, and other
FEMA reviews and approves the Project
Worksheets (PW) and obligates the
Federal share of the costs (which cannot
be less than 75 percent and could be as
much as 90% above a second set federal
threshold) to the State.
The State of Florida Division of Emergency
Management then disburses funds to local
applicants.
Martin County’s Role in the Public
Assistance Process
The concept used for the Public Assistance
process is one of cooperation among the
many organizations and levels of
government involved in the process.
The Martin County Engineering
Department has primary responsibility for
coordinating activities required by the
Public Assistance program. The
Engineering Department Director serves
as Martin County’s local Public Assistance
Coordinator.
Other supporting entities include Martin
County Emergency Management Agency,
Martin County Fire Rescue, County
Administration and the Martin County
Office of Management and Budget.
The Martin County Emergency
Management Agency Director or designee
is responsible for coordinating the Public
Assistance Applicant Briefing to be
conducted by the State and FEMA.
The Martin County Emergency
Management Agency Director or designee
invites, through a memo or other
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communiqué, the Department or agency
directors of the following entities likely to
be impacted: (Additional agencies may be
added as necessary) NOTE: There are no
Indian or Tribal entities present in Martin
County – therefore not listed.






Municipalities;
County Departments/Divisions;
Law Enforcement agencies;
Private non-profits;
School Board officials.

The Martin County Engineering
Department Director or designee, as the
local PA Coordinator, is responsible for
setting up the “kickoff meeting” and
inviting the appropriate agencies,
generally the same entities as listed
above. The Emergency Management
Agency Director or designee will assist in
coordinating the kick-off meeting.
Additionally, the Engineering Department
Director or designee will prepare
correspondence, maintain and update
records associated with the Public
Assistance Program.
COUNTY PUBLIC ASSISTANCE TEAM
As described within ESF #19 Public
Assistance (PA) each identified
department and/or division and/or
category will compile the damage
assessment information for its respective
area. Each department will assign at least
one primary and two backup staff
members to oversee the documentation,
compilation and submittal of that
department’s disaster costs and damages.
Members from the following departments
will form the County Public Assistance
Team (PAT):






Fire Rescue
Engineering
Utilities and Solid Waste
General Services
Parks and Recreation
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 Office of Administration
 Office of Management and
Budget
 Building Department
 Growth Management
 Libraries
 Airport
 Information and Technology
Services
With the assistance of the FEMA and State
Public Assistance Officers Project
Worksheets are created by each
department staff (PAT members) and are
reviewed by Department Heads. These are
forwarded to the Engineering Department
Director or designee for final compilation.
The Engineering Department Director or
designee facilitates the development of
necessary paperwork on behalf of county
department projects and provides local
grant management for
county department initiatives. Depending
on the type of project, other county
departments may be involved in
project development and oversight.
Oversight and the functions for any or all
of the public assistance process and
management may be contracted out to
best meet the needs of Martin County.
Temporary employees may be hired as
necessary to support the Public Assistance
Program efforts, pending approval of the
County Administrator and in accordance
with established Human Resources
policies. In addition, temporary resources
may be obtained from other local entities
including the municipalities, as well as the
Treasure Coast Regional Planning Council
and other county agencies.
EXPENDITURE OF FUNDS
While innovative and expeditious means of
procurement are called for during times of
disaster, it is still mandatory that good
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accounting principles and practices be
employed in order to safeguard the use of
public funds from the potential of fraud,
waste and abuse.
In accordance with the Federal guidelines,
and the State of Florida Resource and
Financial Management Policies and
Procedures, officials of primary and
support agencies will give approval for
expenditures of funds for response
operations.
Accurate documentation of expenses is
critical to the application for public
assistance programs as well as for any
future reimbursement. For any
emergency, it is the responsibility of each
department or agency to track and
monitor all costs associated with their
agency’s response. Each agency is also
responsible for establishing effective
administrative control of funds and
segregation of duties for proper internal
controls.
Extreme care and attention to detail must
be taken throughout the emergency
response period to maintain logs, formal
records and copies of all expenditures
(including personnel time sheets) in order
to provide clear, reasonable accountability
and justification for future reimbursement
requests. Reimbursement is NOT an
automatic authorization, but a deliberate
process of justifying each expense. All
records relating to allocation and
disbursement of funds must be
maintained, in compliance with:
i.

ii.

The Code of Federal Register-Title
44 Emergency Management and
Assistance (CFR 44); relevant
circulars and Federal Statutes, in a
manner consistent with the
provisions of the Stafford Act
Chapter 215, Florida Statutes,
pertaining to safe financial matters
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and Chapter 252, Florida Statutes,
relating specifically to emergency
powers and responsibilities
iii.
The Florida Resource and Financial
Management Policies and
Procedures
iv.
Martin County Code of Ordinances
ACCOUNTING FOR DISASTER EXPENDITURES
A Presidential disaster declaration will
permit funding from the Federal Disaster
Relief Fund under the provisions of the
Stafford Act. In addition, the Federal
Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
and Congress may give rapid approval to
a FEMA – prepared emergency budget
request at a level sufficient to sustain a
local community’s response operation for
at least three weeks, with the opportunity
to extend, if the situation warrants.
Therefore, it is critical that an ongoing
running total be kept of all costs
associated with the response and that
the costs be closely monitored in order to
anticipate and estimate the time period
within which the department/agency or
organization can operate self sufficiently
predict operating needs.
Additionally, all expenses incurred as a
result of the disaster within 44 CFR
Subpart H are reimbursable if they are
documented.
Martin County will use sound accounting
principles, as required by State and
Federal law for all disaster-related
activities, including financial transactions
and grants management.
Individual department members will be
responsible for management of records
and payrolls within their departments, for
assignment of a primary and alternate
members to the Public Assistance Team
and transmitting their information to the
Engineering Department Director or
designee or to the contracted service for
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ensuring accurate documentation of
expenses, etc.
All departments/agencies must begin
documenting personnel and supply
expenses as soon as preparation for the
disaster, if possible, and response begins.
All Martin County personnel will utilize the
Martin County Event Tracking Log
provided in ESF 19 to record personnel
time and activities, equipment and
supplies usage.
The Martin County Office of Management
and Budget will ensure all procurements
and disaster expenditures and accounting
of such are compliant with applicable
codes and regulations. During EOC
activations
the lead for ESF 7 Resource Management
and Procurements is the Office of
Management and Budget.
Specific record keeping procedures are
further outlined in the State of Florida
Resource and Financial Management
Policies and Procedures for Emergency
Management.
ESF 19 Damage Assessment “Public
Assistance” of the Martin County CEMP
outlines specific procedures for
documentation of costs incurred and
personnel activities.
On behalf of the departments of Martin
County, the Office of Management and
Budget coordinates the capture of
expenses related to financial
management.
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communication with the Finance Section
and ESF 7 at the EOC in order to
gain/provide accurate estimates of
ongoing response and recovery costs.
Additionally, the County, municipalities,
and eligible private non-profit entities
must maintain adequate disbursement
and accounting records of costs
incurred on approved disaster work for
reimbursement and so documentation
required by state and
federal audit can be made available.
3. HAZARD MITIGATION
8

Hazard mitigation is defined as costeffective action taken to prevent or reduce
the threat of future damage to a facility.
The applicant, FEMA, or the State may
recommend that hazard mitigation
measures be included in the Project
Worksheet during the FEMA funding
process for a declared disaster. Costs of
eligible hazard mitigation actions will be
included in the overall funding of a
project. (See FEMA Policy 9526.1, Hazard
Mitigation Funding Under Section 406
(Stafford Act).
In some cases, FEMA may require
mitigation measures as part of an
approved project. For example, FEMA
may require that a flood-damaged
building be elevated to comply with local
ordinances established pursuant to the
requirements of the NFIP.
The Stafford Act provides for two types of
funding for hazard mitigation measures:


The Martin County Office of Management
and Budget is responsible for the
maintenance and archive of all financial
disaster related documentation and data.
8

Each department should maintain

Statewide mitigation programs
(authorized under Section 404 of
the law) and;

Public Assistance Guide FEMA 322/June
2007
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Mitigation for disaster damaged
facilities (authorized under Section
406 of the law).

9

The differences between these provisions
are described in the following table:
The amount of funding available under the
Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP)
for a disaster declaration is usually 15%
percent of FEMA’s estimated total costs for
the disaster less administrative costs.
The Federal government funds 75% of the
cost, with some restrictions, of eligible
mitigation projects under HMGP.
Eligible projects can include acquisition
or relocation of property located in high
hazard areas;
 elevation of flood prone structures;
 rehabilitation of existing
structures;
 strengthening of existing structures
 dry flood proofing
 activity that bring a structure into
compliance with NFIP requirements
and State or local code.
 Up to seven percent of the HMGP
funds may be used to develop
state and/or local mitigation plans.
The State of Florida serves as grantee and
is responsible for notifying potential
applicants of the availability of funding,
defining a project selection process,
ranking and prioritizing projects, and
Forward projects to FEMA for funding. The
applicant, or sub grantee (Martin County
or other eligible entity), carries out the
approved projects.
The mitigation process established by the
State of Florida requires that all potential
HMGP projects in the jurisdictional limits
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of Martin County and its municipalities be
approved by the Martin County Local
Mitigation Strategy (LMS) Committee and
listed as a priority project in Martin
County’s Local Mitigation Strategy in order
to be considered for funding. (see the
Martin County Local Mitigation Strategy
for process of submitting and ranking of
404 Hazard
Mitigation
Separate program run
by the State
Applies to nonstructural measures
(such as planning,
property acquisition,
drainage projects)
Applies throughout the
State in most
disasters
The formula for
calculating the HMGP
allocation for States
with a standard State
mitigation plan is
based on 15% of the
first $2 billion of
estimated aggregate
amounts of disaster
assistance. For
amounts greater than
$2 billion, a sliding
scale is used to make
allocation
determinations.
States with enhanced
mitigation plans are
eligible for a 20%
HMGP formula.
projects)

406 Hazard
Mitigation
Implemented through
the PA Program
Applies only to
structural measures
and does not apply to
buyouts
Must apply to the
damaged element of
the facility
No program-wide
limits on funds, but
each project must be
cost effective and
approved by FEMA

In addition, approved DMA2K-compliant
mitigation plans must be in place at the
local and state level to be considered for
HMGP funding by FEMA.

9

Public Assistance Guide FEMA 322/June
2007
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Notification of the availability of HMGP
funding typically comes from the State of
Florida to Martin County Emergency
Management and others via email or
direct correspondence. This information is
subsequently shared during Martin County
Local Mitigation Strategy committee
meetings. Post disaster the Martin County
Emergency Management Director will
schedule a meeting of the LMS committee
to discuss the possibility of funding.
States that develop an Enhanced State
Mitigation Plan may receive an increased
amount of 20% for Hazard Mitigation
Grant Program funding.
The HMGP program requires a 25% cash
or in-kind match and Federal funding from
other sources cannot be used as the
match. (Note: Funding from Community
Development Block Grant program can be
used as match.)
The 2013 Sandy Recovery Improvement
Act addresses Hazard Mitigation through
allowing FEMA to waive notice and
comment rulemaking to speed up the
implementation of State administration of
HMGP, if FEMA determines that doing so is
necessary to expedite the administration
of the HMGP by the State.
In addition, the Advance Assistance
provision allows FEMA to provide up to
25% of the estimated costs for eligible
hazard mitigation measures to a State
grantee before eligible costs are incurred.
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EMERGENCY SUPPORT FACILITIES
periods of time. The EOC can begin
Martin County has facilities, termed
“Emergency Support Facilities” which
support the mission of emergency
management, particularly during response
and recovery, and facilitate continuity of
government.

activation immediately and achieve
maximum readiness in approximately two
to six hours. Martin County’s EOC is
located in the Martin County Public Safety
Complex at 800 SE Monterey Road,
Stuart, Florida 34994.

These facilities, and their alternate sites,
have been established, and outfitted with
the infrastructure necessary to function as
the emergency management hub of
activity for field support including
communication with field personnel and
with the public. These locations provide
either a permanent or mobile location
through which emergency management
decision making and coordination can be
accomplished. The Emergency Support
Facilities within Martin County are as
follows:

2. Alternate Emergency Operations
Center (AEOC)
The Alternate Emergency Operations
Center is the secondary facility for use if
the primary Emergency Operations Center
facility becomes inoperable during
emergencies. Martin County has several
locations that can support such an
operation. Martin County
Emergency Management maintains the list
of these facilities.

1. Emergency Operations Center
(EOC)
The EOC is the physical location for the
coordination of information and resources
necessary to support incident
management activities.
The EOC is organized based on major
functional disciplines (e.g., fire rescue, law
enforcement, utilities, infrastructure,
human needs, health), by jurisdiction
(e.g., Federal, State, regional, county,
municipality) or some combination
thereof. It is also based on the Incident
Command System with an Incident
Commander, Operations, Planning,
Logistics, and Finance/Admin Chiefs and
Sections.

3. Emergency Management
Communications Alternate Site
The alternate operating sites for
Emergency Management Communications
are the old EOC location at 6000 SE Tower
Drive, Stuart, FL 34997, or the City of
Stuart Public Safety Complex at 800
Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard, Stuart,
FL 34994.
These have limited ability to manage E911 calls and dispatch EMS/Fire or law
enforcement assets countywide. The
alternate sites rely on telephone switching
routed through the telephone system.

When activated, representatives from
many organizations meet to coordinate
disaster efforts. Once activated, the EOC
is self-sufficient for extended
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4. Public Information Lines
During times of crisis, not necessarily EOC
activation, Emergency Management staff
answers the Citizen Information Lines.
The public can obtain the status of all
County facilities as well as other vital
information, e.g. weather or numbers to
call for specific information.
During EOC activations, under the
direction of ESF 5 volunteers staff the
Public Information phone lines. The public
is encouraged to call the Public
Information Line, thus reducing telephone
load in the 9-1-1 Center and the EOC.
ESF 5 manages the public information
phone operations.
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CRITICAL FACILITIES
Critical facilities include those facilities,
including emergency management support
facilities, on which communities
depend and which are essential to the
county’s ability to recover from a disaster.
Due to the criticality to the community,
the population density or the needs of the
special population served, these facilities
may require special consideration given
during each phase of emergency
management.
Martin County Emergency Management
identifies and evaluates these locations for
their potential contribution to disaster
relief, and submits the Critical Facilities
Inventory List to the Florida Division of
Emergency Management (FDEM) for entry
into the Geographic Information System.
This information helps to build a Priority
Damage Assessment Listing.
(The list of Critical Facilities is kept on file
at the offices of Martin County Emergency
Management.)
Critical Facilities are generally from the
following Critical Facility Categories:
1) Power - facilities for generation,
transmission and distribution of electric
power including Electrical Power
Generating Plants, Substations, Major
Electrical Distribution Systems/Routes
2) Water - facilities for the treatment,
transmission and distribution of water for
drinking, fire protection or electricity
generation purposes including public and
private potable water distribution
systems, deep wells, tanks, treatment
plants, and lift stations
3) Sewer and Wastewater Treatment
– facilities for collection, transmission and
treatment of wastewater

4) Communications - facilities for
transmission, switching and distribution of
telephone, radio, television and cable,
including government communications
towers and repeaters, Emergency
Alerting System (EAS) stations, telephone
system points of distribution and towers,
land line, cellular, microwave
5) Emergency Medical Care - facilities
which provide direct patient care to
include hospitals, clinics, outpatient
services and nursing homes and assisted
living facilities
6) Fire Protection/Emergency – Fire
Rescue including buildings and vehicles
essential to providing emergency services,
and ambulance transport
7) Law Enforcement - facilities including
police stations and sheriff offices, jails,
correctional facilities
8) Government - facilities necessary for
continuity of government including
emergency operations centers,
administration, constitutional offices,
roads and bridges facilities, engineering,
other public service offices
9) Shelters - facilities that serve as
risk/host shelters, Special Needs shelters,
Refuges of Last Resort, animal shelters
10) Vital Private/Commercial
Facilities/Services – high hazard
dams/dikes, hazardous materials facilities,
food processing plants, fuel pipelines,
terminals, storage tank farms, flood
control prevention stations and devices
11) Commercial Distribution Centers supply sources of building/construction
materials, potable water and
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ice, food, power generators, light
equipment (chain saws, shovels,
barricades, etc.), heavy equipment
(bulldozers, forklifts, etc.), medical
supplies, fuels (gasoline, diesel, propane,
natural gas, etc.)
12) Special Population Centers facilities or areas with populations that
require special considerations
(nursing/convalescent/group homes, etc)
13) Education - public and private
schools, community colleges, universities
14) Emergency Response and
Recovery Support -
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Facilities such as Disaster Recovery
Centers, Disaster Field Offices, Comfort
Stations, Distribution Sites, Response
Operations Staging Areas, Debris
Removal Staging Areas
15) Transportation – facilities/routes
such as airports/heliports, public
transportation, railroad lines,
commercial ports and waterways, critical
links/bridges, evacuation routes/major
transportation arteries
16) Other Community Facilities –
including churches/synagogues,
motels/hotels, civic centers
SCHOOLS

Schools require special consideration during each phase of emergency management. The
following is a list of school campuses with an estimated student capacity.
Martin County School Board Public Schools Capacities
Dr. David Anderson Middle School
997
Crystal Lake Elementary
Hidden Oaks Middle School
1,086
Felix A. Williams Elementary
Indiantown Middle School
436
Hobe Sound Elementary
Murray Middle School
754
Jensen Beach Elementary
Stuart Middle School
923
Palm City Elementary
Martin County High School
2,043
J. D. Parker Elementary
Jensen Beach High School
1,704
Pinewood Elementary
South Fork High School
1,854
Port Salerno Elementary
Bessey Creek Elementary
534
Seawind Elementary
Citrus Grove Elementary
594
Warfield Elementary

521
647
641
573
664
676
756
796
756
717

RECOVERY FACILITIES

Martin County recovery facilities (staging area(s), Disaster Recovery Center potential
locations, points of distribution (PODs) and operations are completely detailed within the
Logistics Annex of the CEMP.
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V.
RECOVERY FUNCTIONS
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES

A.

Damage Assessment
Functions

Major or catastrophic disaster events will
most likely overwhelm the County’s
capability to respond and provide for
recovery. Subsequent to the County’s
Declaration of a State of Emergency,
assistance will be requested from the
State
Emergency
Operations
Center
(SEOC). The State, as appropriate, will
declare a State of Emergency and for
those requirements beyond the State’s
capability to respond, request Federal
assistance. Federal assistance will be
provided based upon initial damage
assessments submitted from the disaster
area. A Presidential disaster declaration
broadens the scope of federal assistance
available thus initial damage assessments
are critical in that they affect not only the
scope but also the timing of assistance. A
Rapid Impact Assessment Team (RIAT)
will be deployed by the State to assist in
assessment and will review County efforts
prior to the State’s request for Federal or
expanded Federal assistance.
Martin County will exert maximum effort
to obtain State and federal assistance
immediately. Assistance can be in the
form of materials, equipment, personnel,
financial or a combination of these. In
order to become eligible for Federal
Disaster Relief funding, Martin County
must submit a summation of initial
damage assessments. State and federal
officials
will
review
the
damage
assessment information and notify the

County of eligibility through Emergency
Management.
The damage assessment process,
functions, and standard operating
procedures are completely delineated
in the ESF 19 “Damage Assessment” of
the Comprehensive Emergency
Management Plan (CEMP).
The Initial Damage Assessment (IDA) is
performed to document the impact and
magnitude of the disaster on public
property and to gather information for
disaster management purposes.
The
information gathered during the IDA
process is used to determine whether
Federal assistance should be requested by
the Governor and forms the basis for the
disaster declaration. This report provides
the initial information needed and basis
and outline for establishing project
worksheets.
Team Leader: ESF 19-Public Assistance
(PA): Martin County Engineering Dept.
Director
County Public Assistance Team
As described within ESF #19 PA each
identified department and/or division
and/or category will compile the damage
assessment information for its respective
area. Each department will assign at least
one primary and two backup staff
members to oversee the documentation,
compilation
and
submittal
of
that
department’s disaster costs and damages.
Members from the following departments
will form the County Public Assistance
Team (PAT):
 Fire Rescue
 Engineering
 Utilities and Solid Waste
 General Services
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Parks and Recreation
Office of Management and
Budget
Building Department
Growth Management
Libraries
Airport
Information and Technology
Services

The ESF 19 Lead or designee will schedule
a meeting of the Public Assistance Team
(PAT) as soon as possible once it is safe to
activate the initial damage assessment
process.
The PAT will meet to begin and complete
the overall County IDA report. The IDA
report will be completed in acceptable
format to the State and FEMA. Example:
FEMA EM 40 “Initial Damage Assessment
– Public Assistance”.
This report must be completed within a
timely manner (preferably within 24-48
hours) and submitted by the Emergency
Management Director or designee to the
State of Florida Division of Emergency
Management (FDEM).
The Office of Management and Budget
Department will provide staff to assist in
data entry and the completion of the
FEMA Initial Damage Assessment Form.
The PAT will meet as often as necessary to
provide the costs and damages
information and compile the overall
Countywide Initial Damage Assessment.
The County Emergency Management
Agency Director or designee will assist
with the coordination and completion of
the IDA with representation from the
Office of Management and Budget and the
Engineering Department.
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The following other agencies will conduct
damage assessments for property,
equipment and infrastructure for which
they own:







All Municipalities;
Martin County Sheriff's Office;
Constitutional Offices;
Martin County School Board;
All quasi-governmental agencies
performing a governmental
function;
And all private nonprofit facilities
as defined in PL 100-707, Sec. 102
(9).

All initial damage assessment reports from
all sources within Martin County will be
reported to and through the County EOC,
ESF #19 and submitted to the FDEM with
the County’s report.
All subsequent damage assessment
activities by these entities including joint
State /federal personnel working with
these entities will not require County
participation. Each of these entities will be
notified and attend an Applicant's Briefing,
file their own Request for Public
Assistance and be responsible for
preparation, administration and close out
of their own Project Worksheets.
The County Emergency Management
Agency Director or designee will provide
information to these entities as to dates,
times and locations of initial debriefings or
meetings, such as the applicant briefings
and kick off meeting with State and
federal representatives.
Public Assistance:
Damage assessment reports will be
compiled and submitted through the PAT
members to the County EOC as follows:
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Engineering Department:
Assessment of County
infrastructure.
General Services: Assessment of
all County owned buildings and
facilities that have power and
running water
Field Operations: Assessment of
damage to roads, storm water
infrastructure and estimates of
debris to be cleared and removed
Building & Zoning: Assistance in
assessment of County public
properties.
Martin County Utilities and
Solid Waste: Assessment of
County water plants, wastewater
plants and Solid Waste facilities.
Martin County Parks &
Recreation Dept: Assessment of
County parks and recreational
facilities
All County
Departments/Divisions:
Estimates of costs for emergency
protective measures
Fire Rescue: Estimates of
damages to equipment and
apparatus and estimates of costs
for emergency protective measures
Municipalities: Assessment of
public loss by each municipality.
Martin County School Board:
Assessment of School Board
assets.

The departments and agencies involved
with Public Assistance are as follows:
Martin County Engineering Department:
The Engineering Department will conduct
damage assessment for the County
infrastructure; roads, bridges,
transportation system and networks,
utility systems, and drainage systems. As
ESF 19 lead Engineering will oversee the
compilation of the IDA report.
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Martin County General Services: General
Services will provide damage estimates
for County buildings and facilities not
captured under infrastructure
assessments by Engineering Department.
Operating Departments will be tasked to
provide support and assessments within
their operating areas.
Damage assessment teams of County
employees from several different
departments and divisions have been
trained and briefed on FEMA requirements
for the type, format, and extent of
information required. Every effort will be
made to document all actions taken with
the intent and focus on precise and
accurate records to assist in supporting
requests for reimbursement for expended
efforts. All lead agencies involved in
recovery activities have been furnished
with data collection requirements and
damage assessment forms. (See ESF 19
in Functional Annexes for complete details
of the damage assessment process and
forms)
Martin County Engineering Department
has a preliminary damage impact review
system set up, where employees returning
to work are responsible for surveying
specific sections of the county from the
ground. The ESF 19 Leads will provide
liaison support for RIAT when deployed
and in conjunction with the RIAT will
perform an aerial reconnaissance as soon
as possible after the disaster event.
During hurricane or storm disasters,
efforts will be made to conduct an initial
public damage assessment, as the storm
comes ashore, relative to the storm
scenario with its’ projected wind speeds
and expected storm surge.
Martin County Sheriff’s Office: Will provide
damage assessment for all MCSO
operated facilities and equipment and will
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provide on-site damage reports during
search and rescue and routine patrols.
The Sheriff's Office will also provide
aircraft to be utilized for aerial surveys of
damaged areas.
City of Stuart, Town of Jupiter Island,
Town of Sewall's Point, Town of Ocean
Breeze: Municipal building, equipment,
property, roads, and utility damage will be
assessed by each municipality and
reported to the Martin County EOC.
Residential and commercial properties
within the municipalities are assessed by
each municipality and reported to the
County.
Municipalities are required to provide their
damage assessment reports to the EOC to
be included into the County-wide initial
damage report and not directly to State
and Federal officials. Upon issuance of a
state and federal declaration, each
municipality will coordinate their own
recovery and project worksheets
preparation.
Martin County School Board: Will assess
damage to school property and systems.
The Countywide Initial Damage
Assessment (IDA) report will be compiled
at the County EOC by Leads of ESF 19,
the Office of Management and Budget
staff, and Emergency Management staff.
The Emergency Management Agency, in
coordination with the RIAT and other
onsite State officials, will submit all
damage reports to the State of Florida
Emergency Operations Center. The State
will forward a State report of damages
and a request for a federal declaration to
the President of the United States.
Direction and Control:
The initial point of coordination between
the County, State and Federal agencies is
the Emergency Management Agency
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Director or designee at the Emergency
Operations Center.
ESF 19 Damage Assessment will oversee
all damage assessment coordination and
functions.
Emergency Management - ESF 5
Information and Planning will submit all
initial damage assessment reports to the
State.
The completion of damage assessments
will be needed to receive financial
recovery from State resources, the
Federal Emergency Management Agency,
Small Business Administration, and
private insurance companies.
The Office of Management and Budget
Department, in coordination with the
Engineering Department will be
responsible for the accounting for all
County infrastructure and public facility
damages/restoration.
See ESF 19 Functional Annex for
geographic areas for team Assignments
for conducting IDAs
Individual Assistance:
Damage assessment reports will be
compiled and submitted to the County
EOC as follows:






Property Appraiser’s Office:
Assessment of residential private
property in coordination with the
Red Cross and the County Building
Dept.
Red Cross: Assess residential
private property damage in
coordination with the Property
Appraiser's Office and the Building
Department.
Building and Zoning: Assistance
in assessment of residential
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properties, in coordination with the
Red Cross and Property Appraiser’s
Office.
Martin County Fire Prevention:
Assessment of commercial
properties within the County
Team Leader: ESF 19-Individual
Assistance: Martin County Building
Dept.
Team Leader: ESF 19-Business
Assistance: Martin County Fire
Prevention

The damage assessment teams, as
defined within ESF 19, will be responsible
for conducting all damage assessments for
respective areas. Information used in
reporting will come from drive by and
onsite inspections, aircraft fly-over
inspections, search and rescue team
reports, ESF 18 Business and Industry,
property appraiser’s office data, private
business and pre-event damage
assessment reports, Red Cross residential
property assessments, municipality
assessments, Martin Memorial Hospital
and School Board assessments.
Red Cross: The ARC teams, in
coordination with the Martin County
Building Department and the Property
Appraiser’s Office conduct damage
assessment for residential property
throughout the County. (For complete
details of the process see ESF 19 of the
County CEMP)
Martin County Property Appraiser’s Office:
The Property Appraiser’s Office will assist
with damage assessment for all residential
properties. Using pre-disaster records and
appraisals, the Property Appraiser will
provide values on private real estate
damages throughout the County. These
figures will be pro-rated for disaster event
value and damage. This office will be
responsible for the actual value
determination and accounting necessary
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to perform this task. The PA’s office
compiles the data provided by the survey
teams and provides the overall summaries
and reports of damages to residential
properties.
Martin County Building Department:
Building Department inspectors, in
coordination with the Red Cross and the
Property Appraiser’s Office conduct
damage assessment for residential
property throughout the County. The
Building Department is responsible for
conducting habitability inspections of
properties throughout the County. (For
complete details of the process see ESF 19
of the County CEMP)
Martin County Fire Prevention: Conducts
damage assessment for commercial
properties (businesses) throughout the
County. Fire Prevention will assist in
habitability inspections throughout the
County, determining hazardous conditions
or fire safety conditions.
ESF 18 Business and Industry: The Lead
for ESF 18 is the Martin County Business
Development Board. ESF 18 will assess
and compile information on the impact to
the businesses and economy of the
County. (See ESF 18 of the CEMP for
details of functions of ESF 18 and the
support agencies identification)
Assessment Criteria
The assessment criteria for individual
assistance (residential properties) are
detailed within ESF 19 “Individual
Assistance”. The business properties
survey criteria are detailed within ESF 19
“Businesses”. The assessment criteria for
public assistance are detailed within ESF
19 “Public Assistance”. Assigned
positions, roles and responsibilities for the
damage assessment process and
procedures are detailed completed within
ESF 19 Damage Assessment functional
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annex of the CEMP.
The coordination and formats and process
of the damage assessment function for
Martin County is completely delineated
within ESF 19 of the CEMP.
Preliminary Damage Assessment
(PDA)
The Preliminary Damage Assessment is a
joint county/state/FEMA operation. The
purpose is to verify the initial damage
assessment already compiled by county
and municipal teams. The PDA is used by
the Governor of the State of Florida to
validate a request for Presidential Disaster
Declaration, and is used by FEMA to verify
that local and State resources have been
exhausted or overwhelmed.
The preliminary damage assessment is
used to:
1) Verify the Number of buildings
damaged;
2) Verify the Number of buildings
destroyed;
3) Damage done to major streets, roads,
bridges, and other critical facilities;
4) Determine whether the situation
warrants Federal Assistance;
5) Determine the need for Presidential
Disaster Declaration or to support one
already issued.
FEMA and the State contact the
Emergency Management Agency Director
to join up with the County assessment
team(s) for Preliminary Damage
Assessment. The Martin County
Emergency Management Agency will
notify the Engineering Department and
other team members of arrival of the
FEMA/State PDA team’s arrival and
assignments will be made to accompany
FEMA and the State PDA Teams.
An inventory of personnel, data,
equipment and vehicles used for damage
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assessment within Martin County is
maintained by the departments and
agencies involved in the various damage
assessment sections. It can also be found
within ESF 19 of the CEMP.
Damage Assessment Team Training
The Martin County Emergency
Management Agency offers Damage
Assessment Training annually. The FDEM
Public Assistance staff provides training.
The Red Cross provides training to team
members for Individual Assessments
annually. Additionally, untrained staff
utilized in the performance of damage
assessment may receive a brief overview
of damage assessment before being sent
into the field.
Post-Disaster Habitability Inspections
The Building Department officials and
inspectors and the Fire Rescue
Department Fire Prevention Division will
conduct habitability inspections of
damaged properties. The Building
Department and Fire Prevention teams
assist in initial damage assessments and
based on extent of damages to properties
identified would follow up with inspections
to determine whether the structure is safe
and whether it is habitable.
The Martin County Department of Health
conducts or assists with habitability
inspections concerning sanitary water
issues, environmental health issues, solid
waste issues, etc.
As noted in ESF 19 the Fire Prevention
Division has agreements with other
entities and through the Florida Fire
Marshals and Inspectors Association to
request additional resources to assist in
damage assessment and structural
inspections.
Assessing Economic Impact
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Economic injury is assessed by ESF 18
Business and Industry. In conjunction
with other information and research
gathering organizations, such as the
Chamber of Commerce, uses all available
information to determine economic injury
and typically distributes results found
through press releases and other means.
B.

Disaster Recovery Centers

Disaster Recovery Centers (DRCs) are
utilized to facilitate the dissemination of
various types of FEMA disaster assistance,
as well as qualification criteria to the
impacted communities. DRCs are
established by the State of Florida in a
joint effort by the State, Martin County,
and FEMA. This site is focused on
providing disaster victims with a
convenient means of obtaining recovery
assistance information from all levels of
government. The DRC is established in the
days following a Presidential Disaster
Declaration and remains operational until
the informational needs of the disaster
victims are met as determined by the
Deputy State Coordinating Officer for
Recovery.
Other Agencies At The
Disaster Recovery Center
The Emergency Management Agency is
the initial point of contact and coordinator
for establishment of a DRC in Martin
County. The Martin County Office of
Administration leads and supports the
activation of the DRC. Several agencies
including the Red Cross, the Salvation
Army, United Way, Indiantown Non-Profit
Housing, Inc., Martin Interagency Network
for Disasters (MIND), Martin Volunteers,
the Martin County Engineering
Department and Building Department and
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insurance companies may also co-locate in
the DRC in order to provide pertinent local
information such as local relief programs,
permitting locations, insurance
information, mitigation information, and
referrals.
Martin County Support To The DRC
The County Emergency Management
Agency Director or designee will be
responsible for coordination with the
State, pre- and post- event on
establishment of a disaster recovery
center. The County Emergency
Management Agency Director or designee
is the primary point of contact for
establishment of the DRC.
The Martin County Emergency
Management Agency Director will submit a
request for State participation in
establishment of a DRC via EM
Constellation or whatever current software
the State is utilizing. The State DRC
Manager maintains administrative and
operational control over all personnel in
the DRC and coordinates with Martin
County if increased security is necessary,
though DRC security is normally a FEMA
function.
The Martin County Emergency
Management Agency has pre-identified
several potential DRC locations, both
established and mobile throughout the
county for potential use as a DRC. These
facilities were selected with priority
consideration going to public buildings to
reduce the operational expenses of the
DRC. In addition, close proximity to
population centers
was factored into the selection during the
pre-identification process. If an incident
occurs, that renders the pre-identified
locations unsuitable, the Martin County
Emergency Management Agency Director
will facilitate the identification of alternate
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publicly owned facilities, or potential lease
situations with private entities as a last
resort. (Complete identifications of
potential DRC locations can be found in
the Logistics Annex of the CEMP)
The Martin County General Services
Department, Martin County Engineering
Department, and the Martin County Office
of Management and Budget Department
may all have supportive roles in the
establishment and ongoing support of the
Disaster Recovery Center. Engineering
may be utilized to clear access to the
facility, the Office of Management and
Budget (Procurement) Department
contracts or purchases supplies and the
General Services Department provides for
maintenance needs and delivers and sets
up furniture, tables and janitorial services.
The Information Technology Services
Department will assist in provisions
needed for communications and electronic
data maintenance.
Martin County will coordinate with the
State DRC Manager for the provision of
the facility, basic furniture, maintenance,
and janitorial services. Electronic and
technological equipment will be the
responsibility of the user. The Emergency
Management Agency Director will notify
County Department Supervisors
(Engineering, General Services, Budget
and Finance) as to the need for county
support at the DRC. The Supervisors of
the Departments involved will direct their
department staff with further instructions
to report for support of the DRC.
Any one of the 100+ vehicles in the
county fleet may be used to support staff
operations for the Disaster Recovery
Center. If transportation resources are
needed for citizens the County has an
agreement with the Martin County Public
Transit to provide buses for citizen’s
transports. In addition, any on-duty staff
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from the Office of Administration Division,
Martin County General Services
Department, Martin County Engineering
Department, and the Martin County Office
of Management and Budget may be
utilized to support DRC efforts. Each
Department/Division Director makes the
determination as to the staff assigned for
each support mission to the DRC. A
current list of county inventory is available
from the
The Martin County Office of Management
and Budget. Requests for additional state
participation related to the establishment
of a Disaster Recovery Center will be
submitted to the State of Florida via the
EM Constellation system. Verbal requests
(directly to the source) are acceptable in
the interest of time; however, the user
should consistently use the established
database method.
As the Individual Assistance Recovery
Manager the Office of Administration
Director is responsible for support of the
DRCs established and is also a primary
point of contact. The Individual
Assistance Recovery Manager will make
contact with the multiple non-profit
agencies that support the DRC and advise
of activation information.
The Martin County DRCs should be
operational during the short term recovery
phase.
Once a Presidential Declaration is issued,
the State and FEMA will establish Disaster
Recovery Centers (DRC) in Martin County.
The purpose of these DRCs is to provide
the public access to apply for federal
assistance, as well as to provide locally
available assistance. The centers will
provide residents and businesses with
information on available programs and
assist applicants with completion of the
necessary forms and documentation.
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Residents and businesses should be
instructed to bring essential documents
including, but not limited to the following:





Drivers License or Valid Proof Of
Identity
Deed/Mortgage or Other Proof Of
Property Ownership
Insurance Papers Including Flood
Insurance
Employer and Income Information

FEMA has Tele-registration capabilities
that enable applicants to access
information and apply for assistance over
the telephone. Tele-registration speeds up
the Federal response time and
standardizes information. When such
capability exists, establishment of DRC’s
may be limited.
The Joint Information System, Lead PIO
will ensure that public announcements
and advisories will be made to inform
residents and businesses of appropriate
documentation and other information
needed to seek assistance. Locations and
contact information for DRCs will be
released often. Other
means may be used to publicize
information about DRCs, such as mobile
electronic messaging, flyers posted in
public buildings, etc.
The State may establish a Regional DRC
outside of the disaster area to coordinate
and distribute supplies and equipment
from other jurisdictions, States and
private sources. Regional Disaster
Recovery Centers will be under the control
of and operated by the SEOC.
The County Logistics Annex to the CEMP
(Annex III) provides locations, maps,
procedures and details for potential
Disaster Recovery Center locations in
Martin County.

C.

Infrastructure/Public
Assistance

As the Lead for ESF 19 Damage
Assessment and the Public Assistance
Recovery Manager the Engineering
Department Director or designee has
overall responsibility for coordinating
activities of the Public Assistance Program.
Support:
Administration
Office of Management and Budget
Emergency Management Agency
Fire Rescue Department
Parks and Recreation Department
Utilities and Solid Waste
Libraries
Office of Administration
Growth Management
Information Technology Systems
Airport
Public Assistance Process:
As soon as safely possible the County
Public Assistance Team(s) will conduct
initial damage assessment of the County.
The information and data will be compiled
onto the FEMA Initial Damage Assessment
Report form by team members, with
assistance from the County Office of
Management and Budget and submitted to
the State DEM by the Emergency
Management Agency Director. (see ESF
19 Public Assistance)
A joint inspection with local, State and
Federal inspectors to confirm damages will
be conducted and the Project Worksheets
process will be initiated. FEMA categories
and guidelines will be utilized to determine
eligibility. Projects will be categorized as
to small and large projects and treated
accordingly. The initial damage
assessment report will provide the outline
and basis for determining the project
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worksheets for public assistance.
Following completion and submittal of the
preliminary damage assessment, and if a
declaration is approved the County
Emergency Management Agency will file a
Notice of Interest for Funding for Martin
County with the State at the Applicant's
Briefing, if not earlier.
All municipalities, constitutional offices,
the school board, and the non-profits will
be notified that they need to submit a
Notice of Interest for Funding as well, if
they wish to do so. The Applicant's
Briefing will outline the limits of the
disaster area, define eligibility, and
determine which types of federal
government assistance will be available.
The Martin County Emergency
Management Agency (MC EMA) Director or
designee will notify the following
departments and agencies of the
scheduled applicant’s briefing and the
scheduled kick off meeting:
 Engineering Department
 Administration Department
 Office of Management and Budget
 City of Stuart
 Town of Sewall’s Point
 Town of Jupiter Island
 Town of Ocean Breeze
 Martin County Sheriff’s Office
 Martin County School Board
 Constitutional Offices
 Martin Memorial Health Services
(hospital)
 Eligible non-profit agencies in the
County
Eligible non-profit agencies include but are
not limited to those listed under
Community Needs Partners (pg. 80)
There are no Indian/Tribal entities in
Martin County.
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County contingency general fund will be
used to meet the County’s match for
Public Assistance projects costs.
Administration will review and prioritize
public projects based on critical impact to
the general public.
The Administration Department Office of
Budget & Finance, as well as the
Engineering Department will secure
temporary employees to provide for
support staff for the preparation of
correspondence and maintenance of public
assistance files. These duties may be
contracted as part of a much larger
recovery agreement to manage the public
assistance process.
Martin County Administration provides for
guidance for employment of temporary
staff, as found in the Martin County
personnel manual.
Administrative Procedures
Each department director is responsible
for following Federal Office of
Management and Budget rules and
regulations concerning federal funds. The
directors are also responsible for
management of records and payrolls
within their departments.
The Martin County Administration
Department, Office of Management &
Budget (MC OMB) & Finance provides for
Grants Compliance/Budget Manager
administers and provides oversight for
obtaining and administering State and
federal assistance funding. This may be
contracted within a recovery assistance
contract.
State and federal funding will be overseen
and coordinated with the Engineering
Department Director and the MC EMA
Director. All funding requests and support
documentation are approved by and
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processed by the MC OMB. Further
information on specific procedures can be
found in Emergency Support Function
(ESF) 19 Finance & Administration.
The MC OMB is responsible for any
necessary review for consistency with
State and federal guidelines. Additionally,
the Human Resources Division may
relocate to the EOC if necessary to
perform their functions during a disaster.
They will review and compile payroll
documentation and costs incurred due to
the disaster. The MC EMA may assist in
these processes.
Infrastructure and Building Repair
The Engineering Department Director
(Public Assistance Recovery Manager) will
conduct a meeting of all Federal, State,
County and municipal public works and
utilities officials, building department
officials, and traffic engineering officials.
The purpose of this meeting is to review
infrastructure repairs, alternative traffic
control, structure repairs and permitting,
changes in local codes (if any necessary)
to allow expedient recovery construction,
and provide a cost analysis for
infrastructure and building recovery. An
attempt will be made by Engineering to
identify pre-disaster vulnerable areas for
infrastructure and building recovery. This
information is fed into the Local Mitigation
Strategy (LMS) discussions at biannual
Committee meetings. These vulnerable
areas should be addressed and corrected
to reduce delay in infrastructure and
building recovery. This also initiates
review of possible mitigation projects.
Current vulnerable areas and those that
have sustained prior damage are listed
and recorded in the LMS. Newly identified
areas are added after a disaster and
during routine LMS meetings by the LMS
Committee to identify potential applicants
for assistance. Additionally, the PostDisaster Redevelopment Plan also lists
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vulnerabilities.
Federal Disaster Assistance Required
Documentation- Public Assistance:
After a Presidential Declaration is
authorized, FEMA will conduct an
Applicant's Briefing with Martin County.
All emergency measures labor, materials,
and equipment expenses incurred must be
documented in order to be included in
requests for Public Assistance. Categories
for FEMA assistance include the following
seven basic categories:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Debris Clearance
Emergency Protective Measures
Road Systems
Water Control Facilities
Buildings and Equipment
Public Utility Systems
Other Assets (parks, recreation
facilities, etc.)

Documentation records (from the time of
activation through recovery) of work
performed, equipment and materials used
must be kept and submitted to each
department’s Public Assistance Team
members (PAT). PAT members
representing each department are
responsible to ensure that documentation
is current and data is up to date. Each
member will ensure that all records and
documentation are maintained and stored
enabling review of records as necessary.
The County Office of Management and
Budget will provide accounting support in
the compilation of records and costs, as
required. Examples of documentation are
as follows:







Contract Work
Bid Documents
Personnel Logs (Martin County
Event Activity Tracking Log)
Payroll Records
Contracts Issued
Equipment Schedules
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Contractor Invoices
Invoices For Materials
Checks Issued For Payment
Invoices for Supplies

Team Leader: Engineering Department
The appropriate forms will be provided by
Emergency Management ESF 5 in
conjunction with State and FEMA
representatives. ESF 5 will provide
information necessary to adequately
complete all documentation. ESF 5 will
review preliminary damage and costs
documentation before submission to the
State requesting State and Federal
Assistance. The Engineering Department
Director (or designee) will oversee all
public assistance applications and
operations.
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Public Assistance Process Flow Chart

STEP 1
Applicant’s
Briefing

STEP 2
Kickoff
Meeting

STEP 3
Project
Worksheet
Preparation

STEP 4
FEMA/State
Review

STEP 8
Completion
of Work

STEP 9
Final
Inspection/
Certification

STEP 7
Initial
Payments

STEP 6
Obligation of
Approved
Projects

STEP 10
Final
Payment

STEP 5
Execution of
Funding
Agreement

STEP 11
Single Audit
Act
Requirements

STEP 12
State
Approval
of Audit
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D.

Debris Management

Introduction
The Martin County Engineering (MCENG)
Department is the primary agency
responsible for the restoration of the
public infrastructure following a disaster.
MCENG’s Field Operations Division is
responsible for emergency debris
clearance of essential transportation
routes and other critical public facilities.
The MCENG is the agency responsible for
implementing debris removal and disposal
actions in order to save lives and protect
property. MCENG will coordinate the
permanent removal, storage, grinding,
and disposal of all disaster-related debris
from public property. Private property
debris must be placed on or immediately
adjacent to the public rights-of-way to be
eligible for pickup and disposal. In
extreme situations MCENG may coordinate
the removal of debris and hazardous
structures on private property following
the requirements in the Martin County
Code of Ordinances.
Purpose – Debris Management Plan






To provide organizational
structure, guidance, and
standardized procedures for the
clearance, removal and disposal of
debris caused by a major debris
generating event;
To establish the most efficient and
cost effective methods to resolve
disaster debris removal and
disposal issues;
To expedite debris removal and
disposal efforts that provide visible
signs of recovery designed to
mitigate the threat to the health,
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safety and welfare of Martin
County (MC) residents;
 To coordinate partnering
relationships through
communications and pre-planning
with local, State and Federal
agencies involved with debris
management responsibilities;
 To implement and coordinate
private sector Debris Removal and
Disposal contracts to maximize
cleanup efficiencies.
Situation
Natural disasters such as hurricanes,
tornadoes, and flooding generate a variety
of debris that include, but are not limited
to such things as trees and other
vegetative organic matter,
building/construction material, appliances,
personal property, mud and sediment.
The quantity and type of debris generated
from any particular disaster will be a
consequence of the location and type of
event experienced, as well as its
magnitude, duration, and intensity. The
Martin County Debris Management Plan is
based on the debris generating capacity of
a Category 4 Hurricane with wind speeds
in excess of 131 miles per hour and heavy
rainfall. A Category 4 Hurricane will cause
extensive damage to large trees and
shrubs, in addition to substantial
structural damage to homes and
commercial property. Mobile homes will
be destroyed.
The quantity and type of debris
generated, its location, and the size of the
area over which it is dispersed will have a
direct impact on the type of removal and
disposal methods utilized to address the
debris problem, associated costs incurred,
and how quickly the problem can be
addressed. It will also determine whether
or not the County can handle the debris
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removal and disposal locally without
requesting assistance. In any significant
event that generates large quantities of
debris throughout the County, the County
resources will be overwhelmed.
The Sandy Recovery Improvement Act
signed into law in 2013 authorizes several
significant changes in the way FEMA may
deliver disaster assistance under various
programs. Implementation policy and
further guidance through rulemaking
development is currently underway. The
Act addresses specific changes for
assistance in debris removal work in
public assistance and is formally
documented under the Act as Debris
Removal Work Alternative Procedures. To
outline, these procedures include several
beneficial elements that should the County
require federal assistance can improve
effective and efficient cost saving
measures, expedited payments and
retention of income from debris recycling
and excess fund use without offsets to
grant funding.
Below are the bulleted provisions of the
Act once Martin County has exhausted
resources and federal assistance is to be
utilized, these provisions will allow for
considerable speed in the short and longterm recovery efforts. The full document
can be accessed at www.FEMA.gov
Assumptions






A major natural disaster that
requires the removal of debris from
public or private lands and waters
could occur at any time;
The amount of debris resulting
from a major natural disaster will
exceed Martin County’s removal,
recycling and disposal capabilities;
Martin County will contract for
additional resources to assist in the
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 debris removal, reduction,
recycling and disposal process;
 The Governor will declare a State
of Emergency that will authorize
State resources to assist in the
removal, recycling and disposal of
debris if the disaster exceeds local
resource capabilities;
 The Governor will request a
Presidential Disaster Declaration if
the disaster exceeds both local and
State resources.
Organization
The Martin County Engineering Director is
the designated County Debris Manager.
The Engineering Director will be
responsible for establishing and staffing a
Debris Management Center (DMC). The
MC Engineering Director will assign a
Debris Coordinator to exercise daily
operational control of the DMC and staff.
The County Engineer or designee will be
assigned as the County Debris
Coordinator.
The County Debris Coordinator will be
responsible to exercise daily operational
control of the DMC staff. The Debris
Coordinator will determine the extent of
damage and resulting debris and issue
appropriate directives to the appropriate
MC Engineering Field Operations Team
leaders. The Debris Coordinator will
coordinate with the MC Solid Waste
Administrator, the Debris Monitoring
Consultant(s) and Debris Contractor(s) on
debris removal and disposal contract
activities. (see Martin County Debris
Management Plan for full details of Debris
Coordinator responsibilities).
The Debris Coordinator will coordinate and
direct the use of MCENG debris clearing
and cleanup personnel and equipment
according to existing standard operating
procedures. The Solid Waste Department,
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Parks and Recreation Department,
General Services Department, and Utility
Services Department will supplement
MCENG with personnel and equipment to
assist in debris removal operations, as
required. (see FEMA Approved Martin
County Debris Management Plan for full
details)
The Martin County Debris Management
Center is located at the MC Engineering
Field Operations Complex at 2151 SE
Aviation Way, Stuart, FL 34996.
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Martin County Debris Management Sites
NAME

LOCATION

Jensen Beach Find DMS
DMMA O-23

NE Savannah Rd. at NE
Industrial Blvd.

Hobe Sound Landfill
DMS

SE Bridge Rd. east of SE
138th Street

Palm City 2 Landfill
DMS

9000 SW Bush St. West

Fox Brown Road DMS

SW Fox Brown Rd. south
of CR 714

LAT./LONG.

APPROXIMATE
SIZE

N27o13’30”

10 Acres

W80o14’05”
N27o02’23”

7 Acres

W80o11’08”
N27o10’43”

11 Acres

W80o22’50”
N27o08’48”

100 Acres

W80o32’39”
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Contractors
The MC Debris Coordinator or
authorized representative will be in
contact with the firm(s) holding a preevent Debris Management and
Removal Services Contract and advise
them of impending conditions. The
pre-event multiyear, competitively
awarded pre-positioned contracts are
designed to have a qualified
contractor(s) remove and lawfully
dispose of all disaster generated
debris.
Upon Notice to Proceed, the
contractor(s) will mobilize such
equipment and equipment as
necessary to conduct all debris removal
and disposal operations, as required by
the Debris Management and Removal
Services Contract. All contractor(s)
operations will be subject to review by
the MC DMC.
Local resources have the capability to
conduct the emergency push of debris
(roadway clearance) off the major
roadways in the County.
But the
County resources would not be able to
handle
disaster
generated
debris
removal
and
disposal
without
assistance of contracted debris removal
and disposal contractors. The Sandy
Recovery Improvement Act, 2013
permits the reimbursement of straight
time force account labor costs for
applicant’s
employees
performing
debris removal work. And permits
debris removal grants to be based on
fixed estimates – if Martin County
estimated the costs for debris removal
and submitted this cost to FEMA, the
Debris Removal Work Alternative
Procedures in the new Act allow for
accelerated distribution of grant funds.
This eliminates the County having to
pay
upfront
and
wait
for
reimbursement
from
the
federal
government. However, if the County
underestimates the costs for the
contractors the County will assume the
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additional overage and will not be able
to request reimbursement for the
overage.
Martin County resources do have the
capability of managing the debris
removal activities associated with
disaster debris removal operations.
When State and Federal technical
assistance is needed for the debris
removal operations within the County
the Debris Manager or authorized
representative will contact the State
via the EOC and request assistance.
This contact may be made through the
State or Federal liaison within the EOC
or by EM Constellation or whatever
communications mechanism is
established at the time to the State
EOC.
Immediate Debris Clearance
Major roads must be cleared as soon
as possible to free the way for search
and rescue operations and for resource
deliveries. A priority roads list for
debris removal is maintained by the
Engineering Department and included
in the Debris Management Plan. Some
of the debris clearing teams will be
pre-deployed near major highways in
order to expedite the clearing
operation.
Debris clearance and/or assistance in
the operations will conducted by the
following departments and agencies:




Engineering Department
Technical Divisions:
o Provide staff members
for Debris Management
Site and Loading location
monitoring;
o Coordinate with MC DMC
for Debris Management
Site monitoring training.
Engineering Department Field
Operations Division;
o Overall coordination,
management and
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operations for debris
of Health and/or Fire
removal and disposal;
Marshal.
o Provide personnel and
 Martin County Health
equipment for adequate
Department:
debris clearing;
o Assistance as necessary
o Provide locations of
on all environmental and
MCENG equipment
health issues;
staging sites;
o Regulate the burning at
o Provide listings of critical
debris management and
routes and critical
collection sites.
facilities for
o Recycling of debris
concentration of debris
materials if applicable
removal operations.
 Martin County Parks and
Law Enforcement:
Recreation Department:
o Provide traffic control;
o Assist in Debris
o Assist in monitoring
Management site
illegal dumping activities.
investigations;
Solid Waste:
o Provide digital map and
o Provide information
design files of all P and R
about hazardous
facilities to identify
material containers that
infrastructure locations;
may be located during
o Coordinate with MC DMC
debris clearance and
for the removal, storage,
supplement equipment
reduction, and disposal
and personnel needs to
of debris from County
Engineering Department.
parks and recreational
Fire Rescue Department:
facilities.
o Respond to fires at
Debris Management
 Martin County Code
sites;
Enforcement Division:
o Respond to requests to
o Assist in monitoring
investigate and handle
illegal dumping
hazardous material
activities;
incidents;
o Assist in the removal of
o Approve Debris
abandoned vehicles.
Management burn sites
in accordance with
 Martin County Building
appropriate State and
Department:
Local requirements to
o Coordinate with MC DMC
ensure safe burning;
on debris collection and
o Issue bans on open
reporting procedures
burning based upon
following a large scale
assessment of local
disaster;
conditions countywide
o Assist in private property
and ensure information
Right of Entries and
dissemination;
condemnation issues.
o Supervise burn sites in
accordance with all
 Martin County General Services
appropriate state and
Department:
local requirements to
o Coordinate with the MC
ensure safe burning,
DMC for debris removal
subject to amendments
requirements on public
by the local Department
facilities and buildings;
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Martin County Utilities
Department:
o Coordinate debris
removal requirement on
Water and Wastewater
Utilities facilities with MC
DMC.
Administration and Logistics:
o All Martin County
departments and
agencies will document
personnel, equipment,
load tickets, and material
resources used to
comply with the Debris
Management plan.
Documentation will be
used to support
reimbursement from any
Federal assistance that
may be requested or
required. Should the
County intend to utilize
the Sandy Recovery
Improvement Act, 2013
to estimate costs and
obtain grant funds in
advance versus
reimbursement – these
records shall be retained
as support
documentation for future
planning associated with
improvements to debris
removal operations and
budgeting.
o All Martin County
Departments and
agencies supporting the
debris operations will
ensure 24-hour staffing
capability during
implementation of the
Debris Management
Plan.

Use of debris clearing equipment
should be conducted following normal
practices for County and municipal
public works. No streets will be reopened without the approval of the
Operations Section Chief (or designee)
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and the Public Safety Branch Director.
Direction and Control:
Emergency Operations Center
Infrastructure Branch Director and ESF
3 Lead
The EOC Operations Section Chief and
the
EOC Infrastructure Branch Director
(County Debris Manager) will oversee
all debris clearing operations.
Team Leader: ESF 3 - Engineering
Department
Debris clearance can best be
completed using all existing county,
municipal, and private industry
equipment. As roads are cleared,
debris clearing teams will report
through their channels to the
Infrastructure Branch and ESF 3 at the
EOC when the roads are able to accept
traffic. Hazardous material containers
should be moved to the side of the
road, marked and secured. ESF 10 will
be notified of any hazardous material
containers found.
The county has been divided into four
(4) Debris Management Sections (See
Enclosure 2 in Debris Management
Plan) to facilitate and coordinate the
rapid and efficient ?clearing and
eventual removal and disposal of
disaster-generated debris. The four (4)
Debris Management Sections coincide
with the four (4) MC service areas used
for solid waste collection. These four
(4) Sections have been divided into
110 Debris Zones.
The DMC staff will coordinate the
actions necessary to remove and
dispose of debris in unincorporated
areas of Martin County using both force
account and contractor assets. As
noted earlier in this section, the Sandy
Recovery Improvement Act permits
straight time force account labor costs
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to be reimbursed. Specific actions will
include the following:
 Make recommendations on force
account and contractor work
assignments
and
priorities
based on the four (4) County
Debris Management Sections.
 Report on progress and prepare
status briefings.
 Provide information to the
County
Public
Information
Officer (PIO) on debris removal
and disposal activities.
 Coordinate
county
debris
removal and disposal operations
with those of the participating
municipalities,
State,
and
Federal responders.
If debris is to be recycled the Sandy
Recovery Improvement Act permits
applicants to retain income from debris
recycling without an offset from the
grant received by the County.
All removal of FPL poles, lines and
equipment and associated debris will
be coordinated with FPL.
Debris Clearance And Removal To
Temporary Sites
Debris will initially be cleared from
travel ways and removed to designated
interim sites throughout the County
until it can be reduced and/or relocated
to the Martin County Landfill.
The agencies responsible for debris
removal to designated debris sites are
as follows:






Engineering: Provide
personnel, transportation and
equipment necessary for debris
removal.
Health Dept: Provide inspectors
to assure adequate public
health threat identification.
Solid Waste:
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o Designate interim debris
collection sites for use by
county agencies and
contractors;
o Provide location of debris
sites for use by the
public;
o Provide inspectors to
assure identification and
proper disposal of
hazardous materials;
o Provide equipment and
personnel to assist with
interim debris site
operations including
reduction and hauling
equipment.
Permitting
All
environmental
and
land-use
variances
permits
necessary
to
establish
temporary
debris
management sites shall be obtained.
Debris operations will comply with all
federal, State, and local regulations.
Several agencies may be involved in
issuing permits.
The MC Solid Waste Administrator will
be responsible for obtaining all permits
relating to opening and operating the
DMSs. The MC Engineering Department
Director
will
be
responsible
for
coordinating and obtaining all other
required permits.
The following is a list of potential
permits that may be required in debris
operations:










Waste processing and recycling
operations permit
Temporary land-use variances
or permits
Traffic or entrance permits
Air quality permits
Water quality permits
Coastal commission land-use
permits
HHW permits
Fire department permits
Freon removal from white goods
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Erosion and sediment control

Private Property Debris Disposal
Dangerous structures are the
responsibility of the owner to demolish
in order to protect the health and
safety of adjacent residents. However,
experience has shown that unsafe
structures will often remain in place
due to lack of insurance or absentee
landlords. Care must be exercised to
ensure that the County properly
identifies structures listed for
demolition.
To determine that a threat to public
health and safety exist as a result of
the generation of widespread debris
throughout the County, including
private property; refer to Chapter 51,
Article 1, Section 51.4 (County
Emergency Powers) ordinance found in
the Martin County Code of Ordinances
Volume 1.
Contracting and procurement of debris
removal activities, including private
property structures and debris, must
follow the regulations found in Title 44
CFR, Part 13 to qualify for the Public
Assistance Program.
Demolition of private structures and
debris removal from private property
must follow the guidance provided in
the FEMA-325 Public Assistance Debris
Management Guide, Chapters 4 and
12, and the FEMA Disaster Assistance
Policies 9523.4 and 9523.13.
The MCENG Debris Manager will
coordinate with the County and State
and FEMA Public Assistance Officers
regarding:




Demolition of private structures.
Removing debris from private
property.
Local law and/or code
enforcement requirement.
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 Historic and archaeological sites
restrictions.
 Qualified environmental
Contractors to remove
hazardous materials such as
asbestos and lead-based paint.
Execution of Right-of Entry/Hold
Harmless agreements with landowners.
A sample Right-of-Entry/Hold Harmless
agreement
is shown in Enclosure 4 section 4-1 of
the Martin County Debris Management
Plan.
The MCENG Debris Manager will
coordinate with the County Legal
Department and State and FEMA Public
Assistance Officers regarding any legal
issues that may arise during debris
operations.
Team Leader: ESF 3 Engineering
Municipalities will coordinate with ESF
3 to provide additional debris removal
sites if needed. ESF 3 will monitor
County wide events through the EOC to
determine when debris removal sites
can begin operation. ESF 3 in
coordination with the Solid Waste
Department will be responsible for
meeting all State and Federal
Regulations at debris removal sites.
Direction and Control:
Emergency Operations Center
The EOC Infrastructure Branch
Coordinator (Debris Manager) will
oversee all debris removal site
operations.
E.

Community
Relations/Response

FEMA/State Community Relations
Teams are deployed to disseminate
information and collect data to assist
disaster affected communities and
individuals in receiving the assistance
to which they are entitled. The primary
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function of these teams is to identify
and report unmet human needs and to
inform disaster victims of the disaster
assistance programs and the teleregistration process. Martin County
Emergency Management Agency and
the Administration Department/Office
of Administration Division will support
the efforts of the FEMA/State
Community Relations Programs.
Community Relations Coordinator
The Martin County Emergency
Management Agency Director will
function as the Community Relations
Coordinator and will serve as a liaison
between Martin County and the
FEMA/State Community Relations
Teams. As the Individual Assistance
Recovery Manager the Office of
Administration Director or designee will
support the Emergency Management
Agency Director or may assume
responsibilities as liaison once FEMA
teams are established in the County.
In this capacity, the County Emergency
Management Agency Director or Office
of Administration Director will receive
information about the activities of the
teams, provide suggestions as
applicable, and support the mission of
the community relations program by
relaying information to the Public
Information Officer (ESF 14) for
distribution in situation reports and
press releases, as requested by the
Community Relations Teams. The
Director will also maintain a list of key
community leaders to be contacted
after an emergency regarding
community needs.
Priorities
The criteria for determining the
priorities within Martin County for
Community Relations Action will be
based on:
1) Most Impacted areas
2) Most geographically isolated
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3) Vulnerable populations (special
need, Low income, elderly,
transportation disadvantaged, cultural
barriers, etc.)
Community Needs Partners
Martin County has various private and
non-profit partner agencies that play
key roles in providing assistance with
identifying and meeting community
needs. They can also be impacted by
disasters and may require Public
Assistance.
 Red Cross
 Indiantown Non Profit Housing,
Inc.
 Martin Interagency Network for
Disaster (MIND)
 Council On Aging
 Multiple faith based
organizations
 United Way/Martin Volunteers
 Community Emergency
Response Teams
 Martin County employees
without other disaster
assignments
Vulnerable Population/Special Needs
Western Martin County has a large
population of cultural and ethnic
diversity. The population is a great
number of migrant workers, with
mistrust of law enforcement agencies
and County, State or Federal agencies.
There are language barriers (Spanish,
many Aztec Indian dialects, Creole),
lack of transportation, and traditions in
culture that impede outreach and
assistance efforts. The areas include:
 Indiantown
 Clementsville
 Booker Park
Martin County liaisons will assist in
coordinating and providing team
members to ensure assistance is made
known to the population in these
areas.
There are areas throughout Martin
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County that require unique outreach
due to aging populations, disabilities,
low income/poverty, substandard
housing, language barriers, and
cultural barriers.







Port Salerno
East Stuart in the City of Stuart
Golden Gate
Hobe Sound (Banner Lake)
Ocean Breeze Park area
Rio
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needed.
Handouts pertaining to locally available
services and agencies that can provide
assistance are updated and made
available through the Office of
Administration Division. The Office of
Administration Division maintains and
update contact lists of all available
services for the citizens.
The Community Response Coordinator
is responsible to:

Residents in the area of Lake
Okeechobee and the Herbert Hoover
Dike may be resistant to outside
assistance. The population feels self
reliant and success has been made by
empowering the faith based
organizations with the information that
needs to be disseminated to the public.





In the event of an incident in which a
Disaster Recovery Center is not
established or the incident is localized
a library or the libraries throughout
Martin County will be designated as
Reunification Centers for citizens to get
information and reunite with family
members.






Municipalities
The municipalities in Martin County
(City of Stuart, Town of Jupiter Island,
Town of Sewall’s Point, and Town of
Ocean Breeze) coordinate identified
unmet needs within their jurisdictions
with Martin County. None of the
municipalities have a Community
Services program. The County
programs include residents within the
municipalities.
Maps and Information Distribution
Martin County’s Information
Technology Services provides needed
GIS maps for response teams.
Emergency Management has grid maps
of the County that can be provided.
Martin County/Stuart Chamber of
Commerce can provide maps, as

F.

Serve as liaison between Martin
County government and County
residents pertaining to disaster
unmet needs;
Serve as liaison to the State
and FEMA and any other
agencies providing Individual
Assistance;
Assist in relaying resident’s
concerns to assisting agencies;
Provide and coordinate
information needed for the
public relating to individual
disaster assistance with the
County PIO (ESF 14);
Maintain contact and current
information for services
available.
Unmet Needs Coordination

Unmet needs are needs of Martin
County citizens that have not been met
by local organizations or resources,
FEMA or other agencies with services
available. Unmet needs may include:









Food and water
Medical needs and supplies
Sheltering or housing
Transportation
Funerary
Case Work
Crisis Counseling
Furnishings, personal hygiene
supplies, supplies for babies and
children
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During the recovery and long-term
recovery phase, immediate life safety
needs have already been addressed.
Volunteer organizations and other
private sector groups continue to
augment or extend the abilities of
government to assist disaster victims
by providing donated goods and
volunteer services.
At the county level, the Office of
Administration Director, a division of
the Administration Department is the
Individual Assistance Recovery
Manager and is responsible for
coordinating community partner
agencies and volunteer agencies to
meet individual unmet needs.
The Emergency Management Agency
Director or designee supports and
works with the Individual Assistance
Recovery Manager in coordinating
identification and assistance for unmet
needs. This coordination takes place
from the EOC in the immediate and
short term phases of recovery.
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unmet needs:
 Department of Health
 Department of Children and
Families
 Red Cross
 Indiantown Non Profit Housing,
Inc.
 Martin Interagency Network for
Disaster (MIND)
 Council On Aging
 Multiple faith based
organizations
 United Way/Martin Volunteers
 Martin County Office of
Administration
 Martin County Fire Rescue
 Martin County Office of
Administration
 City of Stuart
 Town of Sewall’s Point
 Town of Jupiter Island
 Town of Ocean Breeze
Committees would be formed based on
the needs (i.e. Housing, transportation,
medical services, food and water,
shelter).

The municipalities in Martin County
(City of Stuart, Town of Jupiter Island,
Town of Sewall’s Point, and Town of
Ocean Breeze) coordinate identified
unmet needs within their jurisdictions
with Martin County. None of the
municipalities have a Community
Services program, the County
programs include residents within the
municipalities. Representation from
the municipalities will be included in
unmet needs committees.

In the immediate phase of recovery
unmet needs are identified through
phone calls into the Emergency
Management Public Information phone
lines. Any calls taken that identify
unmet needs are routed to the Human
Services Branch of EOC operations.
Through the initial damage assessment
process the impact to the community is
identified, which provides information
as to where potential needs are. The
Red Cross, Martin County Building
Department, and Martin County
Property Appraiser’s Office conduct the
individual assistance assessments.
During S & R and initial impact
assessments, Fire Rescue reports on
areas impacted and identifies potential
unmet needs.

In the recovery phases in the event
that unmet needs committees need be
comprised the following local
organizations may be represented on a
committee or committees, addressing

Once State and FEMA Community
Relations and Assistance teams arrive
they will assist in determining unmet
needs and providing information to the
public. Public information and notices

Immediate and short term unmet
needs are coordinated through the
Human Services Branch of EOC
operations, which includes ESF 15,
Volunteers and Donations.
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are provided via the Joint Information
System, the Public Information Officer
advising people where they can get
assistance. This effort is coordinated
through Command and includes all
agencies represented. Teams from
multiple agencies will go door to door
through impacted areas to determine
what citizen’s needs are, as well as
advising of and providing assistance
available.
The establishment of a Disaster
Recovery Center (DRC) within the
County will be well publicized to inform
the citizens where they can go for
information and assistance. Once a
DRC is established the various agencies
providing assistance are represented at
the DRC.
The Martin County Office of
Administration performs community
assistance functions on a day to day
basis. A client screening process is in
place, a data base is maintained,
procedures for referrals are
established, follow up procedures are
in place. The staff works with local
funders on a regular basis. Day to day
services that the Office of
Administration Division provides
include:
 Community planning for health
care and the elderly
community;
 Administers grants to a number
of non-profit organizations
providing a host of community
services;
 Supports Tourist development
and Arts in Public Places;
 Veteran’s Services;
 Hospitalization Assistance;
 Homeless Assistance;
 Burial Assistance;
 Substance Abuse;
 Emergency Prescriptions;
 Information and Referrals.
Assistance is coordinated with the
various agencies, depending on the
unmet needs identified.

Throughout the year the Emergency
Management Agency coordinates
training for members of the Human
Services Branch. The Martin County
Health Department assists in providing
training,
as well as Community Services and the
Red Cross.
Individual Assistance Recovery
Manager
Roles and Responsibilities:










Maintain contact information of
organizations and agencies
available to assist with unmet
needs;
Coordinate unmet needs
response as it is reported to the
County. This would be through
referrals or contacts with
agencies able to assist with the
need;
Assist with DRC establishment
and coordination with agencies
to be represented at the DRC;
Assist Emergency Management
in coordination with State and
FEMA Teams in providing
information about unmet needs
within the County;
Coordinate committee
meetings, if necessary
Act as liaison between State
and FEMA Teams and local
assistance agencies.
G.

Emergency Housing

Martin County is dedicated to ensuring
that each and every member of our
community has a safe and secure living
environment. The Martin County
Disaster Housing Strategy is located as
an appendix to the Recovery Annex.
It addresses the transitional,
temporary, and permanent housing
needs of county residents after a major
or catastrophic disaster. Ideally, Martin
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County will be able to provide its
The Martin County Disaster Housing
citizens with a range of recovery
Strategy is intended to enhance the
options, maximizing their opportunity
coordination, design, effectiveness, and
to attain the best available housing
delivery of Federal Emergency
solution. Those citizens most
Management Agency (FEMA) disaster
responsive to the balance between
housing assistance to impacted
livability and expedience of occupancy
communities. The strategy’s intent is to
at each stage of recovery are the most
foster consensus and collaboration
likely to be quickly accommodated.
among stakeholders with the aim of
timely development of a common
The purpose of the disaster housing
vision, goal, strategy, process, and
strategy is to detail policies and
organization for carrying out the
strategies for a countywide disaster
housing mission. As past events have
housing annex to the Comprehensive
shown, many affected residents will
Emergency Management Plan, and to
need assistance with temporary
detail the outstanding tasks necessary
housing, relocation, and habitability
to ensure a comprehensive strategy
(emergency) home repairs or
can be implemented.
reconstruction. How well this
assistance can be opportunely and
The housing strategy provides an
appropriately provided will depend on
overview of the county composition
how well stakeholders—local, State,
and regulatory policies which will
and Federal governments and the
impact disaster housing in the post
public, private, and non-profit
disaster environment. The strategy
sectors—can coordinate, communicate,
identifies potential disaster housing
adapt, and execute the Disaster
options and sites which will be
Housing Strategy, especially under a
employed to best meet the local needs.
stressful environment where local
The strategy also addresses the roles
communities are overwhelmed by
and responsibilities of each
disaster losses and immediate
organization within the county and
emergency needs. We believe the
provides a detailed concept of
housing strategy helps pave the way to
operations.
enhancing our collective response and
housing recovery effort.
The appendices of the housing strategy
include a description of the current
The scope of this Annex applies to all
FEMA Disaster Housing Assistance
unincorporated areas of Martin County,
Programs and their application
as well as all incorporated jurisdictions.
procedures. The Sandy Recovery
This includes the City of Stuart, the
Improvement Act, 2013 authorizes and
Town of Sewall’s Point, the Town of
allows for federal assistance to
Jupiter Island, and the Town of Ocean
individuals and households, providing
Breeze, as well as the unincorporated
the Agency explicit authority to lease
areas of Jensen Beach, Indiantown,
and repair rental units for use as direct
Port Salerno, Hobe Sound, and Palm
temporary housing. Detailed
City.
description of assistance is included in
the Housing Strategy. Also included are
The Martin County Housing Strategy
maps of the county showing flood
Administrator is the Assistant County
zones, housing and population density,
Administrator.
locations of FEMA temporary housing
units on private lots, and existing and
Address:
potential commercial and group travel
Martin County Board of County
trailer or mobile home sites.
Commissioners
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2401 S.E. Monterey Road
Stuart, FL 34996
The primary point of contact for
implementation of the housing strategy
is the County Community Development
Department Director.
Regulatory Issues: Local Waivers,
Authorities, Permitting
After Hurricanes Frances and Jeanne in
2004 and Wilma in 2005, the Martin
County Board of County
Commissioners passed separate
resolutions that permitted residents
and businesses to place travel trailers
and motor homes on their properties
for a limited period of time. Following
is the sample language from Resolution
No. 05-11.27 passed in 2005 (See
Disaster Housing Strategy).
For 120 days from the date of
this resolution, a business
owner within the unincorporated
area of Martin County is
authorized to conduct business
operations in a camping trailer,
trailer, motor home, or R/V on a
commercially zoned site while
the business structure is being
reconstructed, if the commercial
building located on that site has
been determined to be “unsafe”
or “restricted use” by Martin
County because of damage
caused by Hurricane Wilma.
Such use shall comply with all
requirements of the Martin
County Health Department. If
the business operator leases the
site of an affected business,
then the business operator must
obtain written permission from
the commercial site owner to
place any temporary unit on the
site.

For 120 days from the date of
this resolution, a resident of
unincorporated Martin County is
authorized to reside in a
camping trailer, trailer, motor
home, or R/V on residentially
zoned lot while a residence is
being reconstructed, if the
residence located on that lot
has been determined to be
“unsafe” or “restricted use” by
Martin
County
because
of
damage caused by Hurricane
Wilma. Such use shall comply
with all requirements of the
Martin
County
Health
Department. Affected owners
must register the use of travel
trailers
with
the
Building
Department.

Ordinance Development For
Recovery Construction
Some temporary buildings and/or
manufactured homes may be needed
in areas not approved for that type of
structure. The EOC will conduct
continuing reviews to determine if
special ordinances are needed to
provide adequate and timely recovery.
In the development of the Disaster
Housing Strategy the disaster housing
committee discussed the possibility of
developing a single expedited
permitting
process to support the rapid
installation of FEMA disaster trailers at
pre-designated sites. “One permit only,
one inspection only” for all
departments within 24 hours (electric,
water, sewer, strapped down, life
safety is the unit hooked up safely).
The Building Department agrees that it
may be necessary to establish a
revised permitting process ordinance to
ensure that this revised disaster
process can automatically be accessed
in the aftermath of a large scale
disaster in the community.
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Currently, the County requires the
development and passage of an
executive order in the post-disaster
environment. A revision to the Martin
County Comprehensive Plan Land Use
Element is currently under review.
Executive orders require an official
Board of County Commissioners
meeting, public announcement, and
approval. In a catastrophic level event,
it may be very difficult, logistically and
legally, to develop and approve
executive orders. The development of a
disaster ordinance that allows for
revised permitting processes during
disaster conditions may be beneficial to
both the citizens and the issuing
agency.
The group concurred that a revised
ordinance that allows emergency
expedited permits for disaster housing
in the community should be evaluated.
The Building Department
recommended that permit fees not be
waived, but the process should be
expedited so that permits may be
issued within 24 hours.
The Building Department and
Emergency Management both
emphasized the need to register the
occupants of the trailers so the county
can track temporary residences.
The agencies involved with any type of
ordinance development during the
short term recovery phase are as
follows:
Building & Zoning
Provide information for temporary
housing/business/structure ordinances.
Fire Prevention
Provide fire prevention information for
any temporary structures and
ordinances.
All Agencies
Provide ESF 19 with adequate damage
assessment information to assure
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identification in severely damaged
areas. Review all proposed ordinances
to ensure compliance with State and
FEMA reimbursement rules.
Health Dept
Provide public health information that
should be included in any ordinance
development.
Utilities
Provide electric, telephone, and sewer
& water utilities of areas where
temporary structures are approved.
Local Evaluation of Potential
Disaster Housing Sites
Martin County has agreed to review
potential disaster housing sites utilizing
the Disaster Housing site inspection
sheet on an annual basis. The Martin
County Department of Community
Development, the Martin County Parks
and Recreation Department, and the
Indiantown Nonprofit Housing Inc.,
have been assigned responsibility to
annually review potential disaster
housing sites and provide an updated
list to the Martin County Disaster
Housing Coordinator by June 1.
The Martin County Utilities Department
annually will support this survey and
data gathering process by completing
the survey of the potential disaster
housing sites. Once the above
assessments have been completed,
Utilities will evaluate infrastructure
needs on these sites and the capacity
for sustaining populations. The Utilities
Department will also utilize the same
Disaster Housing Site Assessment
Forms which were previously utilized
by the above agencies and submit their
results to the Disaster Housing
Coordinator annually by June 1.
The sites will be reviewed and a
property assessment and infrastructure
assessment form completed by those
agencies on the following:
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Public property:
State/county/city parks and
open space



Private property:
Recreational vehicle/mobile
home parks and
undeveloped space



Other property: Nonprofit-owned land

See the Martin County Disaster
Housing Strategy for lists and tables of
potential disaster housing sites.
Assessing Disaster Housing Needs
One of the most critical information
requirements is how many households
will require assistance. This number
constantly changes as better data is
received concerning damaged dwelling
inspections. However, an initial
determination must be made in order
to position the resources needed to
deliver the Direct Housing Program.
The first data set that is available is the
Initial Damage Assessment. The Initial
Damage Assessment is a sampling of
the most damaged areas in the county;
it is not a comprehensive list of every
damaged dwelling. Because of gaps in
the data, certain assumptions must be
made to better estimate housing
needs.
The assumptions used to calculate the
need from the Initial Damage
Assessment data are:



Only homes that are
destroyed or have major
damage will require direct
housing.



Renters will receive Direct
Housing in commercial parks
or group sites.



Homeowners who have
insurance will not be eligible
for Direct Housing.
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 Most homeowners will be
able to have a unit on their
private property. A
percentage needs to be
estimated of those
homeowners who cannot
have a unit on their private
site based on the geography
of the county. For instance,
an area that is largely rural
will easily allow for
temporary housing
installation. The estimated
percentage in this case
would be low, about 1%.



An estimate must be made
as to how many households
will not want direct housing.
This percentage is usually
about 5%.



Renter/owner and secondary
home information—Take the
pre-event percentages and
apply the standards
countywide.



Low income percentage
household—Housing and
Urban Development
standards.



How much government
subsidized housing stock is
in the community? How
many mobile
homes/recreational vehicles
are considered primary
dwellings?



The Department of Health
completes an assessment of
mobile homes/recreational
vehicles using the
community disaster health
assessment form.



Infrastructure damage may
also impact disaster housing
qualifications and demand in
the community. If sewer and
water will be out in an area
for extended periods of
time, the leadership should
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question whether it is safe
County to provide disaster housing to
to allow residents to live in
disaster survivors. The Disaster
the area. The safe, sanitary,
Housing Coordinator working in close
and functional housing
coordination with state and federal
requirement should remain
partners will evaluate parks, mobile
in place.
home parks, vacant properties and
other sites which may utilized as
These assumptions that drive the
temporary disaster housing sites and
disaster housing demand estimates:
sites for placement of temporary
disaster housing units. Ensure sites
 The total number of
meet disaster housing placement
destroyed homes and homes
criteria identified in the disaster
with major damage may
housing assessment form.
likely be eligible for disaster
housing assistance.
The Building Department will
recommend the processes and
 Existing rental resources
procedures for allowing the temporary
which are available will be
placement of trailers as a housing
provided to the Disaster
resource within the county to the
Housing Task Force and will
Board of County Commissioners. They
be provided to the case
will recommend that an ordinance be
management providers.
adopted to waive permitting
 Eligible homeowners will
regulations to allow the placement of
likely prefer to place
temporary living facilities in any zoning
temporary housing units
district during and after an emergency
(i.e. mobile home and/or
declaration. Resolution No. 05-11.27
RVs and/or tent) on their
was passed in 2005 addressing
private home sites.
temporary permitting for placement of
Survivors with private
temporary housing.
detached residential
structures should be
Activation of Disaster Housing Plan
evaluated in this category.
After the damage assessment teams
 Commercial pads either
complete and summarize the data and
existing in parks and mobile
provide it to the County Emergency
home parks as well as pads
Management Director or designee, the
which may be constructued
Director or designee will inform Unified
will be needed for eligible
Command that activation of the
renters. If there are more
disaster housing plan is necessary. The
commercial pads available
Assistant County Administrator will
than eligible renters, a
then notify all Disaster Housing Task
group site is not required.
Force members that the plan is being
However, if there are not
activated and provide a meeting
enough commercial pads, a
schedule within 48–72 hours of the
group site will be required.
disaster. The Disaster Housing Task
Force incorporates all IndividualSurvivor Placement
Assistance-related recovery service
providers and stakeholders to begin
The Disaster Housing Coordinator
the recovery process and chair the
working in coordination with the
ongoing weekly meetings throughout
Disaster Housing Task Force will
the short- and long-term recovery
identify existing housing stock
processes.
including apartments, hotels, motels,
and vacant properties within Martin
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Disaster Housing Task Force
Member Coordination
The Disaster Housing Task Force
members consist of staff from the
following:
 County Administration Dept.
 County Administrator and Asst.
County Administrator
 Disaster Housing Coordinator
 Emergency Management
 Building Dept.
 Growth Management Dept.
 Engineering Dept.
 Community Services Dept.
 Utilities and Solid Waste Dept.
 General Services
 City of Stuart
 Board of Realtors
 Martin Interagency Network for
Disasters (M.I.N.D.)
 Indiantown Non Profit Housing,
Inc.
 Dept. Of Health – Martin County
 Red Cross
 Coalition for Independent Living
Options
 Martin County Sheriff’s Office
 Medical Transportation
Management
 Parks and Recreation Dept.
 Property Appraiser’s Office
 Chamber of Commerce
 Business Development Board
 Martin County Fire Rescue
The task force will meet on a
continuous basis to fulfill the disaster
housing mission. In the immediate
aftermath of the disaster, the
committee may be required to meet on
a daily, bi-weekly or weekly basis.
Once the disaster housing mission has
been fully implemented, meetings may
become less frequent. The Executive
Disaster Housing Coordinator will
determine the scheduling for these
meetings.
This Disaster Housing Task Force will
provide ongoing recommendations to
the Martin County Command Team
(Unified Command) and coordination
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with State and Federal disaster housing
partners. The Assistant County
Administrator will ensure that ongoing
two-way communications are
maintained to the Unified Command
Group, the County Commission, and
other associated executive policy
makers.
The State Coordination Team will meet
with the Disaster Housing Task Force
to establish the needs of the county.
The Coordination Team will participate
in the coordination meetings with the
Disaster Housing Task Force as
necessary. These meetings are
designed to ensure a two way
information flow in the county
regarding the progress of the housing
program and to address county issues.
Specific county requests or denials
should be received in writing. Meetings
will also be held to communicate the
progress of the housing program and
to address the potential solutions of
the Strategic Housing Plan. County
approval must be obtained before the
State’s Strategic Housing Plan can be
carried out within the county
jurisdiction. See the Disaster Housing
Strategy for descriptions of roles and
responsibilities for the disaster housing
mission.

H.

Sheltering and Mass
Feeding

The Martin County Chapter of the Red
Cross (RC) is the lead for ESF 6 Mass
Care. In coordination with the Human
Services Branch Director ESF 6
provides for and oversees sheltering
and mass feeding for citizens in need
pre, during and post disaster. Support
agencies include Martin County Fire
Rescue, Emergency Management, the
Martin County School Board, the
Salvation Army, faith based
organizations and non-profits in the
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Martin County area.
Building/Zoning: Provide necessary
permits or waivers for extended
sheltering.
FPL/Utilities: Provide available energy
and utility service to the extended
shelters.
Team Leader:
ESF 6 Red Cross
Direction and Control:
Emergency Operations Center
Operations Section Chief, Human
Services Branch Director and ESF 6
Lead RC
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I. INTRODUCTION
Florida is one of the most hazard prone
states in the nation. The state is
susceptible to a number of hazards
including flooding, hurricanes, tornados,
wildland fire, and severe thunderstorms,
to name a few. In Florida, the goals of
the Pre-Disaster Mitigation Program
(PDM) is achieved through the Local
Mitigation Strategy (LMS) process. LMS
is a pre-disaster mitigation planning
initiative of the Florida Division of
Emergency Management (FDEM), and is
intended to reduce the disrupting
effects of natural disasters on the
economic and social fabric of the
community. Pre-disaster mitigation is
defined as "sustained action that reduces
or eliminates long-term risk to people
and property from hazards and their
effects" as part of the FEMA's National
Mitigation Strategy (FEMA, 1996).
This definition generally distinguishes
between actions that have a long-term
impact from those that are more closely
associated with preparedness for,
immediate response to, and short-term
recovery from a specific hazard event.
The intent of the LMS is to focus on
practices that have cumulative benefits
over time and ensure that fewer of the
state's citizens and communities are
victims of disasters. One of the most
important elements is the idea that the
resulting mitigation practices are
instituted prior to the disaster
occurring.
Disaster Mitigation is any action or
measure that either prevents an
occurrence of a disaster or reduces the
severity of its effects. Through

mitigation, Martin County strives to
break the cycle of disaster-recovery by
identifying hazard vulnerable areas and
taking steps to minimize the damage
prior to a disaster.
Many specific steps can be taken in
Martin County to minimize vulnerability
to hazards. Examples of mitigation
infrastructure projects may include
large-scale community actions such as
storm water and floodplain management
projects, building code enhancements,
zoning, and local ordinances changes.
Possibilities also exist for structural
mitigation as well. Measures, such as
flood proofing, wind retrofitting,
installation of back-up power generators
and other infrastructure hardening
projects help to reduce the vulnerability
of individual locations to known hazards.
Additionally,
projects
may
be
undertaken to elevate, relocate or
acquire and demolish hazard-prone
structures. Efforts such as these,
attempt to reduce vulnerability in order
to save lives, reduce property damage,
and increase the quality of life in Martin
County.
HAZARD MITIGATION
PROGRAMS
1
Hazard mitigation is defined as costeffective action taken to prevent or
reduce the threat of future damage to a
facility. The applicant, FEMA, or the
State may recommend that hazard
mitigation measures be included in the
Project Worksheet during the FEMA
funding process for a declared disaster.
The costs of eligible hazard mitigation
actions will be included in the overall
funding of a project. (See FEMA Policy
1

Public Assistance Guide FEMA
322/June 2007
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9526.1, Hazard Mitigation Funding
Under Section 406 (Stafford Act).
In some cases, FEMA may require
mitigation measures as part of an
approved project. For example, FEMA
may require that a flood-damaged
building be elevated to comply with
local ordinances established pursuant to
the requirements of the NFIP.
The Stafford Act provides for two types
of funding for hazard mitigation
measures:
2
The differences between these
provisions are described in the
following table:



Statewide mitigation programs
(authorized under Section 404 of
the law) and;
Mitigation for disaster damaged
facilities (authorized under
Section 406 of the law).
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404 Hazard
Mitigation
Separate program run
by the State
Applies to nonstructural measures
(such as planning,
property acquisition,
drainage projects)
Applies throughout the
State in most disasters
The formula for
calculating the HMGP
allocation for States
with a standard State
mitigation plan is based
on 15% of the first $2
billion of estimated
aggregate amounts of
disaster assistance. For
amounts greater than
$2 billion, a sliding
scale is used to make
allocation
determinations. States
with enhanced
mitigation plans are
eligible for a 20%
HMGP formula.

406 Hazard
Mitigation
Implemented through
the PA Program
Applies only to
structural measures
and does not apply to
buyouts
Must apply to the
damaged element of
the facility
No program-wide
limits on funds, but
each project must be
cost effective and
approved by FEMA

The amount of funding available under
the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program
(HMGP) for a disaster declaration is
usually 15% percent of FEMA’s
estimated total costs for the disaster
less administrative costs.
The Federal government funds 75
percent of the cost, with some
restrictions, of eligible mitigation
projects under HMGP.

2

Public Assistance Guide FEMA
322/June 2007

Eligible projects can include acquisition
or relocation of property located in high
hazard areas;
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elevation of flood prone
structures;
rehabilitation of existing
structures;
strengthening of existing
structures
dry flood proofing
activities that bring a structure
into compliance with NFIP
requirements and State or local
code.
Up to seven percent of the
HMGP funds may be used to
develop state and/or local
mitigation plans.

The State of Florida serves as grantee
and is responsible for notifying potential
applicants of the availability of funding,
defining a project selection process,
ranking and prioritizing projects, and
forwarding projects to FEMA for
funding. The applicant, or sub grantee
(Martin County or other eligible entity),
carries out the approved projects.
The mitigation process established by
the State of Florida requires that all
potential HMGP projects in the
jurisdictional limits of Martin County
and its municipalities be approved by the
Martin County Local Mitigation Strategy
Committee and listed as a priority
project in Martin County’s Local
Mitigation Strategy in order to be
considered for funding. (See the Martin
County Local Mitigation Strategy for process
of submitting and ranking of projects).
Notification of the availability of HMGP
funding typically comes from the State
of Florida to the Martin County Fire
Rescue
Department/Emergency
Management Agency and others via
email or direct correspondence. This
information is subsequently shared
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during Martin County Local Mitigation
Strategy committee meetings.
Post
disaster the Martin County Emergency
Management Agency (MC EMA)
Director will schedule a meeting of the
LMS committee to discuss the possibility
of funding.
States that develop an Enhanced State
Mitigation Plan may receive an increased
amount of 20 percent for Hazard
Mitigation Grant Program funding.
The HMGP program requires a 25
percent cash or in-kind match and
Federal funding from other sources
cannot be used as the match. (Note:
Funding from Community Development
Block Grant program can be used as
match.)
Community Development Block
Grant – Supplemental Disaster
Relief Funds
Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) Disaster Recovery Assistance
provides Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) funds made
available
from
supplemental
appropriations to states and units of
local government for recovery from
major disasters declared by the
President. Generally, at least 50 percent
of the funds must be for activities that
principally benefit persons of low and
moderate income.
CDBG
supplemental
disaster
appropriations are generally allocated
based on unmet disaster recovery needs
for activities not reimbursable by other
federal programs. A 25% match is
required.
The CDBG funds may be used for longterm recovery needs, such as:
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� rehabilitating buildings
� homeownership assistance
� building replacement housing
� code enforcement
� acquiring, constructing or
reconstructing public facilities (streets,
neighborhood centers, and water/sewer
facilities)
� assistance to disaster-affected
businesses (economic development to
retain jobs)
� buying flood prone properties
� making other mitigation efforts to
reduce the cost of future disaster
damage
� making relocation payments to
displaced people and businesses
CDBG funds may also be used for
emergency response activities, such as
debris
clearance,
removal,
and
demolition not funded by other federal
disaster assistance.
II. GENERAL
The MC EMA Director or designee is
responsible for the coordination of
hazard mitigation activities within the
County for pre-disaster and postdisaster and for activation of the LMS
committee and mitigation team post
disaster to review the projects priority
list and submit projects for HMGP
funding.
The following departments and agencies
support and assist in coordination of
hazard mitigation activities and the
hazard mitigation program and LMS:




Martin County Engineering
Department;
Martin County General Services;
Martin County Utilities & Solid
Waste;
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Martin County Parks &
Recreation;
Martin County Community
Development;
City of Stuart;
Town of Jupiter Island;
Town of Sewall’s Point;
Business Development Board of
Martin County;
Martin/Stuart Chamber of
Commerce;
Martin Health Systems;
Martin County School Board;
Other non-profit agencies and
organizations within Martin
County.

Municipalities in Martin County
City of Stuart
Town of Sewall’s Point
Town of Jupiter Island
Town of Ocean Breeze
Other Eligible Applicants
Martin County School Board
Martin Health Systems
Martin County Sheriff’s Office
Other non-profit agencies and
organizations
Administration of the mitigation
activities is under the direction of the
MC EMA Director, with support from
the Engineering Department Director.
Martin County is a signatory on the
Statewide Mutual Aid Compact, through
which outside assistance is both given
and received. All municipalities have
adopted the County LMS by resolution,
and participate in the LMS activities.
There are no local agreements that
exist specifically to assist in post-disaster
mitigation activities.
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Pre-Disaster Hazard Mitigation
Activities
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Speed community recovery from
disasters that do occur.

Martin County developed its Local
Mitigation Strategy in 1998. It was then
updated and adopted in 2004. In
November 2010 the Martin County
Board of County Commissioners
(BOCC) adopted the updated and
FEMA approved LMS. The LMS will
expire on December 9, 2015, requiring
update and approval.
All County
municipalities adopted the updated
FEMA approved LMS, as well as the
Martin County School Board. The
purpose of the Martin County LMS was
to develop a unified approach among
County and municipal governments for
dealing with identified hazards and
hazard management in Martin County.
The strategy serves as a tool to direct
the County and municipal governments
in
ongoing efforts to reduce
vulnerabilities to impacts produced by
natural, technological, and societal
hazards to which southeast Florida is
exposed. The strategy will also help
establish funding priorities for currently
proposed mitigation projects and for
such disaster assistance funds as may be
made available for disaster mitigation
activities.

Section 4.0 “Hazard Identification,
Vulnerability, and Risk” of the County
LMS describes the hazards and risks for
which Martin County is vulnerable. The
County CEMP Basic Plan describes
hazards and risk potential for the
County as well.
Vulnerabilities are
determined by historical impacts, such
as hurricanes, flooding, tornadoes, and
wildland fires, documented repetitive
losses, review of flood water sources
and predicted storm surge elevations, as
well as additional data sources. Data
sources used to prepare the hazard
vulnerability and risk assessments are
documented in Appendix D “Data
Sources” of the LMS.

The ultimate objectives of the LMS
process are as follows:

Martin County is one of five
communities participating in the FDCAs'
sustainable community’s demonstration
program. The intent of the program is
to curtail urban sprawl and develop
vibrant urban centers, which would
provide a safe, quality, and livable
lifestyle. The Martin County program
contains three major initiatives: visioning
plan, Martin House, and a hazard
mitigation program.







To reduce the loss of life,
property, and repetitive damage
from the effects of natural,
technological, and societal
hazards;
Place Martin County in a
position to compete more
effectively for pre- and postdisaster mitigation funding;
Reduce the cost of disasters at
all levels; and

The vulnerability assessment for each
hazard
identified
describes
the
community assets and potential impact
for each hazard. Factors influencing
vulnerability include, but are not limited
to a community’s location, type of
construction, demographics, and cultural
characteristics. Table 4.1 in Section 4.0
of the LMS lists the general hazards to
which Martin County is vulnerable, and
indicates projected impact potential.

The goal of the hazard mitigation
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initiative was to complete and adopt a
Hazard Mitigation Plan for Martin
County. Four objectives of the initiative
were to implement at least 10 postdisaster
redevelopment
hazard
mitigation projects identified in the Plan;






Enhance
capabilities
to
administer and coordinate all
emergency management and
post-disaster planning activities,
reducing the possibility of
economic and human loss and
providing
coordination
of
emergency response with other
jurisdictions;
Seek grant funding from the
Florida Communities Trust and
other sources to acquire land for
conservation and recreation
purposes; and
Develop educational or public
participation programs with
oceanfront homeowners on
disaster mitigation strategies.

National
(NFIP)

Flood

Insurance

Program

Martin County and all municipalities
within the County participate in the
NFIP. The Martin County Engineering
Department, and Floodplain Manager,
together with the Local Mitigation
Strategy (LMS) Committee evaluates
areas of flooding and areas of repetitive
loss properties. Flood protection
projects are developed then prioritized
according to flood protection value and
feasibility. Together with State and
Federal agencies grants are researched
and procured for these projects. The
flood protection projects and grants are
administered through the County
Capital Improvement Program. The
Martin County Engineering Department
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maintains primary responsibility for
administering ongoing mitigation efforts
associated with the NFIP and the
Community Rating System of the NFIP.
Martin County EMA coordinates
directly with the Floodplain Manager
and Engineering to provide information
for planning and mitigation. The
Floodplain Manager participates in LMS
committee meetings, public outreach
and provides MC EMA and the public
with technical assistance as to current
flood potential areas within the County.
The Floodplain manager also provides
updates with information to the County
website.
Community Rating System (CRS)
Martin County participates in the CRS
program and maintains a 7 CRS rating.
The program is coordinated and
maintained
by
the
Engineering
Department.
Pre-disaster activities are coordinated
by the MC EMA Director, with support
of the Engineering Department and the
Growth Management Department.
The MC EMA Director coordinates the
LMS activities. The LMS committee
meets annually at a minimum. Members
can submit projects for consideration at
any time. See the Martin County LMS
for full details of LMS policies,
procedures and activities and the LMS
projects list.
Post Disaster Hazard Mitigation
Activities
Post disaster mitigation activities will be
conducted in conjunction with the
Public
Assistance
activities
and
coordinated with FEMA and State
representatives to be included in the
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project worksheets for mitigation to
damaged facilities or infrastructure.
Each eligible applicant will coordinate
and administer mitigation activities for
projects within their jurisdiction with
mitigation opportunities.
Following a disaster, once mitigation
funding information is provided, the MC
EMA Director or designee will make
contact with the LMS committee
members (identified within the LMS)
and mitigation team members. This
contact will be made via emails, phone
calls, or through the outcall system.
The MC EMA maintains group contact
lists
enabling
expedient
group
notifications. The lists contain email
addresses, office phone numbers, and
cell phone numbers. The mitigation
team is comprised of representatives
from:











Emergency Management
Engineering Department
General Services Department
Utilities & Solid Waste
Parks & Recreation
Community Development
Growth Management
Information Technology
Department
Fire Rescue Department
Building Department

These departments comprise the Public
Assistance Team as well, which
coordinates and compiles the County
damage assessment report. During the
damage assessments opportunities for
mitigation will be identified.
The
Floodplain Manager will identify damage
associated with any NFIP Special Flood
Hazard Areas (SFHAs) and coordinate
with the Engineering Department and
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the MC EMA. The lead for damage
assessment and the Public Assistant
Team is the Director of Engineering.
As soon as it is safe to do so post
disaster damage assessment teams will
be activated by the EOC Incident
Commander or Unified Command
throughout the County to survey the
extent of damage and initiate recovery
operations. Teams assess government,
residential and commercial properties
throughout the County. (see ESF 19
“Damage Assessment” in the CEMP for
complete damage assessment procedures).
The assessment information is compiled
at the EOC by the Public Assistance
Team (PAT) for public damages and an
initial damage assessment report is
completed.
Individual
damage
assessments are compiled by the
Individual Assistance (IA) teams at the
EOC and the County Building
Department.
With the submittal of the Initial Damage
Assessment (IDA) to the State of
Florida
Division
of
Emergency
Management (FDEM) the request for
State and federal assistance is initiated
by Martin County. In the event that the
disaster is catastrophic and the damage
is immediately known to be severe
assistance through the FDEM will be
requested by Martin County Emergency
Management Agency immediately.
Hazard mitigation opportunities will be
identified and considered during the
preliminary damage assessment process
with members of the Public Assistance
Team (PAT), FEMA and State officers.
The County Engineering Department
Director submits County projects for
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mitigation to the LMS Committee.
Other eligible applicants submit projects
to the LMS committee. The MC EMA
Director coordinates the application
process with all eligible applicants and
submits the project applications and
LMS projects ranking list to the State
for state and federal disaster mitigation
funding. An extensive list of predisaster mitigation project funding
sources was developed and is included
in the LMS, Appendix C Table C.1.
III.

CONCEPT OF
OPERATIONS

The MC EMA Director or designee is
responsible for coordinating the
mitigations operations.
The overall concept of mitigation
operations is the requirement of
coordinated efforts of the municipal,
County, State, federal, and private
resources in pre-emptive measures to
prevent and lessen impacts on the
County communities from disasters.
Martin County uses the Incident
Command System (ICS) for direction
and control for disasters. Post disaster
mitigation is managed through the ICS
and Unified Command Structure (UCS).
Pre-disaster direction is under the
administration of the LMS committee
and the MC EMA Director.
The authority to coordinate all
mitigation activities (pre-disaster and
post-disaster) is granted to the LMS
committee in Florida Administrative
Code Rule 9G-22.
The
Martin
County
Emergency
Management Agency (MC EMA)
Director will ensure all municipalities
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within the County, as well as all other
eligible applicants for Public Assistance
and mitigation funding are notified and
invited to participate in mitigation
assessments, briefings and activities.

Coordination of Mitigation
Activities with the State of Florida
The MC EMA Director or designee
coordinates the mitigation efforts with
the State of Florida, supported by the
Engineering Department Director.
Pre-disaster coordination with the State
for mitigation activities is conducted in
several ways, including planning and
training activities that support State
mitigation efforts. Another method is
by enacting local codes and ordinances
pertaining to mitigation, based on State
codes and ordinances, such as the 2001
Florida Building Code.
Martin County may seek guidance and
technical assistance from the State when
seeking funding for mitigation projects.
The Sandy Recovery Improvement Act
signed into law in 2013 authorizes
several significant changes in the way
FEMA may deliver disaster assistance
under various programs.
Implementation policy and further
guidance through rulemaking
development is currently underway.
Once Martin County has exhausted
resources and federal assistance is to be
utilized, these provisions will allow for
considerable speed in the short and
long-term recovery efforts. (The full
document can be accessed at
www.FEMA.gov)
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[Section 1102] Public Assistance
Program Alternative Procedures
 Creates voluntary alternative
procedures related to Section
406 (“Repair, Restoration, and
Replacement of Damaged
Facilities”)
 Limits the applicability of this
subsection to disasters declared
after enactment or to projects
from disasters that are still open
for which construction has not
yet begun.
 For permanent work under
Section 406 – Authorizes FEMA
to provide grants on the basis of
fixed estimates. Applicants are
responsible for actual costs that
exceed the estimate, and the
Administrator may permit a
grantee to use excess funds for
cost-effective activities that
mitigate future damage.
 Eliminates secondary reductions
of the Federal share for alternate
projects that an applicant
pursues after determining it is
not in the best interest of the
public welfare to repair or
replace a particular damaged
facility.
 Authorizes the Administrator to
consolidate an applicant’s
facilities as a single project and
provide funding for their repair
or replacement based on a fixed
estimate of eligible damages.
 Authorizes the use of an expert
panel to certify cost estimates
greater than $5 million.
 Authorizes FEMA to utilize
properly conducted and certified
cost estimates prepared by
professionally licensed engineers
which are mutually agreed upon

by the Administrator and the
applicant, as long as those
estimates comply with applicable
regulation, policy, and guidance.


The State Bureau of Recovery and
Mitigation reviews and administers
mitigation grants at the state level for
proposed projects. The State provides
technical assistance and also reviews
project applications for eligibility, benefit
and cost, and environmental impact.
Coordination of project applications
may be with state mitigation staff, as
well as FEMA.

Organization
Emergency
Management

Engineering
Department

Office of Management
& Budget

Public Assistance
Team Members

Utilities & Solid Waste

Community
Development

Parks & Recreation

General Services

Administration
Department

Not For Profits

LMS Committee
Members

Municipalities

State of Florida

FEMA
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Resource and Financial Management
Policies and Procedures for Emergency
Management.

Management of Mitigation Disaster
Assistance Monies
The Martin County Office of Budget and
Finance is responsible for the
management and archive of all grants
financial related documentation and
data. The Engineering
Department
will
administer
any
mitigation projects and the grants for
Martin County, ensuring expenditures
and project activities meet grant
compliance. The City of Stuart, Town
of Jupiter Island, Town of Sewall’s Point,
and Town of Ocean Breeze, as well as
any not for profit agencies eligible for
mitigation funding will administer any
mitigation projects and grants for their
respective jurisdictions.
Applications and project development
may be contracted out by the County,
depending on staffing and the
circumstances. However, Martin
County Engineering Department will
administer County mitigation grant
activities.
On behalf of the departments of Martin
County, the Office of Budget and
Finance coordinates the capture of
expenses
related
to
financial
management.
The Martin County Office of Budget and
Finance will ensure all procurements
and mitigation expenditures and
accounting of such are compliant with
applicable codes and regulations.
Specific record keeping procedures are
further outlined in the State of Florida

The Sandy Recovery Improvement Act,
2013 permits the reimbursement of
straight time force account labor costs
for applicant’s employees performing
debris removal work. And permits
debris removal grants to be based on
fixed estimates – if Martin County
estimated the costs for debris removal
and submitted this cost to FEMA, the
Debris Removal Work Alternative
Procedures in the new Act allow for
accelerated distribution of grant funds.
This eliminates the County having to
pay upfront and wait for reimbursement
from the federal government. However,
if the County underestimates the costs
for the contractors the County will
assume the additional overage and will
not be able to request reimbursement
for the overage.
Match opportunities for funding of
mitigation
projects
are
detailed
extensively in the County LMS,
Appendix C; Table C.1.

IV.

DISASTER-SCENARIO
MITIGATION
FUNCTIONS

Vehicles, Equipment and Personnel
Martin County provides equipment,
county vehicles, and personnel for
mitigation activities, but makes no
distinction between those available for
mitigation and the regular fleet. The
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same can be said for personnel and
equipment.
Each department is responsible for
maintaining a current listing of their own
personnel as well as resources, such as
types of equipment and equipment
operators. In addition, each department
or its Emergency Support Function
(ESF) representative tracks the locations
and missions of their personnel,
equipment, and vehicles.
Both the Administration Department
and the Procurement Department have
access to all County inventory lists.

Department/
Agency
Fire Rescue/
Emergency
Management

Engineering
Dept.

General
Services
Utilities

MARTIN COUNTY
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Administration
Dept.
City of Stuart

County Property
Schedule Data
2 Personnel
2 SUV vehicles
2 Laptops
Town
of 2 Personnel
Jupiter Island
2 Vehicles
2 Laptops
Town
of 1Personnel
Sewall’s Point
1 Vehicle
1 Laptop
October 2009

Resources for
Mitigation Team(s)
4 Personnel
4 SUV vehicles
4 Laptops & 60
desktops in EOC
Cell Phones & 800 Mhz
Radios
LMS Project listing(s)
6 Personnel
6 Vehicles
3 Laptops & 12
Desktops
Cell Phones & 800 Mhz
Radios
2 Personnel
2 SUV Vehicles
Cell Phones & 800 Mhz
Radios
2 Personnel
2 SUV Vehicles
Cell Phones & 800 Mhz
Radios
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Training
The Martin County website provides
information on flood insurance,
programs and funding available to assist
in mitigation of damages, contacts
information for assistance, etc. The
MC EMA webpage is maintained by
Emergency Management staff and the
Engineering Department webpage is
maintained by the Engineering
Department, both webpages provide
additional information on mitigation
procedures.
The County’s government television
channel MCTV also provides
information periodically as it is available
or updated.
Martin County’s “Update Martin” flyer
produced weekly provides program
information. This is distributed and
posted throughout County facilities and
libraries.
When specific mitigation funding and
initiatives become available the
information is provided through media
outlets, flyers, on the website.
Information pertaining to the County
LMS is provided to citizens via the
media, flyers, and “Update Martin”
brochure.
The Administration Department, which
is the County Public Information lead
coordinates public information.
Emergency Support Function (ESF) #5 Emergency Management will
coordinate situational awareness and
provide overall mitigation information
provided during disasters, and post
disaster. This will be coordinated
with the County PIO.

The MC EMA Director will coordinate
training for mitigation team members
and LMS committee members annually,
or as new funding or information is
provided.
Sources of training include local
seminars or workshops, state-offered
training or online sources such as the
FEMA supported Emergency
Management Institute (EMI).
ELEMENT
Those involved in mitigation activities
will be required to take at a minimum
the following courses:
1. FEMA Independent Study Course: IS100 Introduction to Incident Command
System (Or any variation of IS-100 that
is occupation-specific, such as IS100.PW for Public Works personnel)
2. FEMA Independent Study Course: IS700 Introduction to the National
Incident Management System (NIMS)
3. FEMA Independent Study Course: IS393.a Introduction to Mitigation
In addition, Mitigation Assessment Team
members are encouraged to take the
following and other mitigation courses
available online, such as:
1. FEMA Independent Study Course: IS279 Engineering Principles and Practices
for retrofitting Flood-Prone Residential
Structures
2. FEMA Independent Study Course: IS386 Introduction to Residential Coastal
Construction
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3. FEMA Independent Study Course: IS394 Mitigation for Homeowners
4. FEMA Independent Study Course: IS600 Special Considerations for FEMA
Public Assistance Projects
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given source of funds should be
accomplished first.

•

Martin County administers a
Countywide LMS, which is multijurisdictional and includes the
local
municipalities.
Martin
County, however, is only
responsible for the projects it
submits to the LMS Committee
on behalf of the county.

•

Mitigation efforts are dependent
to a large degree on the available
funding, available staff, support
for the project, availability of
match funds, political will, costbenefit, eligibility for grant funds,
and other factors. Many factors
affect the ability to submit
projects applications for funding,
i.e. staff shortages, budget
restraints; timelines (time to
submit the application and length
of time to receive signed
agreements and funding).

•

Mitigation Assessment Teams
consist primarily of those same
individuals
responsible
for
damage assessment so that
mitigation projects can target
root cause.

5. FEMA Independent Study Course: IS631 Public Assistance Operations I
6. FEMA Independent Study Course: IS632 Introduction to Debris Operations
in FEMA’s Public Assistance Program
7. FEMA Independent Study Course: IS30 Mitigation eGrant System for the
subgrant application
Planning Assumptions


•

Mitigation is not just a
government responsibility. Local
government conducts primarily
large-scale mitigation projects
that represent the most costeffective projects benefiting the
most
people.
However,
individual citizens retain primary
responsibility for mitigating their
own homes and property.
Examples could include smoke
alarms,
fire
extinguishers,
hurricane shutters or plywood,
elevating their homes when
building, etc.
Because a mitigation project is a
top-ranking project on the LMS
list, does not necessarily mean
that it will be implemented first.
Funding source, availability,
rules and guidelines determine
what might be funded. Those
items at the top of the LMS
priority list that are eligible for a



A successful mitigation program
depends on interest and support
of all stakeholders in the County
(government, business, and
residents).
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Duties and Responsibilities of Lead
and Support
FEDERAL
The Federal government encourages
mitigation by providing mitigation grant
funds to state and local governments for
efforts leading to a reduction in risk and
vulnerability. The Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA)
administers the mitigation grant
programs that include such programs as
the Flood Mitigation Assistance (FMA)
Program, the Hazard Mitigation Grant
Program (HMGP), and the Pre-Disaster
Mitigation Program (PDM). Additional
funding for planning post-disaster
redevelopment plans has been allocated
through the State Homeland Security
Grant Program (SHSGP).
For each presidentially declared
disaster, a Deputy Federal Coordinating
Officer (DFCO) for mitigation is
appointed to the state. The DFCO
supports disaster mitigation efforts by
bringing technical specialists in hazard
mitigation and floodplain management.
The DFCO assures that mitigation
disaster operations are integrated and
unified with the State and local recovery
efforts.
STATE OF FLORIDA
The Federal government has executed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
designating the State of Florida as a
managing state. Therefore, the State of
Florida, through the Division of
Emergency Management, Bureau of
Recovery and Mitigation manages many
of the mitigation grant programs at the

state level and coordinates with Martin
County on grant administration,
technical assistance and implementation.
In addition, the state reviews project
applications for eligibility, cost-benefit,
and environmental impact.
In order to qualify for mitigation
programs offered by FEMA as required
by federal law, the State of Florida
maintains a State Hazard Mitigation Plan.
The State of Florida also develops and
maintains a State Comprehensive
Emergency Management Plan (State
CEMP), which includes a mitigation
annex and requires Martin County to do
the same.
County Administration
The Martin County Administrator
implements the policies set by the
Martin County Board of County
Commissioners (MC BOCC) and for
the day-to-day operations of County
Government. The Administrator of
Martin County is responsible for
directing staff efforts to propose,
develop, and implement mitigation
activities within the structures and
resources under control. The County
Administrator
directs
County
participation on the Martin County LMS
Committee and provides oversight for
development of mitigation proposals by
county staff.
Emergency Management
 Coordinate LMS activities;
 Provide mitigation information
on programs and funding to
team and committee members,
as well as municipalities and nonprofits as it becomes available;
 Administer
submittals
of
mitigation funding applications;
 Coordinate public information
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with ESF 14, the County PIO,
the media, provide brochures, or
educational materials;
Provide input to the LMS
Committee
and
coordinate
other department directors on
mitigation
projects
and
proposals.
Maintain
contact
with
municipalities and non- profit
organizations to keep them
aware of mitigation information
and funding opportunities;
Act as County liaison with the
State and FEMA for mitigation
issues and activities;

Engineering Department
 On a day to day basis crews
throughout the County assess
and repair, or mitigate hazardous
situations;
 Coordinate and maintain the
NFIP activities within Martin
County;
 Coordinate and maintain the
CRS program activities within
the County;
 Participate in the LMS activities;
providing mitigation projects for
the priority list;
 Manage mitigation grants and
projects;
 Identify mitigation needs and
opportunities for inclusion in the
LMS, as well as for pre and post
disaster funding;
 Coordinate damage assessment
activities, including mitigation
opportunity identification;
 Maintain inventory of resources
available to conduct mitigation
assessments;
 Maintain lists of funding sources
for mitigation projects.

MARTIN COUNTY
Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan
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General Services
 Assist with identification of
mitigation opportunities for
County facilities;
 Provide projects to the LMS as
identified for mitigation;
 Participate in post disaster
damage assessments of County
facilities.
Office of Management & Budget
 Ensure County expenditures and
activities on grant funding for
mitigation projects are compliant
with all policies, rules and
regulations.
Department of Administration
 Assists Emergency Management
in providing public information
on mitigation funding sources
and programs to the public;
 Administer
and
provide
information for programs for
citizens with unmet needs, to
include
post
disaster
restorations and mitigation for
disaster impacts.
Growth Management
 Ensure all policies and plans for
development
encompass
mitigation considerations for
disaster impacts and damages;
Community Development Department
 Participate in the LMS program;
 Assist with identification of
mitigation opportunities in the
County;
 Assist with providing information
for programs and funding for
mitigation projects.
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Utilities and Solid Waste
 Identify and provide information
on mitigation opportunities
identified;
Parks & Recreation
 Identify and provide information
on mitigation opportunities
identified
Information Technology (GIS)
 Support mitigation by making
data layers and maps available to
planners and project developers.

V.

STATUTORY
AUTHORITIES

Section 322 of the Robert T. Stafford
Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance
Act (Stafford Act) enacted under DMA2K:
This act requires a mitigation plan as a
condition of receiving disaster assistance
for mitigation projects; increased the
percentage of HMGP funds from 15 to
20% of the total eligible federal
assistance to States with FEMAapproved enhanced mitigation plans and
authorized up to 7% of the HMGP funds
to be available to a State for mitigation
planning. It also says that to be eligible
to receive HMGP project grants, local
governments must develop local
mitigation plans that include a risk
assessment and mitigation strategy to
reduce potential losses and target
resources. (See Section 322 of the
Stafford Act for full details and additional
elements not covered in this brief summary)
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Provides
mitigation
planning
requirements, authorizes the Hazard
Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP)
funds for planning activities and
increased the amount of HMGP funds
available to States. See 44 CFR Parts 201
and 206 for full details and additional
elements not covered in this brief summary.
Florida Administrative Code (FAC) Rule 9G22:
FAC 9G-22 describes the application,
project selection, and distribution of
funds under the Hazard Mitigation
Grant Program within the State of
Florida. This rule outlines the types of
projects eligible under the program and
requires among other things, that each
county have a formal Local Mitigation
Strategy (LMS) Working Group. FAC
Rule 9G-22 further empowers the LMS
Working Group, among other things, to
coordinate all mitigation activities within
the county, to develop and revise the
local mitigation strategy as necessary,
and to prioritize local mitigation
projects. (See FAC Rule 9G-22 for full
details and additional elements not covered
in this brief summary)
Sandy Recovery Improvement Act of
2013; Public Assistance Program
Alternative Procedures [Section 1102]

The Interim Final Rule of 44 CFR (Code of
Federal Regulations) Parts 201 and 206
“Hazard Mitigation Planning and Hazard
Mitigation Grant”
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Introduction
Many factors impact the types and quantity of resources that the County and the public will
need in the aftermath of disasters and other crisis; and no one event is ever just like
another. As such, Martin County must ensure that its resource and logistical plans are well
established and effectively communicated at all levels in order to mitigate the negative
effects of planning to provide resources in support of the unknown. This Annex is
incorporated into the Martin County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan.

Purpose
This annex to the Martin County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan establishes
guidelines by which Martin County can prepare for and establish for staging of resources,
supplies, equipment, food, water and ice and human needs supplies, as well as distribution
of the same.
To support County operations responding to or recovering from a disaster with the
resources that are needed to handle any given situation. Provide direct support to field staff
when deployed. Pre-negotiate terms and contracts with potential vendors that will be used
during a disaster.

Scope
The scope of this annex encompasses the unincorporated portions of Martin County, the
towns and municipalities, public shelters (general and special needs) critical facilities, life
sustaining facilities (dialysis centers, nursing homes, assisted living facilities,) homebound,
elderly, and citizens with disabilities, County staging areas and County points of distribution.
This involves collaboration and support response and recovery activities with all government
agencies, civil organizations, the Martin County School Board, the American Red Cross,
Salvation Army, United Way and other non-profit or volunteer agencies with the County.
This annex is supported by the State of Florida DEM Unified Logistics Plan.

Planning Assumptions
1. A catastrophic event or a series of concurrent smaller events will require a vast
amount of emergency resources1 in order to respond to the emergency needs of
affected communities, as well as recover from their effects.
2. Martin County has very limited local resources and assets to respond to and manage
a catastrophic event. Resources will be exhausted quickly in a catastrophic event.
3. Resource requirements under these conditions will be required for an extended
period of time.
4. State support and In-State mutual aid, out-of-state EMAC, federal and commercial
resources and personnel will be required to support extended operations.
5. Expedient field logistic staging areas, temporary operations centers, emergency
worker living and support accommodations will be required to support relief efforts.
6. Military (DoD, Reserves and National Guard) resources may not be available to
support operations due to other national security mission requirements.

1

Resources are defined as people, teams, services, expendable and non-expendable physical property and physical
locations (real estate).
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7. Concurrent events in other counties may exhaust State and even federal and
commercial resources in a short period of time.
8. Impacts or restrictions on transportation assets may delay the response time of
some resources.
9. Multiple response agencies operating on different communications frequencies may
not be able to converse with each other without specialized interoperable
communications systems or mutual aid radio (MAR) networks.
10. Secure wide area communications in a catastrophic event will be necessary.
11. Many resources necessary in a catastrophic event or in events that affect multiple
counties will be in short supply, or may need to come from a long distance.
12. Although this annex will identify logistical resources, staging areas and locations for
points of distribution, the magnitude and circumstances of the event, as well as
damages sustained, may require post disaster evaluation of the resources and sites.
13. Temporary emergency sites will require security in varying degrees and under
various threat levels.
14. Personnel deployed may be required to work and live in austere conditions for long
periods of time, even though this annex provides for field accommodations.

Execution
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

The type of event will determine the lead agency for the event.
The level of activation will be determined by the incident commander or his/her
designee.
The Logistics Section, upon activation, will assist and support operations, as
directed by the Incident Commander.
The Logistics Section will ensure readiness to support operations with necessary
equipment and supplies within 24 hours of notification.
The Logistics Section Chief will notify providers and support agencies with alert
and/or activation notifications, as deemed necessary.
The Logistics Section will deploy to, establish, manage and/or support physical
sites necessary to maintain operations. This will include staging areas, base
camps, alternate emergency operations centers, points of distribution,
rehabilitation areas or any other areas deemed necessary.
Logistics personnel will continue support of operations as long as required
through the recovery and demobilization phases.
Upon completion or need of non-expendable resources, they will be demobilized,
rehabilitated and returned to their appropriate owner(s).

Authority








Martin County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP); adopted by Martin County
Board of County Commissioners on __________________________________.
Code of Ordinances Martin County, 558, Chapter 51
Florida Emergency Management Act, as amended (Chapter 252, Florida Statutes)
Homeland Security Presidential Directive 5 (HSPD-5)
Homeland Security Presidential Directive 8 (HSPD-8)
National Incident Management System
National Response Framework
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References
State of Florida Division of Emergency Management County Logistics Planning Standard Operating
Guidelines (Annex 2355)
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Concept of Operations
Essential Roles and Responsibilities
Martin County Fire Rescue/Emergency Management Agency








Provide support to the Logistics Section and ESF 7 in planning for,
establishing, tracking and coordination of resources;
Provide liaison assistance to Logistics and ESF 7 with the State
EOC/Logistics;
Provide support in determining and establishment of sites for logistical
resources (staging areas, base camps, PODS);
Assists in determinations of needs for food, water and supplies
Planning for and operations of the County Staging Areas – including
staffing, equipment, and supplies;
Ensure documentation of all resources arriving and shipping out of the
staging area(s);
Maintains communications with the EOC and the PODS.

ESF 7 Resource Management






Documentation and tracking of resource requests and orders for supplies
and equipment;
Coordinates requests from the CSA and PODS for needed supplies and
equipment with the State EOC;
Fulfill and coordinate requests for needed resources (supplies and
equipment). This may be through local vendors, established vendors and
contracts, or through requests to the State EOC;
Provide for food and water for the staff at the CSA, as well as for the
truckers delivering supplies;
Assist in providing provisions, supplies, equipment, etc. to support the
CSA, PODS, base camps, and any other established logistical facilities.

ESF 11 Food and Water (Martin County Parks and Recreation)




Support in providing for food and water needs;
Planning for and operation of the points of distribution (PODS) within the
County – including staffing, documentation, equipment needs;
Maintains contact with the CSA and the EOC during operations.

ESF 6 Mass Care (American Red Cross)


As needed, provide for food and water for staff and personnel operating
within the CSA and PODS, including delivery personnel.
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ESF 6 Support Mass Care (Salvation Army)


As needed, provide for food and water for staff and personnel
operating within the CSA and PODS, including delivery personnel.

ESF 16 Law Enforcement (Martin County Sheriff’s Office)



Provide and/or support security and traffic control for Logistics locations
(CSA, PODS, Disaster Recovery Centers, Base Camps);
Provide or support escorts of supply trucks delivering food and water and
supplies from the CSA to the points of distribution.

ESF 3 Martin County Engineering/Field Operations




Provide barricades and traffic cones to support operations at the CSA,
PODS, base camps;
Provide for lighting needs at PODS, CSA, Base Camp, as needed;
Provide equipment needed for CSA and POD operations, as available.

ESF 1 Transportation





Provides
Provides
Provides
Provides

for
for
for
for

LP gas for the operation of the forklifts at the PODS;
transportation needs of logistical operations;
generators, as needed;
fuel resources to maintain operations.

ESF 2 Communications




Provides 800 MHz radios to staffing at the CSA and PODS;
Ensures radios are programmed and communications maintained for
support of logistical operations;
Provides for electronic communications, as needed.

ESF 14 Public Information


Ensures accurate and adequate public information is provided to the
public pertaining to the openings and closings of the PODS, feeding sites,
etc.
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Field Operations Support
Mobilization Areas:
I. Concept

A temporary site established, typically prior to an event such as a hurricane,
where various resources arrive and are logged in, formed into task forces as
required (unless already formed) or checked in for distribution, and are
readied for deployment in support of emergency operations.
II. Site Management
Each established site requires a site manager.
III. Site Support
Typically, phone lines and electronic equipment is not installed at the sites.
Existing equipment at the location will be utilized, if available, otherwise
cellular or satellite phones and portable electronic equipment will be used.
One computer with modem and Internet access is optimal in order to
interface with the Emergency Operations Center.

Logistics Staging Areas:
I.

Concept
A temporary site established in close proximity to an impacted area
immediately after impact of an event in order to provide resource support to
response and recovery operations.
The purpose of an LSA is to provide for organization, efficiency and control of
the incoming resources in response to and recovery from an emergency
event. This includes the warehousing of commodities; equipment and
supplies needed to support victims, emergency responders and the
community infrastructure. In addition, it can serve as a location from which
response teams can be staged, such as search and rescue, medical teams,
utility restoration crews, debris management teams and others.

II.

Common to all LSA Sites (CSA Site for County):
Safety Issues: A safety officer will be assigned at all times, at all LSA
locations. This individual will be responsible for overall security, fire, medical
and life safety concerns. This includes compliance with safety regulations
such as forklift operations and certification of operators.
Resource Management: It is imperative that accurate records are maintained
regarding the receiving, inventorying, distribution and field movement of all
resources. This includes expendable and non-expendable property.
The CSA Manager, in coordination with the Logistics Section, ESF 7 Resource
Management, will be responsible for the tracking of all expendable resources
from the time of vendor ordering through delivery and receipt by the
requesting agency or department.
The CSA Manager, in coordination with the Logistics Section, ESF 7 Resource
Management, will be responsible for the tracking of all non-expendable
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resources from the time of vendor ordering through delivery, receipt, use,
maintenance, demobilization, rehabilitation and return to vendor by the
requesting agency or department.
Orders received by the CSA will come from the Logistics Section, ESF 7
Resource Management within the Emergency Operations Center organization.
Staffing: A CSA Manager will manage the CSA. He/she will be responsible for
site direction and control under the direction of the Operations Chief or the
Logistics Chief. Direct supervision and support will come from the Logistics
Section.
The CSA Manager will have overall management responsibility for all activities
conducted at the site. This will include coordination of support agencies such
as Florida National Guard, State DEM, Division of Forestry, commercial
vendors, voluntary agencies, such as Martin Volunteers.

III.

Logistics Staging Areas (LSA) Types2:
Type I LSA (State and Federal Site)
Aircraft: A site that has the ability to receive fixed wing aircraft up to and
including at a minimum, C-130/C-17 military. The site must also be able to
accept at least two military helicopters in a designated area. Strict fencing
and safety precautions must be taken.
Covered Space: The site will have at least 10,000 square feet of air
conditioned, covered and secured space in order to store resources.
Hard Stand: The site will also have a minimum of 50,000 square feet of
hardstand space to accept commercial vehicle parking and material
movement.
Type II LSA (State Site)
Aircraft: The site must be able to accept at least two military helicopters in a
designated area. Due to strict FAA regulations, sites are subject to all FAA
regulations regarding vehicle and personnel traffic and activity on the site.
Covered Space: The site will have at least 100,000 square feet of covered
and secured space in order to store unloaded resources. Where such covered
space is not available, additional resources may have to be brought in to
include items such as tents and/or temporary buildings. Some resources can
be stored outdoors if covered with waterproof tarps, but past operations have
shown that this will only be acceptable for a few hours due to inclement
weather conditions.
Hard Stand: The site will also have a minimum of 200,000 square feet of
hardstand space to accept commercial vehicle parking, outdoor storage and
material movement. Where paved or asphalt hardstand is inadequate, hard
pack dirt may be acceptable depending upon water runoff. In some locations,

2

Source: State of Florida Division of Emergency Management County Logistics Planning SOG Annex 2355
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a 3” layer of large gravel may have to be spread in order to facilitate water
runoff.
Type III CSA (County Staging Area)
Aircraft: The site must be able to accept at least one military helicopter in a
designated area. Due to strict FAA regulations, sites are subject to all FAA
regulations regarding vehicle and personnel traffic and activity on the site.
Covered Space: The site will have at least 20,000 square feet of covered and
secured space in order to store unloaded resources. Where such covered
space is not available, additional resources may have to be brought in to
include items such as tents and/or temporary buildings. Some resources can
be stored outdoors if covered with waterproof tarps, but past operations have
shown that this will only be acceptable for a few hours due to inclement
weather conditions.
Hard Stand: The site will also have a minimum of 50,000 square feet of
hardstand space to accept commercial vehicle parking, outdoor storage and
material movement. Where paved or asphalt hardstand is inadequate, hard
pack dirt may be acceptable depending upon water runoff. In some locations,
a 3” layer of large gravel may have to be spread in order to facilitate water
runoff.

Base Camps2:
Base camps are established as required in areas close in proximity to
emergency impact areas. The purpose is to accommodate emergency
workers responding to the event in areas where there are either limited
hotel/motel resources, or when occupying hotels/motels would not permit
disaster victims from relocating from shelters into hotel/motels.
There are four types of Base Camps:

Type I support 1,000 persons

Type II supports 500 persons

Type III supports 250 persons

Type IV supports 100 persons
Services provided at a Base Camp include:
Accommodations
Fixed facility
Tents
Travel trailers/mobile bunk houses
Food Services
Shower Accommodations
Restroom Accommodations
If unavailable, provide for restroom trailers or porta-potties
Laundry facilities or services
Medical Care
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Recreation Facility:
Between meal periods the dining tent can be used as a recreation facility.

Administration Office:
Telecommunications
Office space
Safety and Security
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Planning Considerations for CSA/Point of Entry Area
Martin County will be managing a CSA/Point of Entry Area and supporting PODS.
The County escorts delivery trucks to the PODS – within 4 hours of arrival at the
CSA/Point of Entry Area. The trucks will not be unloaded at the CSA/Point of
Entry. Notification will be made to the State DEM prior to hurricane season of the
County’s intent.
Martin County will request assistance from the State for the Florida National
Guard or Division of Forestry in initial establishment and operation of the points
of distribution for the first 72 hours post event. This request is made by the
Emergency Management Director or his/her designee or the Logistics Section
Chief through the State EOC Logistics Section and is made prior to landfall of a
hurricane.













3

Material handling equipment
3
Loading docks or ramps
4
Warehouse space
Hardstand Staging (truck parking)
Area Lighting
Signage
Security to include fencing
24 hour staffing
Communications (voice and data)
Resource tracking and accountability
Transportation resources
Must be able to turn trucks around so they can immediately pick up additional
loads. All arriving deliveries must be down or cross-loaded within four hours of
arrival, unless other prior arrangements have been made with the Logistics
Section at the State EOC.

Site Selection for CSA
Every effort should be made to find facilities that have the following:
 A 5 acre area to set up the CSA comprising of:
2
 50,000 square feet of warehouse storage
2
 At least one loading dock, preferably two
 250,000 square feet of hardstand (parking lot)
 Hardstand preferably is paved surface, but unpaved would be acceptable IF it
was hard packed ground and able to support semi trailers weighing about 65,000
pounds without sinking into the ground
 One forklift and two pallet jacks, minimum on site
 A 300’ x 300’ designated area, clear of wires, for a helicopter landing zone (LZ)
Sites should be located adjacent to a major highway and have the ability to establish safe one-way traffic
through the compound and reasonably secured. The site must also be located in a region that can
support countywide relief operations.
3

Trucks delivering supplies (water, ice, food) will not be unloaded at the CSA – they will be escorted to the POD
within 4 hours
4
A typical 48 foot semi trailer requires 760 square feet of download warehouse space when offloaded.
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Areas of consideration:











Command Area
Check-In and Check-Out area
 Approach
 Road Network Infrastructure
 Road Surface
 Proximity to entrance point
 Situational factors
 Thru-put
 No gate
 Turn Around Area
Parking Areas Segregated by resource type
 Segregate commodities
 Limit disruptions
 Easy identification
 Safety
 Cones and traffic flow
 Area Lights
 Truck Parking and Safety
 POV and Agency Vehicle Parking and Safety
 Perimeter Barriers
 Site Security
 Command Post Location
 One way in and one way out
 Room to maneuver
 Accountability
 Exclusive use of the gate
Heavy Equipment Staging Areas
Enclosed warehouse
Loading Docks and/or Ramps
Refueling Depot
Driver Support Area(s)
 Information Center
 Convenient to contain drivers
 Close to facilities
 Situational Considerations
 Driver Information Required:
o Date of delivery or shipment
o Time of delivery or shipment
o Driver’s Name (Last & First)
o Driver’s Cell Phone Number
o Trailer number
o Truck number
o Commodity delivered/shipped
o Tracker (Mission) # of shipments
 Catering
 Showers
 Restrooms
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Parking Hard Stand Area:
One Tractor and Trailer requires a 12’ X 100’ Space Allocation (1,200 Square Feet)
One Trailer Only requires a 12’ X 60’ Space Allocation (720 Square Feet)
One Tractor Only requires a 12’ X 40’ Space Allocation (480 Square Feet)
One Generator Trailer Pack (200-750 KW) requires a 10’ X 20’ Space Allocation (200 Square Feet)
Check-In Area should accommodate at least 8 trucks at a time (9,600 Square Feet)
Check-Out Area should accommodate at least 8 trucks at a time (9,600 Square Feet)
1 Acre = 42,000 Square Feet

Warehouse and Office Command Space:
Warehouse Space: One Emptied Semi Trailer, single pallet layer, requires a 12’ X 60’ Floor
Space Allocation (720 Square Feet)
Office Space Allocation:
80 Square Feet per office worker

Staging Area Logistics Team
Manager
Transportation Specialist(s)
Accountable Property Officer (APO)
Material Handlers
Inventory Management Specialist(s)
Ground Support Team
Safety Officer
Mission Specialist
Planning Specialist/Reports
Ordering Specialist

Staging Area Manager
Manages resources at the staging area;
Dispatches resources as directed by the Operations Section Chief through Logistics Section;
Establishes staffing levels to support operational requirements;
Maintains reporting requirements established by the Operations Section Chief;
Maintains open communications with assigned State DEM Logistics Staging Area Manager.

Ordering Unit (ESF 7 Resource Management and Finance
Section)
Provides general financial guidance to the Staging Area Manager and staff;
Plans for and assures the proper acquisition process is in place;
Prepares and provides financial tracking reports;
Identifies potential financial management concerns;
Tracks all credit card and purchase order purchases;
Secures funding for equipment and other essentials for the operation;
Determines funding needs for feeding/billeting;
Establishes local vendor contract for services;
Purchases supplies;
Plans and initiates fiscal closeout procedures for the Staging Area;
In-processing of personnel;
Establishes building maintenance and custodial arrangements.
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Accountability
The County is responsible for the accountability of all assets sent by the State to the County either
directly or through a CSA.
The County must maintain a current inventory of all CSA resources and insure that this information is
provided to the State EOC prior to each State Logistics IAP Meeting, in order to coordinate resource
support.

Role of the APO (Accountable Property Officer)
Ensures all accountable property received is properly marked and inventoried;
Prepares accountable property reports;
Establishes internal controls;
Issues equipment (cell phones, computers, etc.);
Establishes tracking mechanisms for recoverable accountable property;
Conducts “wall to wall” inventory at closeout of Staging Area;
Recovers and properly disposes of property during demobilization phase.

Accountable Property:
Generators, Flood Pumps, Cranes, Vehicles, Forklifts, Ramps, Light Towers, Communications
Equipment.

Consumable Property:
Ice, Water, Tarps, Sand Bags, Cots, Blankets, Shelf Staples Meals, and MRE’s are expendable
supplies and are considered accountable property.

Temporary Transfer of Property from the State to the County:
Leased assets made by the State on behalf of the County are financially transferred from the State to
the County upon delivery and issuance of a County Purchase Order to the vendor to cover the lease
period. – E.g. If the County requests 50 generators, the County will be billed for 50 generators.
The County will be held accountable for all physical property assigned during the operation.
The County will be billed the purchase/replacement price of tangible property for Leased Property not
returned to the vendor of record or back to the State.
> Leased equipment IS reimbursable
> Purchased equipment IS NOT reimbursable

Transportation Unit
Plans for and executes all support activities of both ground and air transportation; (landing zones
information needs to be included in plan)
Conducts fueling operations;
Coordinates traffic flow at the site;
Manages fleet vehicles;
Provides layout and traffic control of Staging Area;
Coordinates with the State LSA on shuttle drivers.

Planning Unit
Provides receiving and distribution services for the CSA;
Processes mission tasking from the EOC to the field sites;
Develops an operational checklist for pre and post activities;
Provides distribution assistance in some cases;
Develops Staging Area IAP in support of the County EOC ESF 5 IAP;
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Develops and publishes shipping schedule (movement coordination);
Publishes safety, security, and operational plans to keep staff informed;
Prepares demobilization plan/transition plan;
Conducts planning meetings for staff.

Resource Tracking:





Ensures all assets are tracked moving through the system and staging area;
Utilizes appropriate programs, prepares asset visibility reports to management;
Maintains current inventory of assets;
Maintains receiving and distribution reports.

Reporting:


Coordinates and implements standard reporting procedures to include formats,
timeframes, and methods;

Insures that common units of measurement are consistent with the State LSA and
reporting requirements;
 Prepares management reports;
 Central point of collection for reports.
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An Ideal County Staging Area Organization Chart
COUNTY OPS SECTION CHIEF

COUNTY PLANNING SECTION CHIEF

COUNTY LOGISTICS SECTION CHIEF

Staging Area Manager
Safety
Officer

Deputy Staging Area Manager
Administrative Support

Ground Support Unit
Leader

Order Unit Leader

Transportation Unit
Leader

Planning Unit Leader

Communications Unit
Leader

Ground Support
Specialist(s)

APO
(Accountable Property
Officer)

Transportation
Contractors

Check In Specialist(s)

IT Specialist(s)

Mission Specialist(s)
Inventory Management
Specialist(s)
Ordering Clerk(s)

Commodity Forecast
for next 24 hours
Staffing
Requirements
Reports to the EOC
Contact Information
Contact with State
EOC
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County Staging Area(s)
Martin County Primary County Staging Area:
Hidden Oaks Middle School
2801 S. W. Martin Highway
Palm City, FL 34990
27 9.716N 80 17.525W
17R NL 70136 04569

Map/Directions to Hidden Oaks Middle School
Directions to:
County Staging Area/Point of Entry Area
Hidden Oaks Middle School
2801 SW Martin Highway
Palm City, Florida 34990
I-95, Southbound, exit #110, turn left (East), approximately 6 miles. CSA on left.
I-95, Northbound, exit #102, onto CR-713 (North), follow to SW Martin Highway (CR-714), turn Right (East), CSA on
left.
Florida Turnpike, exit #133, turn Right (East) on SW Martin Highway (CR-714), CSA on left.
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Hidden Oaks Middle School Aerial
Not e: Deliver y t r u ck s d o n ot u n loa d a t t h e CS A. Th ey ch eck in a n d a r e
t h en es cor t ed t o t h e Poin t s of Dis t r ib u t ion a s s oon a s p os s ib le.

Martin County CSA
Point of Entry Area
Overflow
truck staging
area
Helicopter
Landing
Zone

Outside storage of tarps

T
R
U
C
K
S

P
A
R
K
I
N
G

SR 714
Martin
Hwy.

Check
In
Covered Storage
MREs/Tarps
Car movement
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Hidden Oaks Middle School – Layout

Exit

Entrance

Martin Highway – SR 714

Trucks check in
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County Staging Area(s) - Profile Form
Pursuant to Sections 119.071, 381.95, and 395.1056, Florida Statutes, this document is confidential and exempt from disclosure as a Public Record under Chapter 119 F.S.

Martin County Emergency Management Agency - CSA Site Location Information
Site #001

Name: Hidden Oaks Middle School

City: Palm City

County: Martin

Location:

Physical Address:
2801 S. W. Martin Highway
Palm City, FL 34990

Date:
Site Name: County Staging Area
Hidden Oaks Middle School
Site Type (CSA):
1
County: Martin
Ownership: Federal:
Martin County School Board
Signed Agreement:
Yes

Inspector:

2

3

POD Type:

1

2

3 N/A

Region: 5
State:

County:

City:

Private (for profit):

No

Private (not for profit):

MOU Date:

Owner & Contact and Information
Owner Information: Martin County School Board
Primary Point of Contact: (Name, Agency, & Physical Address): School phone #772-219-1665
Jenny Lambdin

Home Phone Number: 772-225-7666
Cell Phone: 772-370-6143
Pager:

Title: Principal
Alternate Point of Contact: (Name, Agency, & Physical Address):
Mike Dailey,
Title: Asst. Principal
Site Location Address: 2801 SW Martin Highway
City: Palm City
Mailing Address:
City:
GPS Location: 27 9.716N 80 17.525W
Distance (in miles):
Closest Interstate: Florida Turnpike or I-95
Closest Major Highway: State Road 714/FL Turnpike/I95
Directions: (attach map): Map and Directions are included in the County Logistics Annex to its CEMP
Closest Rail (approximate distance): FEC 3 miles
Closest Port (approximate distance, if appropriate): Port of Palm Beach 35 miles
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Phone Number: 772-286-8392

State: FL
State:
Distance (in miles):

Cell Phone:
Pager:
Zip Code: 34990
Zip Code:
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CSA Site Information
Covered Storage: Yes
L: 200
W: 20
Number of Loading Docks: 1
Administrative Area: (Space for 6 desks, chairs, copier 7 outlets): Yes
Latitude:
Hazards Assessment: (Check one and explain below)
Chemical

Biological

H: 10
Total Square Feet Covered:
How high are the docks: Trailer level
Square Feet: 300
Longitude:
Mechanical

Airborne/Air Quality:
Rodents/Insects:
Other:

Comments:

Pursuant to Sections 119.071, 381.95, and 395.1056, Florida Statutes, this document is confidential and exempt from disclosure as a Public Record under Chapter 119 F.S.

Communications
Commercial Lines (POTS): Yes
Pay Phones:
Yes
Land Lines:
Yes
LAN Lines:
Yes
POTS provider:
Cellular provider:
Data Lines: (T1/ISDN)

Yes

No

Quantity:
Quantity:
Quantity:
Quantity:
Point of Contact:
Point of Contact:

Location:
Location:
Location:
Location:
Phone Number:
Phone Number:

Quantity:

Location:

Utilities
Electric Provider: Florida Power & Light Co.

Point of Contact:

Total Site KVA:

Back-up Generator:

Generator Provider:

Point of Contact:

Phone number:

Generator Maintenance/Repair:

Point of Contact :

Phone number:

Water Provider:

Point of Contact:

Phone number:

Water Tower
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Phone number:
Yes

Municipal Water Yes – Martin County Utilities

Gas

Well Water

Diesel

Kw:
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Utilities Continued
Wastewater Treatment Provider:
Yes
No
Point of Contact:
On-site Leech Field:
Yes
No
Capacity:
Adequate lighting inside and on loading dock for nighttime operations:
Yes
Is the Environment Climate Controlled (58-86oF):
Yes
Natural Gas Provider:
Point of Contact:
Contract Propane Provider:
Number of Fire Extinguishers:
External Field Lighting:
Yes

Phone number:
No
No
Phone number:

Point of Contact:

Phone number:

Number of Alarms:
Parking Lot Lighting: X Yes

No

Number of Functional Sprinklers:
No

Pursuant to Sections 119.071, 381.95, and 395.1056, Florida Statutes, this document is confidential and exempt from disclosure as a Public Record under Chapter 119 F.S.

Fuel Resources (If appropriate)
MOGAS Provider:

Address:

Point of Contact & Phone Number:

AVGAS Provider:

Address:

Point of Contact & Phone Number:

JP-4 Provider:

Address:

Point of Contact & Phone Number:

Mobile Propane:

Address:

Point of Contact & Phone Number:

Diesel Fuel Provider:

Address:

Point of Contact & Phone Number:

Pursuant to Sections 119.071, 381.95, and 395.1056, Florida Statutes, this document is confidential and exempt from disclosure as a Public Record under Chapter 119 F.S.

Airport Information
On site? (If no, what is the distance in miles):
Yes X No 3 miles
City: Stuart
State: FL

Closest Airport: Martin County Airport
Location Address: 2011 SE Airport Road
Point of Contact: George Stokus, Airport Manager

Phone number: 772-221-2374

Title: Airport Manager

Cell number: 772-501-6923
Pager number:

Latitude: N27-10.90
Helicopter Landing Zone:
Yes
Total number of runways: 3
Runway # 7/25
Runway # 12/30
Runway # 16/34
UNICOM Frequency: 126.60
Clearance Delivery Frequency: N/A
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No
Length: 4652*100
Length: 5826*100
Length: 5000*100

Longitude: W 80-13.28
Square Feet of Landing Zone: 100*100
Number of Staff: 5
Surface Material: ASPH
Surface Material: ASPH
Surface Material: ASPH
ATIS Frequency: 134.475
Tower Frequency: 126.60

Zip: 34996

Martin County CEMP
2014 Logistics Annex III
Airport Information Continued
Approach Frequency: N/A
Ground Frequency: 121.70
Departure Frequency: N/A
ILS Squawk: N/A
Covered Storage
Yes
No
Square Feet: Multiple hangars up to 12,000
Number of Loading Docks: 0
On-site aircraft Maintenance Company:
Point of Contact:
Phone Number:
Hard Stand:
Yes
No
Square Feet 100,000
Capable of Handling Types of Aircrafts:
CONTACT AIRPORT MANAGER IN REGARDS TO TYPE OF AIRCRAFT. NORMALLY HANDLE AIRCRAFT UP TO GULFSTREAM 550S AND CHALLENGERS.
C-130: Y
CH-47: Y

C-17: N
CH-58: Y

C-141: Y
UH-60: Y

C-5A: ?
UH-1: Y

DC-3:Y
Other:

L-1011: N

747:00:00 N

757/767: N

Pursuant to Sections 119.071, 381.95, and 395.1056, Florida Statutes, this document is confidential and exempt from disclosure as a Public Record under Chapter 119 F.S.

Hotels/Lodging
Hotels within 5 miles (attach list) Holiday Inn, Suburban Extended Stay, Clarion Inn, Hampton Inn 2 hotels
at SR 76 & I95 Stuart/Indiantown Exit of I95 (exit 101) (Courtyard by Marriott and Holiday Inn Express)
Fuel:
Yes
No
NG Armories:
Yes
No

Food (attach DBPR):

Yes

No

Number of rooms available:
Address:

Point of Contact & Phone Number:
Tent Space-Acres/Square Feet:
Rest Rooms:
Yes
No

Composition:
Showers:
Yes

No

Pursuant to Sections 119.071, 381.95, and 395.1056, Florida Statutes, this document is confidential and exempt from disclosure as a Public Record under Chapter 119 F.S.

Potable Water Available:
Feeding Facility Available:
Contract Feeding Available:
Commercial Laundry On-site:
Contract Security Firm:
Number of Male Stalls:
Will site need portable toilets:

Medical Facility On-Site:

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
yes

No
No
No
No
No
No

Yes XX No

Primary EMS Agency Phone Number: 772-288-5710
EMS Local Agency’s Public Access Phone Number:
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CSA Additional On-Site Information
Type:
Capacity (meals per day, 4 cycles):
Vendor:
Vendor:
Vendor:
Recommended: 1 toilet per 40 persons
Number of Female Stalls:
Number of Male Showers:
Quantity:

Number of Female Showers:

Emergency Services Medical Information
Primary EMS Agency: Martin County Fire Rescue
Secondary EMS Agency: Stuart Fire Rescue
Secondary EMS Agency Phone Number:
Sheriff’s Department Phone Number:
Police Department Phone Number:

Martin County CEMP
2014 Logistics Annex III
(772) 288-5710

(772) 220-7000

(772) 287-1122

Emergency Services Medical Information Continued
Closest Hospitals/Medical Facilities: Martin Memorial North and Martin Memorial South
Address: North - 300 Hospital Avenue
South - 2100 SE Salerno Road, Stuart, FL 34997

City: Stuart

State: FL

Point of Contact:

Zip: 34994

Phone Number: (772) 287-5200
Pursuant to Sections 119.071, 381.95, and 395.1056, Florida Statutes, this document is confidential and exempt from disclosure as a Public Record under Chapter 119 F.S.

Threat Assessment:
Approving Law Enforcement Agency: Martin County Sheriff’s Office
Site Security Assessment Completed By:

Date:

Security Perimeter:
Outer Distance:

Inner Distance:

Type of Outer Perimeter (attach photos of all 4 sides):
Fence:
Road Proximity:

Wall:

North
South
Entry Access:
Is there a contract in place with local law enforcement for security and arrest capability?
If yes, who is the contract with?
Is the perimeter of the CSA secured with barriers or fencing?
If no, is there a plan to move barriers into place during an event?

Earthen:
East
Can it be secured?:
Yes
No
Yes
No

All vehicles coming within 300 yards of the facility have been searched for contraband before approaching the CSA.
What is the plan to move narcotics directly to a hospital or pharmacy location, as well as storage?
How will the Area be Secured?
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Threat Assessment Continued:
Known Threat Assessment: (To Be Completed By Law Enforcement):

Is this facility in a 100 year flood plain?
Is this facility in a hurricane storm surge zone?
Forklifts (2)
Type: 6,000 lb hard surface use
Type:
Type:
Type:
Type:
Type:
Pallet Jacks - Non-motorized (2)
High Boy Lifts
Flat Bed Hand Trucks
Hand Dollies/Trucks
Banding Machines
Pallets
Building Name and Number:
Normal Use: Educational facility
Total Square Footage:
Construction Type: CBS
Floor Composition:
Wind Load Assessment: 150 mph
Storage Area Square Footage:
Restrooms: XX Yes
No
Building Total KVA:
Back Up Generator: XXX Yes
Natural/Propane Gas: XXX Yes
Loading Bay Doors:
Drive In Capability:
Telephone (POTS) Lines:
T1/ISDN Lines:
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No
No

Yes
No
Yes X No
Material Handling Equipment On-Site
Total Number:
Number: 2
Number:
Number:
Number:
Number:
Number:
Number: 2
Number:
Number:
Number:
Number:
Number:
Location:
Sealed or Open Air:
Ceiling Height:
Year Built In:
Wall Composition:
Roof Type: Metal
Administrative Area Square Footage:
Showers: XXX Yes
No
110 Single Phase:
Yes
No
220 Three Phase:
Yes
No
Generator Total KW:
HVAC: XXX(sometimes) Yes
No
Loading Docks:
Load Levelers:
Computer Network:

FIRM Panel #:
Category:
Capacity:
Capacity: 6,000 lb
Capacity:
Capacity:
Capacity:
Capacity:
Capacity:
Capacity: 4,000 lb
Capacity:
Capacity:
Capacity:
Capacity:
Composition:

Martin County CEMP
2014 Logistics Annex III
Commercial Kitchen: XXX Yes
Square Footage:
Building Name/Number:

No

Building Floor Plan Commercial Kitchen Facility Assessment
Break Room Area: XXX Yes
Square Footage:
Location:

Normal Use:
Total Square Footage:
Construction Type:
Floor Composition:
Wind Load Assessment:
Food Preparation Area Square Footage:
Storage Area Square Footage:
Restrooms:
Yes
No
Building Total KVA:
Natural/Propane Gas: xx Yes
No
Loading Bay Doors:
Yes Walk in Refrigerator
No Stove
No Tilt Kettle
Capacity:
No Griddle:
Yes Steam Injection Oven:
No Deep Fat Fryers
No Steam Tables
Yes Reach-in refrigerator:
No Tilt Brazier
Yes Dish washing machine system:
Yes Prep Tables:
No Heat Lamps on Hot Line:
No Wet Waste Dumpsters:
Yes Dry Waste Dumpsters:
No Grease Can Service:

Square Feet:
Number of burners:
Gallons:
Size:
Cook & Hold Ovens:
Number:
Number of Inserts:
Number of doors:
Capacity:
Gallons:
Square Footage:

No

Sealed or Open Air:
Ceiling Height:
Year Built In:
Wall Composition:
Roof Type:
Dining Room/Hall Area Square Footage:
Administrative Area Square Footage:
Showers:
Yes XXX No
110 Single Phase
Yes
No
220 Three Phase
Yes
No
Generator Total KW:
HVAC: XXX Yes
No
Loading Docks: Yes
Yes Walk in Freezer
No Grill
Conventional Ovens: no
Convection Ovens: yes
Number:
Meat Slicers: No
Yes Ice/Ref Tables: Yes
Yes Under counter refrigerator:
Yes Compartment Prep Sink:
Yes Compartment Dish Sink:
Yes Hand sink
Exhaust Hood Length:
Make-up Air System:
Yes Automatic Fire Suppression System:
Yes HVAC

Square Feet:
Size:
Number:
Number:
Number:
Number of Inserts:
Drawers:

CFM:
CFM:
Tonnage:

Pursuant to Sections 119.071, 381.95, and 395.1056, Florida Statutes, this document is confidential and exempt from disclosure as a Public Record under Chapter 119 F.S.
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Cont. w/updates here Additional Possible CSA or Base Camp
Sites
Martin County Fairgrounds –2616 SE Dixie Highway, Stuart, FL 34996
27.171458 -80.225762
Martin County Airport – 1871 S.E. Airport Road, Stuart, FL 34994 –
27.178578 -80.227457
Potential Locations for additional CSA and for Base Camps:
Location
Martin County
Fairgrounds

Type
III or IV

Address
2616 SE Dixie Hwy.
Stuart, FL 34996

Contact Information
Emergency
Management
(772) 287-1652

Longitude
-80.225762

Latitude
27.171458

USNG: 17R NL 76136 06016

Martin County
Airport

III or IV

1871 SE Airport Road
Stuart, FL 34996

George Stokus
(772) 221-2374
(772) 201-7560

-80.227457

27.178578

USNG: 17R NL 76349 06398
Halpatiokee
Regional Park

III or IV

8303 SW Lost River
Road
Stuart, FL 34997

Mark Lynch
772-221-2349
772-221-1419

-80.254548/27.104433

DIRECTIONS TO MARTIN COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS
2616 SE Dixie Hwy, Stuart, FL 34996

From the South







 I 95 to Exit 101, turn right on SR 76 (Kanner Hwy).
 SR 76 to 4th traffic light, turn right on Indian Street.
Continue East Indian Street to 4th traffic light, turn left on A1A (Dixie Hwy).
 A1A north to Martin County Fair.

 Florida Turnpike to Stuart, Exit 133.
Continue straight at 1st traffic light after getting off Turnpike, Martin Downs Boulevard (714 East).
Cross over Palm City Bridge, continue straight, turns into Monterey Road (714 East), cross over
SR 76 (Kanner Hwy), stay to the left at fork in road, cross over US 1 (SE Federal Hwy).
Continue straight on Monterey Road, cross tracks, turn right on A1A (Dixie Hwy), continue South
to Martin County Fair.
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 US 1 North to Indian Street
 Turn right on Indian Street.
Continue East on Indian Street to next traffic light, turn left on A1A (Dixie Hwy).
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A1A north to Martin County Fair.

From the North


I 95 to Exit 110, turn left on SR 714 East (Martin Downs Boulevard).
 SR 714 East (8 miles) to Stuart.
Cross US 1 (SE Federal Hwy) continue straight on Monterey Road, cross tracks to A1A (Dixie
Hwy).
 Turn right on A1A, South, continue to Martin County Fair.







 Florida Turnpike to Stuart, Exit 133.
Continue straight at 1st light after getting off Turnpike, Martin Downs Boulevard (714 East).
Cross over Palm City Bridge, continue straight, turns into Monterey Road (714 East), cross over
SR 76 (Kanner Hwy), stay to the left at fork in road, cross over US 1 (SE Federal Hwy).
Continue straight on Monterey Road, cross tracks, turn right on A1A (Dixie Hwy), continue south
to Martin County Fair.




US 1 South to Monterey Road.
 Turn left on Monterey Road
Straight on Monterey Road, cross tracks to A1A (Dixie Hwy).
 Continue south to Martin County Fair

Martin County Fairgrounds Aerial
2616 SE Dixie Hwy Stuart, FL 34996
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Martin County Fairgrounds Layout

Railroad Tracks

Dixie Highway – A1A

S

N
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Halpatiokee
Regional Park
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County Points of Distribution (PODS)
Points of Distribution will be established by the County for the purpose of receiving and distributing bulk
emergency relief supplies until such time as power is restored, and traditional facilities such as retail
establishments reopen, Comfort Stations5, fixed and mobile feeding sites and routes, and relief social
service programs are in place. Two types of PODS exist in the State of Florida.
1. The first are PODS established post event for the purpose of distributing life sustaining
commodities such as water, ice, food and tarps and other bulk resources within the first 24-96
hours after an event.
2. The second POD are those established under the State’s Strategic National Stockpile (SNS)
Program for purposes of distributing pharmaceuticals, antidotes and prophylactic medications in
the event of a pandemic, biological or chemical attack. Details for this program reside with the
State Department of Health, the Martin County Health Department, and Emergency Management.
The number of PODS required in Martin County and their pre-identified locations will be based upon
population density, identified need, location distance from other available resources, such as reopened
retail establishments. Determination of which PODS will be opened will be determined by the event.
Martin County will request assistance from the State for the Florida National Guard or Division of
Forestry in initial establishment and operation of the points of distribution for the first 72 hours
post event. This request is made by the Emergency Management Director or his/her designee or
the Logistics Section Chief through the State EOC Logistics Section and is made prior to landfall of
a hurricane.

5

Note that Comfort Stations and the like are NOT collocated with PODS, in that traffic must be kept moving
through these sites. Comfort Stations meet different needs, and may be established as required.
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Martin County Population Density Map6

Population: 146,318 (2010 Census)
Persons per Square Mile
The population density is 257 persons per square mile, and more than 75% live in the urban service district.
It is counterproductive to place a POD across the street from an open retailer that has ice, water, and food
available for sale. The objective is to ensure that resources are “available” to the community. This does
not mean that it has to be “free”, just available.
As much as possible, PODS will be placed in outlying areas where opened retailers are not available.
Martin County Emergency Management and/or the Logistics Section/ESF 7 will maintain contacts with local
retailers, as much as possible, to maintain status of their reopening. Information on major retailer status
will also be available through the State DEM website at www.FloridaDisaster.org.

6
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Retailers with Generators (May Not Be All inclusive)
Store
ID#

Location

Description

Address

Contact
Phone#

Generator/
Hook-up

577

Publix Town Center at
Martin Downs

2750 SW Martin Downs Blvd
Palm City

772-781-3012

Both

1350

Publix at Ocean Breeze Plaza

1780 NE Jensen Beach Blvd.
Jensen Beach

772-225-3704

Both

337

Publix at Wedgewood
Commons
Publix at Island Crossing

772-283-1189

Both

772-545-5660

Both

571

3304 SE Federal Hwy
Stuart
11750 SE Federal Hwy
Hobesound

639

Publix at Seabreeze Shops
Hutchinson Island

900 NE Ocean Blvd.
Stuart

772-334-0578

Both

682

Publix at Town Center Shops

4231 NW Federal Hwy
Jensen Beach

772-232-4062

Both

749

Publix at Downtown Stuart
Shopping Center

746 S. Federal Hwy
Stuart

772-221-3922

Both

1093

Publix at Kanner Crossing

6550 S. Kanner Hwy
Stuart

772-221-8135

Both

241

Publix at Cove Shopping
Center

5893 SE Federal Hwy
Stuart

772-287-9355

Both

1237

Publix at Cornerstone

1501 NW Federal Hwy
Stuart

772-692-5025

Both

1014

Publix at Old Palm City

772-232-4056

Both

305

Winn-Dixie

1395 SW Martin Hwy
Palm City
8867 SE Bridge Rd
Hobesound

772-546-3221

Hook-up only

308

Winn-Dixie

1105 NE Jensen Beach
Jensen Beach

772-334-7270

Hook-up only

364

Winn-Dixie

3320 SE Salerno Rd.
Stuart

772-283-2511

Store
Generator

307

Winn-Dixie

2160 SE Federal Hwy
Stuart

772-221-8688

Hook-up only

6314

Home Depot

3030 SE Federal Hwy
Stuart

772-223-7216

Store
Generator

0221

Home Depot

3451 N. Federal Hwy
Jensen Beach

772-692-9000

Store
Generator

1087

4001 SE Federal Hwy
Stuart

772-288-4749

Hook-up only

1109

Super Wal-Mart
(store will provide generators
within 24 hours)
Lowes

3620 SE Federal Hwy
Stuart

772-283-4229

Store
Generator

703

Lowes

772-692-7745

----

Rines Market
(contact Champ)

4100 NW Federal Hwy
Jensen Beach
15500 SW Trail Drive
Indiantown

Store
Generator
Store
Generator
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NOTE: Confirmed in All store through Store Managers 8/16/2013
Martin County is required to pre-identify POD locations annually and the list provided to the State
Logistics Section by June 1 of each year. The final selection of which PODS will be opened for a
specific event must be provided by the County to the State EOC Logistics Section no later than 96
hours PRIOR to hurricane landfall.
Post disaster/landfall a survey of retailers will be conducted to determine those opened and able to provide
services prior to determining which PODS may be necessary.
Post landfall, identified sites will be inspected by FLNG personnel assigned to the POD and adjustments
will be made in coordination with the EOC, in the event the site cannot be used due to debris, flooding, road
impediments or other factors.
Once the PODS are opened, they MUST remain open for the first 72 hours, due to the level of resources,
personnel, and equipment that must be allocated and deployed in support of PODS. After 72 hours, POD
locations can be jointly evaluated and moved, closed or new PODS established within the County. After
the first 72 hours Martin County must assume operation of the PODS.
PODS take at least 24 hours to change or establish, so all location changes must have at least 36 hour
advance notice.

POD Site Assessment
First, population base; each site will attempt to serve the resident community in which it is located. The
type of site will be determined by the population density and resources available.
Second, geography and travel distance. Consideration in establishment of PODS will be made to debris,
blocked traffic routes, flooding, damaged bridges or other impediments that would restrict the public from
accessing a site. For this reason, multiple PODS will be planned for. Consideration will be made for the
need of at least one dedicated lane for POD traffic in each direction.
Third, remote and special communities. Due to traffic impediments the public may not be able to travel far
from their homes to access resources. Therefore, Type III PODS will be considered in order to provide for
more locations.

Mobile Distribution:
The County Emergency Management Agency (Logistics Section) will coordinate with ESF 6 and ESF 11 to
plan for mobile distribution of food, water and ice to isolated communities. The American Red Cross (ESF
6) and the Salvation Army have the resources and ability to conduct limited mobile distribution while
conducting feeding operations. This is addressed in the SOPs for ESF 6 and ESF 11.

Opening of PODS:

Depending upon the event and impact, not all the pre-designated PODS in Martin County will require
opening. The County Logistics Section will advise the State EOC at least 48 hours prior, of which PODS
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will be opened. After the event, additional PODS may need to be opened, depending on the identified
requirements.
Since sometimes unforeseeable factors impact the opening time of the PODS the County will not advertise
the opening time and locations of the PODS in advance. Opening times will be advertised once POD(S) is
established and ready to distribute goods. Public Information advisements on the opening and or closing of
County PODS will be coordinated through ESF 14 Public Information (County Public Information Officer).

Site Operations:
Once the County sites are established they will remain open, stay in place and not be moved or closed on
day 1. This poses numerous problems, both for the public trying to locate resources, as well as workers
and truck drivers delivering products. The PODS will remain opened for the initial 72 hour period, then
assessed to determine if they should be closed or relocated. Note that it takes 24-36 hours to move a POD
from one location to another due to the movement of personnel, equipment, and resources.

Hours of Operation:
The PODS will be operational during daylight hours only for safety and security reasons. Once the PODS
are in full operation, deliveries to re-supply may be made during evening hours and staged for morning
operations. Daytime deliveries will only be made in emergency situations.

Commodity Distribution:
The State will push resources based on established projection models for the first three days based on
EMERGENCY NEEDS not wants or perceived entitlements.
By day three, each site will have an established “burn rate” of the quantities being distributed. Par levels
will be established for each site.
Commodities distributed during the first 72 hours shall be as indicated in the table(s) below. Once a steady
flow of resources is available, the quantities of commodities handed out at PODS may be increased.
FDEM will push water, (and ice depending upon availability) directly to the County PODS, or the CSA
depending on direction from the County within the first 24 hours post event, OR within 24 hours of when
gale force winds clear the regional area in hurricane events. Ice and food may also be pushed based on
the EMERGENCY NEEDS of the event and Martin County. The State will not ship into areas where retail
stores are opened, even under emergency power, and selling food and water. Which retailers are opened
and selling supplies will be established prior to the establishment of the PODS. PODS will not be
established in areas that retailers are opened and selling food, water and ice.

Distribution:
Personnel working in PODS must limit the quantity of commodities distributed to each family in the first 72
hour period, due to the limitation of resources. If this is not followed, the POD(S) risk running out of
commodities and will need to wait on additional to arrive.
Personnel will be instructed and reminded not to “fill the trunk” with commodities until well understood. The
EOC Logistics Section will be advised when full distribution can commence at the PODS.
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Initial distribution MUST be limited to the following in the first 72 hour period of operations:
1 Gallon of water per person, per day (4 liters)
8 Pounds of ice per person, per day (1 bag)
2 Emergency Food Rations (MRE’s, Shelf-Stable Meal or equivalent) per person, per day (if available, and
if required)
1 each 20’ X 25’ Tarp (if available)

Throughput of Commodities:
On the average, the following are the calculated distribution models for each commodity:
1 truck of water (4,750 gallons)
=
1,500 vehicles*
1 truck of ice (42,249 pounds)
=
1,666 vehicles*
1 truck of MRE’s (20,976 each)
=
3,624 vehicles*
1 truck of tarps (4,400 each)
=
4,400 vehicles*
*Vehicles represent 3.17 persons per household according to U.S. Census Data
The initial push of EMERGENCY NEED resources by the State will be for:
Day 1 will include:
10-20 FLNG soldiers
WATER
ICE (if available and needed)
One* forklift
One* pallet Jack
One* light tower for night security and truck offloading
One SanPac* (portable toilets, hand wash station and dumpster)
*Quantity based on POD Type I, II, III and may be delayed due to debris, lack of fuel or trucking and
personnel in the first 24 hours. PODS may still open without these resources on site.
Day 2 will include:
Ice (if available and required)
Emergency Food Rations (if available)
Day 2/3 will include:
State purchased Emergency Food Rations (commercial, not MRE’s)
Two each, 10’ X 20’ Portable sun shades
Tables and chairs
Fan (Power generated by light tower)
NOTE: MRE’s and grommeted tarps, if available through the federal system, are not available to a state
until a Presidential Declaration is in place, and MRE’s are released from regional warehouses.
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County Resource Planning:
Staffing:
The County Staging Area is managed and staffed by personnel from the Fire Rescue Department. There is
a Manager, Deputy Manager, Transportation Unit Leader, Ground Support Unit Leader, and Ground Unit
Specialist. The CSA can be operational within four hours of notification of need for activation. It can be
functional for up to approximately fourteen (14) days without additional resources, depending on the
magnitude of the event. If additional staffing resources are deemed necessary they will be requested via
ESF 7 Resource Management and the County EOC to the State EOC.
PODS The State typically provides for minimum staffing for up to the first 72 hours through the Florida

National Guard, to open the site, establish initial management and begin distribution.
Martin County must augment the initial staffing of the PODS as soon as possible, and assume overall
management and work force from the 72 hour point on. Martin County Parks and Recreation Department
personnel manage and staff the PODS after the 72 hour point. They can provide staffing for 2-3 Type III
PODS for up to possibly seven days. There is clearly a need for additional staffing for POD operations.
The Martin County Fire Rescue Explorers may provide for additional staffing, the Central Florida Boy
Scouts of America is available to provide assistance in POD operations, as well as assistance from various
faith based organizations. The CSA Manager maintains contact with Compassion Alliance, which is a faith
based group that assists in PODS operations.
ESF 16, the Martin County Sheriff’s Department, with assistance from partner law enforcement agencies is
responsible for security and traffic control at the CSA and POD sites. Requests for additional assistance
for law enforcement to provide for security and traffic control must be via a mission assignment through the
State EOC by ESF 16.
Traffic Control and Security

Traffic control equipment and supplies, i.e. barricades and cones will be provided by Martin County
Engineering Department - Field Operations. This will be coordinated through ESF 3 Public Works and
Engineering – EOC ESF 3 phone (772) 419-2694 and 419-2696. In initial stages of an activation and in
anticipation of the CSA being activated and PODs being activated numbers for traffic control equipment
needs will be coordinated in advance of opening of the CSA and PODS.
ESF 16 is provided a copy of this annex and security and traffic control needs are discussed and
addressed in ESF 16. At the time of an incident in which the CSA and/or PODS must be activated, the
CSA Manager and the PODS Manager coordinate the needs with ESF 16 at the EOC. The numbers and
needs for security and traffic control depend upon the extent and identified needs as a result of the
disaster.
Communications

Communications between the CSA, the PODS, ESF 7 Resource Management, the Logistics Section Chief
and the EOC are maintained via landlines, cell phones, and 800 MHz radios. An 800 MHz radio for the
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CSA and the POD Managers is planned for in ESF 2 Communications. Communications between the
County EOC and the State EOC Logistics Section are maintained via landlines, cell phones, emails,
electronic programs such as Groove and EM Constellation and Tracker. The County Logistics Section
Chief and ESF 7 Resource Management will maintain communications with the State EOC Logistics
Section for coordination and status of the County staging area and the County points of distribution.
Documentation and Recordkeeping

The CSA/Entry Point Deputy Manager will coordinate documentation of all incoming and outgoing
resources.
The PODS Manager will utilize the POD Inventory Sheet (Expendable Supplies), the POD Receipt of
Inventory Form, and the POD Shipment of Inventory Form inserted at the end of this annex to record all
shipments received at the PODS. The PODS Manager will conduct inventories at least every 24 hours to
assist in determining the “burn rates” for the PODS. This will provide information for supplies needed or not
needed.

Common To All POD Sites:
Safety Issues: A safety officer will be assigned at all times at all POD locations. This individual will be
responsible for overall security, fire, medical, and life safety concerns. This includes compliance with
OSHA regulations such as forklift operations and certification of operators.
Risk Management: Anyone involved in disaster response and recovery needs to be concerned about
managing the potential risks surrounding the Logistics operations. Extreme caution and guidance of
supervisors and unit leaders shall be considered at all times.
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Safety is paramount when people interface with active traffic. All persons must pay close attention to traffic
control and management of the PODs. Safety vests are critical for all persons loading or operating around
vehicles. A Safety Office or Area must be designated at each site to monitor safety concerns and call a halt
to operations if a safety violation is observed.

POD TYPES:
PODS are typed in three categories:
TYPE 1 POD:
o Four lane operation (100,000 Square Feet Minimum space)
o 20,000 persons per day, 560 vehicles per hour
o Type I PODS can only be placed on four-lane roads due to volume requirements and traffic control
concerns

TYPE II POD:
o Two lane operation (75,000 Square Feet Minimum space)
o 10,000 persons per day, 280 vehicles per hour
o Four lane roads preferred due to volume and traffic concerns
TYPE III POD:
o One lane operation (50,000 Square Feet Minimum space)
o 5,000 persons per day, 140 vehicles per hour
o May be placed on two lane road with traffic control
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Site Distribution- Martin County POD Locations
Site Distribution- Martin County POD Locations - 2012
Order

Location

Address

GPS Coordinates

USNG Coordinates

*1

Martin

Timer Powers Park – Type III

14100 SW Citrus Blvd

Indiantown

34956

27.019888

-80.445607

*2

Martin

Martin Square - Home Depot – Type III

3100 SE Federal Hwy

Stuart

34997

27.167764

-80.231427

17R NL 76163 05114

*3

Martin

South County Park – Type III

10000 SE Dixie Hwy

Hobe Sound

33455

27.081266

-80.144904

17R NK 84872 95821

*4

Martin

Treasure Coast Square Mall – Type III

3174 NW Federal Hwy

Jensen Beach 34957

27.243241

-80.271692

17R NL 71861 13629

Martin

Indian Riverside Park – Type III

1707 NE Indian River Drive Jensen Beach 34957

27.225164

-80.213456

17R NL 77763 11718

Martin

Langford Park – Type III

2151 NE Dixie Hwy

Jensen Beach 34957

27.22421

-80.222265

17R NL 77110 11516

Martin

Palm City Park – Type III

2050 SW Mapp Road

Palm City

34990

27.181403

-80.273607

17R NL 71966 06559

Martin

Wojcieszak Park – Type III

4733 SE Grouper Ave

Stuart

34997

27.146897

-80.204272

17R NL 78840 02965

Martin

Martin Downs Shopping Center–Type III

3066 SW Martin Downs Blvd Palm City

34990

27.172479

-80.295146

17R NL 69776 05476

Martin

Hidden Oaks Middle School

2801 SW Martin Hwy

34990

27.162075

-80.291905

17R NL 70252 04526

CSA

Palm City

17R NK 54355 88371

*PODS identified in order of establishment for the first 4 only
* All PODS are identified as Type III because the County can only staff Type III PODS without assistance.
If additional assistance is available or assistance is provided through the State EOC with resources from
the Florida National Guard or Florida Division of Forestry the PODS may initially be established as Type I
or II. Assistance through the State EOC will be requested.
The Martin County Parks and Recreation Department provides for staffing of the PODs.
The staffing availability is minimal. Parks and Recreation can staff two (2) Type III
PODS without additional resources for approximately 3-7 days. After seven (7) days
additional staffing resources would be needed.
With a minimum of 11 additional volunteers or staffing three (3) Type III PODs could be
maintained for 3-7 days.
Additional POD staffing resource possibilities:
Martin County
Fire Rescue
Explorers
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Distribution Point Coverage Radius Map

Distribution Site Profiles
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Distribution Site Profile – SHORT FORM
This form is used to maintain information on each POD. This profile is to be
filled out by the POD Coordinator.
Date prepared: 7/17/07

Updated: 12/11/2012

Site Name: TIMER POWERS PARK
 COUNTY
TYPE OF SITE:

MARTIN COUNTY
( ) TYPE I

( ) TYPE II

( X ) TYPE III

POC Name: Mark Lynch
Location Address:
14100 S. W. Citrus Boulevard
Indiantown, FL 34956

Latitude

27.019888

Phone:

772-221-2349

E-Mail

mlynch@martin.fl.us

Fax:

772-221-1417

Longitude

-80.445607

Loading docks on site? No

How Many?

Fork Lift on Site? No

Operator Available? Yes

Pallet Jacks on Site? No
Labor to assist in the unloading on site?

Yes

Hours of Operations
Non Expendable equipment assigned to
the site from the LSA

Personnel assigned to the site

Agency Providing personnel.
M.C. Parks & Recreation Dept.

Special Considerations
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Directions

Distance
Total Est. Time: 21 minutes Total Est. Distance: 16.57 miles

1:

Start out going WEST on SW MARTIN HWY / CR-714 toward SW 30TH
AVE.

1.5 miles

2:

Turn LEFT onto SW 48TH AVE / CR-76A. Continue to follow SW 48TH
AVE.

6.5 miles

3:

SW 48TH AVE becomes SW CITRUS BLVD / CR-726.

8.4 miles

4:

End at 14100 Sw Citrus Blvd
Indiantown, FL 34956-3025, US
Total Est. Time: 21 minutesTotal Est. Distance: 16.57 miles

Start:
2801 Sw Martin Hwy
Palm City, FL 34990-3127, US
End:
14100 Sw Citrus Blvd
Indiantown, FL 34956-3025, US

All rights reserved. Use Subject to License/Copyright | Map Legend
These directions are informational only. No representation is made or warranty given as to their content, road conditions or
route usability or expeditiousness. User assumes all risk of use. MapQuest and its suppliers assume no responsibility for
any loss or delay resulting from such use.
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Distribution Site Profile – SHORT FORM
This form is used to maintain information on each POD. This profile is to be
filled out by the POD Coordinator.
Date prepared: 7/17/07

Updated: 12/11/2012

Site Name: Home Depot Parking Lot – Martin Square Mall
 COUNTY

MARTIN COUNTY

TYPE OF SITE:

( ) TYPE I

( ) TYPE II

( X ) TYPE III

POC Name: Mark Lynch
Location Address:
3100 SE Federal Highway
Stuart, FL 34997
Latitude

27.167764

Phone:

772-221-2349

E-Mail

mlynch@martin.fl.us

Fax:

772-221-1417

Longitude

-80.231427

Loading docks on site? No

How Many?

Fork Lift on Site? No

Operator Available? Yes

Pallet Jacks on Site? No
Labor to assist in the unloading on site?

Yes

Hours of Operations
Non Expendable equipment assigned to
the site from the LSA

Personnel assigned to the site

Agency Providing personnel.

Parks Personnel

M C Parks & Recreation Dept.

Special Considerations
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Martin Square Mall
Home Depot

Type II

Martin Square Mall
Home Depot

Type IIII
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Martin Square Mall
Home Depot

Type I
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Distribution Site Profile – SHORT FORM
This form is used to maintain information on each POD. This profile is to be
filled out by the POD Coordinator.
Date prepared: 7/17/07

Updated: 12/11/2012

Site Name: SOUTH COUNTY PARK
 COUNTY
TYPE OF SITE:

MARTIN COUNTY
( ) TYPE I

( ) TYPE II

( X ) TYPE III

POC Name: Mark Lynch
Location Address:
10000 SE Dixie Hwy
Hobe Sound, FL 33455
Latitude

27.081266

Phone:

772-221-2349

E-Mail

mlynch@martin.fl.us

Fax:

772-221-1417

Longitude

-80.144904

Loading docks on site? No

How Many?

Fork Lift on Site? No

Operator Available? Yes

Pallet Jacks on Site? No
Labor to assist in the unloading on site?

Yes

Hours of Operations
Non Expendable equipment assigned to
the site from the LSA

Personnel assigned to the site

Agency Providing personnel.
M C Parks & Recreation Dept.

Special Considerations
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Directions

Distance
Total Est. Time: 21 minutes Total Est. Distance: 14.26 miles

1:

Start out going WEST on SW MARTIN HWY / CR-714 toward SW 30TH AVE.

0.1 miles

2:

Turn LEFT onto CR-713 S / SW HIGH MEADOWS AVE.

2.8 miles

3:

Merge onto I-95 S toward W PALM BCH.

1.1 miles

4:

Take the SR-76 E exit- EXIT 101- toward STUART.

0.5 miles

5:

Turn LEFT onto FL-76 E / SW KANNER HWY.

0.7 miles

6:

Turn RIGHT onto SE COVE RD.

3.1 miles

7:

Turn RIGHT onto SE FEDERAL HWY / US-1 S / FL-5 S.

5.1 miles

8:

Turn LEFT onto SE DHARLYS ST.

0.2 miles

9:

Turn RIGHT onto SE DIXIE HWY / CR-A1A.

0.1 miles

10:

End at 10000 Se Dixie Hwy
Hobe Sound, FL 33455-4841, US
Total Est. Time: 21 minutesTotal Est. Distance: 14.26 miles

Start:
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2801 Sw Martin Hwy
Palm City, FL 34990-3127, US
End:
10000 Se Dixie Hwy
Hobe Sound, FL 33455-4841, US

All rights reserved. Use Subject to License/Copyright | Map Legend
These directions are informational only. No representation is made or warranty given as to their content,
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South County Park Aerial
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Distribution Site Profile – SHORT FORM
This form is used to maintain information on each POD. This profile is to be
filled out by the POD Coordinator.
Date prepared: 7/17/07

Updated: 12/11/2012

Site Name: Treasure Coast Square Mall
 COUNTY
TYPE OF SITE:

MARTIN COUNTY
( ) TYPE I

( ) TYPE II

( X ) TYPE III

POC Name: Mark Lynch
Location Address:
3174 NW Federal Highway
Jensen Beach, FL 34957
Latitude

27.243241

Phone:

772-221-2349

E-Mail

mlynch@martin.fl.us

Fax:

772-221-1417

Longitude

-80.271692

Loading docks on site? No

How Many?

Fork Lift on Site? No

Operator Available?

Pallet Jacks on Site? No
Labor to assist in the unloading on site?
Hours of Operations
Non Expendable equipment assigned to
the site from the LSA

Personnel assigned to the site

Special Considerations
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Treasure Coast
Square Mall

Type III

Treasure Coast
Square Mall

Type II
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Treasure Coast
Square Mall

Type I
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Distribution Site Profile – SHORT FORM
This form is used to maintain information on each POD. This profile is to be
filled out by the POD Coordinator.
Date prepared: 7/17/07

Updated: 12/11/2012

Site Name: INDIAN RIVERSIDE PARK
 COUNTY
TYPE OF SITE:

MARTIN COUNTY
( ) TYPE I

( ) TYPE II

( X ) TYPE III

POC Name: Mark Lynch
Location Address:
1707 NE Indian River Dr.
Jensen Beach, Fl. 34957
Latitude

27.225164

Phone:

772-221-2349

E-Mail

mlynch@martin.fl.us

Fax:

772-221-1417

Longitude

-80.213456

Loading docks on site? No

How Many?

Fork Lift on Site? No

Operator Available?

Pallet Jacks on Site? No
Labor to assist in the unloading on site?
Hours of Operations
Non Expendable equipment assigned to
the site from the LSA

Personnel assigned to the site

Special Considerations
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Directions

Distance
Total Est. Time: 20 minutes Total Est. Distance: 9.94 miles

1:

Start out going WEST on SW MARTIN HWY / CR-714 toward SW 30TH AVE.

0.1 miles

2:

Turn RIGHT onto CR-713 / SW HIGH MEADOWS AVE.

0.7 miles

3: Turn RIGHT onto SW MARTIN DOWNS BLVD / FL-714 E. Continue to follow FL714 E.

2.5 miles

4:

Turn LEFT onto S KANNER HWY / FL-76 E.

1.0 miles

5:

Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto SW FEDERAL HWY / FL-5 N / US-1 N.

1.8 miles

6:

Turn RIGHT onto NW WRIGHT BLVD.

0.2 miles

7:

Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto NW DIXIE HWY / FL-707.

0.7 miles

8:

Turn RIGHT onto NE DIXIE HWY / FL-707.

2.3 miles

9:

Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto NE BAILEY TER.

<0.1 miles

Turn LEFT onto NE INDIAN RIVER DR.

<0.1 miles

10:
11:

End at 1707 Ne Indian River Dr
Jensen Beach, FL 34957-5813, US
Total Est. Time: 20 minutes Total Est. Distance: 9.94 miles
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Start:
2801 Sw Martin Hwy
Palm City, FL 34990-3127, US
End:
1707 Ne Indian River Dr
Jensen Beach, FL 34957-5813, US
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All rights reserved. Use Subject to License/Copyright | Map Legend
These directions are informational only. No representation is made or warranty given as to their content, road conditions or
route usability or expeditiousness. User assumes all risk of use. MapQuest and its suppliers assume no responsibility for
any loss or delay resulting from such use.

Indian Riverside Park Aerial
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Distribution Site Profile – SHORT FORM
This form is used to maintain information on each POD. This profile is to be
filled out by the POD Coordinator.
Date prepared: 7/17/07

Updated: 12/11/2012

Site Name: LANGFORD PARK
COUNTY:

MARTIN COUNTY

TYPE OF SITE:

( ) TYPE I

( ) TYPE II

( X ) TYPE III

POC Name: Mark Lynch
Location Address:
2151 NE Dixie Hwy
Jensen Beach, FL 34957
Latitude

27.22421

Phone:

772-221-2349

E-Mail

mlynch@martin.fl.us

Fax:

772-221-1417

Longitude

-80.222265

Loading docks on site? No

How Many?

Fork Lift on Site? No

Operator Available?

Pallet Jacks on Site? No
Labor to assist in the unloading on site?
Hours of Operations
Non Expendable equipment assigned to
the site from the LSA

Personnel assigned to the site

Special Considerations
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Directions

Distance
Total Est. Time: 18 minutes Total Est. Distance: 9.43 miles

1:

Start out going WEST on SW MARTIN HWY / CR-714 toward SW 30TH AVE.

0.1 miles

2:

Turn RIGHT onto CR-713 / SW HIGH MEADOWS AVE.

0.7 miles

3:

Turn RIGHT onto SW MARTIN DOWNS BLVD / FL-714 E. Continue to follow FL714 E.

2.5 miles

4:

Turn LEFT onto S KANNER HWY / FL-76 E.

1.0 miles

5:

Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto SW FEDERAL HWY / FL-5 N / US-1 N.

1.8 miles

6:

Turn RIGHT onto NW WRIGHT BLVD.

0.2 miles

7:

Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto NW DIXIE HWY / FL-707.

0.7 miles

8:

Turn RIGHT onto NE DIXIE HWY / FL-707.

1.9 miles

9:

End at 2151 Ne Dixie Hwy
Jensen Beach, FL 34957-5956, US
Total Est. Time: 18 minutesTotal Est. Distance: 9.43 miles

Start:
2801 Sw Martin Hwy
Palm City, FL 34990-3127, US
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End:
2151 Ne Dixie Hwy
Jensen Beach, FL 34957-5956, US

All rights reserved. Use Subject to License/Copyright | Map Legend
These directions are informational only. No representation is made or warranty given as to their content, road conditions or
route usability or expeditiousness. User assumes all risk of use. MapQuest and its suppliers assume no responsibility for
any loss or delay resulting from such use.
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Langford Park Aerial
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Distribution Site Profile – SHORT FORM
This form is used to maintain information on each POD. This profile is to be
filled out by the POD Coordinator.
Date prepared: 7/17/07

Updated: 12/11/2012

Site Name: JUSTIN WILSON PARK/formerly Palm City Park
 COUNTY

MARTIN COUNTY

TYPE OF SITE:

( ) TYPE I

( ) TYPE II

( X ) TYPE III

POC Name: Mark Lynch
Location Address:
2050 SW Mapp Rd.
Palm City, Fl. 34990
Latitude

27.181403

Phone:

772-221-2349

E-Mail

mlynch@martin.fl.us

Fax:

772-221-1354

Longitude

-80.273607

Loading docks on site? No

How Many?

Fork Lift on Site? No

Operator Available?

Pallet Jacks on Site? No
Labor to assist in the unloading on site?
Hours of Operations
Non Expendable equipment assigned to
the site from the LSA

Personnel assigned to the site

Special Considerations
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Directions

Distance
Total Est. Time: 6 minutes Total Est. Distance: 3.05 miles

1:

Start out going WEST on SW MARTIN HWY / CR-714 toward SW 30TH AVE.

0.1 miles

2:

Turn RIGHT onto CR-713 / SW HIGH MEADOWS AVE.

0.7 miles

3:

Turn RIGHT onto SW MARTIN DOWNS BLVD / FL-714 E.

1.5 miles

4:

Turn LEFT onto SW MAPP RD.

0.5 miles

5:

End at 2050 Sw Mapp Rd
Palm City, FL 34990-2438, US
Total Est. Time: 6 minutesTotal Est. Distance: 3.05 miles
Start:
2801 Sw Martin Hwy
Palm City, FL 34990-3127, US
End:
2050 Sw Mapp Rd
Palm City, FL 34990-2438, US

All rights reserved. Use Subject to License/Copyright | Map Legend
These directions are informational only. No representation is made or warranty given as to their content, road conditions or
route usability or expeditiousness. User assumes all risk of use. MapQuest and its suppliers assume no responsibility for
any loss or delay resulting from such use.
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Justin Wilson Park Aerial (previously Palm City Park)
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Distribution Site Profile – SHORT FORM
This form is used to maintain information on each POD. This profile is to be
filled out by the POD Coordinator.
Date prepared: 7/17/07

Updated: 12/11/2012

Site Name: WOJCIESZAK (PORT SALERNO) PARK
 COUNTY

MARTIN COUNTY

TYPE OF SITE:

( ) TYPE I

( ) TYPE II

( X ) TYPE III

POC Name: Mark Lynch
Location Address:
4733 SE Grouper Ave
Stuart, Fl. 34997
Latitude

27.146897

Phone:

772-221-2349

E-Mail

mlynch@martin.fl.us

Fax:

772-221-1417

Longitude

-80.204272

Loading docks on site? No

How Many?

Fork Lift on Site? No

Operator Available?

Pallet Jacks on Site? No
Labor to assist in the unloading on site?
Hours of Operations
Non Expendable equipment assigned to
the site from the LSA

Personnel assigned to the site

Special Considerations
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Directions

Distance
Total Est. Time: 16 minutes Total Est. Distance: 8.34 miles

1:

Start out going WEST on SW MARTIN HWY / CR-714 toward SW 30TH AVE.

0.1 miles

2:

Turn RIGHT onto CR-713 / SW HIGH MEADOWS AVE.

0.7 miles

3:

Turn RIGHT onto SW MARTIN DOWNS BLVD / FL-714 E. Continue to follow FL714 E.

3.3 miles

4:

Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto SE MONTEREY RD EXT.

0.4 miles

5:

Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto SE FEDERAL HWY / US-1 S / FL-5 S.

2.8 miles

6:

Turn LEFT onto SE SALERNO RD.

0.5 miles

7:

Turn LEFT onto SE GROUPER AVE.

0.2 miles

8:

End at 4733 Se Grouper Ave
Stuart, FL 34997-8840, US
Total Est. Time: 16 minutesTotal Est. Distance: 8.34 miles
Start:
2801 Sw Martin Hwy
Palm City, FL 34990-3127, US
End:
4733 Se Grouper Ave
Stuart, FL 34997-8840, US

All rights reserved. Use Subject to License/Copyright | Map Legend
These directions are informational only. No representation is made or warranty given as to their content, road conditions or
route usability or expeditiousness. User assumes all risk of use. MapQuest and its suppliers assume no responsibility for
any loss or delay resulting from such use.
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Distribution Site Profile – SHORT FORM
This form is used to maintain information on each POD.
This profile is to be filled out by the POD Coordinator.
Date prepared: 7-17-07

Updated: 12-11-12

Site Name: Martin Downs Shopping Center
 COUNTY
TYPE OF SITE:

Martin
 TYPE I

 TYPE II

XX TYPE III

POC Name: Debra McCaughey, Emergency Management Director
Location Address:
3066 SW Martin Downs Blvd.
Palm City, FL 34990

Latitude

27.172479

Phone:

772-219-4942

E-Mail

dmccaugh@martin.fl.us

Fax:

772-286-7626

Longitude

-80.295146

Loading docks on site? No

How Many?

Fork Lift on Site? No

Operator Available? Yes

Pallet Jacks on Site? No
Labor to assist in the unloading on site?

Yes

Hours of Operations
Non Expendable equipment assigned to
the site from the LSA

Personnel assigned to the site

Special Considerations
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Note: Parks and Recreation does not have Pallet Grabbers, a megaphone, or the barricades in
stock. Barricades will be requested through Field Operations.
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RECOMMENDED ORGANIZATION CHART –
TYPE II AND III
DISTRIBUTION POINT SITE MANAGEMENT
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County Resource Request Flow Chart
County EOC
ESF 7 Resource
Management

Request for
Resource

No

Can CSA assist in
filling request?

Can request be
filled locally or
through local
vendor?

No

Yes

ESF 7 submits resource
request to State EOC via
Tracker/EM Constellation
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Vendor information provided to
County EOC ESF 7 to Contract

Yes

Request is
filled and
completed
Vendor
information
provided to
requesting
party
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Requesting Resources Through The State
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Disaster Recovery Centers – Possible Locations
Martin County Possible Disaster Recovery Center Locations (12/11/2012)
FIXED
Address
Long
Lat
USNGS
Martin County Fairgrounds
2616 S. E. Dixie
-80.225762
27.171458
17R NL 76442 06081
Highway Stuart, FL
34996
Langford Park
2151 N.E. Dixie
-80.222265
27.22421
17R NL 76911 11623
Highway
Jensen Beach, FL
34957
Port Salerno Elementary
4890 S.E. Jack Avenue -80.207158
27.146028
17R NL 78523 02735
Community Center
Stuart, FL 34997
Blake Library
2351 SE Monterey Rd. -80.223927
27.195108
Stuart, FL 34996
Robert Morgade Library
5851 SE Community Dr. -80.221181
27.133797
Stuart, FL 34997
MOBILE
Indiantown Library
South County Park
Langford Park

City of Stuart
Old American Legion Building

Address
15200 S.W. Adams
Avenue
Indiantown, FL 34956
10000 S. E. Dixie
Highway
Hobe Sound, FL 33455
2151 N. E. Dixie
Highway
Jensen Beach, FL
34957
Stypmann Blvd.

Long
-80.466882

Lat
27.021571

17R NK 52927 88981

-80.144904

27.081266

17R NK 84872 95821

-80.222265

27.22421

80 14.928W

27 11.767N

17R NL 74402 08379

COMFORT STATIONS
The Salvation Army has the resources to establish comfort stations in the
County at determined and needed locations. Comfort stations will not be colocated with PODS.

MOBILE DISTRIBUTION
The County recognizes that there may be a need to provide mobile
distribution of food, water and ice to areas because citizens cannot get to
the PODS. This could be due to transportation restraints, flooded roadways,
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debris blocking roadways, or because the citizens are uncomfortable in going
through the PODS.
The Martin County Chapter of the American Red Cross has the ability and
plans to provide mobile distribution of food and water. They have ten (10)
mobile feeding vehicles to provide mobile feeding to twenty (20) routes
throughout the County. The routes are prioritized by estimated need,
typically low income or areas with elderly populations. Also any areas
identified with populations with transportation difficulties.
Additionally, the ARC makes drops of supplies to central neighborhood
locations so that the population can walk to the distribution.

COUNTY FUEL STRATEGY
The Vehicle and Equipment Repairs Division of the General Services
Department is responsible for the maintenance and fueling of County
vehicles and equipment. As such it is also the lead for ESF 1
“Transportation”.
For events with notice, such as tropical weather events (hurricanes) all the
fuel tanks will be topped off at capacity and maintained as such. All service
trucks and on-site generators will be topped off. This will begin when the
County goes into Phase C (50 hours before general evacuation) of the
hurricane time phase schedule.


In the preparation stage of an event with notice a schedule for secondary
fuel sites to be automatically refueled will be established.



The County has fourteen (14) auxillary fuel tanks in the back of pickup
trucks. The majority of these are in the Engineering Department and
they all carry diesel fuel. The Solid Waste Division has a mobile fuel truck
that can carry 500 gallons of diesel. Together these carry up to 1,900
gallons of diesel fuel and can be staged and distribute anywhere in the
County. Upon notice of activation the staging of the trucks will be
coordinated with Engineering, Solid Waste and the Fire Rescue
Department.
All fuel sites, including the Sheriff’s Office and the Martin County School
Board site are monitored by the Fuelmaster System. The Fuelmaster
System monitors usage at each site. This enables General Services to
calculate available fuel supply at each site. The system is located at the
Vehicle Maintenance Shop. The Fuelmaster System for the School Board
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is located at the School Board Maintenance Shop. It should be noted that
the Fuelmaster System at the County Vehicle Maintenance Facility and
the Fuelmaster System at the School Board Maintenance Facility are not
integrated. At the writing of this plan Vehicle Maintenance staff are
working with School Board staff to plan for the coordination of sharing of
fuel resources if it becomes necessary.


The Fuelmaster System software is installed locally at the Vehicle
Maintenance site. If the Vehicle Maintenance site should be damaged or
inaccessible, the system has a backup installation at the County Public
Safety Complex.
If it becomes necessary to control or reduce fuel supply due to lack of
supply or outside fuel resources required priority will be given to supply to
emergency response vehicles, critical facility operations, and generator
supply needs. Life Safety operations will be the priority. If events
require the rationing of fuel, life safety operations will get priority. All
other requests will be reviewed and evaluated with Unified Command.



Fuel supply needs will be prioritized to (emergency services, lifesustaining operations, critical infrastructure, recovery operations, etc.)

Glover Oil Co., Melbourne, FL (Primary)
1-800-342-7121
Port Petroleum, Fort Pierce, FL (Secondary)
1-800-683-5823
Howell Oil Co. (Secondary)
1-800-741-2789
Martin County Petroleum (Emergency)
1-800-940-6155
The contract with Glover Oil and Martin County Petroleum is a firm contract.
All others are verbal agreements.
Fuel capacity for the County will last for seven (7) days. This is based on
the usage rate seen during previous disasters. (Hurricanes Frances and
Jeanne in 2004 and Hurricane Wilma in 2005).

Note: Sites in red are primary fuel sites. All others are
secondary.
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Martin County Fixed Fuel Sites
SITE
CAPACITY
Main Site: 2151 SE Aviation Way (primary)
Diesel
Unleaded:
10,000
10,000
Indiantown Annex: Warfield Boulevard
Diesel: 1,000 Unleaded: 2,000
Martin County Landfill – 84th Avenue (primary)
Diesel:
Unleaded: 6,000
10,000
Fire Rescue Station 14 – 801 NE Ocean Blvd.
Diesel: 500
Fire Rescue Station 16 –
2710 NE Savannah Road - Jensen Beach
Fire Rescue Station 18 – 1995 NW Britt Road

Diesel: 2,000

Unleaded: 500

Diesel: 250

Unleaded: 250

Fire Rescue Station 21 –
3290 SW Mapp Road - Palm City
Fire Rescue Station 22 –
8446 SW Tropical Avenue – Tropical Farms

Diesel: 1,000

Unleaded: 500

Diesel: 1,000

Unleaded: 500

Fire Rescue Station 23 –
4181 SE Kanner Highway
Fire Rescue Station 30 –
4725 SE Dixie Highway - Port Salerno
Fire Rescue Station 32 –
12155 SE Federal Highway - Hobe Sound
Fire Rescue Station 33 –
6900 SE Ridgeway Terrace – Hobe Sound
Fire Rescue Station 36 –
18405 SE County Line Road – Tequesta
Martin County Sheriff’s Office – Public Safety
Complex – 800 SE Monterey Road (primary)
Martin County School Board –
2825 SE Dixie Highway (primary)

Diesel: 2,000

Unleaded: 500
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Diesel: 1,000
Diesel: 500

Unleaded: 500

Diesel: 500
Diesel: 250

Unleaded: 250

Diesel:
36,000

Unleaded:
10,000
Unleaded:
10,000

Coordinates
27.173809
-80.222246
27.177839
-80.378943
27.214343
-80.176249
27.237584
-80.236797
27.234560
-80.279396
27.164953
-80.269702
27.102074
-80.279621
27.155879
-80.245066
27.147554
-80.198849
27.056054
-80.134905
27.100988
-80.160818
26.980633
-80.108732
27.172188
-80.241255
27.170108
-80.223348

Martin County CEMP
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Position Check Lists
Task Checklist: CSA Manager

Status

Task statement: CSA Manager oversees full CSA Operations
done

done

Obtain a briefing from Incident Commander or Operations Section Chief;
Determine types and numbers of resources to be maintained at the CSA or in
Staging;
Confirm process for requesting additional resources;
Confirm process for reporting status changes.
Makes notifications to CSA Team and advises status of activation schedules and
needs
Proceed to CSA; establish layout (apparatus and vehicles in staging should face
outward to ensure quick response, general principle of “first in, first out” should
be maintained.
Ensure efficient check-in and coordinate process with ESF 7 Resource
Management
Identify and track resources assigned to staging; report resource status changes
to Operations or Command and ESF 7 Resource Management
Determine any support needs for equipment, feeding, sanitation and security,
request through Logistics Section Chief/ESF 7 Resource
Post areas for identification and traffic control

done

Respond to requests for resources

done
done

Obtain and issue receipts for equipment/supplies distributed and received at the
staging area
Maintain CSA in orderly condition

done

Demobilize staging area in accordance with instructions

done
done

Document all activities on Unit Log (ICS Form 214)

done
done
done
done
done

done

Oversee and ensure documentation is maintained of CSA inventory (shipments
received and routed, equipment and supplies received, processed, distributed)
Maintains communications with the EOC, the Logistics and Operations Chiefs,
and the POD Manager

done
done

Maintain ICS Unit 214 log of activities
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Task Checklist: CSA Deputy Manager

Status

Task statement: Assumes duties of CSA Manager, as needed
done
done

Performs all duties of the CSA Manager in his/her absence or as
assumed on schedule
Maintains documentation of all resources checking in and out of the CSA

done
done
done
done
done
done

Status

Maintain ICS Unit 214 log of activities

Task Checklist: CSA Transportation Unit Leader
Task statement:

done

Maintain ICS Unit 214 log of activities

done
done
done
done
done
done
done
done
done
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Status

Task Checklist: CSA Ground Support Unit Leader
Task statement:

done

Maintain ICS Unit 214 logs

done
done
done
done
done
done
done
done

Status

Task Checklist: CSA Ground Support Specialist
Task statement:

done

Maintain activity logs – ICS Unit 214

done
done
done
done
done
done
done
done
done
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Task Checklist: POD Manager

Status

Task statement:
done

Coordinate with E.O.C. when it is activated

done
done

Maintain documentation of POD inventory and resources
Post storm, report P.O.D. staffing capabilities to E.O.C.

done
done

Coordinate with Florida National Guard at E.O.C. & at P.O.D. sites they
are staffing
After 72 hours post storm, assume P.O.D. responsibilities

done

Request supplies from C.S.A. based on “burn rates”

done

Close P.O.D. sites when instructed by E.O.C.; relocate remaining
supplies & loaned equipment as directed
Maintain contact with the CSA Manager and ESF 7 Resource
Management at the EOC
Participate in post event evaluations

done
done
done
done

Maintain ICS Unit 214 log of activities
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Demobilization Checklist
Logistics Demobilization Checklist
Responsibilities: Demobilization Initiated
Notifications
Evaluate, in conjunction with the State and County EOC the requirements to suspend or relocate PODS and/or
CSA’s. Notify all agencies supporting the CSA and POD(S) of need to demobilize operations.
End Receiving:
Notify the State EOC and vendors of demobilization and to stop shipment at least 24 hours prior to the final
delivery request.
Notify incoming shipments of any need to change ship point prior to demobilization.
Notify ESF 14 PIO of demobilization plans – providing the date and time that the POD(S) will no longer be
opened
Notify personnel/staffing of plans for demobilization
Demobilization Planning:
Develop transfer plans for all goods, inventory, and support systems.
Develop plans for re-packing state equipment and goods for transfer back to FDEM control.
Notify vendors of demobilization date and time for pick up of vendor supplied non-expendable equipment.
Demobilization Preparation:
Stage supplies for shipping to distribution sites, (volunteer agencies, non-profits) other active agencies.
Stage materials and state provided resources and support systems for pick up.
Stage vendor provided resources and support systems for pick up.
Redistribute Supplies
1. Redistribute Supplies:
 In coordination with ESF 11 and other active ESF’s in the POD(S), redistribute remaining
supplies to distribution sites (volunteer agencies, non-profits, Federal agencies, State or
other active agencies.
2. Redistribute Materials:
 In coordination with ESF 11 and other active ESF’s in the POD(S), redistribute remaining
supplies to distribution sites (volunteer agencies, non-profits, Federal agencies, State or other
active agencies.
 Recycle pallets
DISMANTLE THE POD(S)
1. End Operations:
 Notify the State EOC, the County EOC, and any municipal EOC’s that shipping to
distribution sites will be ending as of a certain date and time.
 Identify locations of Logistics Support trailer equipment
 Recover all equipment belonging to the Logistics Support Trailer
2. Pack Equipment:
 Dismantle all equipment, especially office systems, and other support equipment.
 Prepare forklifts and pallet jacks for pickup and loading
 Recover all unused equipment and properly store it in the Logistics Support Trailer
3. Decontaminate Equipment:
 Decontaminate any equipment that has been used in flooded areas such as pumps and pipes
used to pump out flooded areas
4. Inventory Equipment:
 Inventory all office equipment and systems versus initial receipts
 Inventory all forklifts, pallet jacks and other floor operation equipment for pickup
 Inventory Logistics Support Trailer equipment
5. Transport Ready:
 Contact vendors, provide pickup date and time for remaining equipment and systems
 Contact State resources to pickup all equipment and support systems
 Ensure transport available for any remaining resources
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Demobilization Checklist Page Two
Logistics Demobilization Checklist – Page Two
6.

Load Equipment:
 Work with State EOC, County EOC, any other EOC’s, and vendors to load last equipment
and support systems
7. Clean Site:
 Perform final site cleaning for transfer back to local or vendor control
8. Site Inspection:
 Perform site inspection to determine readiness for return
9. Return Site:
 Return site to local control
 Arrange to disconnect hard lines
 Notify State EOC that control has been returned
Close Out of Operations/Records
1. Release Staff:
 Ensure staff is properly rested prior to departing for home station
 Have staff turn in all issued safety equipment, signage, and other POD/FDEM Equipment
 Notify agencies and County and State EOC
 Release POD management from duties
2. Notify Emergency Management:
 Notify State and County EOC that all POD operations are discontinued and demobilization is
complete
 Ensure documentation has been maintained and demobilization procedures have been
documented
3. Return Records:
 Send all shipping, receiving and truck logs, plus copies of electronic media and records back
to the Logistics Section at the EOC
 Send copies of all bills, receipt of equipment, shipping reports, etc. back to the Logistics
Section at the EOC
4. End Deployment:
 Everyone go home for much needed rest!
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2013 Contacts Information
Position
Logistics Section
Chief
ESF 7 Resource
Management
CSA Manager
CSA Deputy
Manager
Transportation Unit
Leader
Ground Support
Unit Leader
Ground Support
Specialist
PODS Manager
Emergency
Management/EOC
State EOC
Logistics Section
Hidden Oaks
Middle School
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Name

Office Phone
Number

Alternate
Phone

(772) 260-3038

Email Address

Activation
Phone

Scott
Schlawiedt
Priscilla McGill

(772) 288-5710

Mark Lynch
Debra
McCaughey
Chuck Hagan
Connie Nunn
Jenny Lambdin

(772) 221-2349
(772) 219-4942

(772) 260-1949
(772) 485-3652

mlynch@martin.fl.us
dmccaugh@martin.fl.us

(850) 410-1263
(850) 413-9877
772-219-1655

(850) 528-7517

Charles.hagan@em.myflorida.com (850) 921-0132
Connie.Nunn@em.myflorida.com

(772) 288-5710

SFSfire@hotmail.com
pmcgill@martin.fl.us
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CSA and POD Checklist – Hurricanes
CSA AND POD CHECKLIST – HURRICANE
Hurricane Time Line – County Staging Areas and Points of Distribution
Pre-Landfall
Phase I










Make preparations to activate County Staging Area and Points of Distribution
Ensure Logistics plans/annex are reviewed
Notify State DEM of confirmed locations for CSA and POD(S) – 96 hours
Contact Site Owner(s) and activate MOU(s) or execute Lease(s)
Arrange for staffing of locations and preparedness for deployment
Prepare personnel and equipment for deployment
Identify CSA equipment to be deployed
Pack CSA Jump Boxes
Fuel Vehicles

Phase II






Review CSA and POD Procedures
Assess the Situation – maintain contacts
Notify vendors or support requirements (ESF 7)
Determine assets to deploy
CSA Team
 CSA Manager
 Ground Support
 Ordering Unit
 Transportation Unit
 Planning Unit
 Communications Unit
 Safety Officer

Phase III
Post
Landfall
(0-24 hours)

(24-48
Hours)














Prepare to deploy personnel and assets post landfall
Evaluate resource needs for next operational period
Verify suitability of CSA site
Make decision to open CSA or not – notify State DEM immediately
Determine CSA site repairs to be accomplished
Evaluate debris, road conditions, impediments to access and routing
Determine points of contact for local POD sites
Deploy POD Equipment Resources and Staff
MHE, Traffic Control, Support Equipment
Manager(s), MHE operators, labor, CR staff, security
Monitor the situation
Prepare necessary reports and documents for Operations and Logistics Chiefs






Evaluate resource needs for next operational period
Establish the CSA
Move resources to the CSA
Monitor the situation









Deploy personnel and equipment to CSA
Activate the CSA
Begin CSA Operations
Transfer/coordinate resource request activity to the CSA
Mission assignments begin
Resource tracking
Situation Reporting

Phase I

Phase II
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CSA and POD Checklist – Hurricanes Page Two
CSA AND POD CHECKLIST – HURRICANE PAGE TWO
Hurricane Time Line – County Staging Areas and Points of Distribution
(48-72 Hours)
(72 Hours +)

Post Landfall
through
Demobilization
Demobilization
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Fulfill resource requirements
Evaluate resource needs for next operational period
Monitor the situation
Fulfill resource requirements
Evaluate resource needs for the next operational period
Re-supply the CSA
Assess resource requirements (personnel, equipment, supplies)
Begin Demobilization Planning
Monitor the situation
Maintain documentation and reporting
Continue to assess resource requirements
Fulfill resource requirements
Evaluate resource needs for the next operational period
Re-supply the CSA
Monitor the situation
Prepare for demobilization
Contact vendors to return leased/contracted resources
Areas of Operations
CSA
PODS
EOC
Base Camp, if established
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Time Phased, Force and Deployment Data Listing (TPFDDL)
Disasters

Terrorism

Initiation
Time
- / + hrs

Action Or Resource

x

-96

x

-96

x

-72

x
x
x

-72
-72
-72

Notifications to Logistics Team, PODS managers,
ESF 11 to Stand-By
Logistics Section Chief notifies State EOC Logistics
of County’s CSA and POD intentions (FLNG request,
location of CSA, potential POD sites)
CSA Manager notify CSA location contact and advise
of intent to activate – confirm contact information
Activate core team members
Check and ready equipment and supplies
Confirm and check POD locations, staffing needs and
availability

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

-72
-48
-48
-48
-36
-36
-24
-24

x

-24

x

-24

x
x
x

-24
-24
-12

x

-12

x

-12

H T F W P C R T C B R

N

E

x
x x x x x x x x x x
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x

x

-12
E

Get additional 800 MHz radios from ESF 2
CSA staff moves resources to the CSA facility, sets
up offices and equipment
CSA staff moves into CSA facilities and prepares for
operation
PODS Manager on standby for coordination of PODS
with State/FLNLG/DOF

NIMS
Typing

Primary ESF
Support Agency

Asset
Class

Action
ID

Trigger
Point

EOC
Activation
EOC
Activation

CSA Manager orders 2 forklifts and 2 pallet jacks for
CSA operations through ESF 7 at EOC
Order vehicles (big trucks) through ESF 7 to State
EOC to move food (MREs) from warehouse at landfill
to PODS
Move tents from warehouse at landfill to CSA to go to
PODS
Within 4 hours of instantaneous event and
notifications CSA can be operational

Need for
incoming

Martin County CEMP
2014 Logistics Annex III
Disasters

Terrorism

H T F W P C R T C B R

N

E

x x x x x x x x x x x
x x x x x x x x x x x

x
x

x
x

Initiation
Time
- / + hrs

Action Or Resource

NIMS
Typing

Primary ESF
Support Agency

Asset
Class

Action
ID

Trigger
Point
resources

x

E
E
E + 12

x

E + 12
12
12
18
18
24

x

24

x

24
48
72

X

+72

x

+96
As determined
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POD Manager coordinates with ESF 1 Transportation
for LP Gas for the operation of the forklifts
POD Manager reports to EOC for coordination efforts

POD Manager provides Logistics Section Chief and
CSA Manager preliminary estimate of staffing
available from Parks Operations
POD Manager coordinates with Florida National
Guard and visits POD sites
POD Manager coordinates and confirms staffing for
PODS – including contacts with additional resources
identified
POD Manager provides updated estimate of staffing
from Parks Operations; visits POD sites & plans for
assuming staffing responsibilities
POD Managers and POD staffing assume operations
of County PODS
Operations to evaluate and determine need for base
camp or any additional sites needed
POD Manager coordinates closing of POD sites
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Martin County - Logistics Section

POD Inventory Sheet (Expendable Supplies)
POD Location:

#:

Period Covered:
RESOURCE

OPENING
BALANCE

RECEIVED
PAST 24
HOURS

ISSUED
PAST 24
HOURS

QUANTITY
ON HAND

TOTAL
RECEIVED TO
DATE

The purpose of this form is to maintain a periodic inventory of the POD. This form is for expendable supplies such as
ice, water, food, etc. and is used to develop “burn rates”.
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POD Receipt of Inventory Form
THE PURPOSE OF THIS FORM IS COLLECT INFORMATION ON THE RECEIPT OF EXPENDABLE AND NONEXPENDABLE SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT RECEIVED INTO THE POD INVENTORY. THE POD
SUPERVISOR WILL FILL OUT THIS FORM; THE BILL OF LADING OR MANIFEST, IF PROVIDED, ATTACHED,
AND DELIVERED TO THE LOGISTICS LNO. - ONE FORM PER DELIVERY.
Date:

Time:

Vendor:

Delivered By:

Bill of Lading Number:
Item:

Disposition
Stored at POD Site
Direct Shipped (attach to shipping form)

Identity Number:

Yes/N0
Mission Number

Quantity

Copy provided to shipping
officer
Yes/No

Signed:
Receiving Officer:
Internal Audit use only:
Audit Control #
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Packaging

Mission Tracker # Requesting these resources:
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Martin County - Logistics Section

POD Shipment of Inventory Form
THE PURPOSE OF THIS FORM IS TO COLLECT INFORMATION ON THE SHIPMENT OF EXPENDABLE
AND NON-EXPENDABLE SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT SHIPPED FROM THE POD INVENTORY. THE POD
SUPERVISOR WILL FILL OUT THIS FORM. THE TEMPORARY HAND RECEIPT IF PROVIDED, ATTACHED,
AND DELIVERED TO THE LOGISTICS LNO. - ONE FORM PER DELIVERY.
Date:
Time:
Mode of Transportation commercial/military/land/air
Transportation Description/identity:

POD Mission Number:

Shipped To:

Item

Identity Number

Signed:
Shipping Officer:
Copy 1 - Supervisor's Records
Copy 2 Logistics LNO
Copy 3 - Receiving Agency
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APPROVAL
The Martin County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP) provides an
approach to emergency management based on an all hazards approach. This appendix
addresses the specifics of a Herbert Hoover Dike failure scenario. Questions and
comments about this appendix should be addressed to the Martin County Emergency
Management Agency, 800 SE Monterey Stuart, Florida 34994
Reviewed and adopted May 20, 2014 by the Martin County Board of County
Commission Resolution number 14-5.15.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
A.

Overview

1. The Herbert Hoover Dike
Lake Okeechobee is the second largest freshwater lake in the United States
covering approximately 730 square miles with an average depth of 9 feet.1
The lake is surrounded by the Herbert Hoover Dike. Federally-funded
construction of the dike began in 1932 and was completed in 1971. This
earthen dike system ranges 32–46 feet above sea level along its 140-mile
length.2
The Peer Review Report, dated April 27, 2006, indicates a significantly higher
probability of failure compared to similar structures due to the construction
methods used to create the dike, as well as periodic weather extremes such
as drought, high water levels, and impacts from tropical systems passing over
or near Lake Okeechobee. 3 The current structural condition of the Dike
calls into question the adequacy of the dike to withstand extreme wind and
rainfall events. The possibility of failure poses a significant danger to nearby
residents, local economies, and the environment of South Florida. Proposed
dike repairs will not eliminate the dike’s structural instability. The time
required for re-evaluation, redesign, land acquisition, and reconstruction is
estimated at more than 25 years.4
Land elevations directly surrounding Lake Okeechobee in the southern
Florida peninsula are near sea level, with small areas of higher elevation on
the northeast corner of the lake in Martin County. Land elevations reach
nearly 325 feet above sea level in Highlands and Glade counties, situated
about 20 miles northwest from the shores of Lake Okeechobee. The lowest
elevations near the lake—which are close to sea level—are to the southeast
and due south toward the tip of the Florida peninsula.5
Geologically, the lake is surrounded by sediment containing both shells and
sandy material. This sediment is highly porous, soft, and permeable. The lake
and surrounding areas are located on the shallow aquifer, with the deeper
Floridian aquifer below. This surface-level aquifer contains a thin layer of
mostly fresh water, separated from the Floridian aquifer below by a bed of
1

“Introduction.” Lake Okeechobee.org. Retrieved March 12, 2007.
http://www.lakeokeechobee.org/content.php?section=about_the_lake&page=about_the_lake/introduction.
html.
2
ACOE Emergency Action Plan: Section 3, July 2013.
3
Leslie G. Bromwell, Sc.D., P.E., Robert G. Dean, Sc.D., P.E., Steven G. Vick, P.E. “Report of Expert
Review Panel. Technical Evaluation of the Herbert Hoover Dike, Lake Okeechobee, Florida.” April 27,
2006.
4
Florida Division of Emergency Management. “Herbert Hoover Dike Response Guidance.” May 19, 2006.
5
Ibid.
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soil. The water in this aquifer follows the natural hydrologic gradient, flowing
from the northwest to the southeast.6
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE), Jacksonville District, is
responsible for the maintenance of the dike and has reported that areas of
the dike are prone to water seepage and stability problems. Soil erosion,
known as “piping,” can create large cavities in the dike, potentially resulting in
a breach and flooding in the surrounding communities. The risk of a breach
increases with an increased lake level of Lake Okeechobee.7
In late summer and early fall of 1995, Lake Okeechobee rose to an elevation
of 18.6 feet. This caused near-failure of the dike at nine separate areas along
the south and southeast shores including locations near Lake Harbor,
Pahokee, and Belle Glade ranging in length from 100 feet to more than a
mile. In 1998, the lake again rose above 18 feet, with similar effects in some
of the same locations as well as new ones. Both events resulted in observed
indicators of unsatisfactory performance, which included piping of
embankment and foundation materials, berm collapses, excessive seepage,
boils, and sinkholes in the embankment crest.8 The 1995 and 1998
occurrences were not isolated incidents, with significant distress to the dike
also reported in 2003 near South Bay and again in 2004 at four locations
from Belle Glade to north of Canal Point, and most recently in 2005 near the
Pahokee Airport.9
Lower lake levels can also pose a threat. In March 2003, the ACOE South
Florida Operations Office reported boils in the Dike toe ditch near South
Bay, approximately 0.8 miles southwest of Structure 351. Engineers from the
ACOE District office performed a detailed inspection of 84 miles of the dike
from Port Mayaca to Moore Haven.10 During the inspection, several areas of
distress were identified that were seeping both clear and turbid water as well
as material. These areas of distress could be expected to occur when the
lake’s elevation is above 16.5 feet, but they were occurring at 15.3 feet.11
ACOE, in its publication entitled Lake Okeechobee and the Herbert Hoover
Dike, concludes that engineering studies and the high water events have
6

Ibid.
ACOEACOE. “Lake Okeechobee and the Herbert Hoover Dike: A Summary of the Engineering
Evaluation of Seepage and Stability Problems at the Herbert Hoover Dike.”
8
Ibid.
9
Leslie G. Bromwell, Sc.D., P.E., Robert G. Dean, Sc.D., P.E., Steven G. Vick, P.E. “Report of Expert
Review Panel. Technical Evaluation of the Herbert Hoover Dike, Lake Okeechobee, Florida.” April 27,
2006.
10
ACOEACOE, Emergency Action Plan – Herbert Hoover Dike July, 2013
11
Leslie G. Bromwell, Sc.D., P.E., Robert G. Dean, Sc.D., P.E., Steven G. Vick, P.E. “Report of Expert
Review Panel. Technical Evaluation of the Herbert Hoover Dike, Lake Okeechobee, Florida.” April 27,
2006.
7
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demonstrated that the dike does not provide the required level of flood
protection when lake levels exceed 18.5 feet. An engineering study
conducted by United Research Services (URS) in 2006 indicated lake levels
above 20 feet pose the most severe threat. While those levels are
theoretically reached only once every 100 years, lake levels have approached
or exceeded an elevation of 18 feet four times since 1995 (30-year events),
and significant areas of distress have been documented at an elevation of
15.3, indicating the risk of failure in any given year is sufficient to warrant
careful planning.12
2. Hurricane and Tropical Storm Activity around Lake Okeechobee
The first documented impacts to the areas around Lake Okeechobee were
recorded in 1926 when a hurricane crossed the area and sent storm surge
from the lake into the town of Moore Haven in Glades County. This impact
caused 400 deaths and occurred prior to the construction of what is now
the Dike. Before a solution could be found, a second hurricane in 1928
resulted in 2,000 deaths in Clewiston and Belle Glade. This prompted the
initial construction of the Herbert Hoover Dike in 1932.13
The first section of the 68-mile southern shore was completed in 1936
(authorized by the River and Harbor Act; 1930). The dike provided
protection along 84 miles of the northern and southern shoreline to an
average elevation of 30 feet. During the 1960s, the dike was elevated to its
current height of 32–46 feet above sea level and extended around the entire
circumference of the lake to provide even greater protection to the
surrounding communities.
Since 1851, 31 hurricanes have impacted the area in and around Lake
Okeechobee. The combined rainfall from Hurricanes Charley, Frances, and
Jeanne in 2004 elevated the lake to nearly 18 feet. In 2005, Hurricane Wilma
caused erosion of the dike near the Pahokee Municipal airport. ACOE made
repairs in 2005, but the impact of Hurricane Wilma heightened awareness of
the region’s vulnerability. In 2008 Tropical Storm Fay brought significant
rainfall increasing the Lake level by four (4) feet however, due to drought
conditions the Lake levels remained low. Martin County and southern Florida
were impacted by Hurricane Isaac in 2012 and combined with and the rainy
season, Lake level increases were experienced and have continued in 2013.
3. Additional Threats to Herbert Hoover Dike
The Dike is susceptible to failures any time lake levels increase. For example,
above normal rainfall over the watershed for Lake Okeechobee can
contribute to high lake levels. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, in
12

ACOE. “Lake Okeechobee and the Herbert Hoover Dike: A Summary of the Engineering Evaluation of
Seepage and Stability Problems at the Herbert Hoover Dike.”
13
ACOE; Emergency Action Plan for Herbert Hoover Dike: Section 3.2.1 History; July 2013.
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conjunction with the South Florida Water Management District, manages the
lake levels; however, Lake Okeechobee can receive water faster than it can
be discharged. As a result, lake levels can continue to rise even with
maximum discharge.
Periods of extreme drought, when the earthen dike may dry and crack, can
also make the dike more susceptible to failure. Internal erosion may occur in
times of high water regardless of the weather. Seepage occurs regularly along
the earthen dike. “Piping” occurs when soil particles are transported by the
action of the seeping water, creating cavities that can erode or undermine
the dike.
A breach could also occur as the result of a man-made or terrorist incident.
B. Purpose and Goals
The purpose of this appendix is to serve as a guide for use in preparing for
and responding to a Dike failure in Martin County. This appendix, in
conjunction with other County annexes, will form the basis for a
State/regional Herbert Hoover Dike response plan.
This appendix should not be construed as creating or changing established
policies and procedures nor establishing or relinquishing authority or
responsibility from any agency as outlined by statute.
The goals of these coordinated efforts include the following:


Provide guidance for non-hurricane and weather-induced breaches;



Reduce morbidity and mortality resulting from a Dike failure event; and



Provide alignment between local, State, and federal plans.

This plan will document procedures used to do the following:


Alert and notify the public of recommended protective actions;



Delineate the response actions of the involved agencies;



Outline potential short-term (i.e., within 90 days of the disaster) recovery
solutions; and



Maximize the use of available resources to minimize morbidity and
mortality.

Activities will be coordinated with the development of a Herbert Hoover
Dike Annex to be incorporated into the State of Florida Comprehensive
Emergency Management Plan (SCEMP).
C.

Scope
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This Appendix augments the Martin County Comprehensive Emergency
Management Plan (CEMP) and is intended to:

II.



Explain how Martin County will prepare for, respond to, recover from,
and mitigate future impacts of a Dike failure;



Define specific roles and responsibilities as well as linkages to key
external response entities;



Provide for a command and coordination structure that is integrated
within the State’s Incident Command System (ICS) structure;



Provide guidance to emergency management officials for the activation of
the Emergency Action Plan (EAP) in the event of a Dike failure; and



Be consistent with—and has integrated—regional, State, and federal
response guidance.

AUTHORITIES AND REFERENCES
Table 1 details the authorities held by specific agencies during an emergency, as
well as the supporting documentation/reference that designates the authority.

Table 1: Authorities and References14
Reference

Agency

Authority

Martin County CEMP

Martin County Agencies

Provides authority to
prepare for, respond to,
recover from, and mitigate
the impact of a disaster
within Martin County.

Martin County Local
Mitigation Strategy

Martin County Agencies

Provides an all hazards
mitigation strategy,
prioritizes mitigation
projects, and identifies a
process to identify and
receive funds.

Martin County Code of
Ordinances

Martin County Board of
County Commissioners

Provides legal authority for
emergency management

14

See Martin County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP) for other general authorities
and references.
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Reference

Agency

Authority

The State of Florida CEMP

Florida Division of
Emergency Managment

Provides authority to
prepare for, respond to,
recover from, and mitigate
the impact of a disaster
within the State of Florida.
The State of Florida
Regional Evacuation
Coordination Procedures,
State of Florida and all
Florida Counties provides
procedures for the
evacuation of vulnerable
populations in a large-scale
disaster.
Provides the authority for
federal support of response
to and recovery from
disasters and other
incidents of national
significance.

Homeland Security
Presidential Directive-5;
Management of Domestic
Incidents

All federal, State, and local
government agencies

The Emergency Action Plan
for the Herbert Hoover
Dike (FL 36001) Lake
Okeechobee Structures
(July 2013)

U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers

Provides procedures for
the preparedness,
mitigation, and response to
an incident at the Herbert
Hoover Dike.

Hurricane Storm Surge
Simulation for Lake
Okeechobee
May, 2006

International Hurricane
Research Center,
Florida International

Storm surge simulation
detailing the effect of storm
surge and concomitant
wave action on the Herbert
Hoover Dike.

Report of Expert Review
Panel April 27, 2006
(Project No. 2-13294.1)

South Florida Water
Management District

Technical Evaluation of
Herbert Hoover Dike
Lake Okeechobee, Florida
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Reference
Agency
Florida Statute Chapter 252 All jurisdictions within the
Emergency Management
State of Florida

Authority
Provides authority and
responsibilities for the
mitigation of, preparation
for, response to, and
recovery from a large-scale
disaster.
Provides authority and
responsibilities for the
preparation for continuity
of government in the event
of a disaster or attack.

Florida Statute Chapter 22
Emergency Interim
Executive and Judicial
Succession Act.

All State and political
subdivision government
offices

Florida Statute Chapter 23
Florida Mutual Aid Act

Law enforcement agencies

Provides procedures for
the provision of law
enforcement mutual aid
during a state of emergency
within the state.

Florida Statewide Mutual
Aid Agreement – July 31,
2000

All State, ounty, city, and
other political sub-divisions
agencies

Provides for mutual aid in
the event of disasters and
other emergencies.

Florida Statute Chapter 373 State and local agencies
Water Resources

Provides authority for the
administration of the Dam
Safety Program

Additional authorities and references can be found in the Martin County CEMP; Basic
Plan.
III.

SITUATION
Martin County is north of Palm Beach County and south of St. Lucie County
with the Atlantic Ocean as the eastern boundary and bordered on west by
Okeechobee County. Martin County was established in 1925 from a portion of
Palm Beach County and from a much smaller portion of St. Lucie County. The
County was named for John W. Martin, governor from 1925 to 1929.
By far, Martin County’s largest land area consists of agricultural future land uses
which accounts for nearly 222,000 acres or 64% of the total land area.
Combined, residential land uses account for more than 50,000 acres or almost
15% of the County total area. Land designated as conservation accounts for
more than 45,000 acres or 13% of the County land area.
Martin County's population has grown from 126,731 in 2000 to an estimated
146,318 in 2010 indicating a 15% increase. Most of the county's population is
east of Florida's Turnpike. Much of the western and southern portions of the
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county are in wetlands or agriculture. The largest city in the County is the City
of Stuart. Seasonal farm workers and “snowbird” vacationers boosted the
population to a recorded 178,544 in 2010.
A.

Vulnerability and Risk Assessment

1. Martin County’s Unique Characteristics
Western Martin County is a rural area with an estimated population of an
estimated 500 persons residing in close proximity to the Dike and 14,293
persons in the S80 Water Control Structure/St. Lucie Locks flood inundation
area.15 Therefore, the total population that may be impacted by a Dike
incident and S80 Water Control Structure/St. Lucie Locks failure in Martin
County is approximately 14,800 persons.
2. Herbert Hoover Dike
Martin County may experience serious flood inundation in two distinct areas
of the county as a result of an incident related to Lake Okeechobee;
specifically a failure of the dike or mechanical problems with the water
control structure S80 also known as the St. Lucie Locks.
1. The western portion of the County, which is in the immediate vicinity of
the dike, may be impacted by floodwaters. This area is unincorporated
with populations residing along the length of CR 441 west of the L 64 and
L 65 canals.
2. The second area of potential impact is in the vicinity of the S80 Water
Control Structure/St. Lucie Locks. If the S80 Water Control Structure/St.
Lucie Locks fails, the surrounding area could become inundated with
floodwater. The S80 Water Control Structure/St. Lucie Locks are located
in the central portion of the county in proximity to the South Fork of the
St. Lucie River. This area has not been fully evaluated for potential flood
inundation and it is unclear how far the floodwaters may reach.16 A
breach or failure of the dike would not automatically predicate a failure of
the St. Lucie Locks. The ACOE and the South Florida Water
Management District may also decide to implement a controlled release
at the S80 Water Control Structure/St. Lucie Locks. A controlled release
is designed to relieve pressure in the water management system or may
be conducted to prevent or reduce flooding, over drainage, prevent
15

The impacts of inundation beyond the S80 structure have not been modeled.
The area depicted in the map is the flood inundation zone which could result from a Category 5
hurricane. The actual inundation area, as a result of a breach of the Dike may not resemble the Hurricane
Category 5 flood inundation area. See footnote 1.
16
Martin County has requested that the ACOE conduct an evaluation of the potential flood inundation
area due to the failure of the S80 Locks due to controlled releases at the S80 canal.
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environmental degradation and pollution, or otherwise affect the quality
and quantity of discharges. A controlled release may also pose a flooding
threat to surrounding areas.
Protective actions, response coordination, and recovery demands for a
hurricane-related breach of the Herbert Hoover Dike are very distinct
from those occurring in the absence of a tropical weather system. The
first two scenarios in Table 2 occur in non-hurricane conditions.
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Table 2: Herbert Hoover Dike Breach Planning Scenarios17
Event type
No Notice

Time
frame
0 to 6
hours

Example Causes

Consequences/Actions








Construction
Accident
Terrorist Attack
High lake levels
resulting from
long-term above
normal rainfall








Short Notice

6 hours to
1 day







Piping, uplifting,
and mechanical
failure
Extreme weather
events such as
tornadoes
High lake levels
resulting from
long-term above
normal rainfall












Protective actions cannot be
taken.
Resources cannot be pre-staged.
Activation of Appendix begins in
response phase.
County EOC will be activated.
Ensure emergency personnel are
at duty stations.
Evacuation downstream should
begin immediately.
Remain in continous contact with
State and federal authorities to
implement any protective actions
and to provide coordinated
information to the public.
Rapidly-developing conditions
may limit protective actions.
Protective actions will likely be
locally-focused to expedite
evacuation and sheltering
operations.
If regional, the extent will only
include portions of the counties
immediately adjacent to the dike.
Activities that occur
simultaneously (e.g., sheltering)
will not require regional
coordination.
Activation of Appendix likely to
begin in response phase.
County EOC will be fully
operational.
Remain in continous contact with
State and federal authorities to
implement further actions and to

17

A critical factor to non-hurricane situations will be the status of the Taylor Creek Lock (hurricane gate
structure on Lake Okeechobee).
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provide coordinated information
to the public.
Notice

1 day or
more




Hurricane
High lake levels
resulting from
long-term above
normal rainfall










Activation of Appendix begins in
preparedness phase.
Notify and brief local authorities
on situation.
Activate the County EOC.
Initiate pre-determined
protective actions (sandbagging,
evacuations).
Initiate regional coordination
procedures required for
evacuations, response, and
recovery activities.
Remain in continous contact with
State and federal authorities to
implement further actions and to
provide coordinated information
to the public.

a. Short Notice/No Notice
In a breach of the Herbert Hoover Dike, unrelated to tropical weather
systems, flooding may occur with little or no warning on a day that is
considered neither “pre-hurricane” nor “post-hurricane.” This type of breach
may be caused by internal deterioration, construction or other accidents,
sudden extreme weather events, or terrorist activity.
In Martin County, a breach unrelated to a tropical weather system could be
expected to result in the following:


Flood inundation of the affected reach areas where Martin County
immediately bounds Lake Okeechobee;



There may be a possibility the county would be impacted if the dike
breached outside of county limits;



Evacuation of residents living along affected reach areas;



It is anticipated that threatened populations along the St. Lucie Locks
flood inundation areas may not have sufficient time to evacuate. It is
unclear how the St. Lucie Locks will be impacted by a “no-notice” breach
of the dike;



A need for rapid notification and evacuation of the immediate area
surrounding Lake Okeechobee;
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A large number of people being displaced with little or no resources;



Demands on the emergency management community that will require
requests for supplementation through mutual aid and State resources
which will include and are not limited to:





Search and rescue;



Medical and mental health resources;



Mass casualty resources;



Law enforcement;

Assistance with sheltering and feeding.

b. Notice
Since the start of construction of the dike, 11 major hurricanes have made
landfall in South Florida passing either directly over or very near the dike.18
Hurricane effects that can contribute to a failure of the dike include elevated
water levels from flood run-off and rainfall, windborne storm surges from the
lake, and high waves at the downwind end of the lake (which may move
rapidly to the opposite side as the hurricane passes). These effects can result
in wave action on and overtopping of the dike, erosion of the dike on both
lakeshores and the landside, and elevated water pressures within the dike;
any or all of which could cause the dike to fail. Elevated water pressure may
also result from other slow-moving weather fronts that cause heavy rainfall
within the drainage area.
Since the dike system has very limited capacity to discharge excess water,
large rainfall events over the watershed can cause fairly rapid increases in
water level (up to several feet in height) within the lake, even if maximum
discharges are being made from the outlet structures. A stationary weather
front with significant rainfall could cause the lake to fill to dangerous levels
even without the hurricane wind action.
Although more time is allowed for protective actions than in most nonhurricane scenarios, those actions must be coordinated with the rest of the
South Florida region, which will also be preparing for a hurricane. Response
resources and recovery efforts also need to be distributed across a region
with competitive priorities.

18

Leslie G. Bromwell, Sc.D., P.E., Robert G. Dean, Sc.D., P.E., Steven G. Vick, P.E. “Report of Expert
Review Panel. Technical Evaluation of the Herbert Hoover Dike, Lake Okeechobee, Florida.” April 27,
2006.
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Figure 1: Reaches of Lake Okeechobee

B.

Planning Assumptions

1. General Assumptions


Based on Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) flood zones
and available land cover data, water flow would tend to follow the natural
geographical contours of the area toward the south and southeast shores
of the Lake.



During the repair phase, the risks associated with the dike remain high.
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Impacts will likely affect an estimated 500 persons residing in close
proximity to the Dike and the approximately 14,000 persons in the S80
Water Control Structure/St. Lucie Locks.



Indirect impacts such as the loss of potable water may affect residents
outside of flooded areas.



Federal assistance and resource support to local communities may be
expected to be limited or unavailable for the first 72 hours for planning
purposes.

2. No-Notice Breach Assumptions (Non-Hurricane)
No-notice breach events involve a dike failure with little or no warning and
would probably be reported by use of 9-1-1.


Impacts are likely to be locally-focused.



There may be no advance warning prior to the breach occurring.



Evacuation will likely only be required along the threatened reaches of
the dike and potentially within the S80 water control structure/St. Lucie
Locks flood inundation area.



There are no obstacles associated with inclement weather such as
flooded roads or wind-related debris.



Coastal evacuations are not occurring simultaneously, thereby simplifying
traffic movement away from the lake.



Access to evacuation and sheltering resources should be at a maximum
since the evacuation and sheltering effort is not regional.



Shelters are not required to meet the higher wind-loading standards of
Standards for Hurricane Evacuation Shelter Selection, ARC 4496, revised
January 2002.



The possibility of a breach resulting from extremely high lake levels
following a major storm should not be discounted.



Re-entry should not commence until the Army Corps of Engineers
and/or South Florida Water Management District has conducted an
inspection of the dike and other water control structures (i.e. S80 Water
Control Structure/St. Lucie Locks),, made repairs, and declared it secure.



The effect at the S80 Water Control Structure/St. Lucie Locks due to an
incident at the Dike may vary based upon pre-existing environmental
conditions.

3. Short-Notice Situation Assumptions (Non-Hurricane)
These situations involve rapidly-developing conditions that include
mechanical issues (e.g., piping, uplifting, and mechanical failure) as well as the
rapid development of a weather system that limits the range of available
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protective actions but which may not cause a region-wide evacuation as a
hurricane-related breach would.


There may not be much advance notice prior to the breach occurring or
S80 Water Control Structure/St. Lucie Locks failing.



Evacuation will likely be required along the threatened reaches of the
dike and, if threatened, within the S80 flood inundation area.



Access to evacuation and sheltering resources should be at a maximum
since only populations in the immediate vicinity of the Dike and within
the S80 flood inundation area will be affected (though it may cross county
boundaries depending on the location of the breach).



Shelters are not required to meet the higher wind-loading standards of
Standards for Hurricane Evacuation Shelter Selection, ARC 4496, revised
January 2002.



Re-entry following a breach incident should not commence until Army
Corps of Engineers and/or South Florida Water Management District has
conducted an inspection of the dike and other water control structures
(i.e. S80 Water Control Structure/St. Lucie Locks), made repairs, and
declared it secure.

4. Notice Scenario Assumptions
Slowly-evolving situations would allow sufficient time to warn the public to
take protective actions such as sandbagging, as well as partial or full
evacuations if necessary.


A hurricane making landfall in either southeast or southwest Florida may
impact the entire periphery of the Dike structure with lake surge due to
shifting counterclockwise winds and the circular shape of Lake
Okeechobee.



Pre-hurricane evacuation may be required since the dike integrity cannot
be guaranteed and large population masses cannot be moved during high
winds. Evacuation orders surrounding the S80 Water Control Structure /
St. Lucie Locks will require evaluation in this scenario.



Limited access to evacuation- and shelter-related resources due to
region-wide demand.



Traffic movement is impeded due to simultaneous evacuations along the
coast and from areas surrounding the lake.



No significant flooding has occurred in the surrounding area during the
evacuation phase.



Infrastructure and roadways are operational with no flood related
obstructions. Due to the regional evacuation, however, evacuation routes
may be heavily congested.
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Shelters are required to meet the higher wind-loading standards of
Standards for Hurricane Evacuation Shelter Selection, ARC 4496, revised
January 2002.



State and Federal assistance and resource support to local communities
may be expected to be limited or unavailable for the first 72 hours for
planning purposes in the event of a dike failure.



Re-entry following a breach incident should not commence until the U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers and/or South Florida Water Management
District has conducted an inspection of the dike, made repairs, and
declared it secure.
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IV.

RESPONSE ORGANIZATION
The all-hazards organizational responsibilities of each agency are outlined in the Martin County emergency plan.
The overall response framework to an incident at the Dike will be conducted in accordance with that
organizational definition. Dike-specific organizational responsibilities are highlighted in later sections of the
appendix.
Figure 2: All-Hazards EOC Activation Organizational Chart
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V.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
The concept of operations (CONOPS) defines the division of responsibilities,
sequence of action (before, during, and after the incident), process for
meeting resource requests, and who and under what circumstances requests
will be made for additional aid.
A.

Alert
During a pre-hurricane, the Unified Command (identified in Figure 1 above)
will evaluate National Hurricane Center forecast data, establish the
associated risk factors, and determine the need for an evacuation. The
Unified Command may convene as early as five days in advance of an
approaching hurricane to evaluate the risk to life and property posed by an
approaching hurricane. The hurricane threat may impact the entire County
and region, requiring simultaneous coastal and inland evacuations. A
hurricane evacuation order may be issued in accordance with the Martin
County CEMP; Appendix II – Tropical Events/Hurricanes and communicated
with the State Emergency Operations Center (SEOC).
In a no-notice or short-notice failure/breach, the Army Corps of Engineers
(ACOE) and the South Florida Water Management District have the primary
responsibility for activating the notification chain. The ACOE and the South
Florida Water Management District will conduct continuous inspections of
the Dike and all associated structures and monitor the S80 Water Control
Structure/St. Lucie Locks and associated water levels. The frequency of
inspections is dependent upon the lake elevation (i.e. higher at areas with
known problems and lower at areas without known problems). If problems
are detected well in advance of the rapidly-evolving situation, remedial
measures will be taken in an effort to prevent failure.
When Lake Okeechobee’s elevation extends 17.5 feet, daily inspections will
be conducted in the southern part of the Herbert Hoover Dike. There is
limited potential for a dike failure with lake levels as low as 18.5 feet (a 30year event). The likelihood of a failure increases at higher lake levels. At a
lake level of 21 feet (a 100-year flood event), a dike failure would be likely at
one or more locations. In the event that an instantaneous failure/breach that
is not immediately detected by the ACOE and/or the South Florida Water
Management District, it is anticipated that persons in close proximity to the
incident site will visually detect the incident and alert 9-1-1.19

19

ACOE, “Emergency Action Plan – Herbert Hoover Dike – Lake Okeechobee Structures,” July, 2013
(Draft).
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1. Conference Calls
In a pre-hurricane situation, the Martin County Emergency Management
Agency may conduct ongoing conference calls with Emergency Response
Team members and other essential response and recovery organizations to
ensure that vital decisions, actions, and resource management decisions are
communicated throughout the response organization.
2. Conference Call Schedule
In the hurricane scenario, State and local conference calls are likely to be
scheduled around the release of the National Hurricane Center hurricane
forecast advisories at 11 a.m./p.m. and 5 a.m./p.m. eastern. Post-hurricane,
the conference call schedule may vary significantly based on operational
priorities. In accordance with the Emergency Support Function 5 Information and Planning -- Standard Operating Procedure, a daily County
Emergency Operations Center (EOC) schedule will be developed during
activations to ensure that all conference calls are appropriately scheduled to
avoid overlap and maximize information exchange.
3. State Conference Calls
The State Emergency Operations Center (SEOC) will notify the potentially
impacted counties through the County Warning Point of the time of the
conference call and phone number of the conference call. In the hurricane
scenario, the FDEM will conduct regional evacuation coordination
conference calls. During non-hurricane events and post-hurricane activities,
the conference call schedule may vary. State Conference calls will be
coordinated by the FDEM notification chain activation system. Participants
may include the following organizations:


Potentially impacted and support counties



State Emergency Response Teams’ Evacuation Teams


Emergency Support Function #1 – Transportation



Emergency Support Function #3 – Public Works & Engineering



Emergency Support Function #5 – Information and Planning



Emergency Support Function #6 – Mass Care



Emergency Support Function #8 – Health & Medical



Emergency Support Function #10 – Hazmat



Emergency Support Function #14 – Public Information



Emergency Support Function #16 – Law Enforcement



Operations Section



National Hurricane Center



National Weather Service
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B.



The Army Corps of Engineers



South Florida Water Management District



Governor’s Office

Classification
The ACOE has designed a three-level classification system for incidents
related to the Dike. They are “Non-Failure Emergency Condition,” “Watch
Condition” and “Evacuation Condition,” In the short-notice situation, it is
assumed that the ACOE would classify the incident as a Watch Condition or
an Evacuation Condition. Descriptions of the three conditions can be found
in Table 3.
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Table 3: Condition Classification20
Condition
Classification

Definition

Watch
Condition

A potential failure situation is developing. A dike failure may
eventually occur, but preplanned actions may moderate or
alleviate failure. Time is still available for further
analyses/decisions to be made before failure is considered a
foregone conclusion. Even if failure is inevitable, more time
is generally available than in a “failure has occurred”
situation to issue warnings and/or take preparedness
actions. This warning is issued when a safety situation is
observed that may lead to a failure if left unattended, but
there is no immediate danger.

Non-Failure
Emergency
Condition

There is no danger of dike failure, but flow conditions are
such that flooding is expected to occur downstream of the
spillways. While the amount of flooding may be beyond the
control of ACOE, information of releases from the
spillways will be very useful to the authorities in reaching
any decisions on the need for evacuation.

Evacuation
Condition

Failure Is Imminent or Has Occurred
A failure either has occurred, is occurring, or is obviously
about to occur. There is no time available to attempt
corrective measures to prevent failure. Emergency
preparedness agencies are notified that the embankment or
structure is failing. Due to the short time it will take for
flooding to occur, evacuation of nearby downstream areas
should begin immediately.

C.

Notification

1. Notice Situation (Slowly-Evolving Pre-Hurricane Situation)
A slowly-evolving hurricane based scenario requires ongoing communication
and coordination at all levels of government well in advance of the arrival of
tropical storm force winds. This communication and coordination will be
conducted primarily through local and regional conference calls which were
highlighted in Section V.A.1. of this appendix. Conference calls and other
coordination will continue throughout the event and into the recovery phase
of the incident. The following coordination flowchart will be implemented
during a hurricane event.

20

Source: The Army Corps of Engineers
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Figure 3: Notice Situation Notification Flowchart

2. Short Notice / No Notice Situation
In a short-notice or no-notice breach, the imminent threat to lives demands
an effective and timely implementation of alert and notification procedures.
The ACOE and the South Florida Water Management District are
responsible for the detection, evaluation, and implementation of the
notification flowchart. The onsite ACOE inspector will notify the County
Warning Point immediately upon detection of an incident which warrants an
evacuation condition. The Jacksonville District Emergency Operations Center
will be used to exchange information between the emergency management
communities once initial notification has been made. The ACOE will also
notify the State Emergency Operations Center via the State Watch Office
(SWO), which in turn will notify the County Warning Point.
Figure 4: No-Notice or Short-Notice Breach Notification Flow Chart (1)
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3. Citizen Notification to Response Agency
In the event of a dike breach or other unusual flooding event, it is also
possible that a resident will be the first to detect the problem. The resident
will contact the 9-1-1 operator to report the incident. The 9-1-1 Dispatch
Center will contact the County Warning Point, Fire Rescue Dispatch. The
County will contact the State Watch Office (SWO).
Figure 5: No-Notice or Short-Notice Breach Notification Flow Chart (2)

D.

Activation
The Martin County EOC will activate in accordance with the County
Comprehensive Emergency Management Agency and EOC procedures.
It is the responsibility of the Emergency Management Director to issue a
declaration of a local state of emergency, which activates all portions of the
County CEMP. If no declaration has been made, the Emergency Management
Agency Director, or designee, may activate portions of the Plan in
accordance with the activation levels found in the base document to facilitate
response, readiness, or monitoring activities until a declaration has been
made.

E.

Deactivation
The Planning Section will develop a deactivation plan in coordination with the
General Staff and the Unified Command. The Deactivation Plan must address
all National Incident Management System (NIMS) requirements and, in the
case of an incident at the Dike, must also include the following:
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F.



Status of the Dike repair and the long-term plan for Dike maintenance
and stability;



Environmental health of the impacted region;



Implementation status of the Re-entry Plan;



Ongoing contact information for representatives from Federal agency
partners including the ACOE, and the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA), etc.;



Ongoing need for operational briefings and coordination;



Relocation status of critical facilities;



Status of housing stock and long-term housing needs of the impacted
area;



Status of the economic recovery based on the ability to return to work;



Redevelopment of the impacted area as it relates to basic community
needs including health and medical services and food and water supplies;



Operational capability of public service infrastructure and critical facilities;



Evaluation of surplus resources and deployment time;



Mass Care needs;



Public health issues and the needs of people with special needs (PSN).

Command and Control
Command and control of emergencies will be accomplished using the
Incident Command System (ICS) protocols at the incident site and at the
County EOC as detailed in the Martin County CEMP.

1. Emergency Operations Center
The primary County EOC is located at 800 S.E. Monterey Road, Stuart,
Florida. The County Warning Point is housed at the County EOC.
2. EOC Representation and Other Vital Emergency Response
Organizations
a. Florida Division of Emergency Management (FDEM)


Implement regional evacuation coordination procedures.



Coordinate regional conference calls among County EOC and State
organizations.



Provide additional State and federal resources to support response and
recovery operations.



Coordinate regional evacuation decision-making.



Declare State of Emergency and request Presidential Declaration.
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b. Martin County Unified Command Group


Declare local state of emergency.



Make protective action decisions based upon the recommendation of
response organizations (evacuation, shelter-in-place, curfews).



Provide leadership and executive guidance to County EOC personnel.



Direct response and recovery to meet objectives established in the
Incident Action Plan (IAP).

c. Martin County Information and Planning


Emergency Management Agency;Emergency Support Function (ESF) 5 Information and Planning.



Coordinate Unified Command Group for decision making.



Activate County EOC and implement the County CEMP.



Coordinate alert and warning to impacted communities and response
organizations.



Activate automated telephone notification system.



Support evacuation traffic management planning and resource
requirements.



Coordinate the activation of the public evacuation transportation
program.



Coordinate the identification and opening of emergency evacuation
shelters with ESF 6 – Mass Care, and Special Needs shelters with ESF 8 –
Health, Medical and Special Needs , and Pet Shelters with ESF 17 –
Animal Protection and Agriculture.



Coordinate with Public Information Officer to ensure the public is
notified and receives ongoing information.



Coordinate emergency response activities through conference calls with
the neighboring jurisdictions and the SEOC.



Participate in State coordinated and conducted conference calls.



Prepare and Distribute the IAP.

d. Department of Health – Martin County


ESF 8 – Health,Medical and Special Needs.



Activate and operate shelters for persons with special needs and special
care requirements.



Assist with patient evacuation.



Coordinate with the Healthcare community.
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Test and monitor safety of potable water supply.



Test and monitor sanitary conditions and safety of flood waters Environmental Health



Coordinate transportation of persons with special needs to designated
PSN shelters



Prevent contamination of water and food supplies



Provide individual and community behavioral and mental health and crisis
counseling.



Disseminate health and medical information to the public on such matters
as emergency water supplies, waste disposal, mass feeding services,
vectors, immunizations, disinfection, and others.



Identify, transport, and dispose of the deceased.



Treat victims of hazardous, chemical, or infectious diseases; identify
hazardous chemicals and/or infectious diseases, control their spread, and
report their presence to appropriate officials.



Re-establish all health and medical systems.



Manage and control assets.

e. Red Cross Martin County Chapter of the


ESF 6 – Mass Care.



Identify, activate, and operate emergency evacuation shelters.



Coordinate mass care-related activities.

f. Martin County School Board and Medical Transportation
Management (MTM) ESF 1 – Transportation.


Provide public transportation for emergency evacuations of evacuees.

g. Martin County, Public Information Officer


ESF 14 – Public Information.



Coordinate public information activities including press releases, media
briefings, and the Internet website.



Coordinate activation of the Joint Information Center (JIC).

h. Martin County Sheriff’s Office


ESF 16 – Law Enforcement.



Implement and assist with the evacuation order.



Conduct traffic control.



Support evacuation alert and notification of residents in vulnerable areas.
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Coordinate law enforcement resources and request additional resources
as needed for evacuation process.



Maintain security in evacuated areas.



Implement curfew orders.



Assist with Search and Rescue Operations.



Limit access control/entry to affected area.



Conduct critical facility and propterty protection.



Assist with re-entry plan.

i. South Florida Water Management District


ESF 3 – Public Works & Engineering.



Assist the ACOE with dike inspections and report unusual
observations/data.



Operate, maintain, repair, replace, and rehabilitate water control
structures.



Monitor and regulate the lake water level.

j. United States Army Corps of Engineers


Operate, maintain, repair, replace, and rehabilitate the Dike.



Classify emergency incident.



Notify State and local EOCs of a probable dike breach/failure and status
of the S80 water control structure/St. Lucie Locks.



Provide technical assistance to State and County decision-makers.



Mitigate and minimize the effects of identified problems by site inspection
analysis and recommendations to the South Florida Water Management
District..



Maintain communications and coordination with EOCs.



Participate in regional conference calls.

k. Engineering Department


ESF 3 – Public Works & Engineering



Maintain and restore local roadways.



Coordinate and conduct road and bridge inspections.



Coordinate road closures.



Provide heavy equipment during search and rescue and recovery
operations.



Assist with the evacuation order.
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l. Martin County Fire Rescue


ESF 4 – Firefighting and Emergency ESF 9 –Search & Rescue.



Implement and conduct search and rescue operations.



Assist with the evacuation order.



Assist with public notification.

3. Staging Areas
Because an emergency response to a large-scale disaster may require a
substantial resource pool, especially response personnel and vehicles, it will
be necessary to establish one or more staging areas to be used for the
gathering, holding, and deployment of resources in support of on-scene
operations. Staging areas will be coordinated through Fire Rescue and
established pursuant to their Standard Operating Procedures.
Mobile units should be brought in when there are no suitable buildings in the
area. Direct contact from the on-scene Incident Command to the County
Emergency Operations Center (if activated) should be established and
maintained to ensure requests for assistance and information updates are
communicated.
The Martin County Unified Command, in coordination with field command,
may establish emergency response vehicle staging areas based upon
numerous factors and environmental conditions. For planning purposes,
however, the following staging areas have been identified. These sites may be
used or alternate sites may be selected.
a. Staging Area for the Western Areas near the Herbert Hoover
Dike
The staging area locations for the western portion of the county may include:


DuPuis Management Area, 23500 SW Kanner Highway, Canal Point, FL
33438. Managed by the South Florida Water Management District (561)
924-5310.



Walpole Parking Lot on County Road 15 B. (Note there are active gas
pumps onsite.)

b. Staging Area for S80 Western Side of South Fork
The staging areas for the western side of South Fork may be located at:


Sands Commerce Park on SR 714



Parking Lot on the corner of Martin Downs Boulevard and High Meadow
Avenue
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c. Staging Area for S80 Eastern Side of South Fork
The staging areas for the eastern side of south fork may be located at:


Martin County Public Safety Complex located at S.E. 800 Monterey Road,
Stuart, Florida 34994



Indian River State College located at 2400 Southeast Salerno Road,
Stuart, Florida 34997.

4. Pre-established Command Posts
The location of the Incident Command Post will be established by the onsite
Incident Commander in accordance with internal field operational
procedures. The Incident Commander will evaluate appropriate sites, but
may consider co-locating the field command post at the staging area (see
locations above). Both the Martin County Sheriff’s Office and Martin County
Fire Rescue have mobile command vehicles which may be deployed to the
command post.
a. Regional Coordination
Martin County will follow the procedures for regional coordination in
accordance with the State of Florida’s Field Operations Guide (FOG).
b. External Resource Requests
Requests for external resources are explained in the Martin County CEMP,
ESF 7 - Resource Management.
G.

Communications
Communications will be conducted in compliance with the Martin County
CEMP.
The County Administrator will serve as the spokesperson for County actions
and the Public Information Officer will serve as the Lead for ESF 14 – Public
Information.
Martin County’s routine communications systems, used for daily routine and
emergency services, provide the backbone upon which systems supporting
disasters will rely. These include computer networks, landline, cellular and
satellite telephone services, Emergency Satellite Communications System ,
Emergency Alert System, 800 megahertz radios, Radio Amateur Civil
Emergency Services, National Warning System, Ultra High Frequency/Very
High Frequency, (R,W,B), Internet (2 URLs), Email, Cable Television (scroll),
Public Information Center, and Outcall Telephone System.
The County EOC runs several software packages on its intranet for internal
communications, reporting, and tracking. Communications with the SEOC
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are conducted by the Internet via, email, and EM Constellation; and
Emergency Satellite Communication System (ESATCOM).
Emergency dispatch and communications response for fire rescue and law
enforcement use a multi-location 800 megahertz trunking system for
countywide coverage. The system also includes frequencies that are
dedicated to the statewide mutual aid network.
Amateur radio services within Martin County have combined the Amateur
Radio Emergency Services (ARES) and Radio Amateur Civil Emergency
Services (RACES) organizations and their related support into a single entity.
Incoming voluntary amateur radio assistance from other areas, regardless of
affiliation, will be placed under the auspices of the local combined Amateur
Radio Emergency Services/ Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Services,
Emergency Coordinator.
VI.

Preparedness
The Preparedness Section captures those actions necessary to prepare a
community for a Herbert Hoover Dike incident. Those activities include
studies, policy, plans and procedures used to develop training, drills and
exercises, and public education.
A.

Planning

1. Public Alert
Martin County's Public Information Officer (PIO)(ESF 14 – Public
Information) will implement public notification procedures as detailed in the
Martin County CEMP and Public Information Standard Operating
Procedures. Martin County’s Public Information Officer will activate the JIC
to ensure that all public information is centrally coordinated and consistent
communications are disseminated. For additional information on the Public
Alert & Notification process, see Concept of Operations, Section V.A.
2. Information and Planning
The Planning Section (ESF 5 – Information & Planning) is responsible for
collecting, evaluating, and disseminating all incident-related data and
information. The Planning Section Chief works directly with the Incident
Commander. The planning section conducts planning meetings, and prepares
the IAP and situation reports for each operational period. The planning
section may also develop, display, and/or distribute incident maps, status
boards, databases, personnel contact information, operational schedules, and
other critical information. The planning section participates in conference
calls to ensure pertinent information is captured and distributed. The
planning section is also responsible for developing the demobilization plan.
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B.

Notification
The Martin County Emergency Management Agency, the Public Information
Officer, law enforcement, and fire rescue agencies will conduct public
notifications through a variety of methods listed below:
1. Media Releases
The PIO (ESF 14 – Public Information) will supply public information to
television, radio, and print media outlets with special consideration given to
the multilingual population’s needs.
2. Emergency Alert System
The Emergency Alert System (EAS) is a digital data system that broadcasts
emergency messages via television and radio. EAS announcements are
currently in English only.
3. Direct Broadcast via the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration Weather Radio: All Hazards
Audible alert warnings are transmitted to weather radios by the National
Weather Service (NWS). National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) broadcasts are in English only and weather radio ownership rates
are low among the target population.
4. Direct Notification
Law enforcement and Fire Rescue vehicles from Martin County will be
deployed throughout the western region and S80 Water Control
Structure/St. Lucie Locks flood inundation area to broadcast emergency alert
and notification using sirens and loudspeaker systems.
5. Telephone Notification Systems
The Martin County Emergency Management Agency will activate the
automated telephone callout system. The notification messages will be
disseminated in English and Spanish, and other languages as necessary, if
available. (See the Sample Documents in this appendix).
6. Emergency Public Information Center
The Emergency Management Agency will activate the Emergency Public
Information Center to include other languages as necessary.
7. Sample Documents
See Appendix E of this document.
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C. Evacuation
In a slowly-evolving hurricane situation, roads will not likely be inundated
with flood waters, and the pre-designated evacuation routes may be used as
detailed below. The evacuees from the S80 Water Control Structure/St.
Lucie Locks surge inundation area, which are located on the western and
eastern portion of the south fork, have traditionally been required to
evacuate during a slowly-evolving situation due to the hurricane surge
potential. The additional hazard imposed by the S80 Water Control
Structure/St. Lucie Locks does not significantly alter this existing hurricane
evacuation order. Evacuees requiring public shelter may be routed to any of
the opened hurricane evacuation shelters in Martin County.
In a no-notice or short-notice breach, evacuation routes must be determined
based upon the actual impacted reach. Once a breach has occurred,
floodwaters will rapidly inundate roads. Roads may not be passable within a
very short period. Evacuees may be directed to designated shelters in the
short-term response phase as listed below. Based upon environmental
conditions, the impact to the S80 Water Control Structure/St. Lucie Locks
will vary by a no-notice or short-notice breach. Additional details regarding
the flood inundation areas have been requested from the Army Corps of
Engineers.
For planning purposes, the Martin County Sheriff’s Office recommends the
following evacuation routes. It is importance to note, however, that these
designated routes may be altered based upon conditions. ESF 1 –
Transportation, ESF 3 – Public Works & Engineering, ESF 4 – Firefighting, ESF
9 –Search & Rescue, and ESF 16 – Law Enforcement, will provide resource
support to efficiently move evacuees to safer areas.
1. Evacuation from the Western Areas near the Herbert Hoover
Dike
The western portion of the county has four (4) transportation routes: SR 76,
SR 441, SR 609, and SR 710. In the event of a breach of the dike, all evacuees
must evacuate north, south, or east based upon conditions. Martin County
Sheriff’s Office (ESF16 – Law Enforcement) and supporting law enforcement
agencies will route the approximately 500 evacuees from the western
portion of the county on the closest and safety routes available.
Evacuees requiring public shelter will be routed to Indiantown Middle School.
While Indiantown Middle School has been designated as the primary site, a
secondary shelter site will be identified as soon as possible to minimize the
impact on the school system.
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2. Evacuation from S80 Western Side of South Fork
The evacuees from the S80 flood inundation area that are located on the
western portion of the south fork will be directed from Map Road to Martin
Highway toward Hidden Oak Middle School. While Hidden Oak Middle
School has been designated as the primary site, a secondary shelter site will
be identified as soon as possible to minimize the impact on the school
system.
3. Evacuation from S80 Eastern Side of South Fork
The evacuees from the S80 flood inundation area that are located on the
eastern portion of the south fork will be directed to South Fork High School
along SR 76 to SR 711. While South Fork High School has been designated as
the primary site, a secondary shelter site will be identified as soon as possible
to minimize the impact on the school system.
4. Traffic Control
Traffic control points will be established by the Martin County Sheriff’s Office
as required by road conditions and traffic flow. The traffic control points will
prevent westbound traffic except for authorized personnel.
Table 4: Local Evacuation Decision Making Matrix
Storm Category

Lake Level

Threat/Risk
Low

12’

12’ – 15’

15’ – 18’

18’ – 20’

20’ – 22’

> 22’

T.S.

L

L

L

M

H

H

1

L

L

L

M

H

H

2

L

L

M

M

H

H

3

L

M

M

H

H

H

4

L

M

M

H

H

H

5

L

M

H

H

H

H

Moderate
High
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5. Special Populations
Martin County estimates that only 25 voluntary requests from people with
special needs who may need transportation assistance in the event of an
emergency at the Herbert Hoover Dike and S80 Water Control
Structure/St. Lucie Locks. Due to the limited number of persons registered,
and the anticipated needs, the Department of Health-Martin County may
activate the Special Needs Shelter or shelter in existing healthcare facilities
for persons requiring specialized medical support. The Department of
Health-Martin County working with the State of Florida Agency for
Healthcare Administration and the Florida Association for Homes of the
Aged may temporarily shelter evacuees with special needs at existing facilities
with sufficient excess capacity.
The following agencies will support ESF 8 –Health, Medical and Special Needs
in long-term recovery and patient placement: the Red Cross, Martin County
Health and Human Services, Martin County Council of Aging, and
Alzheimer’s Community Care.
In a hurricane scenario, Martin County will implement their Special Needs
Shelter procedures in compliance with the County hurricane evacuation
coordination procedures. Martin County will activate one shelter to
accommodate all persons with special needs in Martin County. The shelter
has a total capacity of 275 persons. The currently-registered special care
patients can be accommodated at the Special Needs Shelter. The Special
Needs Shelter is located at Anderson Middle School, 7000 Atlantic Ridge
Drive, Stuart.
6. Law Enforcement/Security
The Martin County Sheriff’s Office will:

D.



Execute any evacuation order issued by the Governor, the Board of
County Commissioners, or other appropriate entity in response to a
disaster event.



Establish traffic control points to monitor and manage evacuations in
conjunction with other law enforcement agencies.



Provide security protection at designated response and recovery sites
and in support of appropriate response and recovery mission
assignments.

Regional Coordination
Regional coordination efforts are ongoing in the State of Florida. They
include the following:


Regional Evacuation Studies for each of the Regional Planning Councils.
Martin County is in the Treasure Coast Regional Planning Council. These
studies will be updated based upon newly-available data.
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A Statewide Shelter Study is conducted annually by the Florida Division
of Emergency Management to identify shelter deficient and prioritize
shelter retrofit funds.



Hurricane evacuation routes have been designated statewide. These
routes, however, primarily focus on movement of persons in storm surge
vulnerable inundation areas to safer locations outside of the flood
inundation area. Evacuation routes have not been designated in Martin
County to move evacuating populations from the vulnerable Herbert
Hoover Dike flood inundation areas to safer locations.



Alternative transportation modes such as planes and trains have not been
evaluated for use during an Herbert Hoover Dike event.

1. Identification of Special Needs Populations
In a slowly-evolving scenario, Martin County will implement the special needs
procedures detailed in the Martin County Comprehensive Emergency
Management Plan, ESF 8 Health, Medical and Special Needs, November 2013.
Martin County will activate one shelter at Anderson Middle School to
accommodate all persons with special needs in Martin County. The shelter
has a total capacity of 275 persons. The approximately 25 registered special
care patients who may be impacted can be accommodated at the Special
Needs Shelter, or may be accommodated at an alternate facility depending
on the number of persons needing to be sheltered.
In a no-notice breach situation, due to the limited number of persons
registered with the Special Needs program, the Martin County Department
of Health may activate the Special Needs Shelter or shelter in existing
healthcare facilities for persons requiring specialized medical support. The
Department of Health working with the Agency for Healthcare
Administration and the Florida Association for Homes of the Aged may
temporarily shelter evacuees with special needs at existing facilities with
sufficient excess capacity.
The following agencies will support ESF 8 – Health and Medical Services in
the long-term recovery and patient placement: the Red Cross, Martin
County Health and Human Services, Martin County Council of Aging, and
Alzheimer’s Community Care.
2. Transportation Assistance


Medical Transportation Management (MTM) holds the State contract to
provide medical transportation services for Martin County so they will
provide their buses to provide transportation to persons with special
needs.
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Martin County Fire Rescue personnel will drive the MTM buses for
persons with special needs.



The Martin County School Board has been assigned responsibility to
ensure school buses are available to transport riders to higher water
levels.



In the event that schools are in session, students must first be
transported to safer location.



The following factors will influence the types of transportation resources
needed as well as the timing for population movement:


Typology, quantification, and geography of demand;



Seasonal, time-of-day availability of transportation resources;



Special Populations needing transportation assistance;



Ambulatory elderly/infirmed on intravenous medication or other
support;



Non-ambulatory elderly/infirmed on life-support or I.V. medication;



Non-ambulatory other;



Vision impaired;



Hearing disadvantaged;



Non-English speaking;



Persons without transportation/economically disadvantaged;



Other.

E. Sheltering
In a slowly-evolving hurricane situation, Martin County will implement their
shelter procedures in compliance with their hurricane evacuation
coordination procedures. In the hurricane scenario, Martin County estimates
that sufficient shelter space is available within the county to accommodate
the western communities of Martin County seeking shelter. Evacuees
residing in the flood inundation area of the S80 Water Control Structure/St.
Lucie Locks have traditionally been required to evacuate in slowly-evolving
hurricane situation. Evacuees from both areas may choose to go to any of
the opened Red Cross (RC 4496) compliant hurricane evacuation shelters
countywide.
The following shelters are identified for instantaneous “no notice” events and
for a hurricane event.
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Table 5: Shelters
Incident Area

Primary Shelter
(Non Hurricane Event)

Primary Shelters
(Hurricane Event)

Herbert Hoover Dike western
county

Indiantown Middle School

Indiantown Middle School
Warfield Elementary School

S80 western side of South Fork

Hidden Oaks Middle School

Hidden Oaks Middle School
Citrus Grove Elementary School

S80 eastern side of South Fork

Port Salerno Elementary
School
South Fork High School
Jensen Beach High School
Stuart Middle School

Port Salerno Elementary School
Jensen Beach High School
J.D. Parker Elementary School

In a rapidly-evolving or instantaneous breach, the Red Cross and the Martin
County School Board, in consultation with Martin County will determine
which shelter locations may be open to accommodate the evacuating
population. The Red Cross may use the same shelters as listed above or may
determine to use alternate shelters. If the schools are in session then they
may not be ideally suited to be used as shelters in the immediate response
phase. The RC has some agreements with churches and civic centers which
may be able to be used for evacuations involving small populations. These
non-school facilities, however, can only house 50 – 100 evacuees, not
thousands. It is not necessary to meet RC 4496 Shelter compliance in a
rapidly-evolving or instantaneous failure/breach.
The pace of the event may dictate how evacuees respond:


People will attempt to remain as close to the impact area as possible.



Maintaining a secure perimeter may be very difficult as well as being able
to control the re-entry process.

Estimating shelter demand: The impacted population is estimated to be
14,000 persons until enhanced data becomes available to more clearly define
the flood inundation zone. It is believed that a higher percentage of the
population may seek shelter in the initial phase of the rapidly-evolving or
instantaneous breach due to the lack of advance notice. It is estimated that
10% of the estimated impacted population will seek shelter. However, it may
be up to 30% in the immediate aftermath of an event.
Information / reception / family relocation centers: The leadership of Martin
County estimates that evacuees will primarily desire disaster related
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information and family reunification. Martin County’s shelter strategy in a
rapidly-evolving or instantaneous breach, therefore, will focus on identifying
“information / reception / family relocation center”. This will allow evacuees
to gather and receive information in advance of the opening of an RC shelter.
To activate a shelter, the RC may require a minimum of 4 hours. This
activation delay could be augmented by the fact that the RC Chapter
headquarters building lies within the potential flood inundation area.
Martin County plans to use County libraries and their staff to provide
information to the evacuees in the immediate post disaster phase. At the
libraries, evacuees can receive copies of the press briefings and other
information related to the disaster. Martin County, working in partnership
with the RC will also attempt to provide for procedures which will allow the
reunification of family members who may have been separated during the
instantaneous breach scenario. Once the RC has opened shelters, evacuees
may be redirected to the shelters which are open.
F.

Training and Exercise
Martin County conducts training in accordance with the Martin County
Emergency Management Plan and in compliance with the National Incident
Management System standards.
All exercises in Martin County are conducted in accordance with the Martin
County Emergency Management Plan and in compliance with the Homeland
Security Exercise and Evaluation Program.

Response
This section identifies the agency, organization, or person responsible for
required actions. Procedures and action steps are included or referenced.
Actions unique to a Dike incident are detailed:
A.

Critical Facility Protection
The following facilities are critical structures that may be impacted during an
incident at the dike or S80 Water Control Structure/St. Lucie Lock. Critical
facilities may include vital governmental operations, public safety services,
healthcare services, and major infrastructure support sites. These facilities
may also serve as critical sites during response and recovery operations such
as sheltering evacuees, providing space for staging areas, emergency relief
supplies, etc.
No critical facilities are located in the western portion of the county;
however, the S80 Water Control Structure/St. Lucie Locks flood inundation
area may potentially impact the Martin County urbanized area. Flood
inundation model results are necessary to determine which areas are
inundated. For planning purposes, Martin has applied the Hurricane Category
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5 surge inundation results to evaluate which areas and critical facilities may
potentially be impacted.21
Critical Facilities in the western community of Martin County and in the
areas with potential flooding impact as a result of a breach of the S80 Water
Control Structure/St. Lucie Locks are shown in Table 6.
Table 6: Critical Facilities located in the Flood Inundation Areas
Facility Name

Address

Red Cross
Headquarters

2750 South Kanner Highway, Stuart, Fl
34994

MC Water Treatment
Plant

8595 S. W. Kansas Avenue, Stuart, FL
34997

New flood inundation data was made available to Martin County allowing a
re-evaluation of potential critical facilities and the need for property
protection. Tropical Farms Water Treatment Plant is in close vicinity to the
flood inundation area.
B.

Fire Service/Search and Rescue (SAR)

1. Firefighting
Martin County Fire Rescue roles and responsibilities are outlined in the
Martin County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan through ESF 4 –
Firefighting, ESF 9 – Search and Rescue, and ESF 10 – Hazardous Materials.
2. Emergency Medical Services (EMS)
Martin County Emergency Medical Services roles and responsibilities are
outlined in the Martin County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan
through ESF 4 – Firefighting, ESF 8 – Public Health, Medical and Special
Needs, ESF 9 – Urban Search and Rescue, and ESF 10 –Hazardous Materials
Response.
3. Search and Rescue
In the slowly-evolving hurricane situation, it is anticipated that threatened
populations along the Dike and in the S80 Water Control Structure/St. Lucie
Locks flood inundation areas will preemptively evacuate and, therefore, the
need for search and rescue operations will be reduced. Some residents will

21

The State of Florida and Treasure Coast Regional Planning Council updated and released the 2010
Treasure Coast Regional Evacuation Study that contains detailed LiDAR data which provided Martin
County an accurate display of flood inundation maps.
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not obey the evacuation order and will require post-event disaster
assistance.
In slowly-evolving hurricane situation, fewer resources may be available
through mutual aid due to the need for simultaneous search and rescue
operations in all areas of the state that have been impacted by the hurricane.
Increased response times to impacted areas are expected due to damaged
and blocked transportation routes, as well as fuel shortages.
a. Martin County Search and Rescue Resources
Martin County has resources available to conduct search and rescue
operations; however, in a slowly-evolving hurricane situation, these
resources may be in demand throughout the region. ESF 9 – Search & Rescue
– will prioritize resource deployment as detailed in their operational
standard operating guidelines. .


Martin County Fire Rescue has:


Primary SAR Team: Type-2, light tactical Search and Rescue team



Secondary Response units: seven Brush Units



Support Units: Communications Unit, Command Post



Air Support: LifeStar



Marine: one outboard motor boat



Martin County Sheriff’s Office may support Search and Rescue operations
with the following resources: 6 outboard motor boats



Marine Industries Association maintains a resource list of available flat
bottom boats in the area.



Martin County Mosquito Control has one outboard motor boat.



The City of Stuart Police and Fire Rescue Departments have one
outboard motor boat.

State mutual-aid resources will be deployed from non-impacted areas to
assist local resources. These will include Urban Search and Rescue Task
Forces from either the southeast (two teams in the Miami area), central
(Tampa Bay, Orlando), or north (Jacksonville, Ocala/Gainesville and
Tallahassee). Additionally, the task forces from Southwest Florida and the
Daytona area currently have swift-water/flood rescue capability within their
teams. In anticipation of floating flammable and/or hazardous tanks and
containers, regional hazardous materials teams will also be assigned as a part
of the unified plan (in addition, each Urban Search and Rescue team has
integrated HazMat capabilities).
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C.

Temporary Medical (Triage and First Aid)
ESF 8 – Health, Medical and Special Needs – will identify, manage, and
organize the response of resources needed for public health and medical
care. They will coordinate emergency response and relief assistance among
local, State, and federal governments for emergency health, medical and
special needs support.
Triage sites and/or temporary medical sites may be located in close
proximity to the impacted area in the response and/or recovery phase of the
disaster to provide medical care to victims. The Mobile Triage Unit may be
deployed to various areas outside of the flood inundation area including
Dupuis State Park. It may be deployed to any public distribution site because
these sites are easily accessible to the victims and provide a “one stop”
location to receive various forms of emergency assistance. The Martin
County mobile clinic has a rapid response and deployment time.
The Unit will be deployed through ESF 8 – Health, Medical and Special Needs
– in close coordination with unified command. The goal is to deploy quickly
for a short period of time. This contained unit, which is privately owned by
Visiting Nurse Associations of America (VNA), and can provide the following
emergency assistance:


Support EMS to provide basic first aid to victims and responders



Basic emergency treatment.



Administer tetanus shots and similar type treatments.

For extended field medical support operations, Martin County may request a
DMAT mobile hospital to be deployed to the field.
D.

Volunteer/Donations Management
The Health and Human Services Department through ESF 15 – Volunteers &
Donations – has the overall responsibility for ensuring the coordination of
volunteers and donations. Volunteers and donated goods associated with or
designated for a specific agency or organization that manages or performs
disaster recovery services will not be processed through ESF 15 – Volunteers
& Donations. They will be referred instead directly to the designated agency.

E.

Emergency Sheltering
See Sheltering Section VI. E.

1. Pet Sheltering
The Humane Society of the Treasure Coast, in coordination with ESF 17 –
Animal Protection & Agriculture – Martin County Sheriff’s Office Animal
Services, is the coordinating agency for the transport and sheltering of pets.
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2. Livestock
It is believed that Martin County does not have a large amount of livestock
or large animals in the Dike or S80 flood inundation area. Live stock is not a
major contributor to the economic base in Martin County. It is estimated
that approximately 23,000 head of livestock reside in Martin County, though
it is uncertain how many (if any) of these animals live within the flood
inundation area22. However, large animals that are located within the flood
inundation zone may require relocation out of the flood waters. Those that
can be rescued will be moved to a safer location. Sites that may be able to
safely house large animals in non-flood inundation zones have not yet been
pre-identified. A cooperative decision will be required between Martin
County Unified Command and the Martin County Health Department to
determine the most feasible relocations, disposal, and/or burial method for
endangered animals. It is the responsibility of the Martin County Health
Department to issue permits for the burning of animals.
F.

Mutual Aid Agreements
Martin County and all jurisdictions therein are signatories to the Statewide
Mutual Aid Agreement.

G.

Rapid Impact Assessment
In the post breach environment the following factors should be immediately
assessed by either air reconnaissance and/or field crews from the Army
Corps of Engineers, Fire Rescue, Sheriff’s Office, South Florida Water
Management District, the Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission,
media representatives, U.S. Coast Guard, and Florida Highway Patrol:


Exact Location of Breach



Flow of Water /Water level



Roads passable (length of time)



People trapped



Rescue Efforts



Pickup points impacted



Residential damage/flooding



Hospital condition



Critical Infrastructure damage



Power Infrastructure status

22

Source: U.S Department of Agriculture (USDA); Florida Farm Bureau Ag Facts, May 2013 Census of
Agriculture County Profile, www.nass.usda.gov/census/census02/profiles/fl/cp12099.PDF,US Department
of Agriculture
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H.

Interoperable Communications

1. Emergency Deployable Interoperable Communications System
The Emergency Deployable Interoperable Communications System is a
tactical interoperable communications package that connects agencies
operating on disparate frequencies together at the scene of an incident with
an average range of 5−8 miles depending upon terrain, but requires agencies
to have their communications system in place. It was never designed to
replace a county wide communications system, or to connect multiple
counties. Multiple Emergency Deployable Interoperable Communications
Systems may be linked to connect agencies on different channels.
2. Florida Interoperable Network
Day to day the State operates the Florida Interoperable Network which
affords connectivity between agencies statewide. It is terminated in the
county public safety answering point or 9-1-1 centers. The Martin County 91-1 Center is located in the Martin County Public Safety Complex facility.
VII.

Recovery
A.

Re-Entry
Post-event return to the area will require coordinated efforts by all involved
agencies. Re-entry can only occur after infrastructure inspections are done
by the proper local and State agency. Damaged roadways and infrastructure
may require the use of alternate re-entry routes and limited entry to certain
areas. First responders should be prepared for extended roadway and area
closures which will increase the long-term deployment within the Lake
Okeechobee region.

1. Roles and Responsibilities
a. Emergency Management
Coordinate all agency responses in order to promote and facilitate the timely
re-entry of essential response and recovery personnel, government officials,
property owners, business owners, media, etc.
b. Unified Command


Authorize the activation of the Re-entry Plan.



Execute executive orders to implement curfews and other crime
prevention measures as necessary.



Prior to re-entry, UC has the legal responsibility to ensure that the area
is safe prior to entry. Until the safety of the residents can be assured,
security checkpoints should continue to control access of all personnel
into the impacted area.
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c. Transportation: ESF 1


Use public transportation systems, when available, to move people
back into evacuated areas.

d. Martin County Sheriff’s Office: ESF 16


Determine re-entry routes.



Determine locations for re-entry checkpoints and roadblocks.



Direct all county and mutual aid law enforcement officers to establish and
staff checkpoints during re-entry.



Monitor entry into devastated areas, monitor road conditions, and report
traffic flows and counts.



Ensure security is provided at critical facilities.



Ensure security (and escort as needed) is provided for recovery workers,
dignitaries, etc.



Implement curfews and other crime prevention measures as necessary.

e. Public Works and Engineering: ESF 3


Coordinate with Emergency Management Agency and the State
Transportation Department to provide signage on road network for reentry.



Prioritize the clearing of essential routes utilized for response and
recovery.

f. Public Information: ESF 14


Coordinate with Public Information to publicize re-entry information.



Ensure that persons re-entering impacted areas are properly warned
(verbal and written) about hazards. This information should detail all
dangers and hazards associated with re-entry to residents.



Both verbal and written instructions should be provided to each resident
prior to re-entry.

2. Access Control/Re-Entry Phasing
Re-entry may be phased to ensure that the area is safe prior to entering the
property based upon the severity and impact of the disaster:
a. Phase 1 – First Responder and Infrastructure Personnel
The first phase of re-entry will consist of law enforcement, fire rescue,
search and rescue, infrastructure inspection and repair, environmental
containment and cleanup, debris clearing, and public works personnel. This
phase will ensure that infrastructure systems will be able to sustain the
return of local residents and business owners.
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b. Phase 2 – Local Residents and Business/Workforce Providers
The second phase of re-entry will consist of the local business workforce and
residents. Each re-entry control point will be checking identification for reentry verification. Special consideration should be extended to the highlymobile, transient agricultural industry. Phase 2 re-entry may be restrictive
based on infrastructure integrity and inundation effects. Key inundated areas
may also require restricted re-entry due to continued rising water levels,
contaminants found in the water samples, or increased breaches to the Dike.
c. Phase 3 – Populations Other than Local Residents and
Business/Workforce Providers
Continued first responder efforts and presence may restrict any Phase 3
population returns to the region. Depending upon the devastation sustained
and infrastructure conditions, limited population other than locals may be
allowed back into the region. The Sheriff and allied law enforcement agencies
have placed a high regard on public safety and property protection during the
aftermath of a natural or man-made event. Areas of the region may require
continued curfews and limited access until deemed safe. The Unified
Command Group will make the final determination to re-open the area to all
people. The Unified Command will work with local government and
State/county representatives, along with infrastructure assessment entities, in
determining the proper courses of action for a safe and orderly return to
near-normalcy for the region.
Each of these agencies and organizations on the local, State, and Federal level
of government have a responsibility to evaluate the condition of the
community and provide the information to the County EOC.
Local jurisdictions should consult the following individuals during re-entry
decision-making:


Public Works agencies for water and sewer safety



Roads and Debris agencies for transit safety



Department of Health and Environmental Evaluation agencies



Building Code Inspections for structural safety



Healthcare agencies and hospitals for healthcare service provision (i.e..
Fire Rescue, Martin County Department of Health, etc.)



First response agencies for fire and emergency medical services



Power companies for hazardous conditions with power lines



Natural gas provider for hazardous conditions with gas lines
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Each of these agencies and organizations on the local, State, and Federal level
of government have a responsibility to evaluate the condition of the
community.
B.

Housing

1. Preparedness


Based upon the ACOE inundation maps, the Martin CountyEmergency
Management Agency will estimate the number of families that may be
displaced by a Dike breach.



The Building Department along with the Property Appraiser’s Office will
provide trained damage assessment personnel to validate the number of
families that may require housing assistance. For planning purposes, total
emergency housing requirements for a given operational area is
calculated using the following formula:
[Total Destroyed] + [Total Severely Damaged] + [Half of Those
Moderately Damaged] = [Operational Area Housing Requirement]

2. Damage Assessment
The damage assessment process will be conducted in compliance with the
Martin County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP), ESF 19
– Damage Assessment.
The County is broken down into fire districts for team deployments. The
Damage Assessment will be done by observation of the exterior structure
only. For Category 1, 2, or 3 hurricanes, the county will conduct the
Detailed Damage Assessment immediately. The assessment will be made
based on the FEMA standard:


Affected: Windows and doors are in place



Minor: Structure currently habitable. Windows and doors breached



Major: Substantial failures to structural element, currently uninhabitable



Destroyed: Structure permanently uninhabitable. If the box is breached
(walls and roofs) the damage is major.



Leveled: Only a slab is left. Identifies the epicenter for the event.
Prioritize resource allocations.



Not accessible: No assessment made – i.e., flooded.

3. Interim/Disaster Housing
Long-term shelter support will be coordinated with the Federal Emergency
Management Agency and provided through Section 403 of the Stafford Act in
order to provide displaced residents with long-term individual family shelter.
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Details related to disaster housing can be found in the Martin County
Disaster Housing Strategy, June 2009.
C.

Debris Removal
Provision for debris removal is included in Martin County’s Engineering
Department Disaster Plan, 2008, and in the ESF 3 – Public Works &
Engineering Standard Operating Procedure (SOP). In general, debris removal
efforts will focus on clearing major transportation routes to allow for the
movement of emergency vehicles, traffic, and emergency resources and
supplies. After major transportation routes have been cleared, debris will
then be removed from secondary roadways, residential/local roadways, and
public parks.

1. Western County Response Area
a. County Infrastructure
Martin County Engineering Department is responsible for County roads and
the storm water infrastructure. The Martin County Solid Waste Department
will support Engineering and provide equipment as available.
Priorities for the initial removal of debris on roadways:
1. Arterial roads such as US 1, A1A, SR 76, etc.
2. Roads leading to the hospitals, EOC, fire stations, etc.
3. Roads leading to residential subdivisions.
After initial clearing of roadways, the primary drainage ditches will be
checked and major blockages will be removed.
Road Clearance Priorities
Road Clearance Priorities include those essential services that need access
soon after a disaster including:


Hospitals



Field Hospitals



Human Aid



Public Safety Building



Florida Power and Light



ATT Structures



Recovery Strategy Areas (Water, food, etc.)

Major Drainage Ways
C-44 A.C.E.

Blue Goose Ditch
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Bessey Creek
138th Street Ditch
Danforth Creek
Warner Creek
Fern Creek
Airport Ditch

East Hanson Grant Ditch
Gaines Ditch
Hog Creek
Markel Street Ditch
Roland Canal

State Roads 5, 76, 707, 710, and 714 are all on the priority list for road
restoration purposes.
b. State Infrastructure
Florida Department of Transportation is responsible for State and Federal
roads including: SR 441, SR 710, and SR 76. State roads are maintained by a
The Florida Department of Transportation contractor which is currently
DBI, Inc. They are responsible for both the damage assessment and debris
clearance for these roads. They are responsible for daily maintenance and on
a daily basis respond to citizen inquiries.
c. Private Infrastructure
All remaining roads in the western part of the county are private and the
county has committed to providing both emergency clearance and
permanent debris removal on these private roadways. The County will use
their debris management and removal contractors to manage all post disaster
debris removal activities on Martin County roads.
Debris Staging Sites. The debris will be staged at:


Fox Brown Road staging site or alternately



Martin County Landfill

Debris Monitoring
The County holds a contract with a contractor for debris monitoring at the
sites.
County Aid Policy
If resources are available and/or Florida Department of Transportation’s
response is delayed, then the Martin County agencies may choose to provide
assistance and resources to aid in emergency clearance and debris removal
process.
2. S80 Water Control Structure / St. Lucie Locks Response Area
a. County Infrastructure
For all primary roads in the County, the County will attempt to immediately
complete the first push / emergency clearance which allows passage of
emergency vehicles. During this first push, Martin County Engineering
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Department will assess major impacts and inform the Florida Department of
Transportation of their assessment. The Martin County Solid Waste
Department will support Engineering and provide equipment as available.
Martin County will focus priority clearance and priority restoration efforts
on the following roadways:


Locks Road which leads directly to the S80 structure and is also a major
feeder. Locks Road is a County responsibility.



Southwest Mapp Road runs along the entire north south arterial road for
movement into the S80 impacted inundation area. This road is not likely
to be impacted by major debris, but may sustain flooding damage.



Southwest 96th Street is also a major arterial with a bridge.

For county roads surrounding the S80, road, signage and signal restoration
will be contracted to local contractors who maintain roadways on a daily
basis. In a non-hurricane event, these resources are sufficient. In a hurricane
event, these resources may need to be augmented by external contractors.
If roadways are flooded for more than an estimated three days, there could
be substantial substructure damage. Flooding, or even non-visible
underground seepage, could cause substructure damage requiring major
repair. The roads could definitely appear/be drivable while they are
deteriorating from underneath. Based upon environmental conditions, these
conditions will vary and require close inspections by roadway engineers.
b. State Infrastructure
The Florida Department of Transportation is responsible for State and
Federal roads including: Florida Turnpike, I-95, SR 76 west of US 1, Southeast
Monterey Road. If either the Turnpike or I-95 are impacted, impassible, or
have damaged bridges, then access to the South Florida region would be
severely impacted. The entire transportation system of South Florida may be
inoperable without these roadways. All bridges that cross the waterways and
canals associated with the St. Lucie River are vulnerable in an event affecting
the Dike. Additional state procedures should be in place for the removal of
debris from these vital roadways and a priority restoration plan. Private
Infrastructure
The private roadways will receive both emergency clearance and permanent
debris as soon as conditions warrant. The County will use their debris
management contractorto manage all post disaster debris removal activities
on Martin County roads.
Debris Staging
The debris from the S80 Water Control Structure will also be staged at Fox
Brown Road. Alternate sites could be located at the Martin County Landfill.
Other sites will be selected as needed and based upon conditions. For
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further details regarding debris staging and removal reference the “Martin
County Engineering Department, Disaster Preparedness Plan (8/2/2006)”.
Debris Monitoring
The County holds a contract with a contractor for debris monitoring at the
sites.
Restoration Prioritization
For a detailed List of Secondary Roads, and Primary Ditch Canal Priority
Restoration, see Martin County’s Road / Drainage Clearance Priority List in
the Martin County Engineering Department, Disaster Preparedness Plan.
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Table 7: Martin County Road/Drainage Clearance Priority List
Primary Roads
Road Name

Justification

SE Federal Hwy. US #1 (SR 5)

Fire Stations 32/33 & Primary North/South Access

NE Savannah Road, (CR 723)

Fire Station 16, 2710 Sav. Rd. & Shelter-Jensen Bch. ES

NW/NE Baker Road

Shelter-Felix Williams ES

NE Dixie Hwy. (SR 707)

Connection of Population Center to Primary N/S Access

NW Britt Road

Fire Station 18, 1995 NW Britt Road

SE Dixie Hwy. (CR A1A)

Fire Station 30, 4725 Dixie, MCSO Hanger & MC Eng.

SE Colorado Ave

Martin Health Center

SE East Ocean Blvd.

Martin Health Center

Hospital Drive (City of Stuart)

Martin Health Center

SE Monterey Road

Primary East/West Access

SE Airport Road

Airport-Witham Field, MC Airport access

SE Aviation Way

Aircraft Hangars, Fire Rescue/MCSO & MC Eng.

SW/SE Kanner Hwy. (SR 76)

Primary East/West Access

SE Willoughby Blvd.

Shelter-Pinewood Elem. School

SE Salerno Road

Martin Hospital South

SE Tower Drive

Martin Hospital South

SE Community Drive

Martin Hospital South

SE Cove Road

Martin Hospital South

SE Seabranch Blvd.

Shelter-Seabranch ES

SE Bridge Road, (CR 708)

East/West connection to Draw Bridge and Jupiter Island.

SE County Line Road (South
County)

Fire Station 36, 18405 SE County Line Road

Interstate 95 (SR 9)

Primary North/South Access

SW Martin Downs Blvd (SR 714)

Fire Station 21 & Primary East/West Access

SW Matheson Ave.

Shelter-Bessy Creek ES

SW Mapp Road

(Firestation to be constructed) Fire Station 21

SW Martin Hwy. (CR 714)

Shelter & Primary Recovery Staging-Hidden Oaks MS
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Primary Roads
Road Name

Justification

SW Martin Hwy. (SR 714)

Primary connection between I 95 & FL Turnpike

SW High Meadows (CR 713)

Connection between I 95-Hidden Oaks Shelter/Staging Area

SW Locks Road

Fire Station 22, 8445 Tropical Ave.

SW 96th Ave. (Loop Road/CR 76A)

Shelter-Crystal Lakes School

SW Indiantown Avenue

Link between primary N/S & E/W access

SW Warfield Blvd., (SR 710)

Fire Station 24 & MCSO annex, 16550 Warfield Blvd.

SW Adams Ave.

Indiantown Middle School, 16303 SW Farm Road

SW Farm Road

Shelter-IMS, 16303 SW Farm Road, & Health Dept

3. Bridges
The Martin County Roadway Design & Construction Division is responsible
for maintaining all bridges and scheduling repairs and/or replacements
necessary to maintain the Board of County Commissioners' adopted Level of
Service (LOS). None of the potential bridges that would be impacted by a
Dike breach or St. Lucie Lock/S80 Control Structure are owned by Martin
County.
The three bridges that may be impacted extend across the St. Lucie Canal
and include Interstate 95 bridge, Florida Turnpike bridge, and the Port
Mayaca / 441 bridge. The I-95 and the Florida Turnpike bridges connect the
primary regional transportation network for all north south movement in
South Florida. In the aftermath of a significant incident affecting the Dike
and/or the St. Lucie canal, it will be essential that the state and/or federal
agencies assigned the responsibility to inspect the bridges and clear the
waterways prioritize these critical sites in the aftermath of an event. Debris
in the waterway, high water levels, and unusual water movements could
severely undermine the integrity of the bridges. Interstate 95 and the Florida
Turnpike could be required to close until the integrity of these bridges can
be assured. Movement of all response personnel and resources into the
South Florida region could be severely delayed until the bridges are inspected
and secured.
4. Navigable Channels and Waterways
a. Martin County Growth Management
Responsible for the clearing of navigable and non-navigable state waterways.
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Services
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In coordination and partnership with a local government sponsor, the
Natural Resources Conservation Service will assist in removing debris from
creeks, streams, non-federally designated navigable and non-navigable
channels to prevent threat of flooding or prevent soil erosion and reduce
threats to life or property. Additional information is available on the Internet
at: http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/
b. The U.S. Coast Guard
The U.S. Coast Guard Marine Safety Office will broadcast a “Local Notice to
Mariners” on Very High Frequency channel 16, so that other boaters can be
warned of wrecked vessels obstructing watercourse or creating hazards to
navigation within the Intracoastal Waterway and other primary navigable
waterways. Additional information is available on the Internet at:
http://www.uscg.mil/hq/g-m/gmhome.htm
c. Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC)
In coordination with local entities, the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Commission will oversee the investigative and legal process for lost and
abandoned vessels located at or below the high water mark within Florida
waters. Those vessels identified as derelict within the waters of the State will
be processed in accordance with procedures adopted and published by the
State. This includes the identification and returning of lost boats, and the
legally processing, salvaging, and disposing of abandoned and derelict boats.
Additional information is available on the Internet at:
http://MyFWC.com/boating.
D.

Energy

1. Electrical Power
Provisions for the restoration of electrical power are contained in the Martin
County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan ESF 12 – Energy. In
general, restoration of electrical service will begin as soon as major
transportation routes are cleared of debris to allow emergency vehicles and
crews to enter the affected areas and as soon as flood waters have subsided.
Immediately after disaster conditions subside, ESF 12 – Energy will analyze
damage assessments of electric power and fuel systems.
Florida Power & Light Company is the primary service provider for the
electric grid system. It is believed that there are no priority/critical power
related facilities in the western county which would require special power
restoration considerations. The power grid system would be restored in
compliance with Florida Power’s restoration priorities once flood waters
have subsided. One generating plant is located in western Martin County. This
plant could be inundated by water which may not necessarily affect the power
supply in Martin County, since it could be rerouted.
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In fresh water flooding the substations can handle up to 6 feet of water.
While electronics will become inundated, they can be restored. Most of the
generating equipment is elevated.
The goal is to restore the transmission at the same time as the distribution
side. Major transmission lines run through the western portion of the county.
That line brings capacity from Georgia. They are very large steel structures
which would take an extensive amount of time to restore if damaged by a
severe hurricane scenario. It could greatly delay power restoration. About
15−20 percent of the homes in South Florida rely upon that line.
2. Natural Gas and Pipelines
There is a major gas line that runs through western Martin County. These
lines are owned and operated by Gulfstream Natural Gas, phone: 1-800-4408475. The line runs in the western county parallel to U.S. Hwy. 98 / 441 from

Okeechobee County to the Florida Power and Light Power generation plan
in the western county.
Other gas line companies in western Martin County include:


Trans State Company: 561-844-4789 (Trans State Company is contracted
through FPL)



Florida Gas Transmission Company: 561-844-4789
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E.

Potable Water Supply

1. Background
The primary water supply for Martin County is Lake Okeechobee, watershed
areas, and well fields. Martin County has seven well fields. Significant flooding
could contaminate water sources. Martin County Utilities currently treats on
average 9 million gallons of water a day from 35 surficial and 4 Floridan
Aquifer wells. The Martin County water system is interconnected between
the Martin Downs, Tropical Farms, and North County water treatment
plants. Water treated at these plants is a combination of lime softening and
reverse osmosis.
Private residential wells draw primarily from the non protected surficial
aquifer which is more vulnerable to prolonged flood waters than the deep
aquifer which is protected by a limestone rock layer. In the event of
prolonged flooding conditions, the shallow residential wells may become
contaminated. If the aquifer is contaminated, then the wells must be capped
and a long-term alternative drinking water supply must be established for the
residents.
Centralized water systems draw their drinking water from the protected
Floridan Aquifer which is less likely to become contaminated in a Dike
incident. Communities which draw their drinking water from a centralized
water system may continue to have access to safe drinking water during and
after a Dike incident.
Indiantown Company, Inc. (Indiantown or utility) is a water and wastewater
utility providing service to approximately 1,806 water and 1,686 wastewater
customers in Martin County.
It is believed that the residents in the western Martin County rely upon
private residential wells which draw from the ground water. The residents
within the S80 Water Control Structure flood inundation area rely upon the
Martin County or private residential wells for their drinking water. (See map
on page 55).
2. Impact to the Water Supply
Water supplies and water quality may be compromised by a Dike incident
through any of the following:


flooding and damage of water utilities infrastructure



a lack of power supply to critical pumping sites



contamination of the water supply, or



through a lack of sufficient water in the lake at the pumping stations
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The Martin County Utilities Department will assess the state of water
utilities and supplies as soon as it is safe to enter the area and will coordinate
with the South Florida Water Management District and the ACOE to ensure
adequate potable water supplies.
The centralized water distribution system is a pressurized piping system with
secure joints. The weight of several feet of water would normally not be
enough to disturb the pipe as it is bedded on a gravel trench and back filled
with suitable material. Also, the piping is made of corrosion resistant material
which should not be affected by the flood water. Water could cause a
pipeline break if the bedding materials supporting the pipe were washed away
and the pipe was allowed to move causing a joint to leak. Piping is generally
30 inches or greater below ground level. The American Public Works
Association says, “The pipe would have to corrode to the point of breaking
and the pipe would need to be kept under a safe pressure to prevent back
flow.”
The water pumping facilities rely upon a power supply to continue to pump
water from the Aquifer. While backup generators are in place, these could
be inundated by flood waters and therefore become inoperable.
The Martin County Department of Health through ESF 8 – Health, Medical
and Special Needs– will assess the safety of the drinking water supply as soon
as it is safe to enter the flood inundation area. Residents should be cautioned
to sanitize drinking water until the safety of the water supply can be
positively confirmed. Either water contamination or a delay in testing may
require the identification of alternative water sources. (See Section X. Public
Information)
3. Alternative Water Supply and Distribution
Upon re-entry of the residents, Martin County may transport potable water
into the impacted areas until the safety of the drinking water can be assured.
If sufficient commercial vendors are accessible, then residents will be
encouraged to purchase water supplies. If other commercial options are not
available, then Martin County may activate a distribution site at the
Indiantown location in accordance with procedures outlined in the Martin
County CEMP, ESF 11 – Food & Water and the Logistics Annex.
4. Water Utility Restoration
Martin County Utilities is responsible for the restoration of the water utility
system. The Tropical Farms Water Treatment Plant is located off of Kanner
Highway at Kansas Avenue. It is believed that this facility may be located
outside of the flood inundation area, however, in close vicinity. In the
Tropical Farms Water Treatment Plant the finished floor elevation is at
eighteen feet six inches, the grade is at fourteen feet above sea level. Flood
waters would have to exceed four feet six inches in order to flood the
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interior of the Tropical Farms Water Treatment Plan. It is suspected that the
generator may be at grade and currently not elevated. At the writing of this
document, this information could not be confirmed. Power utility companies
will not restore power into a flooded area, until it is deemed safe. If the
Tropical Farms facility, were to be flooded then water could be rerouted
from the Jensen Plant. There is an inter-connect that runs under the St. Lucie
canal. All areas north of Mariner Sands could continue to be supplied.
Pressure may be problematic, but water could be supplied.
Water line breaks could, however, be problematic through the flooded area.
Once water main breaks are identified, the water can be rerouted.
Interconnect exists with the City of Stuart and South Martin Regional and
Fort Pierce from the Island. There will be a lot of undermining and breaks
and could be problematic for a while. Likely are small pockets over time of
areas that would not have water. Concern also exists over the plant security
in this situation.
All of the water pumping plants have their own generators. They are
elevated to some degree.
F.

Sewage
Recovery of sewage treatment facilities is discussed in ESF 3 – Public Works
& Engineering. In general, public works and engineering support necessary to
repair or restore damaged water and wastewater systems will be
coordinated by ESF 12 – Energy. Additional equipment (e.g., generators,
pumps, etc.) may be necessary for wells supplying water, operating lift
stations, and repairing broken water mains.
The residents in the western county primarily rely upon private residential
septic system for treatment of residential waste water. The residents
residing in the Water Control Structure flood inundation area have mixed
system as detailed in the map below. An estimated 812 residences are
connected to the central sewer system, while approximately 1,248 remain on
residential septic systems. In order to keep the central septic system
operational, it will be vital to continue to supply the septic lift stations with
power and ensure that the electrical panels are elevated above the
floodwaters. The 13 lift stations located in the Water Control Structure
flood inundation area could be impacted (see map below). Failure of these
lift stations could impact wastewater operations in areas located outside of
the flood inundation area. Additionally 38 Grinder pumps are located in the
vulnerable area and are likely to fail in a large scale flood incident.
Septic systems and drain fields must remain above the water table to
continue to operate properly. There are two basic types of septic systems:
gravity flow system or controlled by a pump. Gravity flow system will likely
not function in standing flood waters and will potentially contaminate the
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environment and create hazardous conditions. Septic systems with an electric
pump move the treated water from the septic tank to the drain field. Due to
extensive flooding throughout the area for a prolonged period of time, the
pump may be able to continue to move the water, but the drain field may not
be able to function properly. It is important to note that a prolonged outage
of sanitation equipment may endanger the safety the entire area and preclude
habitability.
Martin County has mobile generator units that can be taken out to the area
to generate the lift stations. A front end loader can drive through
approximately 2 feet of water. The driver, however, should be able to
visually see the pavement at all times. If transport through flooded areas is
required, the front end loader may be possible for very low flood elevations.
Generators would not likely be installed in flooded area.
If the impacted areas are otherwise habitable and safe for re-entry, then
Martin County UC may choose to make potable sanitation equipment
available to residents. The logistics branch working with ESF 3 – Public
Works & Engineering, ESF 7 – Resource Management, and ESF 8 – Health,
Medical and Special Needs, is responsible for acquisition, set-up, and
maintenance of all sanitation equipment.
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Map of Martin County Water and Waste Water Utilities
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G.

Communication Facilities:
There is an 800 megahertz communications tower in the western portion of
the county, located at 21298 Southwest Farms Road, Indiantown, Florida, and
there are also several towers in the immediate flood inundation area of the S
80 Water Control Structure.
These towers have propane
generators which are not
elevated and therefore would
most likely be impacted.
Loss of this vital
communications tower could
result in limited and/or a
complete lack of
communications in the
western portion of the county
except from radio to radio.
This tower covers the Martin
County Indiantown site and
six public recreation areas (16,
17, 18, 19, 20, and 21) east of
Clewiston and south of the
Palm Beach County Glades
Airport. In order to quickly
restore communications,
Martin County would use
their 17 channel trunked radio
system.
Mitigation efforts would
include elevation of the site to
prevent flood damage to the
system.

1. Cellular Telephones
In the western portion of Martin County there are numerous cellular phone
towers, however, only two are estimated to be located within the potential
flood inundation area. These towers are owned by American Towers, Inc
which can be reached at 800-830-3365 during emergencies. The towers are
located as follows:


10375 SE 126 Boulevard, Okeechobee, FL 33974



25820 SW Kanner Highway, Canal Point, Florida
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If the area is flooded and without power, cellular communications will be
impacted. There is no backup power generation at these sites and the
communications equipment is located on the ground level where it may be
destroyed.23 It is the goal of the communications providers to restore
operation within 48 hours. Depending on flood conditions and the number of
towers out of service, the restoration time could be delayed. A large number
of cellular towers are located to the northwest in the Taylor Creek and
Okeechobee area as well as to the south in the Belle Glade area. It is
uncertain if these towers would provide coverage in the Martin County area.
Cell coverage would likely not be good. The emergency VH system at Station
30 could be mobilized to provide communications in gap areas. The plan is to
set up point to point communications on top of a bridge / dike. Set up on
one of the bridges (Arundel Shop Bridge, Seven Ten Bridge, and Canal Point
Bridge) could all act as relay points for this purpose. Getting on top of the
dike and ensuring that the dike is stable could be a problem.
2. National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration Weather Radio
Broadcast Towers
Martin County receives National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
weather radio transmissions from the Ft. Pierce National Weather Service
Office transmission tower and the West Palm Beach transmission tower.
Neither of these transmission towers is likely to be impacted by a breach at
the Dike.
H.

Economic Recovery
Economic Base in the western community of Martin County is primarily
based upon tourism and fishing. J&S Fishcamp, fishing cabins, marinas, and
secondary businesses support this rural fishing community.
The Florida Department of Agriculture provides the following information
regarding Martin County’s agricultural industry24:
 Number of farms = 492 farms in 2007
 Land in farms = 129,391 acres in 2007,
 Average size of farm = 263 acres in 2007,
 Cattle & Calves = 23,500 head (U.S. Department of Agriculture
2012.)
Additional data is needed to determine if any of these agricultural uses is
located in the flood inundation area and how they may be impacted.

23

Source: Scott Sanders, American Towers, 480-926-4194, ext: 277
(US Department of Agriculture National Agricultural Statistics Service,www.nass.usda.gov/QuickStats
and www.florida-agriculture.com/assessment_by_county/martin_county.htm)
24
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I.

School Closure and Recovery
None of the public schools in Martin County are likely to be directly
impacted by the dike or St. Lucie Locks flood waters in Martin County.
However, there is a potential that surrounding infrastructure (roads, water,
etc.) impacts for Martin County High School could prevent access and
operation. The Martin County School Board is evaluating the ability to
implement an extended relocation of Martin County HS. The school board
will need to evaluate on an annual basis what facilities may be available, timing
of the incident, vacant facilities, new construction, and available portables.
The school board will evaluate the ability to plan for as many as 1,500
students to be relocated.
It is possible that in the initial response phase of a breach event that all
schools may be closed due to the ability of teachers and students to access
the schools due to road closures, debris, utility failures or other environment
conditions. The duration of the event will alter the strategy for school
closures. School Closure Policy will evaluate numerous variables including
the following:


Geographic extent of flood inundation



Availability of school personnel to operate schools



Number of schools impacted by flood waters



Temporarily close all schools or only close flooded schools (Martin
County High School).



Utility outages (water, sewer, power)



Evaluate which schools may be needed for sheltering



Evaluate the ability to implement school relocation plans



Evaluate access to school and safety of the facility

It is in the best interest of the Martin County School Board, students, and
the community as a whole to quickly re-open schools as soon as safety in the
community permits.
J.

VIII.

Preliminary Damage Assessments
The preliminary damage assessment process will be conducted in compliance
with the Martin County Plan, Emergency Support Function #19: Damage
Assessment.
Training and Exercises


The Emergency Management Agency Director, or designee,
is
responsible for establishing and monitoring all emergency management
training programs and exercises for which the County is responsible. An
exercise schedule should be established and maintained as required by
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the Florida Division of Emergency Management (FDEM). All appropriate
county and municipal agency personnel will be trained in the
implementation of this appendix and related procedures published by the
Emergency Management Agency.


Emergency management training shall include that required to keep the
county at an acceptable level of readiness to respond to a breach in the
Dike. The training program should include appropriate officials of each
municipality and all volunteers and volunteer agencies assigned
responsibilities in this appendix.



The Emergency Management Agency is responsible for conducting
exercises to evaluate the ability of the county and participating
organizations to respond to a breach / failure in the Dike. Response
exercises may include tabletop, functional, and full-scale exercises.
Elements of this appendix will be incorporated annually in an all hazards
exercise. The Emergency Management Agency will conduct an AfterAction Report following all exercises to capture lessons learned from
the exercise.
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IX.

Mitigation
The Martin County Local Mitigation Strategy (LMS) identifies and prioritizes
mitigation projects and details the Martin County mitigation strategy.
Twelve homes received funding and the homes were elevated along the St.
Lucie Canal in the St. Lucie Settlement. These were repetitive loss structures
that were funded through the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program.

X.

Appendix Review and Maintenance
A.

B.

Process of Review and Maintenance
Martin County will periodically review, update, and distribute the Herbert
Hoover Dike Appendix. The plan will be reviewed and, if necessary, updated
once every four years, or as major changes are needed.
Record of Changes
Date of
Description of Change
Change

Approved
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XI.

APPENDICES
A.

Public Information

1. With-Notice Scenario
Headline: “Slowly Developing Failure Condition at __________ Herbert
Hoover Dike”
Text: “The ACOE announced at (time) today that it had begun
monitoring/drawing down lake levels of Lake Okeechobee.
Monitoring/drawdown are being taken as a precautionary measure. ACOE is
taking this precaution because there are indications of (insert situation).
Corps engineers and consultants are attempting to determine the extent of
the problem. Additional information will be released as promptly as possible.
Low-lying areas along the __________ canal/outflow may be flooded and
residents should take actions to evacuate including moving livestock to higher
ground and evacuating boats moored in the reaches of the canal downstream
of __________.”
2. Short-Notice (Non-Hurricane)
Headline: “Rapidly Developing Failure Condition of Herbert Hoover Dike”
Text: “The Army Corps of Engineers report that a failure of the Herbert
Hoover Dike is imminent. A portion of the Dike is in imminent danger of
failure according to an emergency statement released at (time) by the (name
agency). The area of concern is between __________ and __________.
Despite a controlled drawdown, lake levels will not decrease sufficiently to
ease the stress on the dike and a breach is expected at any time. Water
release is resulting in flooding of low-lying areas and residents should take
immediate action to evacuate and move livestock to higher ground.”
3. No-Notice (No-Hurricane)
Headline: “Practically Instantaneous Failure at Herbert Hoover Dike”
Text: “In an emergency statement released at (time) by (name agency), a
spokesman said that a failure has occurred at the __________ section of the
Herbert Hoover Dike. Water is flowing from Lake Okeechobee through a
breach, located at __________. Residents in the vicinity and up to
__________ miles distant are required to evacuate immediately. The Florida
State DEM has been notified and is assisting in the evacuation of people from
low-lying areas.”
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
**HURRICANE INFORMATION SHEET**
WHAT IS A BOIL WATER NOTICE? - SAMPLE
TALLAHASSEE – Due to flooding and damage caused by Hurricane Dennis, the
Florida Department of Health (DOH) is advising individuals under a boil water
notice to take precautions against contaminated water, particularly those with
private wells. If your well has been covered with standing water, your water may
contain disease-causing organisms and may not be safe to drink.
DOH recommends one of the following:
 Boil water before use, holding it at rolling boil for at least one minute before
using it for drinking, washing, cooking, etc.;


Disinfect water by adding 8 drops (about 1/8 tsp – this would form a puddle
about the size of a dime) of plain unscented household bleach per gallon of
water, and then let it stand for 30 minutes. If the water is cloudy after 30
minutes, repeat the procedure. Use a container that has a cap or cover for
disinfecting and storing water to be used for drinking. This will prevent
contamination.



Use bottled water, especially for mixing baby formula.

After the flooding subsides:
 Disinfect your well using the procedures available from your local health
department or provided on the Department of Health at
http://www.doh.state.fl.us/environment/water/manual/floodinf.htm; and


Have your water tested by your local health department or by a laboratory
certified by the State to perform a drinking water analysis.

For further information, please contact your local county health department or visit
www.doh.state.fl.us or www.FloridaDisaster.org.
The Florida Emergency Information Line: 1-800-342-3557.
Public Information Emergency Support Function: 850-921-0384.
###
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For Immediate Release
**HURRICANE INFORMATION SHEET **
FLOOD WATERS POSE HEALTH RISKS - SAMPLE
Tallahassee – Hurricanes can cause flooding. Although skin contact with flood waters
does not, by itself, pose a serious health risk, health hazards are a concern when waters
become contaminated. Flood waters may contain fecal material, associated bacteria and
viruses.
DOH recommends the following precautions to prevent possible illness from
flood waters:
 Basic hygiene is critical. Wash your hands with soap and water that has been boiled
or disinfected before preparing or eating food, after toilet use, after participating in
flood cleanup activities, and after handling articles contaminated with flood water or
sewage.


Avoid eating or drinking anything that has been contaminated with flood waters.

 Do not wade through standing water. If you do, bathe and put on clean clothes as
soon as possible.
 Avoid contact with flood waters if you have open cuts or sores. If you have any
open cuts or sores and cannot avoid contact with flood waters, keep them as clean as
possible by washing well with soap to control infection. If a wound develops redness,
swelling, or drainage, seek immediate medical attention. Residents who sustain
lacerations and/or puncture wounds and have not had a tetanus vaccination within the
past 10 years require a tetanus booster.
 If there is a backflow of sewage into your house, wear rubber boots and waterproof
gloves during cleanup. Remove and discard absorbent household materials, such as wall
coverings, cloth, rugs, and sheetrock. Clean walls and hard-surfaced floors with soap and
water and disinfect with a solution of 1/4 cup of bleach to one gallon of water.
Thoroughly disinfect food contact surfaces (counter tops, refrigerators, tables) and
areas where small children play. Wash all linens and clothing in hot water. Air dry larger
items in the sun and spray them with a disinfectant. Steam clean all carpeting.
If your plumbing is functioning slowly or sluggishly, you should:
 Conserve water as much as possible; the less water used the less sewage the septic
tank must process. Minimize use of your washing machine. Go to a Laundromat. Rental
of a portable toilet for a temporary period may be another option.
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 Do not have the septic tank pumped. Exceptionally high water tables might crush a
septic tank that was pumped dry. If the fundamental problem is high ground water,
pumping the tank does nothing to solve that problem.
 If you cannot use your plumbing without creating a sanitary nuisance, i.e., without
sewage being exposed, consider moving to a new location until conditions improve.
 Do not have the septic tank and drainfield repaired until the ground has dried. Often
systems are completely functional when unsaturated conditions return. Any repair must
be permitted and inspected by your county health department.
For further information, please contact your local county health department or visit
www.doh.state.fl.us or www.FloridaDisaster.org.
The Florida Emergency Information Line: 1-800-342-3557.
Public Information Emergency Support Function: 850-921-0384.
###
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For Immediate Release

Contact:

**HURRICANE INFORMATION SHEET **
HURRICANES CAN CAUSE PROBLEMS WITH SEWAGE SYSTEMS SAMPLE
TALLAHASSEE – Following the passage of the hurricane, you may be experiencing
difficulties with your sewage system not functioning properly. If you have a septic system
that operates by a dosing pump, it will not function without electricity. You should
refrain from using water in your home as much as possible until electricity is restored.
Without the pump working, the tanks will fill and may cause backups of sewage in your
home.
General precautions:
 Do not let children play in flood waters as these waters may be contaminated by
sewage.


If you live in a low-lying or flood-prone area, the ground in your area may be
saturated from heavy rainfalls or flooding from the hurricane. You should use
household water as little as possible to prevent backups of sewage into your
home

What should I do if sewage backs up?
 If a sewage backup has occurred in your home, stay out of affected areas and
keep children away. If your entire home has been saturated, abandon the home
until all affected areas, including but not limited to carpets, rugs, sheetrock,
drywall, and baseboards, have been thoroughly cleaned and disinfected.


If sewage has overflowed in open areas or streets, etc., avoid these areas and
keep children out of these areas.



If you are having problems in areas served by sewer systems, please contact your
utility company to insure they are aware of problems in your area.

For further information, please contact your local county health department or visit
www.doh.state.fl.us or www.FloridaDisaster.org.
The Florida Emergency Information Line: 1-800-342-3557.
Public Information Emergency Support Function: 850-921-0384.
###
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For Immediate Release
**HURRICANE INFORMATION SHEET **
WHAT TO DO IF YOUR WELL IS FLOODED – SAMPLE
ADD COUNTY – Heavy rainfall from Hurricane Dennis may have made your water
unsafe. If you are unsure about the impact of flooding on your well water, either use
bottled water, or boil or disinfect all the water you use for drinking, making beverages,
cooking, brushing your teeth, washing dishes, and washing areas of the skin that have
been cut or injured.
To disinfect tap water, bring water to a rolling boil or common unscented household
bleach can be used effectively as a chlorine disinfectant. You may disinfect it by adding 8
drops (about 1/8 teaspoon) of unscented household bleach per gallon of water, and then
let it stand for 30 minutes, repeating the procedure if it is still cloudy.
If your well has been flooded, please call ADD INFO for information on how to sample
your water and where to bring the sample for bacteriological testing. If the test reveals
bacteria, the well and water system need to be disinfected. ADD ANY
ADDITIONAL COUNTY INFO HERE
It is important to disinfect both well and plumbing water with unscented household
bleach to ensure that all infectious agents are destroyed. If you have water treatment
devices, remove all membranes, cartridges, and filters and replace them after the
chlorination process is completed. The amount of chlorine determines the length of
time you allow the bleach to remain in your system.
DOH recommends the following steps to disinfect a contaminated well:









If the water is discolored before adding the bleach, run the water until it is
clear for up to 10 minutes.
Turn off and then drain your hot water heater— bleach is not effective in
water above 105 degrees.
Remove and replace charcoal filters after the disinfecting process is
completed.
To avoid adding contamination to the well during disinfection, clean the
work area around the top of the well. Then remove grease and mineral deposits
from accessible parts of the well head and flush the outside surfaces with 1/2 cup
of unscented household bleach in 5 gallons of water.
Turn off the pump. Remove the cap or the well plug on the rubber seal.
There are many types of well caps and plugs. If you have questions, you should
contact a licensed well driller. If you have a submersible pump, you may also
want to contact a licensed well driller for advice on disinfection procedures.
Consult the bleach chart and pour the recommended amount of bleach
solution into the well. Try to coat the sides of the casing as you pour. If you get
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bleach on the pump or wiring, flush it thoroughly with fresh water to prevent
later corrosion.
--more-Flooded Well/Page 2
Well Depth in Feet
20’
30’
40’
50’
80’
100’
150’
200’

2”
1 cup
1 cup
1 cup
1 cup
1 cup
1 cup
2 cups
3 cups

Well Diameter in Inches
4”
5”
6”
1 cup 1 cup 1 cup
1 cup 1 cup 2 cups
1 cup 2 cups 2 cups
2 cups 2 cups 3 cups
2 cups 1 qt 1 qt
3 cups 1 qt 1.5 qts
1 qt 2 qts 2.5 qts
1.5 qts 2.5 qts 3 qts

Conversions 8 oz = 1 cup 16 oz = 1 pint = 2 cups
24 oz = 3 cups 32 oz = 1 quart 48 oz = 1.5 quarts
64 oz = 2 quarts 80 oz = 2.5 quarts 96 oz = 3 quarts







Re-cap or plug the well opening and wait 30 minutes.
Turn on and, if needed, re-prime the pump. Open all of the faucets on the
system one at a time. Allow the water to run until there is a noticeable smell of
bleach. You may also want to flush the toilets. If you have outside faucets, you
may want to direct the water away from sensitive plants. If you cannot detect a
bleach odor, repeat the disinfecting process.
Turn off all of the faucets and allow the bleach to remain in the system for at
least eight hours.
Backwash water softeners, sand filters, and iron removal filters with bleach
water.
Again, open all the faucets and run the water until there is no bleach smell—
for up to
15 minutes.

After disinfecting your well, the water needs to be tested to verify that it is safe to
drink. Although unscented household bleach is effective against microorganisms, it will
not remove chemical contamination that may have gotten into your well. Contact your
county health department for sampling instructions to get your water tested.
For further information, please visit www.doh.state.fl.us or www.FloridaDisaster.org.
The Florida Emergency Information Line: 1-800-342-3557
Public Information Emergency Support Function: 850-921-0384
###
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For Immediate Release
**HURRICANE INFORMATION SHEET **
FLOODING – SAMPLE
TALLAHASSEE – As Hurricane Dennis impacts the state, a large amount of rainfall is
expected. It is important to be prepared for issues related to flooding.
Moving Flood Water
During flooding, the greatest threat comes from moving water. The deeper the moving
water, the greater the threat. People should avoid driving in moving water, regardless of
the size of their vehicle.
Pooling Flood Water
Heavy rain causes flood waters to rise and pool on streets and throughout
neighborhoods. In these situations, be aware of the following:
 Road surfaces become obscured, and drivers can unknowingly steer into a deep
body of water, such as a canal or pond.
 Electricity from streetlights and power poles may be active through standing
water, causing a deadly shock to anyone coming in contact with it.
 Children playing in contaminated standing water can become sick or be bitten by
snakes or floating insects.
 People coming into contact with floodwaters should thoroughly rinse any
exposed body parts with soap and sanitized or disinfected water.
Contaminated Water Supply
Drinking contaminated water may cause illness. You cannot assume that the water in
the hurricane-affected area is safe to drink. Listen to local announcements on safety of
the water supply.
If your public water system lost pressure, a boil water notice will likely be issued for
your area.
People in these areas should take precautions to avoid contaminated water, especially
individuals with private wells. If your well is in a flooded area, your water may contain
disease-causing organisms and may not be safe to drink.
DOH recommends one of the following:
 Boil water for at least one minute before using it for drinking, washing, cooking,
etc.;
 Disinfect water by adding 8 drops (about 1/8 tsp – this would form a puddle
about the size of a dime) of unscented household bleach per gallon of water, and
then let it stand for 30 minutes. If the water is cloudy after 30 minutes, repeat
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the procedure. Use a container that has a cap or cover for disinfecting and
storing water to be used for drinking. This will prevent contamination; or
Use only bottled water, especially for mixing baby formula.

After the flooding subsides:
 Disinfect your well using the procedures available from your local health
department, or provided on the Department of Health Web site at
http://www.doh.state.fl.us/environment/water/manual/floodinf.htm; and
 Have your water tested by your local health department or by a laboratory
certified by the State to perform a drinking water analysis.
Contaminated Food
Do not eat any food that may have come into contact with floodwaters. Discard any
food without a waterproof container if there is any chance that it has come into contact
with floodwaters. Undamaged, commercially canned foods can be saved if you remove
the labels thoroughly, wash the cans, and then disinfect them with a solution consisting
of 1/4 cup of unscented household bleach per gallon of water for clean surfaces. Re-label
your cans, including the expiration date, with a marker. Food containers with screwcaps, snap lids and home canned foods should be discarded if they have come in contact
with floodwaters because they cannot be disinfected.
Contaminated Items
Discard wooden cutting boards, plastic utensils, baby bottle nipples and pacifiers. There
is no way to safely clean them if they have come in contact with contaminated
floodwaters. Thoroughly wash metal pans, ceramic dishes and utensils with soap and hot
water and sanitize by boiling them in clean water or by immersing them for 15 minutes
in a solution of 1/4 cup of household bleach per gallon of water.
Hygiene
Basic hygiene is very important during natural disaster. Always wash your hands with
soap and water that has been boiled or disinfected and cooled. Hands should be washed
before preparing or eating food, after using the bathroom or changing a diaper, after
handling uncooked food, after playing with a pet, after handling garbage, after tending to
someone who is sick or injured, after blowing your nose, coughing or sneezing, after
participating in flood cleanup activities, and after handling articles contaminated with
flood water or sewage.
For further information, please contact your local county health department or visit
www.doh.state.fl.us or www.FloridaDisaster.org.
The Florida Emergency Information Line: 1-800-342-3557.
Public Information Emergency Support Function: 850-921-0384.
###
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
SAMPLE ONLY
**HURRICANE INFORMATION SHEET **
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH WARNS OF RISKS TO WATER SUPPLY
DUE TO STORM
TALLAHASSEE - Hurricanes, especially if accompanied by a tidal surge or flooding,
can contaminate the public water supply. Drinking contaminated water may cause
illness. Individuals cannot assume that the water in the hurricane-affected area is safe to
drink.
In the area hit by a hurricane, water treatment plants may not be operating. Even if they
are, storm damage and flooding can contaminate water lines. Listen for public
announcements about the safety of the municipal water supply.
If your well has been flooded, it needs to be tested and disinfected after the storm
passes and the floodwaters recede. Questions about testing should be directed to your
local or state health department.
Water for Drinking and Cooking
Safe drinking water includes bottled, boiled or treated water. Here are some general
rules concerning water for drinking and cooking. Remember:
o Do not use contaminated water to wash dishes, brush your teeth, wash and
prepare food or make ice.
o If you use bottled water, know where it came from. Otherwise, water should
be boiled or treated before use. Drink only bottled, boiled or treated water
until your supply is tested and deemed safe.
o Boiling water kills harmful bacteria and parasites. Bringing water to a rolling
boil for 1 minute will kill infectious organisms (germs).
o Water may be treated with chlorine by mixing eight drops (1/8 teaspoon;
about the size of a dime) of unscented, ordinary household chlorine bleach
(4-6 percent active ingredients) per gallon of water. Mix the solution
thoroughly, and let stand for about 30 minutes. Use a container that has a
cap or cover for disinfecting and storing water to be used for drinking. This
will prevent contamination. However, this treatment will not kill parasitic
organisms that may have entered a flooded well. Iodine tablets available at
sporting goods stores may also be used.
Containers for water should be rinsed with a bleach solution before reusing them (one
tablespoon bleach per gallon of water). Use water storage tanks and other types of
containers with caution. For example, fire truck storage tanks as well as previously used
cans or bottles may be contaminated with microbes or chemicals. Do not rely on
untested devices for decontaminating water.
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How do I disinfect my well?
It is important to disinfect both the well and plumbing with 4-6 percent chlorine, nonscented household bleach to ensure that all infectious agents are killed. If you have
water treatment devices, remove all membranes, cartridges and filters and replace them
after the chlorination process is completed.
The amount of chlorine and the length of time you allow it to remain in your system are
equally important. Common unscented laundry bleach can be used effectively as a
chlorine disinfectant. Follow these steps for the recommended usage amount of chlorine
bleach:
• If the water is discolored before chlorination, run the water until it is clear for up to
10 minutes.
• Turn off and then drain your hot water heater—chlorine is not effective in water
above 105 degrees.
• Remove and replace charcoal filters after the chlorination process is completed.
• To avoid adding contamination to the well during disinfection, first clean the work area
around the top of the well. Remove grease and mineral deposits from accessible parts of
the well head and flush the outside surfaces with 1/2 cup of laundry bleach in 5 gallons
of water.
• Turn off the pump. Remove the cap or the well plug on the rubber seal. There are
many types of well caps and plugs. If you have questions, you should contact a licensed
well driller. If you have a submersible pump, you may also want to contact a licensed
well driller for advice on disinfection procedures.
Try to coat the sides of the casing as you pour in one gallon of bleach. If you get
chlorine on the pump or wiring, flush it thoroughly with fresh water to prevent later
corrosion. Your county health department may issue additional guidance for your area.
• Re-cap or plug the well opening and wait 30 minutes.
• Turn on and, if needed, reprime the pump. Open all the faucets on the system one by
one. Allow the water to run until there is a noticeable smell of chlorine. You may also
want to flush the toilets. If you have outside faucets, you may want to direct the water
away from sensitive plants. If you cannot detect a chlorine odor, re-chlorinate the well.
• Turn off all the faucets and allow the chlorine to remain in the system for at least eight
hours.
• Backwash water softeners, sand filters and iron removal filters with chlorinated water.
• Again open all the faucets and run the water until there is no chlorine smell—for up to
15 minutes.
Is it safe now?
The only way to verify that the water is safe to drink is to have it tested. Although
chlorine bleach is effective against microorganisms, it will not remove chemical
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contamination that may have gotten into your well. Contact your county health
department for sampling instructions to get your water tested.
For further information, please contact your local county health department or visit
www.doh.state.fl.us or www.FloridaDisaster.org. Photos of this procedure are on the
USEPA website at: http://www.epa.gov/safewater/privatewells/whatdo.html
The Florida Emergency Information Line: 1-800-342-3557.
Public Information Emergency Support Function: 850-921-0384.
###
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B.

Sample Telephone Notifications

a. Automated Telephone Emergency Notification Message
English
The Board of County Commissioners has issued a mandatory evacuation for your
area. Take needed medications, a change of clothing, and important personal papers
when you evacuate. Listen to local TV and radio to locate the nearest public shelter.
No pets are allowed in public shelters.
Spanish
Anexo 2: Dialogica de Aviso de Urgencia para Escenarios 1 y 2
El Consejo del Condado ha emitido una orden de evacuación obligatoria en la zona
en que usted vive. Al evacuar, debe llevar consigo sus medicinas, un cambio de ropa
y sus documentos personales. Hace falta escuchar las noticias de la televisión local y
de la radio para localizar al refugio público más cercano. No se aceptan animales
domésticos en los refugios.
Creole
Piès #2: Djalojik pou Enfòmasyon Ijans pou Senaryo 1 ak Senaryo 2
Otorite ki nan Konsèy zòn ou rete a fèk sòti yo kominike pou fè toutmoun nan zòn
la konnen ke yo setoblige deplase kite zòn la touswit. Fòk toutmoun fini tout
preparasyon pou siklòn yo pivit yo kapab. Anvan ou deplase fòk ou ranmase tout
medikaman w, rad pou youn jou epi fòk ou pote tout papye enpòtan ou genyen avèk
ou. Epitou fòk ou koute nouvèl nan televizyon ak nan radyo paske se konsa wap
kapab konnen kikote sant ijans piblik ki pi pre pou ou a ye. Yo pa aksepte pran
okenn tibèt ou genyen lakay you nan sant ijans yo; se moun sèlman yo pran nan kote
sila a.
b. Instantaneous Breach Evacuation Statement
A breach of the Lake Okeechobee Herbert Hoover Dike has occurred. Severe
flooding could threaten the life and safety of persons in the area. Martin County
officials have issued an ordered evacuation for all residents surrounding Lake
Okeechobee and all persons within one mile of the South Fork of the St. Lucie
River. This includes residents of Palm City in the areas of the St. Lucie River east of
Mapp Road to the river and residents of Tropical Farms and the City of Stuart west
of Kanner Highway to the river. Flooding is expected in these areas. The mandatory
evacuation order is in effect for:
______________________________________________________________.
Evacuate immediately with all family members and pets. Consider checking on
elderly and disability impaired neighbors.
Shelters are being opened at the following locations:
______________________________________________________________.
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Emergency responders and law enforcement officers will guide traffic out of the
dangerous area. Follow their instructions to a safer location.
The following roads are flooded and are not passable:
______________________________________________________________.
For all persons without transportation, Medical Transportation Management (MTM)
and the Martin County School District will provide transport to a shelter free of
charge. The MTM or School buses will pick-up riders at the following locations:
______________________________________________________________.
If you need transportation to a shelter, please call the Emergency Operations
Center at (772) 287-1652.
Residents with questions may contact the Emergency Information Center at
(772) 287-1652.
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MARTIN COUNTY EVACUATION STATEMENT
Category 1 Hurricane
with Herbert Hoover Dike & S80 Water Control Breach Threat
In response to the threat of Hurricane __________________ to the people and property of
Martin County, a local state of emergency has been declared in accordance with Florida Statute
252 and County Ordinance 558, Chapter 51, this _________ day of __________ 20____, at
_______ o’clock __M.
Under authority of the local emergency declaration the following evacuation orders shall be
implemented immediately.
All residents of mobile and/or manufactured homes within Martin County are ordered to
evacuate to more substantial shelter.
All persons residing on Hutchinson Island, Jupiter Island, and Sewall’s Point are recommended
to evacuate immediately.
All persons residing in low-lying waterfront areas of the North Fork and South Fork of the St.
Lucie River, Indian River Lagoon and Loxahatchee River are recommended to evacuate.
All persons residing along the length of CR 441 in Western Martin County west of the
L 64&65 canal and all persons residing in low-lying waterfront areas of the South Fork of the
St. Lucie River are recommended to evacuate due to the threat of breach of the Lake
Okeechobee dike.
All others should seek safe shelter immediately.
Low-lying areas are defined as those areas that experience local flooding due to heavy rains or
are less than ten (10) feet above mean sea level.
______________________________
Authorized Signature

_______________________________
Title
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MARTIN COUNTY EVACUATION STATEMENT
Category 1 Hurricane
Without Herbert Hoover Dike & S80 Water Control Breach Threat
In response to the threat of Hurricane __________________ to the people and property of
Martin County, a local state of emergency has been declared in accordance with Florida Statute
252 and County Ordinance 558, Chapter 51, this _________ day of __________ 20____, at
_______ o’clock __M.
Under authority of the local emergency declaration the following evacuation orders shall be
implemented immediately.
All residents of mobile and/or manufactured homes within Martin County are ordered to
evacuate to more substantial shelter.
All persons residing on Hutchinson Island, Jupiter Island, and Sewall’s Point are recommended
to evacuate immediately.
All persons residing in low-lying and waterfront areas of the North Fork and South Fork of the
St. Lucie River, Indian River Lagoon and Loxahatchee River are recommended to evacuate.
All others should seek safe shelter immediately.
Low-lying areas are defined as those areas that experience local flooding due to heavy rains or
are less than ten (10) feet above mean sea level.
______________________________
Authorized Signature

_______________________________
Title
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MARTIN COUNTY EVACUATION STATEMENT
Category 2 and 3 Hurricane
With Herbert Hoover Dike & S80 Water Control Breach Threat
In response to the threat of Hurricane __________________ to the people and property of
Martin County, a local state of emergency has been declared in accordance with Florida Statute
252 and County Ordinance 558, Chapter 51, this _________ day of __________ 20____, at
_______ o’clock __M.
Under authority of the local emergency declaration the following evacuation orders shall be
implemented immediately.
All residents of mobile and/or manufactured homes within Martin County are ordered to
evacuate to more substantial shelter.
All persons residing on Hutchinson Island, Jupiter Island, and Sewall’s Point are ordered to
evacuate immediately.
Evacuation is recommended for persons residing in low-lying areas that are within one quarter
(1/4) mile from all County waterways.
All persons residing along the length of CR 441 in Western Martin County west of the
L 64&65 canal and all persons residing in low-lying areas within one quarter (1/4) mile of the
South Fork of the St. Lucie River are ordered to evacuate due to the threat of breach of the
Lake Okeechobee dike.
All others should seek safe shelter immediately.
Low-lying areas are defined as those areas that experience local flooding due to heavy rains or
are less than ten (10) feet above mean sea level.
______________________________
_______________________________
Authorized Signature
Title
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MARTIN COUNTY EVACUATION STATEMENT
Category 2 and 3 Hurricane
Without Herbert Hoover Dike & S80 Water Control Breach Threat
In response to the threat of Hurricane __________________ to the people and property of
Martin County, a local state of emergency has been declared in accordance with Florida Statute
252 and County Ordinance 558, Chapter 51, this _________ day of __________ 20____, at
_______ o’clock __M.
Under authority of the local emergency declaration the following evacuation orders shall be
implemented immediately.
All residents of mobile and/or manufactured homes within Martin County are ordered to
evacuate to more substantial shelter.
All persons residing on Hutchinson Island, Jupiter Island, and Sewall’s Point are ordered to
evacuate immediately.
Evacuation is recommended for persons residing in low-lying areas that are within one quarter
(1/4) mile from all County waterways.
All others should seek safe shelter immediately.
Low-lying areas are defined as those areas that experience local flooding due to heavy rains or
are less than ten (10) feet above mean sea level.
______________________________
Authorized Signature

_______________________________
Title
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MARTIN COUNTY EVACUATION STATEMENT
Category 4 and 5 Hurricane
With Herbert Hoover Dike & S80 Water Control Breach Threat
In response to the threat of Hurricane __________________ to the people and property of
Martin County, a local state of emergency has been declared in accordance with Florida Statute
252 and County Ordinance 558, Chapter 51, this _________ day of __________ 20____, at
_______ o’clock __M.
Under authority of the local emergency declaration the following evacuation orders shall be
implemented immediately.
All residents of mobile and/or manufactured homes within Martin County are ordered to
evacuate immediately to more substantial shelter.
All persons residing on Hutchinson Island, Jupiter Island, and Sewall’s Point are ordered to
evacuate immediately.
Evacuation is recommended for persons residing in low-lying areas that are within one mile
from all County waterways.
These areas include most of the residents of North River Shores, Palm City east of Mapp Road,
the City of Stuart, the Tropical Farms area west of Kanner Highway, Port Salerno, Hobe Sound
east of CR A1A, South County east of US1, and most areas of Turtle Creek, Little Club, Rivers
Edge, Jupiter River Estates, Wood Haven, River Bend, and Heritage Oaks.
All persons residing along the length of CR 441 in Western Martin County west of the
L 64&65 canal and all persons residing in low-lying areas within one mile of the South Fork of
the St. Lucie River are ordered to evacuate due to the threat of breach of the Lake
Okeechobee dike.
All others should seek safe shelter immediately.
Low-lying areas are defined as those areas that experience local flooding due to heavy rains or
are less than ten (10) feet above mean sea level.
______________________________
Authorized Signature

_______________________________
Title
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MARTIN COUNTY EVACUATION STATEMENT
Category 4 and 5 Hurricane
Without Herbert Hoover Dike & S80 Water Control Breach Threat
In response to the threat of Hurricane __________________ to the people and property of
Martin County, a local state of emergency has been declared in accordance with Florida Statute
252 and County Ordinance 558, Chapter 51, this _________ day of __________ 20____, at
_______ o’clock __M.
Under authority of the local emergency declaration the following evacuation orders shall be
implemented immediately.
All residents of mobile and/or manufactured homes within Martin County are ordered to
evacuate immediately to more substantial shelter.
All persons residing on Hutchinson Island, Jupiter Island, and Sewall’s Point are ordered to
evacuate immediately.
Evacuation is recommended for persons residing in low-lying areas that are within one mile
from all County waterways.
These areas include most of the residents of North River Shores, Palm City east of Mapp Road,
the City of Stuart, the Tropical Farms area west of Kanner Highway, Port Salerno, Hobe Sound
east of CR A1A, South County east of US1, and most areas of Turtle Creek, Little Club, Rivers
Edge, Jupiter River Estates, Wood Haven, River Bend, and Heritage Oaks.
All others should seek safe shelter immediately.
Low-lying areas are defined as those areas that experience local flooding due to heavy rains or
are less than ten (10) feet above mean sea level.
______________________________
Authorized Signature

_______________________________
Title
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MARTIN COUNTY EVACUATION STATEMENT
Threat of or Actual Breach of the Lake Okeechobee Dike
or S 80 St. Lucie River Locks Structure
In response to the threat of a breach of the Lake Okeechobee Dike and/or the S80 Locks of
the St. Lucie River to the people and property of Martin County, a local state of emergency has
been declared in accordance with Florida Statute 252 and County Ordinance 558, Chapter 51,
this _________ day of __________ 20____, at _______ o’clock __M.
Under authority of the local emergency declaration the following evacuation orders shall be
implemented immediately.
All persons residing along the length of CR 441 in Western Martin County west of the
L 64&65 canal and all persons residing in low-lying areas within one mile of the South Fork of
the St. Lucie River are ordered to evacuate due to the threat of breach of the Lake
Okeechobee dike.
Low-lying areas are defined as those areas that experience local flooding due to heavy rains or
are less than ten (10) feet above mean sea level.
______________________________
Authorized Signature

_______________________________
Title
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C.

Continuity of Operations Considerations
References used to build this Appendix include the following:


U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Local and Tribal National Incident
Management System Integration (Version 1.0)



State of Florida Emergency Management, Herbert Hoover Dike Response
Guidance (2012)



State of Florida Emergency Management, Annex B: Terrorism Incident Response
Plan



State of Florida Emergency Management, Annex A: Radiological Emergency
Management Plan



State of Florida Emergency Management, Comprehensive Emergency
Management Plan, Emergency Management Capability Assessment Checklist
(Form - CEMP – 002, 2012)



Florida Department of Health’s Pandemic Influenza Annex (Version 10.4,
October 2006)



U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, “Lake Okeechobee and the Herbert Hoover
Dike: A Summary of the Engineering Evaluation of Seepage and Stability Problems
at the Herbert Hoover Dike.”



Florida Administrative Code, Chapter 27P, Review Of Local Emergency
Management Plans
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D.

Potential Staging Areas Map
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E.

Reach 7 Inundation at 20 Feet
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F.

Reach 7 Inundation at 30 Feet
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INTRODUCTION

Appendix II – Tropical Events/Hurricanes supplements the Martin County
Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP) as part of the “all hazards”
planning and response approach to disasters by Martin County. The purpose of this
Appendix is to provide an overview of the concept of operations for preparedness,
response, recovery and mitigation of hurricanes impacting Martin County. As well as
the roles and responsibilities of all agencies and organizations during tropical events or
hurricanes, which may involve evacuations, transportation of citizens, sheltering,
temporary housing, search and rescue, security and curfews, traffic control, provisions
for food and water and damage assessment. Functional Standard Operating Procedures
(SOPs) are identified within the Emergency Support Functions (ESFs) 1-19 of the CEMP.
South Florida is among the most hurricane vulnerable areas in the continental United
States. In recent history Martin County was directly hit by Hurricane David in 1979,
brushed by Hurricane Floyd in 1999, Tropical Storm Irene in 1999, then Hurricane
Frances and Jeanne in 2004, and Hurricane Wilma in 2005. Martin County activated for
Hurricane Ernesto in 2006 but received minimal impacts, but was then struck with
Tropical Storm Fay in 2008 that produced significant flooding and rainfall. There were
nine Atlantic/Gulf hurricanes in 2004, 15 hurricanes in 2005, five in 2006, six hurricanes
in 2007 and eight in 2008. Active hurricane seasons are being predicted for the next
decade, however have been relatively quiet for South Florida 2009-2013.
Hurricanes are measured in terms of wind speed:
Wind Speed
(mph)
Category 1

74-95

Category 2

96-110

Category 3

111-129

Category 4

130-156

Category 5

157 or greater

Hurricanes threaten lives and property due to high winds, tornadoes, storm surge and
excessive rainfall and flooding. The table above denotes wind speeds for category of
storms. This is not indicative of the percentage of rainfall or storm surge that may
accompany any particular storm. For instance, a Category 3 storm will have wind speeds
of 111-129 mph, however may have less or more storm surge and flooding associated
depending on the characteristics of the storm.
Storm surge is a rise of the ocean level which pushes ocean waters far inland inundating
structures and roadways. High waves are expected above the storm surge along the
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coast. The inclusion of Sea Level Rise data for future impacts show increased storm
surge depth and wave height when coupled with storm surge data. Projected areas of
inundation due to storm surge are displayed in the Martin County SLOSH maps, (Sea,
Lake, and Overland Surges from Hurricanes). The previous SLOSH maps for Martin
County were modeled in the early 1990s. In December 2010 new inundation maps for
Martin County were released using updated LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) data
and SLOSH modeling. The results were used to determine the Category 1- 5 storm
surge zones for the County – to which the Martin County Emergency Management
Agency could define hurricane evacuation zones.
The Herbert Hoover Dike, which surrounds Lake Okeechobee, is vulnerable to
hurricane winds and excessive rainfall, particularly if the Lake level exceeds 18 feet. If
the dike were to breach due to hurricane winds and/or damage flooding would occur in
western Martin County and into the St. Lucie River waterway. The Army Corps of
Engineers provide inundation maps for flood projections for Martin County in the event
of a breach.
Martin County emergency operations are structured in accordance with the National
Incident Management System and the Incident Command System (ICS), as developed by
the National Fire Academy. The ICS has been recognized as the model for the
command, control, and coordination of resources and personnel in response to an
emergency. ICS is a management system consisting of procedures for organizing
personnel, facilities, equipment, communications and other resources in response to,
and recovery from a disaster. As an incident/disaster expands a more broad command
will be established known as a Unified Command. Unified Command is a method of
Unified Command whereby multiple agencies and jurisdictions work together to
accomplish the required response and recovery activities dictated by a disaster.
I.

PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS:



In the event that a tropical event or a hurricane directly impacts Martin County,
local resources may be overwhelmed quickly, depending on the magnitude of the
hurricane. Activation of mutual aid agreements for resources may be needed
immediately.



When a hurricane strikes Martin County surrounding counties will also be
impacted, whether directly or indirectly. Those counties with larger populations,
such as Palm Beach, Broward, and Miami-Dade, will be where large
commitments of assets and resources will be directed. Martin County must
plan to be self sufficient for up to three to five days.



Recovery operations will be hindered by downed power lines, debris, blocked
roadways, potential communications interruptions, damage to infrastructure,
flooding, and possibly an inability to bring in needed supplies or resources.
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Table l: 2015 Vulnerable Population by Evacuation Zone
Evacuation
Zone A

Evacuation
Zone B

Evacuation
Zone C

Evacuation Evacuation
Zone D
Zone E

Martin County
Site-built Homes
Mobile/Manf. Homes
TOTAL

II.

6,935
335
7,270

2,277
60
2,337

6,412
184
6,596

8,439
154
8,593

24,428
1,422
25,850

REFERENCES AND AUTHORITIES
Florida Fire Chief’s Association Statewide Emergency Response Plan
National Incident Management System
National Response Framework
Martin County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan; as approved and
adopted by the Martin County Board of County Commissioners on May 20,
2014 Resolution No. 14-5.15
Ordinance No. 558, Chapter 51, Disaster and Emergency Management, of the
Laws and Ordinances of Martin County
Chapter 252 of the Florida Statutes
Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C.
§5121-5207, and applicable Florida Statutes (Chapter 215 and Chapter 252)
Homeland Security Presidential Directive 5 (HSPD-5)
Homeland Security Presidential Directive 8 (HSPD-8)
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III.

ORGANIZATION FOR HURRICANES

The Martin County Emergency Operations Center (EOC) operates under the Incident
Command System (ICS) structure when activated. There are 19 Emergency Support
Functions (ESFs) defined within the organization, as well as ICS positions to provide for
efficient operations.
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IV.

APPENDIX OVERVIEW

Purpose
Vulnerabilities

Lead Agency
Support Agencies
Protective Action/Response

To provide an overview of the concepts of operation for Martin County government and
partner agencies in response to a hurricane. Detailed responsibilities are outlined in the
emergency support function (ESF) annexes and time phase schedule.
The hurricane surge zones are depicted in the surge zone maps; the areas represent the
most vulnerable areas to water inundation during category 1, 3 and 5 hurricanes.
An estimated 12,438 residents reside in mobile homes and RVs.
An estimated 6,131 residents may seek shelter. (source: 2012 Statewide Emergency
Shelter Plan)
 An estimated 600 reside in the area of the Herbert Hoover Dike.
 250 Special Needs registrants – approximately 20,000 residents have some degree of
disability
Emergency Management Agency
All ESF leads, support and coordinating agencies
Notifications:
The National Weather Service issues tropical storm and hurricane advisories at 11:00
am/pm and 5:00 am/pm. Intermediate advisories may be issued if warranted.
 Hurricane Watch: 48 hours before possible hurricane conditions impact the County;
 Hurricane Warning: 36 hours before possible hurricane conditions impact the
County.
The Hurricane Center begins tracking forecasts 5 days out from projected landfalls.
Martin County Emergency Management begins monitoring and providing notifications to
departments and agencies at this point.
Evacuations:
Storm surge areas and mobile homes are issued evacuation orders prior to tropical storm
force winds, with sufficient time for all evacuees to reach safety. Special Needs registrants
are evacuated to the special needs shelter prior to tropical storm wind arrival. See Table
1 for estimated evacuation clearance times.
Evacuation routes include all westward transportation routes exiting the surge zone areas.
Sheltering:
 There are 8 designated hurricane shelters in Martin County, with a total capacity of
12,348, with a total of 15,898 shelter spaces available with all facilities in County meeting
the ARC 4496 standards. (Source: 2012 Statewide Emergency Shelter Plan)
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Preparedness

Prevention
and Mitigation
Recovery
Post-Disaster
Supporting
Documents

Outreach
►Hurricane Brochure is printed and distributed year round.
►Hurricane Fair Emergency Management participates in the annual Red Cross hurricane fair.
►Public Presentations are provided to groups, home/condo associations, businesses, and other civic groups upon
request.
►County Website provides hurricane preparedness, response and recovery information.
►Media Briefing is provided annually to all media partners.
►MC TV the County government channel provides hurricane preparedness information during hurricane
season.
►Employee training is provided to all County employees annually.
Training
► Workshops and training is scheduled annually at the start of hurricane season for all ESF and EOC activation
agencies, including Unified Command.
Exercises
►Statewide Hurricane Exercise participation annually.
►Annual radiological exercise and a diversity of workshops and exercises are held annually.
The Local Mitigation Strategy Plan details hurricane and flood mitigation strategies.
►A Federal Disaster Declaration will provide FEMA Disaster Assistance through the Federal Stafford Act.
► The Recovery Annex to the CEMP details all recovery programs and actions including financial
reimbursement, public assistance, individual assistance, unmet needs, long-term housing, damage assessment,
economic recovery.
►Florida Statute Chapter 252
►2012 Statewide Emergency Shelter Plan
►Regional Evacuation Study and Coordination Plan
►Martin County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP)
►EOC Activation Standard Operating Guidelines
►Time Phase Schedule
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V.

EVACUATION CLEARANCE TIMES

Clearance time is the time required to clear the roadway of all vehicles evacuating in
response to a hurricane situation. Clearance time begins when the first evacuating
vehicle enters the road network (as defined by a hurricane evacuation behavioral
response curve) and ends when the last evacuating vehicle reaches an assumed point of
safety. Clearance time includes the time required by evacuees to enter the road
network (referred to as mobilization time), the time spent by evacuees traveling along
the road network (travel time) and stoppage due to traffic congestion (referred to as
queuing delay time). Clearance time does not relate to the time any one vehicle spends
traveling on the road network and does not include time needed for local officials to
assemble and make a decision to evacuate.
There are virtually hundreds of factors and variables that can affect clearance times
including response time, background traffic, time of day, and summer vs. fall season
evacuation and evacuee reasonings. Evacuees wishing to leave the region utilizing
regional evacuation routes (I-95 and the Florida Turnpike) must leave well in advance of
any evacuation order being issued. All other residents should evacuate from storm
surge areas, mobile homes, and low lying areas subject to flooding. These evacuees
should remain within the county region, seeking refuge at a safer location close to
home. For further assumptions on evacuation times see the 2010 Treasure Coast
Regional Evacuation Study.
Because there are so many variables in evacuations, there were two distinct sets of
analyses conducted using the Statewide Regional Evacuation Study evacuation
transportation model that includes one set of analysis for growth management purposes
and one set of analysis for emergency management purposes – Base and Operational
Scenarios to develop clearance times for Martin County.
Below are two tables that indicate the clearance times as modeled using SLOSH with
LIDAR data in two separate scenarios – Base and Operational. To date the data used to
model clearance is the most comprehensive in the history of evacuation studies. The
complete transportation modeling and more specific information may be found in the
2010 Treasure Coast Regional Evacuation Study.
Base Scenario Evacuation Clearance Times
Base scenarios were developed to estimate a series of worst case scenarios. Scenarios
assume 100 percent of the vulnerable population evacuates and includes impacts from
counties outside and adjacent to Martin County. These scenarios are generally designed
for growth management purposes, in order to ensure that all residents that choose to
evacuate during an event are able to do so.
Note: The times in each evacuation scenario reflect expected traffic and road
conditions. These times are for planning purposes ONLY.
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Table II
2015 Base Scenario Evacuation Clearance Times
Evacuation
Evacuation
Level A
Level B
Base
Base
Scenario
Scenario
Clearance Time to Shelter
Martin
12.5
12.5
In-County Clearance Time
Martin
13.5
13.5
Out of County Clearance Time
Martin
14.0
14.0
Regional Clearance Time
Treasure
Coast
14.5
15.0

Evacuation
Level C
Base
Scenario

Evacuation
Level D
Base
Scenario

Evacuation
Level E
Base
Scenario

12.5

14.0

17.0

14.0

16.0

23.0

14.0

16.0

23.0

16.0

19.5

41.0

Operational scenarios were developed by the Treasure Coast Regional Planning Council
in coordination with the Martin County Emergency Management Agency and are
designed to provide important information to emergency management personnel to plan
for different storm events.
Table III
2015 Operational Scenario Evacuation Clearance Times
Evacuation Evacuation
Level A
Level B
Operational Operational
Scenario
Scenario
Clearance Time to Shelter
Martin
6.5
7.0
In-County Clearance Time
Martin
7.5
7.5
Out of County Clearance Time
Martin
8.0
7.5
Regional Clearance Time
Treasure Coast
9.0
10.5

Evacuation
Level C
Operational
Scenario

Evacuation
Level D
Operational
Scenario

Evacuation
Level E
Operational
Scenario

7.5

11.5

14.5

8.5

13.0

20.5

8.5

13.0

21.0

13.0

21.5

31.0

Note: Commute time refers to how long one vehicle may be stuck in traffic making
their evacuation movement.
It is important to note that there is a percentage of shadow evacuees that will take to
the roads as well due to perceived threat. The table below depicts the 2015 estimated
shadow evacuation that should be considered in estimating evacuation clearance times.
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Table IV
2015 Shadow Evacuation Population

Martin
County

Evacuation
Level A

Evacuation
Level B

Evacuation
Level C

23,694

30,345

31,056

Evacuation Evacuation
Level D
Level E
42,037

39,598

Medical Facilities
Martin County has five (5) residential/healthcare facilities that are in a hurricane surge
evacuation zone.1 Martin Health Center is also in a surge zone.
Facility
Amore’ Dementia Care
Salerno Bay Manor
Sandhill Cove/Water’s Edge
Emeritus at Jensen Beach
The Residence of Stuart

Location
1634 S Kanner Hwy.
4801 SE Cove Road
1500 SW Capri Street
1700 NE Indian River Dr.
1048 NW Fork Road

Capacity
38
120
56
165
6

Each hospital, surgical center, assisted living facility, skilled nursing facility, adult day care
center, and intermediate care facility in the State of Florida is required to have a
comprehensive emergency management plan. If a facility does not evacuate during a
hurricane evacuation order, they are required to notify the Martin County Emergency
Management Agency. A comprehensive listing of Assisted Living Facilities and
Healthcare facilities can be found at the Martin County Emergency Management Agency.

Martin County Emergency Management Agency;
2010 Treasure Coast Regional Evacuation Study
1
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Figure 1
Martin County Emergency Evacuation Routes
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VI.

MARTIN COUNTY TIME-PHASE SCHEDULE

The Martin County Time Phase Schedule establishes a guideline for protective actions
before, during and after a tropical storm, hurricane, or major flooding event. Any or all
of the listed actions may be applicable, as deemed necessary by the Emergency
Management Agency Director or designee, in consultation with the County
Administrator and/or Unified Command.
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Figure II
12-hour Operational Period Schedule
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Figure III
24-hour Operational Period Schedule
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VIII. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS:
Martin County Emergency Management Agency staff monitors all tropical activity once
hurricane season starts via the Melbourne Weather Field Office and the National
Hurricane Center. As forecasts or projections are provided that might impact Martin
County staff initiates daily situation reports to all County departments and agencies with
response roles. Emergency Management Agency staff participates in all State
Emergency Operations Center Conference calls pertaining to the storm. If deemed
necessary by the Emergency Management Agency Director. or designee, other lead
departments and agencies and Unified Command will be notified of the conference calls.
During business hours situation reports and notifications are provided electronically via
email. During non-business hours, notifications are made via the outcall system to cell
phones, home phones, and emails.
At such time that the storm projections reflect a threat to Martin County the Time
Phase Schedule is utilized to initiate briefings, activate unified command, and initiate
actions needed, based on projections of tropical storm force winds. The use of
conference calls may be a method of relaying information and provide for discussion and
decision making.

VI. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES – See ESF SOPs for details of roles
and responsibilities
ESF 1 -Transportation - General Services/Vehicle Maintenance
 Coordinates fuel needs for vehicles, apparatus, and equipment
Medical Transportation Management
Will be the primary transportation agent for public evacuations.
Martin County School Board
Will provide buses for evacution transportation.
ESF 2 -Communications- Information Technology Services
ARES/RACES of Martin County will respond to the EOC to assist with the
establishment of alternative communication links as needed
ESF 3 - Public Works & Engineering & - Martin County Engineering


Will provide staff support to the EOC to expedite coordination of
county heavy equipment delivery and assist with road information as
may be needed by on-scene command.
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Will provide personnel and equipments to assist with road blocks or
closures, maintenance, flagging, etc., as needed.



Will provide personnel and equipment to clear road debris and assist
with Search and Rescue.

Martin County Utilities & Solid Waste will send a representative to the
EOC to expedite the coordination of fire command requests for increased water
pressure to hydrants in the areas of the wildfire.
 Provide heavy equipment and operators and water tankers, if
requested.
ESF 4 -Firefighting and 9 -Search & Rescue – Fire Rescue
 Activation and operation of the County Staging Area
 Conducts search and rescue and life safety surveys of County
ESF 5 -Planning & Information- Emergency Management Agency
 Will activate and operate the EOC during the activation period.
 Emergency Management will coordinate with the State of Florida
Division of Emergency Management (FDEM).
 Emergency Management will coordinate the logistical support of
EOC staff
 Will activate the Public Information phone lines to receive and
respond to public calls for information and/or assistance
 Activate and coordinate staffing for the Public Information phone
lines, to meet the needs of incoming phone calls.
 Will Develop, coordinate and distribute Incident Action Plans
(IAPs) and Situation Reports (SitReps).
 Will coordinate the transportation of special needs registrants to
the Special Needs shelter.
ESF 6 -Mass Care - Red Cross - Martin County
 Will provide public shelter and mass care as needed. Red Cross
will assign a representative to the EOC to assist with
coordination.
 Participates in Unified Command during evacuations and shelter
openings decisions
ESF 7 -Resource Management - Department of Administration
Purchasing
 Will provide support to the EOC to assist with unscheduled
county purchases in support of emergency actions. All requests
for state or federal resources as needed to meet the demands of
the event will be coordinated through the EOC ESF 7.
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ESF 8 -Health, Medical and Special Needs – Department of Health Martin County
 Will provide leadership in directing, coordinating, and integrating
Martin County’s efforts to provide medical care and public health
assistance.
 Respond a representative to the EOC to coordinate medical
staffing for affected special needs population.
 Will provide bilingual communication and translation assistance, as
needed.
 Provide staffing for and assist in establishment of an alternative
medical treatment site, if becomes necessary.
 Conduct environmental tests as needed.
 Manages and operates the Special Needs shelter
Martin Health Systems will deploy staff to the EOC to provide support as
may be needed.
ESF 10 -Hazardous Materials – Solid Waste
 Will be coordinated with Fire Rescue and the Department of
Environmental Protection if large hazardous materials incident
ESF 11 -Food and Water
 Engineering and Parks & Recreation provides staffing and equipment for
the points of distribution (POD) operations
ESF 12 -Energy - Florida Power & Light
ESF 13 -Military Support
ESF 14 -Public Information- Department of Administration
 Will be activated and the Public Information Officer will respond to
the EOC upon activation or as requested.
 The County PIO will activate the Joint Information System and Joint
Information Center, as necessary.
 The County PIO will establish contact with local media and any other
necessary agency PIOs.
 Develop and process media releases to assist with ongoing effort to
keep the public informed of conditions.
 Coordinate and staff press conferences as requested.
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ESF 15 -Volunteers & Donations – Department of
Administration/Intergovernmental Community Relations
 Coordinates requests and needs for volunteers with United WayMartin Volunteers
 Coordinates donations with local agencies (House of Hope, Salvation
Army, United Way)
ESF 16 -Law Enforcement - MC Sheriff’s Office
 Is the lead agency responsible for evacuation and security of the
evacuated area. When the request to evacuate an area is given law
enforcement will move throughout the area advising the public to
immediately leave the area. The media will be contacted by the Martin
County Public Information Officer to inform the public of the
evacuation and request residents avoid the affected area.


The Martin County Sheriff’s Office will provide a representative to
the EOC to help coordinate evacuation, traffic and security issues.

ESF 17 -Animal Protection & Agriculture – MC Sheriff’s Office Animal
Services
 Will be the lead agency responsible for the coordination, capture, pick
up, and transportation of domestic animals.
 ESF 17 will coordinate response and activities as needed for agricultural
impacts due to the storm. This may be assistance in the movement of
ranch and farm animals and/or wild animals. The State of Florida
Agricultural Response Teams may be called to assist with resources.
ESF 18 -Business and Industry – Business Development Board of
Martin County & Stuart/Martin County Chamber of Commerce
 Will staff EOC when activated and coordinate needs of and information
pertaining to businesses and industry within the County
ESF 19 -Damage Assessment- Engineering Department
 Public Assistance – coordinates the damage assessment operations and
public assistance operations for declared events
Red Cross/Building Department/Property Appraiser’s Office
 Individual Assistance – conducts damage assessments of residential
properties within the County
Fire Rescue Fire Prevention Division
 Commercial Property – conducts life safety surveys of commercial
structures
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Martin County Administration will provide support, direction and interface
with elected county officials.
 Will participate in Unified Command, if activated
 Will provide a representative to the EOC to coordinate resource
needs (equipment and supplies) and maintain documentation for
purchases and costs
Martin County School Board
 Provides staffing within the EOC providing for school facilities as
shelters and necessary schools information
 Participates in Unified Command during decisions on evacuation
orders and shelter openings
United States Coast Guard Auxillary
 Assists with evacuations, search and rescue, and provides resources
and request
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Figure IV
Emergency Support Function Matrix
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Figure V
Martin County Hurricane Shelters
NOTE: 2014 Martin County Shelter List will change to remove Seawind Elementary,
Hobe Sound as a primary shelter however will remain a secondary shelter. J. D. Parker
Elementary, on 10th Street, City of Stuart will become a primary shelter.
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Figure VI
Martin County Storm Surge Zones
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APPENDIX III: SEVERE WEATHER EVENTS
Flooding, Tornadoes, Cold Weather, Lightning
Martin County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan
I.

INTRODUCTION:

This Appendix is a supplement to the Martin County Comprehensive Emergency
Management Plan (CEMP). The purpose of this Appendix is to provide an overview of
the concept of operations for preparedness, response, recovery and mitigation of
severe weather events impacting Martin County as well as the roles and responsibilities
of all agencies and organizations during a severe weather event. Standard Operating
Procedures (SOPs) are identified within the Emergency Support Functions (ESF) 1-19 of
the CEMP.
South Florida is susceptible to excessive heat, tornadoes, and severe storms which bring
hail, lightning, winds, and flooding. Florida is the "Lightning Capital of the United States"
and a majority of the deaths and injuries from lightning incidents occur during the
months of June, July, and August. Florida averages about 10 deaths and 40 injuries
directly due to lightning each year.
During lightning storms structures fires and
wildfires are ignited by lightning strikes.
Although cold weather occurs infrequently in south Florida, Martin County is
susceptible to brief periods of frigid temperatures during the late fall and winter months.
Winds chill readings can easily plummet to the twenties and even teens during these
cold periods that can endanger the lives of people who lack comfort of a warm home or
other heated building. Typically, each winter, Martin County experiences at least a few
nights where temperatures drop below 40 degrees Fahrenheit (40° F).
On rare occasions, the winter can bring temperatures, or with wind chill readings, falling
below 40° F. Such occurrences are particularly harsh on the homeless, although these
cold temperatures could adversely impact any person or family in unheated homes.
The Severe Weather Appendix delineates the roles and responsibilities of Martin
County departments, agencies and volunteer service organizations in providing
transportation to, and operation of, cold weather shelters for homeless and needy
individuals, if needed, actions needed for tornado warnings and impact, and severe
thunderstorm events. For cold weather events, this Appendix/SOP will be implemented
when the nighttime temperature is forecast to fall 40°F or below for a period of 4 hours
or more, with wind chill factor, at any location in Martin County.
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Flooding significant enough to damage property has occurred almost annually since
1995. The countywide vulnerability is high, but specific areas are at greater risk for
flood damage. Property damage along the coastlines of Martin County occurs most
often in the late winter or early spring and is associated with winter storms and
northeasters. Flooding in the inland portions of the county occurs most often in the fall
and is often associated with tropical depressions and tropical storms. Incidences of
flooding in specific areas of Martin County seem to be on the increase.
The Herbert Hoover Dike, which surrounds Lake Okeechobee, is vulnerable to breach
with excessive rainfall, particularly if the lake level exceeds 18 feet. If the dike were to
breach due to severe weather winds and/or excessive rainfall, damaging flooding would
occur in western Martin County and into the St. Lucie River waterway. Flooding
projections and inundation maps are included 2011Emergency Action Plan for the
Herbert Hoover Dike; U.S. Army Corps of Engineers using the in the updated SLOSH
(Sea, Lake, and Overland Surge from Hurricanes) and LIDAR (Light, Detection and
Ranging) data. Procedures, triggers and warning information for breach of the Herbert
Hoover Dam are detailed in the Herbert Hoover Dike (HHD) Appendix of the Martin
County CEMP.
Martin County emergency operations are structured in accordance with the National
Incident Management System and the Incident Command System (ICS), as developed by
the National Fire Academy. The ICS has been recognized as the model for the
command, control, and coordination of resources and personnel in response to an
emergency. ICS is a management system consisting of procedures for organizing
personnel, facilities, equipment, communications and other resources in response to,
and recovery from a disaster. As an incident/disaster expands a more broad command
will be established known as a Unified Command. Unified Command is a method of
Unified Command whereby multiple agencies and jurisdictions work together to
accomplish the required response and recovery activities dictated by a disaster.

II.

PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS:

In the event that a severe weather event impacts Martin County local resources may be
overwhelmed quickly, depending on the magnitude of the event. Activation of mutual
aid agreements for resources may be needed immediately.
When severe weather strikes Martin County, the surrounding counties will also likely
be impacted, whether directly or indirectly. Those counties with larger populations, as
Palm Beach, Broward, Miami-Dade will be where large commitments of assets and
resources will be directed. In its planning Martin County must plan to utilize local
resources in the immediate aftermath of a significant severe weather event.
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Recovery Operations may be hindered by power lines down, debris, blocked roadways,
potential communications interruptions, power outages, damages to infrastructure,
flooding.
Significant severe weather events will likely be reasonably localized, with less chance of
impact throughout the State, as with tropical events. This will allow for quicker ability
to receive regional and State assistance.
Severe weather events typically do not provide preparation time, therefore planning
efforts must include plans for “no notice” or little notice events.
III. REFERENCES AND AUTHORITIES
Florida Fire Chief’s Association Statewide Emergency Response Plan
Florida Incident Field Operations Guide, October 2012
National Incident Management System
National Response Framework
Martin County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan; as approved and adopted
by the Martin County Board of County Commissioners on May 20, 2014 Resolution No.
14-5.15
Ordinance No. 558, Chapter 51, Disaster and Emergency Management, of the
Laws and Ordinances of Martin County
Chapter 252 of the Florida Statutes
Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C. §5121-5207,
and applicable Florida Statutes (Chapter 215 and Chapter 252)
Homeland Security Presidential Directive 5 (HSPD-5)
Homeland Security Presidential Directive 8 (HSPD-8)

IV. ORGANIZATION AND DIRECTION AND CONTROL
The Martin County Emergency Operations Center (EOC) operates under the Incident
Command System (ICS) structure when activated. There are 19 Emergency Support
Functions (ESFs) defined within the organization, as well as ICS positions to provide for
efficient operations. What level of activation the EOC may activate to will depend on
the threat and impact of the severe weather event.
Alert
The Martin County Emergency Management Agency (MC EMA), ESF 5 – Information
and Planning will notify departments and agencies of alert of a situation that may require
activation. This alert will be by phone, outcall, or via email notification with a briefing or
situation report.
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Notifications
The MC EMA, ESF 5 – Information and Planning will notify all County departments and
partner agencies when activation is imminent, and which ESFs can expect to be
activated. Department Directors and ESF leads will make notifications necessary to
activate their respective departments or ESFs.
Emergency Management staff will make notifications to activate the Special Needs
transportation program, if necessary.
Activation
All ESFs may not be activated in every event in Martin County; however when the EOC
is activated the following will occur:
Level III:
Monitoring
Notification will be made to ESFs of the status of the situation and to initiate monitoring
activities.
Level II: Partial Activation
Continue monitoring and begin preparatory activities. All ESFs may not be required to
report to the EOC during this level of activation. The threat and impact of the event
will determine which ESFs will be activated.
Level I: Full Scale Activation
All Emergency Management Agency personnel and primary and support ESFs are
activated within the EOC.
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APPENDIX OVERVIEW
Purpose

Vulnerabilities/Threat

Lead Agency
Support Agencies

Protective
Action/Response

To provide an overview of the concepts of operation for Martin County departments and partner
agencies in response to a severe weather event, including but not limited to: tornadoes, flooding,
lightning storms, and extreme cold. Detailed responsibilities are outlined in the ESF annexes of the
CEMP.
► Threats of severe weather; tornadoes, flooding, lightning storms, extreme cold;
► Homeless and individuals with inadequate heating exposed to nighttime temperatures at or below
400 F, including wind chill.
► Martin County is vulnerable to flood disasters because it has approximately 22 miles of waterways,
with the St. Lucie waterway, Indian River waterway, Okeechobee waterway, (36 miles of Lake
Okeechobee within Martin County), complex river and canal systems, and abundant floodplain areas.
The County is particularly prone to flooding due to accumulated heavy localized rainfall and overflow
from streams and drainage ditches from rain runoff. Developed coastal areas are potentially
susceptible to surge damage accompanying tropical storm activity. The most frequent flood prone
areas are characterized by poorly drained soils, a high water table, and flat terrain.
► Threat of a breach of the Herbert Hoover Dike, significant once Lake Okeechobee reaches a level of
15 feet or higher.
► Peak season for tornado threats is February through April, characterized by more powerful
tornadoes because of the presence of the jet stream. Tornadoes are always a threat during tropical
events as well.
Emergency Management Agency
► All ESF leads, support and coordinating agencies
► South Florida Water Management District
► US Army Corp of Engineers
► State of Florida DEM and FEMA
Notifications:
► The National Weather Service issues severe weather and tornado advisories and warnings;
► The National Weather Service issues cold weather advisories, as necessary;
► The National Weather Service issues flood watches and warnings;
► Fire Rescue Communications and Emergency Management distribute severe weather notifications;
► Upon request, weather radios are provided for all government buildings, schools, public facilities,
medical facilities. Weather radios are recommended by Emergency Management as the timeliest way
to receive alerts of severe weather.
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Protective
Actions/Response
Continued

Evacuations:
► Evacuations may be necessary post impact due to fires, flooding or tornado

Sheltering:
► The Red Cross (RC) has SOPs in place to open a cold weather shelter in th
temperature is forecast to drop below 400 F for a period of 4 hours or mor
cold weather shelter is a cooperative decision between the RC and Emergen
The cold weather shelter is usually opened at the Red Cross Center at 2750
Stuart, FL 34994 or the Boys and Girls Club at 1150 SW Martin Downs Bou
► The Red Cross, Martin County Chapter has 8 designated hurricane shelters
total capacity of 11,548, with a total of 18,841 shelter spaces available with a
meeting the ARC 4496 standards. (Source: 2012 Statewide Shelter Plan) T
agreements for multiple secondary shelters for events that do not require m
► The opening of the cold weather shelter information is distributed countywi
Management, including to public safety communications and through the me
► If sheltering is needed post incident for other severe weather events, shelte
coordinated through command to meet the needs of the impacted populatio
Transportation is made available to citizens and the homeless if needed by E
and/or Fire Rescue or Law Enforcement via transportation resources;
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Preparedness

Outreach
►Severe Weather brochures are distributed year round;
► The County Website provides information on severe weather,
tornadoes, flooding, and lightning safety;
►Media Briefing is provided annually to all media partners.
Training
► Familiarization by each participating department, agencies and
organization with the functional annexes, hazard specific
appendices, and emergency support functions of the CEMP;
► Workshops coordinated by Emergency Management on
annexes and appendices of the CEMP.
Exercises
► Table top, functional, or full-scale exercises annually;
► Fire Rescue and Emergency Management participates in
School Board drills for tornadoes and severe weather.
Coordination
► Workshops and meetings with all participating departments,
agencies and organizations to review annexes and SOPs.

Prevention and
Mitigation

► The Local Mitigation Strategy Plan (LMS) details flood
mitigation strategies;
► South Florida Water Management District SOPs
► Public education on tornado watches and warnings and safety
actions to take;
► Participation in the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)
► Participation in the Community Rating System (CRS)
► For events of major impact, a Federal Disaster Declaration
will provide FEMA Disaster Assistance through the Federal
Stafford Act.
► FEMA provides financial assistance to survivors, businesses,
impacted public entities, and other eligible organizations;
► ESF 6 and ESF 11 provides shelter, food, life sustaining
essentials and counseling services;
► ESF 2, 3, and 12 restore critical infrastructure;
► Administration and Intergovernmental and Community
Relations provides for unmet needs and housing options for
displaced families, with assistance from partnering agencies
and organizations;
► The Recovery Annex to the CEMP details all recovery
programs and actions including financial reimbursement, public
assistance, individual assistance, unmet needs, long-term housing,
damage assessment, economic recovery.
► Florida Statute Chapter 252
►Martin County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan
(CEMP)
►EOC Activation Standard Operating Guidelines

Recovery

Supporting
Documents
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Flood Warning Time
Flood Advisories: At least six (6) hours before expected rainfall would overflow
drainage systems and cause potential isolation of structures or potential flood damage.
Law Enforcement: Upon advance notification by the National Weather Service that a
severe weather system (to include intense rainfall) is forecast, the Martin County
Sheriff’s Office and municipal police departments (City of Stuart, Town of Sewall’s Point,
and Town of Jupiter Island) are notified. Information is sent via text messaging, faxes, or
outcall by Fire Rescue Communications and/or Emergency Management. The Sheriff’s
Office and municipal police departments make notifications to their respective agencies.
Fire Rescue: Martin County Fire Rescue, upon notification from Fire Rescue
Communications and/or Emergency Management of severe weather, flooding potential,
or other emergency, will notify all field units via pagers. The City of Stuart Fire Rescue
Department is notified simultaneously with Martin County Fire Rescue.

V.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS:

Fire Rescue communications monitors all weather statements and daily forecasts via the
Melbourne Weather Field Office. As forecasts, watches or warnings are provided to
Emergency Management that might impact Martin County Communications staff are
requested to initiate notifications to all County departments and agencies with response
roles.
During business hours notifications and situation reports are provided electronically via
email. During non business hours notifications are made via the outcall system to cell
phones, home phones, and emails.
VI.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
(See ESF SOPs for details of roles and responsibilities)

ESF 1 -Transportation - General Services/Vehicle Maintenance
 Coordinates fuel needs for vehicles, apparatus, and equipment
Medical Transportation Management
Provide transportation resources for public evacuations.
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ESF 2 - Communications- Information Technology Services





Will provide staff to assist in communications needs (radio, phone,
electronic);
Will program and provide additional 800 Mhz radios, as needed;
Will provide staff to assist with mapping needs of the incident (GIS);
Will provide staffing to maintain operation of technology within EOC,
when activated.

ARES/RACES of Martin County will respond to the EOC to assist with the
establishment of alternative communication links as needed
ESF 3 Public Works & Engineering - Martin County Engineering


Will provide staff support to the EOC to expedite coordination of
county heavy equipment delivery and assist with road information as
may be needed by on-scene command.



Will provide personnel and equipments to assist with road blocks or
closures, maintenance, flagging, etc., as needed.



Will provide personnel and equipment to clear road debris and assist
with Search and Rescue.



Is responsible for mitigation of flood waters, pump outs, ditch
clearance, debris removal, etc.

Martin County Utilities & Solid Waste will send a representative to the EOC to
expedite the coordination of fire command requests for increased water pressure to
hydrants in the areas of the fires.
 Provide heavy equipment and operators and water tankers, if
requested;
 Mitigate issues with lift stations within flood waters or damaged;
 Coordinate procurement and setup of portable toilets with the
Health Dept., if needed;
 Coordinate public messages with ESF 14 for boil water notices;
ESF 4 -Firefighting and 9 -Search & Rescue – Fire Rescue
 Firefighting operations for structure fires and wildfires;
 Activation and operation of the County Staging Area, if necessary;
 Conducts search and rescue and life safety surveys of County;
 Assists with transportation of victims of flooding when unable to
access their roadways and get to their homes;
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Fire Rescue Communications:
o Provide and distribute watch and warnings notices as
received from Melbourne Weather Field Office

ESF 5 -Planning & Information- Emergency Management Agency
 Will activate and operate the EOC during the activation period;
 Emergency Management will maintain contact with the State of
Florida Division of Emergency Management for situational awareness
and coordinate assistance with the State of Florida Division of
Emergency Management;
 Will assist with requests to the region and state for additional
resource assistance;
 Emergency Management will coordinate the logistical support of EOC
staff;
 Will activate the Public Information Phone lines to receive and
respond to public calls for information and/or assistance;
 Activate and coordinate staffing for the public information phone
lines, to meet the needs of incoming phone calls;
 Will Develop, coordinate and distribute incident action plans and
situation reports.
ESF 6 -Mass Care - Martin County Red Cross
 Will provide public shelter and mass care as needed. Red Cross will
assign a representative to the EOC to assist with coordination;
 Participates in Unified Command during evacuations and shelter
openings decisions
ESF 7 -Resource Management - Dept. Administration Purchasing
 Will provide support to the EOC to assist with unscheduled county
purchases in support of emergency actions. All requests for state or
federal resources as needed to meet the demands of the event will be
coordinated through the EOC ESF 7.
ESF 8 Health, Medical and Special Needs – Department of Health Martin
County
 Will provide leadership in directing, coordinating, and integrating
Martin County’s efforts to provide medical care and public health
assistance;
 Respond a representative to the EOC to coordinate medical staffing
for affected special needs population;
 Will provide bilingual communication and translation assistance, as
needed;
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Provide staffing for and assist in establishment of an alternative
medical treatment site, if becomes necessary;
Maintain contact with medical facilities for status;
Conduct environmental tests as needed.

Martin Health Systems will deploy staff to the EOC to provide support as may be
needed.
ESF 10 -Hazardous Materials – Solid Waste
 Will be coordinated with Fire Rescue and the Department of
Environmental Protection, if large hazardous materials incident
ESF 11 -Food and Water
 Engineering and Parks & Recreation provides staffing and equipment
for the points of distribution (POD) operations, if necessary and
established.
ESF 12 -Energy - Florida Power & Light
 Coordinates restoration of critical facilities power;
 Provide situational awareness as to severe weather effects on power;
 Provides assistance in search & rescue efforts if power lines are down
or damaged.
ESF 13 -Military Support
ESF 14 Public Information- Department of Administration
 Will be activated and the Public Information Officer will respond to
the EOC upon activation or as requested;
 The County PIO will activate the Joint Information System and Joint
Information Center, as necessary;
 The County PIO will establish contact with local media and any other
necessary agency PIOs;
 Develop and process media releases to assist with ongoing effort to
keep the public informed of conditions;
 Coordinate and staff press conferences as requested.
ESF 15 -Volunteers & Donations – Department of Administration Coordinates
requests and needs for volunteers with United Way-Martin Volunteers;
 Coordinates donations with local agencies (House of Hope, Salvation
Army, United Way);
 Coordinates unmet needs response.
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ESF 16 -Law Enforcement - MC Sheriff’s Office
 Will be the lead agency responsible for evacuation and security of an
evacuated area. When the request to evacuate an area is given Law
Enforcement will move throughout the area advising the public to
immediately leave the area. The media will be contacted by the
County Public Information Officer to inform the public of the
evacuation and request residents avoid the affected area.


The Martin County Sheriff’s Office will provide a representative to
the EOC to help coordinate evacuation, traffic and security issues.

ESF 17 -Animal Protection & Agriculture – MC Sheriff’s Office Animal
Services
 Will be the lead agency responsible for the coordination, capture,
pick up, and transportation of domestic animals;
 ESF 17 will coordinate response and activities as needed for
agricultural impacts due to the severe weather. This may be
assistance in the movement of ranch and farm animals and/or wild
animals. The State of Florida Agricultural Response Teams may be
called to assist with resources;
 Coordinate response or provide assistance, as needed for agricultural
issues, damage surveys, etc.
Department of Agriculture
 Coordination and oversight of damage surveys to agricultural
concerns within the County.
ESF 18 -Business and Industry – Business Development Board of Martin
County & Stuart/Martin County Chamber of Commerce
 Will staff EOC when activated and coordinate needs of and
information pertaining to businesses and industry within the County
ESF 19 -Damage Assessment- Engineering Department
 Public Assistance – coordinates the damage assessment operations
and public assistance operations
Red Cross/Building Department/Property Appraiser’s Office
 Individual Assistance – conducts damage assessments of residential
properties within the County
Fire Rescue Fire Prevention Bureau
 Commercial Property – conducts life safety surveys of commercial
structures
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Martin County Administration will provide support, direction and interface with
elected county officials.
 Will participate in Unified Command, if activated;
 Will provide a representative to the EOC to coordinate resource
needs (equipment and supplies) and maintain documentation for
purchases and costs
Martin County School Board
 Provides staffing within the EOC providing for school facilities as
shelters and necessary schools information
 Participates in Unified Command during decisions on evacuation
orders and shelter openings
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Martin County Emergency Support Function Matrix
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APPENDIX V: WILDFIRE RESPONSE PLAN
Martin County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan
I. INTRODUCTION:
This appendix is a supplement to the Martin County Comprehensive Emergency
Management Plan (CEMP). The purpose of this appendix is to provide an overview of
the roles and responsibilities of all agencies and organizations during a large-scale wild
fire, which may involve evacuation or the threat of evacuation. Standard Operating
Procedures (SOPs) are identified within the Emergency Support Functions (ESFs) 1-19
of the CEMP.
Martin County emergency operations are structured in accordance with the National
Incident Management System and the Incident Command System (ICS), as developed
by the National Fire Academy. The ICS has been recognized as the model for the
command, control, and coordination of resources and personnel in response to an
emergency. ICS is a management system consisting of procedures for organizing
personnel, facilities, equipment, communications and other resources in response to,
and recovery from a disaster. As an incident/disaster expands a more broad
command will be established known as a Unified Command. Unified Command is a
method of Unified Command whereby multiple agencies and jurisdictions work
together to accomplish the required response and recovery activities dictated by a
disaster. Martin County faces increasing wildland fire threats resulting from recent
droughts, extensive rural grass and forested lands. In addition, wildland is increasingly
met by urban boundaries as residential areas expand into untouched wild lands.
Florida’s dry season ranges from January through May, however in recent years
drought has been prevalent in south Florida.
II. PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS:
 In the event of a large-scale wildfire within Martin County local resources will be
overwhelmed quickly. Activation of mutual aid agreements for resources will be
needed immediately.
 Rural and large tracts of unimproved lands are susceptible to brush and forest fires
capable of threatening life and safety of residents and livestock.
 Infrastructure will be impacted with potential power outages; water, gas and
communications lines could be interrupted and; roadways could be closed and/or
destroyed.
 Human and animal evacuations could be called for dangers of smoke inhalation, heat
and fire injuries, and property destruction.
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 Structures in the wildland/Urban Interface zone are vulnerable to ignition by
radiation of heat, convention and firebrands.
 Wind will have a significant impact on the spread or the containment of wildfires.
 Increasing numbers of population relocating to Florida tend to settle in
Wildland/Urban Interface – areas where natural vegetation meets homes and
communities.
 Wildfires occur by means of lightning, arson, campfires, children, and debris
burning.
III. ORGANIZATION FOR WILDLAND FIRES
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Wildland fire in Florida is a year around problem. With Martin County having 229,245
forested acres, the risk is evident. Florida averages 5,000 wild land fires that consume 240,000
acres annually. The Florida Forest Service has been given statutory authority for the
prevention, detection, and suppression of the wild land fire. Because of the ever growing
complexity of wild land fire in the urban interface, most wild land fires require some type of
unified response from fire and law enforcement departments and agencies.
The command and general staff positions and their responsibilities are the same as any other
incident. Some of these positions require specialized wild land fire behavior and suppression
training, especially those positions with fire line responsibilities, such as the Incident
Commander and Operations Section Chief. Other positions that fall under the command
genera staff level that have common functions and roles to all-risk incidents can be found the
appropriate section listing, however listed below are some of the more specialized or unique
positions that you might encounter in a wild land fire incident.1
Air Operations Branch Manager
Air Tactical Group Supervisor
Helicopter Coordinator
Air Tanker/Fixed Wing Coordinator
Air Support Group Supervisor
Helibase Manager
Helispot Manager
Mixmaster
Deck Coordinator
Loadmaster (Personnel/Cargo)
Parking Tender
Takeoff and Landing Controller
Helibase Radio Operator
Helicopter Timekeeper
Fire Behavior Specialist
Water Resources Specialist
Environmental Specialist
Resource Use Specialist
Training Specialist

1

Florida Incident Field Operations Guide, October 2012
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IV. REFERENCES AND AUTHORITIES
Florida Fire Chief’s Association Statewide Emergency Response Plan
National Incident Management System
National Response Framework
Martin County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan; as approved and
adopted by the Martin County Board of County Commissioners on May 20, 2014
Resolution No. 14-5.15
Florida Incident Field Operations Guide October 2012
Homeland Security Presidential Directive 5 (HSPD-5)
Homeland Security Presidential Directive 8 (HSPD-8)
V. Threat Overview

Purpose
Threat

Lead Agency
Support Agencies

To provide the operational overview and concept of operations
for a wildfire incident
When environmental conditions in Martin County reach any of the
following the risk for wildfire increases:
1. A drought situation with below average water levels;
2. Primary and secondary water supply critical;
3. Surface water supplies limited due to low level canals, lakes,
etc.;
4. Decreased water pressure may impact firefighting efforts;
5. Very dry air with very low RH/high drought index - 0 being
saturated/800 being severe drought
Note: The western portion of the County is more vulnerable due to
heavy vegetation.
Martin County Fire Rescue Department
 ESF 2 Communications – Information Technologies
 ESF 3 Engineering and Utilities & Solid Waste
 ESF 5 Information & Planning - Emergency Management
 ESF 6 Mass Care Red Cross
 ESF 7 Resource Management – Office of Budget & Finance
 ESF 8 Health, Medical and Special Needs – Dept. of Health
 ESF 14 Public Information – Fire Rescue/County
Administration
 ESF 16 Martin County Sheriff’s Office
 ESF 17 Animal Issues – Martin County Sheriff’s Office
 Division of Forestry
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Protective
Actions/Response

Preparedness

Mitigation
Recovery

Triggers for notification of Wildfire:
1. Fires that exceed 10 acres in size;
2. Any threat to or evacuation of homes or businesses;
3. Temporary closings of a major roadway or highway;
4. Any wildfire that contributes to either civilian or firefighter
injury or fatality;
5. Statewide thresholds that relocate resources or request
resources from the State or outside the State;
 Evacuation: Areas threatened by wildfires may be evacuated
by local authorities in order to protect life and safety;
 Shelters: Appropriate shelters will be identified during the
incident that are in close proximity and sufficient to meet
demand;
 Reunification Centers: Libraries or schools may be utilized
as reunification centers for people to reunite and get
information.
 Training:
 Annex/SOP familiarization for each participating
department or agency
 Coordination:
 Situational Awareness Notifications for potential risk when
environmental conditions warrant
 Public Information/Outreach
 Request for State and Federal Disaster Declarations to
initiate assistance (Individual Assistance, Public Assistance,
Small Business Administration Assistance)
 Disaster Housing needs
 Unmet Needs
 Restoration of critical infrastructure
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VI. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS:
When a wildfire threatens developed areas of Martin County support from a large
number of agencies will be needed to assist with fire suppression and evacuation of
residents from impacted neighborhoods. When fire condition indicators (as
established by Fire Rescue) suggest that evacuation of a threatened area is imminent
and/or suppression support will be needed, activation of the County EOC will be
initiated. Once initial contact has been made with the Emergency Management Agency
(MC EMA), activation of the Emergency Operations Center (EOC) will be initiated.
The Emergency Management Agency Director, or designee, will activate a call up of
the critical response agencies to meet the needs of the level of activation.
The County EOC will be activated to level 3 “monitoring, level 2 “partial activation”
or level 1 “full activation” as determined by the MC EMA Director or designee. Levels
of activation are defined within the Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan and
within the Emergency Support Functions (ESFs).
Emergency Management staff will respond to the EOC with critical response agencies
to setup and support operations.
Once evacuation of an area is initiated the County will declare a local State of
Emergency.
An Incident Action Plan (IAP) will be developed by the Planning Section. The IAP will
identify the current situation, objectives for the operational period, and resources
needed to meet the needs of the situation.
A staging area for all support response to the fire ground will be identified. All support
resources responding to the scene will report to the staging area to check in and be
entered into the County Personnel Accountability System prior to entering the fire
grounds. All support response groups will check out at the demobilization area prior
to leaving the fire grounds.
The Incident Commander (IC) will make determination and contact the Florida
Forestry Service requesting resources if it is determined that conditions require
additional equipment and manpower for response or staging. This contact may be
made by Fire Rescue Communications at the direction of the IC.
As needed, Mutual Aid resources will be activated via the Florida Fire Chiefs
Association Plan (see insert below from FFCAP Statewide Emergency Response Plan)
and mutual aid agreements. Requests for resources will be made through the County
EOC to State of Florida Division of Emergency Management (FDEM).
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Depending on the area(s) of the County impacted, a Unified Command structure of
the CEMP may be activated in the EOC.
The County Special Needs Program will be activated to call up all special needs
registrants in the impacted area to determine their transportation needs. This
information will be shared and coordinated with the Department of Health Martin
County, the Red Cross and the Martin County School Board representative to
consider sheltering and destination of transported persons. This information will also
be given to the Special Needs Transportation Officer, who will coordinate
transportation using resources from Medical Transportation Management (MTM) the
School Board and private ambulance services.
Unattended children and adults in need of a ride out of the evacuated area will also
require coordinated transportation assistance. Unattended children and adults
requiring transportation assistance will be moved by Martin County School buses
and/or MTM Buses to identified reunification locations.
Transportation will be provided by MTM, school buses or by other means as made
available. The Martin County Chapter of the Red Cross will establish sheltering
facilities for the general public, as necessary. The locations of shelters will be
publicized via local media by the PIO. The Department of Health – Martin County, in
coordination with Emergency Management will establish a special needs shelter, if
necessary. Depending on the number of special needs persons in need of evacuation
and assistance the Department of Health may establish special needs sheltering at an
alternate location other than the designated special needs shelter.
The Public Information Officer will provide information concerning destination of
evacuated unattended minors and adults to media. Depending on the magnitude of
the incident, the County Joint Information System and Joint Information Center may
be activated.
It is vital that information about the status of the wildfire, evacuation information,
sheltering, transportation and assistance information be provided to the public.
Hopefully providing vital information will reduce the number of frantic persons trying
to re-enter the evacuated area to pick up family members.
Emergency Management will coordinate activation of information and reunification
sites, as needed.
The determination to allow the return of displaced persons into the evacuated area
will be the responsibility of the IC and be coordinated through the County EOC.
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VII.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
A. Fire Rescue Communications: will provide the lead for all communications
needs. ESF 2 – Communications will be activated, if needed. Communications
shall make initial contacts as requested to assist with activation and operation
of the County EOC.
When requested, communications will deploy a dispatcher to the Incident
Command Post to coordinate on scene radio traffic.
B. ARES/RACES of Martin County will respond to the EOC to assist with the
establishment of alternative communication links as needed. An operator may
be deployed to the Incident Command Post for establishment of
communications with the EOC.
C. Law Enforcement - ESF 16: will be the lead agency responsible for
evacuation and security of the evacuated area. When the request to evacuate
an area is given law enforcement will move throughout the area advising the
public to immediately leave the area. This will be accomplished with the use of
loud speakers and door to door if possible. The media will be contacted by the
County Public Information Officer to inform the public of the evacuation and
request residents avoid the affected area.
The Martin County Sheriff’s Office will provide a representative to the EOC to
help coordinate evacuation, traffic and security issues.
D. Martin County Administration: will provide support, direction and
interface with elected county officials.
 Will participate in Unified Command, if activated
 Will provide a representative to the County EOC to coordinate resource
needs (equipment and supplies) and maintain documentation for purchases
and costs
E. Public Information - ESF 14: will be activated and the Public Information
Officer will respond to the EOC upon activation or as requested.
 The County PIO will activate the Joint Information System and Joint
Information Center, as necessary.
 The County PIO will establish contact with local media and any other
necessary agency PIOs.
 Develop and process media releases to assist with ongoing effort to keep
the public informed of conditions.
 Coordinate and staff press conferences as requested.
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F. Fire Prevention: will investigate the cause of the fire, and assist with
coordination of mop up activities.
G. The Sheriff’s Office Animal Services - ESF 17 will be the lead agency
responsible for the coordination, capture, pick up, and transportation of
domestic animals from the affected area. Animal C&C officers will stage on
scene to respond to request from on scene authorities.



Animal Services will provide coordination staff in the EOC and an officer at
the staging area to assist with animals as needed.
ESF 17 will coordinate response and activities as needed for agricultural
impacts due to the wildfire. This may be assistance in the movement of
ranch and farm animals and/or wild animals. The State of Florida
Agricultural Response Teams may be called to assist with resources.

H. Fire Rescue - ESF 4 and Search & Rescue - ESF 9 will provide scene
command of all resources. A staff officer will come to the County EOC to
ensure ongoing coordination with on-scene command activities.
I. Medical Transportation Management (MTM) will be the primary
transportation agent and will make all assets available for disaster service as
needed.
J. Martin County Engineering: will provide staff support to the EOC to
expedite coordination of county heavy equipment delivery and assist with road
information as may be needed by on-scene command.
 Will provide personnel and equipments to assist with road blocks or
closures, maintenance, flagging, etc., as needed.
K. Department of Health - Martin County will provide leadership in
directing, coordinating, and integrating Martin County’s efforts to provide
medical care and public health assistance.
 Respond a representative to the County EOC to coordinate medical
staffing for affected special needs population.
 Will provide bilingual communication and translation assistance, as needed.
 Provide staffing for and assist in establishment of an alternative medical
treatment site, if becomes necessary.
 Conduct environmental tests as needed.
L. Martin County Emergency Management Agency: will activate and
operate the County EOC during the activation period.
 Emergency Management will coordinate with the State of Florida Division
of Emergency Management.
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Emergency Management will coordinate the logistical support of EOC staff
Activate and coordinate staffing for the public information phone lines, to
meet the needs of incoming phone calls.
Will Develop, coordinate and distribute incident action plans and situation
reports ESF 5 – Planning and Information.

M. Office of Management & Budget Purchasing - ESF 7 will provide
support to the County EOC to assist with unscheduled County purchases in
support of emergency actions. All requests for State or federal resources as
needed to meet the demands of the event will be coordinated through the
EOC ESF 7 – Resource Management.
N. Martin Health Systems: will deploy staff to the County EOC to provide
support as may be needed.
O. Martin County Utilities & Solid Waste: will send a representative to the
County EOC to expedite the coordination of fire command requests for
increased water pressure to hydrants in the areas of the wildfire.
 Provide heavy equipment and operators and water tankers, if requested.
P. Martin County Red Cross: will provide public shelter and mass care as
needed. Red Cross will assign a representative to the County EOC to assist
with coordination. The Red Cross is also the primary provider of food and
water to all emergency workers.
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INTRODUCTION
This hazard specific appendix to the Martin County Comprehensive Emergency Management
Plan (CEMP); as approved and adopted by the Martin County Board of County Commissioners
on May 20, 2014 Resolution No. 14-5.15, defines the County’s program to prepare for, respond
to, and recover from a pandemic occurrence. The county health department is responsible for
defining public health and medical roles and responsibilities to prepare for, respond to, and
recover from a pandemic occurrence as an annex or addendum to their emergency operations
plan. The county health department pan flu planning document is incorporated into the Martin
County CEMP by reference.
A pandemic is a worldwide disease outbreak that is characterized by sustained human to human
transmission. The sustainment of a pandemic occurs because there is little to no immunity to a
novel disease. A future pandemic in humans is considered a certainty by the scientific
community. Influenza viruses caused three pandemics in the 20th century and a novel avian
influenza virus is cited in scientific publications and federal and state planning documents as the
most likely source for a future pandemic. There are other diseases, however, that could be the
source of a pandemic. The procedures outlined in this appendix are applicable to a pandemic
occurrence regardless of the source.
A pandemic will present a unique long-term emergency with potential for a county, State, and
national catastrophic disaster. It may evolve from an avian influenza with Emergency Support
Function (ESF) 17 – Animal Protection & Agriculture in the lead role at the state-level in
containing the spread of the disease among wild birds or domestic poultry.
It may also erupt suddenly from a shift in an avian influenza or another virus which makes
transmission of the disease among humans swift and sustainable. At state-level disease
surveillance and investigating, evaluating, and containing the spread of disease is the
responsibility of ESF 8 – Health, Medical and Special Needs.
In either case, unless it can be rapidly contained, beginning at the local level, an effective and
comprehensive response to a pandemic will require unprecedented coordination and
collaboration between a wide range of government and nongovernmental agencies at all levels.
As the pandemic progresses, there will be diminishing federal and state resources and
assistance available to support continuing local response efforts. Even traditional mutual aid
among neighboring counties may be limited. This need for self-dependency is a crucial aspect in
county pandemic planning. This appendix is based on and is consistent with Pandemic Influenza
Annex to the State of Florida Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan
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GENERAL
Specific actions that may be implemented to minimize morbidity (infection spread) and
mortality during a pandemic are found in Appendix 2 Pandemic Influenza Annex, the State of
Florida Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan and the Department of Health – Martin
County Emergency Operations Plan, Pandemic Influenza Annex which is incorporated into this
plan by reference. General roles and responsibilities for the Martin County Emergency
Operations Center (EOC), ESFs, and County agencies and government are found in the Martin
County CEMP Basic Plan.
Triggers for response to a pandemic are based on World Health Organization (WHO) Phases,
U.S. Federal Government Response Stages, and specific actions that may be directed by the
Governor in consultation with the Florida Surgeon General.
Each County agency must develop Continuity of Operation (COOP) and Continuity of
Government (COG) plans that include response to a pandemic event; train staff on content of
plans, and exercise plans ensuring the provision of essential services to Martin County citizens.
County agencies are responsible for sustainment and support of critical infrastructure and key
resources that have been identified in Martin County. General planning assumptions are found
in Appendix 2 - Pandemic Influenza Annex, Florida Comprehensive Emergency Management
Plan ( February 2010).
An effective response to a pandemic will require that:




Individuals - actively participate in infection-control measures including hand washing
and guarding coughs and sneezes, staying home when ill, and actively cooperating in
community containment instructions.
State and County Governments - prepare to implement rapid response
containment and community containment measures to halt the spread of disease.
Private Sector - develop continuity of operations plans to provide essential services
during periods of sustained and significant absenteeism. Businesses should also integrate
their planning into their communities' planning.

PREPAREDNESS
Education
Pandemic preparedness begins with understanding how diseases are spread and containment
steps that can be taken to reduce the potential and timing of the spread.
Continuity
The second issue in preparing for a pandemic is the development of continuity of operations
plans at the county government, county agency, and business and community partner levels.
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Continuity of Operations (COOP) is the essence of pandemic planning. Simultaneous
reductions in staffing and external resources may require nearly day-to-day assessment of
County service priorities. Each County agency must include pandemic specific considerations in
their respective COOP. Agency COOP elements must include at a minimum:


Enforcement of infection control protocols in the workplace, including options for
working offsite while ill, systems to reduce infection transmission, worker education;
and encouragement of workers to remain home if ill to prevent disease spread;



Internal surveillance protocols to monitor the health of workers and business
stakeholders and to keep the County EOC informed;



Monitoring pandemic threat levels for trigger point changes that will affect the agency;



Pandemic specific continuity operations plans to assess priorities for providing essential
goods and services during times of significant and sustained worker absenteeism;



Coordinating with government and community stakeholder to share planning,
preparedness, response and recovery information; and establishing partnerships with
other agencies and stakeholders to provide mutual support and maintenance of essential
services during a pandemic.



Social distancing consideration may include options for operating a “virtual EOC” where
selected ESF staffs participate in response input and decisions via telephone or webbased conferencing.

Risk Communications
Steady, factual, and timely public information will help to reduce rumors and avoid panic
situations.
RESPONSE
County Response
Individual human influenza cases will begin to be observed in the inter-pandemic phase through
the pandemic phase (See Table 1.) Individual or small cluster case-based containment
interventions (isolation and quarantine) will be implemented at the County level during the
course of the pandemic for as long is as feasible. The Department of Health-Martin County
Director/Administrator can issue a quarantine order with support from County or municipality
law enforcement.1
1

(Chapter 381, F.S. Section 381.0011, F.S. and Section 381.0012, F.S.)
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The following are County actions that will be initiated and sustained during an outbreak:


When case-based containment is overwhelmed or becomes ineffective due to the rapid
and sustained influenza transmission, and vaccine is not yet available, community-based
control and mitigation interventions will be implemented;



Once vaccine becomes available, vaccination strategies will be implemented at the local
level. See the Department of Health–Martin County Pandemic Influenza Annex to their
Emergency Operations Plan;



Unified Command will be established in accordance with the National Incident
Management System (NIMS) and consistent with the roles and responsibilities as
outlined in the County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP) to control
this event and;



The County EOC activation level will be established consistent with local threats and
activities needed to support a pandemic influenza unified command.

State and Regional Response
Based on the characteristics and progression of the pandemic, the State of Florida Emergency
Operations Center (SEOC) will be activated to support the County response and coordinate
the federal response within Florida. During the active pandemic phase in Florida the SEOC will
be fully activated and be responsible for coordination of multiple county responses and
application of State assets to support the local response. State resources mobilized through
these actions would be then available to the local Unified Command.
State Emergency Response Team (SERT) may activate Incident Management Teams, MultiAgency Coordination Centers (MACC) and/or forward State Emergency Response Teams to
more effectively use limited staff and allocated scarce resources to the county-level response
system.
By its very nature, a pandemic will impact not just Florida but all states. The Florida SERT will
coordinate plans, policies, and procedures that will be used to respond during a pandemic with
their counterparts Alabama and Georgia. The State of Florida also participates in regional
planning with other states in Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Region IV.
State and regional conference calls with affected counties will be used as a means to assure
vertical communications on situational awareness.
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FEDERAL RESPONSE
Federal agencies will support state response efforts by:


Monitoring and reporting of state disease surveillance



Providing available resources to assist with community containment



Prioritizing allocation of antiviral medications and vaccine



Distributing the countermeasures in accordance with the Strategic National
Stockpile Plan (SNS).



Establishing relationships with State Emergency Support Function (ESF) counterparts

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
The World Health Organization (WHO) is responsible for monitoring global surveillance of
disease, and for the specific purpose of this Annex, novel viruses that could lead to a pandemic.
The WHO has designated six alert phases of pandemic based on the progression of the disease
and its capacity for human to human transmission. The U.S. Government has established six (6)
response stages that begin in WHO Phase 3.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) have established pandemic intervals
that correspond to the epidemiology progression of a disease. On the following page, Table 1
relates WHO Phases, U.S. Government Stages, and CDC Pandemic Intervals.
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Table 1
Comparison WHO Pan Flu Phases, Federal Government Stages, and CDC
Pandemic Intervals

ALERT
The Emergency Management System will be alerted to detections of novel influenza virus
identified through animal and human surveillance systems. This will occur during WHO Phases
1, 2, and 3. The incidence of human cases overseas is the trigger event for U.S. Government
Stage 1. This is the Pre-pandemic Interval for Investigation and Recognition. The Department of
Agriculture and Consumer Services (DACS), the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Commission (FWCC) and the Florida Department of Health (DOH) are responsible for
domestic bird, wild bird and human disease surveillance, respectively. Each agency is responsible
to alert the State Watch Office of any validated aberration of the surveillance systems. The
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State Watch Office will notify the Martin County Warning Point, although circumstances at the
county-level may direct the alert from County to State.
NOTIFICATION
Notification of a pandemic phase change will be received through national and international
channels. When a phase change notification is received, CDC will notify the State Department
of Health through the use of the Health Alert Network (HAN).
The Department of Health will notify Martin County and other stakeholders through
established notification venues including the Epidemiology Communication (EpiCom) system,
Florida Department of Health Emergency Notification System (FDENS) and the State Watch
Office. For more information on health notification procedures for a suspected or confirmed
novel virus, see Department of Health – Martin County Emergency Operations Plan, Pandemic
Influenza Annex. .
COUNTY EOC ACTIVATION
The Martin County Emergency Operations Center (EOC) activation levels may differ from
SEOC activation levels depending on the evolution and spread of disease in nearby counties and
Martin County staffing resources for sustained Level 1 activation.
Level 3 - Monitoring
Risk of human disease from a novel and potentially pandemic virus in Florida is low -- WHO
Levels 3 and 4, US Government Stages 0-2, and Pre-pandemic Interval for Investigation and
Recognition. Conditions for remaining at Level 3:


A novel influenza virus has been detected in wild birds and poultry humans outside the
U.S.;



A novel influenza virus has been detected in humans outside the U.S. with no or limited
human-to-human transmission;



Positive test for avian influenza in wild birds or poultry in Western Hemisphere or
Hawaii;



Positive test for avian influenza in wild birds or poultry in continental U.S. but outside
Florida or a nearby county and;



Sustained human-to-human transmission of a novel virus outside the U.S.
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Level 2 – Partial Activation – Response Phase
Risk of human disease from a potential pandemic virus in Florida has increased. Conditions for
activating or remaining at Level 2 are:


Positive test for avian influenza in wild birds or poultry in Florida or a adjacent state, but
not in a nearby county;



Efficient and sustained human-to-human virus transmission in the U.S., but not in Florida
(or an adjacent border county as applicable) and;



Widespread and sustained wild bird and poultry avian influenza cases in Florida but not
in nearby counties.
Level 1 – Full Activation – Response Phase

WHO Level 6, U.S. Government Stages 4-6, pandemic interval acceleration though peak
transmission through deceleration. Risk of human disease from a pandemic virus in Florida is
and remains high. Conditions for activating or remaining at Level 1 are:


Widespread and sustained wild bird and poultry avian influenza cases in Florida and
nearby counties;



Efficient and sustained human-to-human virus transmission in Florida and nearby
counties and;



Diagnosed human case(s) of pandemic virus in Martin County.
Level 3 – Monitoring – Recovery Phase

WHO Level 6, U.S. Government Stage 6, and Pandemic Interval Resolution. Risk of human
disease from a pandemic virus in Florida and Martin County is low. Conditions for returning to
Level 3 are:


Levels of new influenza cases in Martin county are returning to normal;



Staff levels and absenteeism are returning to normal and;



Infrastructure and services are being restored across Florida and in Martin County.
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REDUCTION OF MORBIDITY & MORTALITY
Disease Control
Effectively reducing morbidity and mortality from a pandemic requires implementation of
disease control interventions designed to:


Prevent those who are ill from infecting others.



Prevent those infected or exposed from becoming ill.



Prevent those not infected from becoming infected.

These disease control objectives will be achieved through implementation of epidemiology
surveillance, laboratory surveillance and diagnostics, rapid response and containment (RRC)
strategies, community-based control and mitigation interventions, distribution of antiviral
medication and vaccines, and implementation of infection control and occupational health
strategies. Uniform application of control measures is vital.
Epidemiology Surveillance
Generally, the purpose of epidemiology surveillance is to collect data that will describe the
characteristics of disease in human and animal populations to support disease control.
Surveillance data will be integrated into Incident Action Plans (IAP) and Situation Reports
(SitReps) to support the overall response.


At the state-level, ESF 17 – Animal Protection & Agriculture is responsible for
supporting the surveillance of disease in wild and domestic birds;



ESF 8 – Health & Medical is responsible for supporting the surveillance of disease in
human populations. Martin County ESF 8 – Health, Medical and Special Needs;



While ESFs 8 and 17 have separate surveillance responsibilities, preparation of SEOC
SitReps will require coordination of both.

Laboratory Surveillance and Diagnostics
The purpose of laboratory surveillance and diagnostics are to (1) rapidly detect and identify
novel influenza strains; (2) monitor circulating influenza strain types; (3) monitor respiratory
disease etiology across geographic location in the state and (4) provide laboratory guidance to
health care providers.
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ESF 8 – Health and Medical is responsible for supporting human laboratory surveillance
and diagnostics during an event.
ESF 17 – Animal Protection & Agriculture is responsible for supporting the laboratory
surveillance and diagnostics of disease in wild and domestic birds.

Rapid Response and Containment (RRC)
The purpose of RRC measures is to interrupt and prevent local human-to-human transmission
of the novel influenza agent as part of a larger strategy to attempt to delay a full-scale influenza
pandemic.
At the State-level, ESF 8 – Health and Medical is responsible for directing RRC strategies. RRC
measures target individual cases or small clusters of cases. Containment measures include:
isolation of cases, monitoring and/or quarantine of contacts; delivery of antiviral treatment to
cases and contacts. These strategies will be implemented at the local level during the course of
the pandemic for as long is as feasible until there is evidence of rapid and sustained transmission
outside of containment areas.
Community Containment and Mitigation Interventions
When RRC strategies are overwhelmed or ineffective and vaccine is not yet available,
community-based interventions will be necessary to reduce the potential for persons who are
shedding virus from infecting others and protecting those who may be exposed. Community
containment actions may include limited distribution of pharmaceuticals and non-pharmaceutical
interventions.
Pharmaceutical interventions include prioritization and delivery of antiviral medications.
Distribution of antiviral medications will likely be limited and targeted.
Non-pharmaceutical interventions include: voluntary isolation of cases, quarantine of contacts,
and reduction of community-wide interactions (social distancing). ESF 8 is responsible for
recommending and supporting community containment measures and implementation.
Infection Control and Occupational Safety
The purpose of infection control procedures and occupational safety during a pandemic is to
(1) protecting the health of responders; (2) minimize the spread of disease and (3) maintain an
effective workforce that can serve the health care needs of the community.


Infection control and occupational health procedures include: basic hygiene practices
and appropriate use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).
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County departments/divisions are responsible for procuring PPE for their staff. During
the course of a pandemic, there will be a surge in the use of PPE and potentially
diminished availability from stockpiles and vendors.
Departments/divisions are responsible for ensuring that their staff is properly trained in
fitting and wearing PPE.
Detailed information on infection control procedures for the work place is found in
OSHA guidance at: www.osha.gov/Publications/influenza_pandemic.html

Medical Surge for Patient Care
During a pandemic, there will be a significant surge in demand on the healthcare system. This
will stress community medical support systems. It will be necessary for hospitals to maximize
bed capacity by implementing surge plans. Use of alternative care sites may be required.
The Martin County Public Information Officer (ESF 14), in coordination with the Department of
Health-Martin County will have an important role in communicating and encouraging self-care
and voluntary isolation and quarantine.
End of Life Care
Palliative care will be required to provide comfort and minimize the physical and psychological
suffering of those whose lives may be shortened as a result of the pandemic event.
Management of Fatalities and Unattended Deaths
The Florida Emergency Mortuary Operations Response System (FEMORS) serves as the State
resource for information regarding storage, identification, retrieval and disposition of fatalities.
In a pandemic, management of mass fatalities will require direction and guidance on:


assigning cause of death for unattended deaths,



identifying remains of people who die unattended,



managing disposal of large numbers of remains possibly authorizing and managing
mass graves,



assuring safety of attendants and setting policy about transport of remains, and



encouraging COOP planning by funeral directors.

Given the anticipated increase in the number of deaths associated with pandemic, hospitals and
health care facilities working with State and local officials and medical examiners will assess
current capacity for refrigeration of deceased persons, develop mass fatality plans, identify
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temporary morgue sites, and determine the scope and volume of supplies needed to handle an
increased number of deceased persons.
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DISRUPTION
Fear, social distancing, and spot shortages of goods may cause a sharp and extended reduction
in consumer spending and an unprecedented national economic disruption. Shortages of and
disruption to basic commodities and municipal infrastructure will cause localized security
challenges for communities. During the height of a pandemic there may be few assets available
for the federal or State level, and even county-to-county mutual aid may not be feasible. Martin
County and municipal governments may be challenged to prioritize and provide reduced
services by managing the distribution of government and supporting business community assets
over a period of several weeks or even months.
Private Sector Business Continuity of Operations
Limiting the economic and social impacts of a pandemic require private sector businesses to
prepare for extreme and long term, catastrophic contingencies.
Transportation of Essential Supplies
Sustaining essential transportation services during a pandemic will be critical to keeping
communities functioning and emergency supplies and resources flowing. High rates of
absenteeism could affect the delivery of food, equipment, supplies and commodities at all levels
of the economy.
Law Enforcement, Public Safety and Security
During a pandemic, it is essential to maintain public safety services and public order. Civil
disturbance and breakdown in public order are possible throughout communities including at
health care facilities, points of dispensing, and at food distribution sites. RRC interventions may
require law enforcement agencies to secure isolation and quarantine facilities which will
temporarily divert resources from traditional duties. Law enforcement services may also be
limited by staffing shortages.
MAINTENANCE OF CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE AND KEY RESOURCES
Critical Infrastructure and Key Resources
Critical Infrastructure and Key Resources (CI/KR) consist of assets, systems, networks and
functions that are necessary to provide vital services. Protection of CI/KR during a pandemic is
essential.
Much of the CI/KR resides in the private sector who will be engaged in local pandemic
response activities. Martin County will be and are responsible for monitoring the impacts of a
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pandemic on local CI/KR resources and requirements as each wave progresses. Unmet needs
will be forwarded to the Florida SERT. The example of CI/KR for the Healthcare Sector is
shown in the Table below.

It is important to comprehensively identify and assess the CI/KR cross-sector
interdependencies to address the three key factors necessary to improve overall pandemic
planning and response, including:


Identifying cross-sector impacts to specific critical sector operations;



Identifying the potential for significant cascading consequences and;



Prioritizing sectors and sub-sectors in order to target support for response and
recovery interventions.

PANDEMIC RECOVERY AND MITIGATION
Pandemic recovery begins with the distribution of effective vaccines. But initially, there will not
be sufficient vaccine for distribution to all. The CDC and the Florida State Surgeon General will
set priorities for vaccination. Strong risk communications messages will be needed to explain
the priorities.
Supplies and systems that have been reduced during the pandemic will also take time to return
to full capacity. COOP measures may have to be extended well into the recovery period.
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There is some potential for a second wave of pandemic illness in the months following the first
wave. Persons who were infected and recovered in the first will have at least partial immunity
from the disease during the second waver. These persons will be valuable resources for COOP
staffing if a second wave occurs.
In addition to containment strategies cited in the Pandemic Response section, there are four
actions for mitigating the spread of a pandemic.


Personal protective equipment (PPE) consisting of N-95 (or similarly-rated face mask
respirators and disposable gloves should be procured for staff who have the greatest
contact with the public). This may be limited to those working in reception areas and
health and medical staff actively working in epidemiology investigations and treatment
areas.



All staff should be aware of and trained in cough and sneeze containment and hand
washing techniques.



All staff must be directed to remain home if they have pandemic diseases symptoms that
they have been instructed on.



The Martin County Emergency Agency Director, or designee, is responsible to ensure
that County departments are trained to perform functions and duties prescribed in the
Martin County CEMP and that these functions and duties are periodically exercised to
ensure continued proficiency.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
The St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant (SLNPP) is operated by the Florida Power and Light
(FPL) Company. It is located on Hutchinson Island, near Ft. Pierce, Florida in St. Lucie
County. Units one (1) and two (2) are 1,002 Megawatt electric nuclear power plants
utilizing Combustion Engineering pressurized water reactors.
In the event of a severe emergency at the Plant, a risk to the public exists from exposure to
radiation that could be released. Exposures may be received from a plume of radioactive
gases as they pass overhead, or from contamination deposited on the ground as a result of
fallout from the plume.
Emergencies at the plant can range from minor incidents, which would have little or no
impact on the County, to major accidents resulting in the release of radioactive elements
and contaminants into the atmosphere and surrounding environment.

II.

PURPOSE
This document describes the county-wide response to a SLNPP emergency.

III. SCOPE
This document establishes and defines role and responsibilities for the coordination of local
resources in response to SLNPP emergency, which will require the implementation of
protective actions for Martin County
IV. APPLICABILITY
This procedure is applicable to all personnel identified as participants in the response,
recovery, and mitigation process. These persons include but are not limited to employees of
local governments, the State of Florida, and representatives from other associations
requested under mutual aid.
V.

AUTHORITY AND REFERENCES
Federal
 Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) - Executive Order 12148 outlines
FEMA as lead in State, tribal and local emergency planning and preparedness activities
with respect to nuclear power facilities.
 Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) - NRC Authorization Acts for 1980 [Public Law
(PL) 96-295] and 1982-1983 (PL 97-415) links off-site emergency preparedness and
facility licensing. The acts prohibit the NRC from issuing an operating license for a
power plant until it determines that plans are in place which provide for reasonable
assurance to public health and safety.
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 REP Program Manual, June 2013
 Nuclear/Radiological Incident Annex, 2008 National Response Framework.
 Executive Order of the President, Number 12241, transfers responsibility for review and
concurrence of State plans from the NRC to FEMA, establishes planning criteria,
assistance priorities, off-site and funding responsibilities.
 NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Rev.1, Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of
Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power
Plants.
State
 Florida State Statute Chapter 252, Division of Emergency Management.
 State of Florida Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan-Annex A, State of Florida
Radiological Emergency Management Plan.
 Florida Radiological Protection Act, Florida Nuclear Code and Southern Industrial
Nuclear Compact Law, as amended (Chapter 404, Florida Statutes).
 Governor's Executive Order 80-29, April 14, 1980.
 Southern Mutual Radiological Assistance Plan (SMRAP), Southern States Emergency
Response Council.
 State of Florida Bureau of Radiation Control Department of Health - Radiological
Emergencies, Standard Operating Procedures.
Local
 Martin County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan; as approved and adopted
by the Martin County Board of County Commissioners on May 20, 2014 Resolution No.
14-5.15.
VI. ASSUMPTIONS
Martin County is a primary risk county that abuts the SLNPP 10-mile Emergency Planning
Zone, and with a significant associated population. If an emergency occurs at the plant the
life, health and safety of residents, business persons, and seasonal vacationers could be
affected.
This Radiological Emergency Response Plan is a functional appendix to the Martin County
Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP).
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VII. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
1. GENERAL INFORMATION
Emergency Planning Zones (EPZ)
To facilitate a preplanned strategy for protective actions during an emergency, there are
two emergency planning zones (EPZs) around each nuclear power plant. Two zones have
been identified: the Plume Exposure Pathway and the Ingestion Exposure Pathway. These
zones extend ten (10) and fifty (50) miles around the plant, respectively.
Plume Exposure Pathway
The plume exposure pathway has a radius of approximately 10 miles from the SLNPP.
The 10-mile plume exposure pathway is sub-divided into 8 geographically identifiable
areas. Areas one (1) through six (6) and eight (8) are located within St. Lucie County.
Areas seven (7) and eight (8) are located within Martin County. Protective actions for the
plume exposure pathway are designed to avoid or reduce the dose from potential exposure
of radioactive materials and may include sheltering, evacuation, and the use of potassium
iodide where appropriate. Factors such as wind speed, direction, and projected doses shall
determine the area(s) that could require protective actions.
Ingestion Exposure Pathway
The ingestion exposure pathway EPZ has a radius of 50 miles from SLNPP. The 50-mile
ingestion exposure pathway encompasses the following counties and tribal area Indian
River, Brevard, Palm Beach, Okeechobee, Osceola, Glades, Highlands, and Seminole
Tribe. Protective action for the ingestion exposure pathway are designed to avoid or reduce
dose from potential ingestion of radioactive materials deposited in water and food sources,
including milk, fresh vegetables and other crops, tropical and fresh water fish, and seafood.
These actions may include but are not limited to a ban of contaminated food and water.
Emergency Classification Levels (ECL)
Four (4) levels of emergencies have been established to define emergency conditions at
nuclear plants. The four emergency classifications are listed below in order of increasing
severity.
1. Unusual Event (NOUE) - Under this category, events are in process or have occurred
which indicate potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant. No release of
radioactive material requiring offsite response or monitoring is expected unless further
degradation occurs. No general Public Safety impacts are anticipated as a result of
NOUE without escalation.
2. Alert - If an Alert is declared, events are in process or have occurred which involve an
actual or potential substantial degradation in the level of safety of the plant. Any
releases of radioactive material from the plant are expected to be limited to a small
fraction of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Protective Action Guides
(PAGs). Little or no Public Safety impacts are anticipated in an Alert without
escalation.
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3. Site Area Emergency (SAE) - A SAE involves events in process or which have
occurred that result in actual or likely major failures of plant functions needed for
protection of the public. Any releases of radioactive material are not expected to
exceed the EPA PAGs except near the site boundary. It may also involve a security
event (Hostile Action Based event) that results in intentional damage or malicious acts;
(1) toward plant personnel or equipment that could lead to the likely failure of or; (2)
prevents effective access to equipment needed for the protection of the public. The
potential for Public Safety impacts exists with a SAE.
4. General Emergency (GE) - A GE involves actual or imminent substantial core damage
or melting of reactor fuel with the potential for loss of containment integrity.
Radioactive releases during a general emergency can reasonably be expected to exceed
the EPA PAGs for more than the immediate site area. Public Safety impacts are
expected in the event of a GE.
2. DIRECTION AND CONTROL
All emergencies are local in nature, therefore all emergencies in Martin County will remain
under local direction and control. The organization and staffing structure of the Martin
County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP) are tailored to meet the
needs of specific emergencies and disasters. Organizational structure and identification of
operational and support roles within the Martin County Emergency Operation Center
(EOC) are described herein, and also in the Martin County Comprehensive Emergency
Management Plan.
To carry out its responsibilities under the Radiological Emergency Preparedness Plan,
Martin County may activate and operate multiple facilities to manage response and
recovery activities associated with an emergency at SLNPP. Direction and control
functions shall be managed from the EOC and fall under the purview of the Martin County
Fire Rescue Chief or designee in accordance with National Incident Management System
(NIMS) and the CEMP.
NIMS identifies concepts and principles that address how to manage emergencies from
preparedness to recovery regardless of their cause, size, location or complexity. NIMS also
provides a consistent, nationwide approach and vocabulary for multiple agencies or
jurisdictions to work together to build, sustain and deliver the core capabilities needed to
maintain a secure and resilient nation. NIMS concepts establish the incident command
system (ICS) as the standard organizational structure for incident management. ICS
incorporates a hierarchical unified command structure; which organizes senior managers
and key employees into specifically focused groups to implement specific tasks. ICS is
normally structured to facilitate activities in five major functional areas: command
operations, planning, logistics, and finance and administration. The ICS structure develops
in a top-down, modular fashion that is based on the size and complexity of the incident.
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Martin County has adopted NIMS, a comprehensive national approach to incident
management applicable at all jurisdictional levels and across functional disciplines.
The Fire Rescue Chief or designee is responsible for coordination of emergency operations
at the local level and keeping local government officials and emergency response units
apprised of the status of the operation. Approved changes to the plan shall be forwarded to
organizations with responsibility for implementation of the plan.
3. FACILITIES
Martin County Emergency Operations Center (EOC) – Local, state, and federal agencies
with radiological response or recovery responsibilities send representation to the EOC
located at 800 SE Monterey Road, Stuart, Florida to coordinate local operations with each
other. Martin County Fire Rescue is the lead agency for facilitating response and recovery
operations for a radiological emergency at the SLNPP.
The following is a partial list of equipment that the EOC utilizes for operations:
 Redundant Emergency Back Up Power Generators
 Redundant Air chillers and handlers unit
 Multiple sources of internet access
 Multiple Projectors with Screens
 Multiple Television sets
 Complete Audio & Visual Studio
 Multiple Printers, Copiers, and Fax machines
 Multiple Commercial Copiers
 Seventy eight (78) workstations with landline telephones and networked computers for
incident participants
 Media briefing room and media workstations
 Planning and Leadership breakout rooms
 Rumor Control/Public Information phone bank and computers
 SharePoint and e-mail for computerized incident collaboration
 Chart Plotter
Incident Command Post (ICP) – Hostile actions targeting the Plant may result in the
establishment of an ICP near the facility. Response agencies establishing the ICP shall
establish contact with other response facilities at the earliest opportunity possible. The onsite incident commander shall assign command staff to coordinate county wide actions and
public information. Martin County Fire Rescue and Martin County Sheriff’s Office both
maintain mobile command post vehicles to support establishment of a long term onsite ICP
near SLNPP if necessary.
FPL Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) – FPL is responsible for the maintenance and
operation of offsite command center facilities called the EOF. The purpose of the EOF is
to evaluate and coordinate FPL activities related to an emergency at the Plant and to
provide real-time and projected emergency conditions. The EOF is located at 9001 West
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Midway Road in Fort Pierce, an approximate 20 minute drive from Martin County. When
activated, plant personnel at the EOF will provide information on Plant status and
protective action recommendations to local, state, and federal decision makers. In the
event of an emergency, a Martin County Decisionmaker would be dispatched to the EOF.
FPL Emergency News Center (ENC) - FPL maintains and operates the ENC, co-located
with the EOF, as a central point of contact for all news media. Public Information Officers
(PIO) from local, state, and federal agencies assemble at the ENC to coordinate public
information related to emergency response and recovery activities associated with an
emergency at the SLNPP. The ENC is considered a Joint Information Center (JIC) under
the NIMS/ICS structure. Instructions on communicating with the JIC are provided to the
local media before and during an actual emergency.
MCFR Station 14 – Located at the south end of Hutchinson Island, this is the primary
location for Martin County Emergency Worker Monitoring and Decontamination. Martin
County Fire Rescue is responsible for the maintenance and operation of the equipment. The
location is at 801 NE Ocean Boulevard, Stuart, and is adjacent to the Elliot Museum and
Stuart Beach local attractions.
MCFR Station 18 – This is the secondary location for Emergency Worker Monitoring and
Decontamination. Martin County Fire Rescue is responsible for the maintenance and
operation of the equipment. The location is at 1995 NW Britt Road, Stuart.
Martin County High School – Martin County School Board will stage students evacuated
from the EPZ at the Martin County High School during a nuclear power plant event for
reunification with the students’ parents/guardians. The location is at 2801 South Kanner
Highway, Stuart.
South Fork High School – if for some reason the primary reunification site for students is
unserviceable, Martin County School Board will stage students evacuated from the EPZ at
South Fork High School, 10205 SE Pratt Whitney Road, Stuart for reunification with
parents/guardians.
Martin County 911 Communication Center – The 911 Communication Center is used to
receive any incoming call from the Hot Ring Down system 24/7. It also houses one of the
controllers for the FPL siren system. The 911 Communication Center is co-located with
the EOC at the Martin County Public Safety Complex, 800 SE Monterey Road, Stuart.
Other facilities will be identified as needed for federal response including airfields,
warehouses, and office space.

4. ALERT, NOTIFICATION, AND MOBILIZATION
SLNPP is required to alert and notify the State and local government at any ECL, the
Florida Nuclear Plant Emergency Notification Form (ENF) provides the state and local
government with information on the ECL.
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Alert and Notification to Martin County 24/7 will be received via the Hot Ring Down
system (HRD), a dedicated hard line phone system which directly connects the Florida
State Watch Office (SWO), risk counties, and SLNPP.
FPL has provided MCFR two (2) HRD phones, the locations are as follows:
 EOC Operations Room – Command Table
 911 Communications Center
The SWO is responsible for receiving notification of an emergency from SLNPP, verifying
information contained in the ENF, and alerting and notifying SLNPP risk counties. MCFR
Communications Section will receive the call, transcribe the ENF and make appropriate
notification to the staff per SOP Tab R – Communications Tasks per ECL.
Backup commercial telephone systems are maintained in redundancy to the Hot Ring
Down system for contacting HRD recipients.
Additional hard line and standard commercial telephone lines are maintained for contact
with the designated medical services hospital from the 911 Communication Center, as well
as the daily-used intergovernmental 800 mHZ radio system for contact with ambulances
Response and Support Agency Notification and Activation
The Martin County 911 Communication Center will be the primary point of notification
and activation for Emergency Management, Fire Rescue, and Law Enforcement personnel
as an early deployment force for any emergency at the SLNPP. Emergency Management
personnel will cause activation of all applicable ESFs (all ESFs in the event of a full
activation) by methods of telephone callout system, e-mail, and telephone followup.
Communication System Testing
800 mHZ, commercial telephone and cellular telephone systems are effectively tested
every day through daily use. Florida NAWAS circuits and EMNET are tested weekly, and
the hot ring down system is tested montly, with these latter two tests initiated by the State
Watch Office and confirmed by 911 communication center personnel.
EOC Activation
Emergency operations are those actions taken by emergency management staff to support
the Incident Commander (possibly through the EOC) and area responders in the field.
When conditions warrant, and the EOC is activated, those that will staff the EOC, including
representatives of municipalities, county departments, and key organizations are organized
as shown in the EOC Organizational Chart below. The EOC will generally be fully
activated during an actual emergency within one hour of call out, although the facility
becomes functional with key ESFs before the entire center is activated.
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The EOC will be activated and staffed when necessary with lead agencies that become a
part of an Emergency Support Function (ESF) concept. The primary agency for each ESF
will be responsible for coordinating the planning and response activities of their respective
support agencies. See the Emergency Support Function matrix below for primary and
secondary ESF responsibilities.
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ESF Roles and Responsibilities


Command Staff
Responsible for coordination of emergency operations at the local level and keeping
local government officials and emergency response units apprised of the status of the
11
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operation. Primary- Fire Rescue Chief or designee, alternate Emergency
Management Agency Director


ESF-1 Transportation
Responsible for coordination of the use of transportation resources to support the
needs of local governments and other emergency support groups requiring
transportation capacity to perform their emergency response, recovery and assistance
missions. Primary- Martin County General Services Department



ESF-2 Communications
Responsible for assuring provisions for communications to support local response
efforts immediately following a local emergency declaration. Primary - Martin
County Information Technology Services Department.



ESF-3 Public Works
Responsible for providing public works and engineering support to assist in needs
related to lifesaving or life protection. Primary- Martin County Engineering
Department



ESF-4 Firefighting
Responsible for coordinating firefighting support, fire detection and suppression,
and mobilizing and providing personnel, equipment and supplies. Primary - Martin
County Fire Rescue.



ESF-5 Information and Planning
Responsible for collecting and processing essential information and disseminate it for
use by local government; and provide input for reports, briefings, displays and plans.
 Primary- Martin County Fire Rescue



ESF-6 Mass Care
Responsible for dispensing food and water to Martin County School students and
personnel evacuated to the Martin County High School. Primary - American Red
Cross.



ESF-7 Resource Management
Resource Management is responsible for providing support to emergency response as
well as recovery efforts. Primary- Martin County Fire Rescue, Logistics Section



ESF-8 Public Health
Responsible for coordinating with host county health departments for the setup of
Potassium Iodide (KI) dispensing stations and informs them of the number of Special
Needs Clients that will be arriving. Primary- Martin County Health Department.
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ESF-9 Search and Rescue
Responsible for providing search and rescue efforts in accordance with their existing
SOPS. Primary – Martin County Fire Rescue



ESF-10 Hazardous Materials
Responsible for coordinating and conducting emergency worker monitoring and
decontamination. Primary- Martin County Fire Rescue



ESF-11 Food and Water
Responsible for identifying food and water needs for evacuated Martin County school
students and personnel and obtain, deliver and dispense at Martin County High
School. Primary – American Red Cross



ESF-12 Energy and Utility Services
Responsible for coordinating and directing the restoration of water, sewer, electrical
power, phone service and fuel supplies. Primary – Florida Power & Light



ESF-13 Military Support
Responsible for prioritizing all requests for assistance and allocate available resources
based upon mission priorities as established by the EOC. Primary – Martin County
Sheriff’s Office, Secondary – United States Coast Guard



ESF-14 Public Information
Responsible for timely distribution of accurate information and instructions from the
Martin County EOC to the public following an incident at St. Lucie Nuclear Power
Plant. Primary – Martin County Department of Administration.



ESF-15 Volunteers and Donations
Responsible for case management during return and re-entry. Primary – Martin
County Community Services Division.



ESF-16 Law Enforcement/Security
Responsible for the coordination of the evacuation and security of affected areas of
Martin County following an incident at SLNPP, as specified in SOP Tab G - MCSO.
Primary agency- Martin County Sheriff’s Office



ESF-17 Animal Protection
Responsible for coordinating with support agencies in directing animal care and
control issues following an incident at St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant. Primary –
Martin County Sheriff’s Office.



ESF-18 Business & Industry
Responsible for coordinating with the local business community to help facilitate
economic recovery following an incident at St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant. Primary
– Martin County Business Development Board.
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ESF-19 Damage Assessment
Responsible for coordinating multi-disciplinary, multi-agency, multi-jurisdictional
Damage Assessment activities. Primary – Martin County Business Development
Board.



ESF-20 County Employee Needs & Assistance
Responsible for coordinating services and meeting needs of Martin County
employees and their families in the event of a serious/widespread emergency.
Primary – Martin County Department of Administration.

Once the EOC has been activated by the Fire Rescue Chief or designee, all emergency
management personnel will be recalled and placed on 12-hour shifts to support 24-hour
staffing of the EOC and field operations. This arrangement will remain in effect until
released by the Fire Rescue Chief or designee.
EOC Access Control is in place at all ECLs and at all times. Non-Fire Rescue personnel
must obtain a proximity badge, issued by Emergency Management, in order to gain access
to the EOC. Armed security for the EOC may be implemented at the discretion of the Fire
Chief or designee, provided by Martin County Sheriff’s Office.

Action by ECL
Upon receipt of information regarding declaration of any Emergency Classification Level,
Fire Rescue Communications will execute the applicable procedures from SOP Tab N –
MCFR Communications. This SOP focuses on capture of the appropriate information from
Hot Ring Down conference call and transcription of the Florida Notification Form (FNF).
Notice of Unusual Event (NOUE)
Upon receipt of a NOUE, the Emergency Management Agency Director or designee will
initiate the communication tests specified in SOP Tab A – Unusual Event, and will
assess the state of readiness of the county agencies and the EOC and to provide
systematic handling of NOUE information and decision-making. At this ECL the EOC
remains at a level III, “Monitoring”. Notification will be made to those agencies and
ESF’s would need to take action as part of their everyday responsibilities. The
Emergency 911 Center and EOC will be staffed for the appropriate Operating Period,
including implementation of Alpha/Bravo 12 hour shift staffing if deemed necessary.

Alert
Upon notification of an Alert, the Emergency Management Agency Director or designee
will initiate call notifications and recall internal Fire Rescue and Emergency Management
EOC functions as deemed necessary, per SOPs Tab B – Alert Tab R – Communication
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Procedures. County resources are recalled and staged. At this ECL the EOC could be
partially activated to level II. This is limited agency activation. All lead ESF agencies
are notified. The Emergency 911 Center and EOC will be staffed for the appropriate
Operating Period, including implementation of Alpha/Bravo 12 hour shift staffing if
deemed necessary. All ESF’s deemed mission essential given the details of the particular
emergency will be notified and recalled to the EOC.
Martin County Fire Rescue, Martin County School Board and Martin County Sheriff’s
Office will execute the preparatory tasks outlined in SOP Tab L – MCFR, Tab G –
MCSO and Tab S – School Board for the designated ECL. In particular, decisions may
be made regarding sheltering school children and staff in place, versus mass evacuation
of schools in the 10-mile EPZ to Martin County High School.

Site Area Emergency (SAE)
Upon notification of SAE, the Fire Rescue Chief or designee will perform the actions
necessary to fully activate the EOC to protect the life, health, and safety of the public of
Martin County. SOP Tab C – Site Area Emergency will be executed, in addition to the
notifications called for in SOP Tab R – Communications Procedures. At this ECL the
EOC is fully activated to level I. In full scale activation, all primary and support agencies
under the county plan are notified. The EOC will be staffed by emergency management
personnel and all ESFs. Alpha and Bravo shifts will generally be implemented as the
operational period may exceed 24 hours.
Martin County Fire Rescue and Martin County Sheriff’s Office will execute the
appropriate tasks for the ECL from SOP Tabs G – MCSO and L - MCFR. The Martin
County School Board will also execute the tasks encompassed by SOP Tab S – School
Board. In particular, decisions may be made regarding sheltering school children and
staff in place, versus mass evacuation of schools in the 10-mile EPZ to Martin County
High School.
General Emergency (GE)
Upon notification of GE, the Fire Rescue Chief or designee will perform the actions
necessary to fully activate the EOC to protect the life, health, and safety of the public of
Martin County. SOP Tab D – General Emergency will be executed, in addition to the
notifications called for in SOP Tab R – Communications Procedures. At this ECL the
EOC is fully activated to level I. In full scale activation, all primary and support
agencies under the county plan are notified. The EOC will be staffed by emergency
management personnel and all ESFs. Alpha and Bravo shifts will generally be
implemented as the operational period may exceed 24 hours. All appropriate ESFs will
refer to and implement appropriate SOPs as dictated by the emergency.
5. RESPONSE
Fire Rescue support staff responds to the EOF at SAE ECL for decision making
capabilities, as well as for media engagement as specified in SOP Tab Q – Public
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Information Officer. Protective action decision making will be coordinated between St.
Lucie County and Martin County EOF personnel. Implementation of any protective
actions for Martin County will be directed from the Martin County EOC.
Alert and Notification of the Public
To alert and notify the public within the 10-mile EPZ, FPL has provided a 90 permanent
pole-mounted siren system. The sirens can be activated and controlled from St. Lucie
County 911 Communications Center or from Martin County Emergency Operations Center.
Activation of the siren system shall occur at a SAE ECL and/or a protective action
decision, without undue delay.
Backup Route Alerting
If one (1) or more warning sirens within Martin County fails to function, the Deputy
Director of Emergency Management or designee shall coordinate activation of the Backup
Route Alert System with ESF-4 Fire Rescue and ESF-16 Law Enforcement/Security as
specified in SOP Tab U – Backup Route Alerting. A map depicting each siren’s coverage
area is filed in a folder stored in the ENF binder located in the 911 Communications
Center. The County’s emergency telephone notification system may also be utilized to
generate telephone notification to potentially affected households and businesses.
NOAA Weather Radio
EAS (NWR-EAS) receivers are located in key locations throughout the 10-mile EPZ within
Martin County. The system is activated by request from the Martin County EOC to the
National Weather Service.
EAS Broadcast Stations – The following is a list of local official EAS stations:
 AM Radio: WSTU-1450 & WSLNPP-1590
 FM Radio: WQCS- 88.9
 Television: WTCN
Local Broadcast Stations – The following is a list of local stations the EOC PIO will
provide accurate information and emergency instructions:
 AM Radio: WJNX-1330 & WIRA-1400
 FM Radio: WZZR-94.3, WGYL-93.5, WOVV-95.5, WOSN-97.1, WKGR-98.7,
WHLG-101.3, WAVW-92.7, WQOL-103.7, & WFLM-104.7
 Television: WPTV, WPEC, WPBF, WFLX, & WTVX
Notification of Boaters
The task of notifying boaters in the water within the Martin County portion of the 10-mile
EPZ shall be coordinated by ESF-16 and supporting agencies including the US Coast
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Guard and/or Coast Guard Auxiliary. Boaters would be advised to tune to a designated
Marine VHF channel (e.g., 23A) for emergency information.
Public Information Officers (ESF-14 Public Information)
The timely distribution of accurate information and instructions from the EOC to the public
prior to, during, and following a disaster is essential for the health, safety, and welfare of
people in the impacted areas. The purpose of this ESF is to establish a mechanism that
efficiently provides and disseminates information to the general public in the event of a
disaster, as specified in the SOP Tab Q – PIO.
The Public Information Officers (PIO) will be responsible for implementation, collection
and dissemination of public information by the means of news releases through the
Emergency Activation System (EAS) utilizing the emergency activation stations and the
news media in general. At least one Public Information Officer will be activated at the
EOC (PIO/EOC) and at least one Public Information Officer for the Emergency News
Center (PIO/ENC). These PIOs will coordinate activities to ensure timely and accurate
dissemination of information to the Media and ultimately the Public. Standard EAS
messages, suitable for editing to meet actual emergency conditions, are maintained by
Martin County Emergency Management Agency.
Public Information Line (Rumor Control)
The Martin County Public Information Line/Rumor Control is capable of providing
accurate information to the general public regarding an on-going emergency via a
designated telephone line. When an announcement is misunderstood, a news bulletin
missed or a rumor is circulating, it is necessary to have a system in local government that
will answer a citizen’s question with a concise statement pertaining to an existing
emergency. Such calls would normally be directed to the Martin County 911
Communication Center. During a widespread emergency, the 911 Communication Center
is not the appropriate place for citizens information due to emergency call workload. In the
event of a significant emergency at SLNPP, Martin County will activate and staff a
dedicated emergency information line (772.287.2652). Emergency information line
personnel will be augmented by information shared with and calls from the public taken by
the regional “211” telephone service. Public Information Line/Rumor Control also insures
that the answers are standard and the citizens will receive the same information from any
operator he/she may contact.

Media Education
Martin County PIOs participate in monthly meetings with local news media outlets and
other agency PIOs to discuss all hazards public information procedures. FPL coordinates
and PIO’s from risk counties, host counties, state, and local organizations support an
annual program to acquaint the news media with the radiological emergency plans and
procedures for the St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant.
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General County Communications
Multiply-redundant communication systems exist that may be used in the event of a nuclear
power plant emergency. The primary system to communicate with the SLNPP and State in
the event of a nuclear power plant emergency is the Hot Ring-Down circuit. To support the
overall mission, the County’s extensive 800Mhz intergovernmental radio system, standard
landline telephone lines, cellular phones, fax machines, amateur radio system, satellite
phone, EMNET system and Internet may also be utilized as needed.
Deployment of Response Forces
Due to the size of the required response, a field deployment may require more personnel
than County Departments generally have on-duty. At the direction of the County
Administrator, Fire Rescue Chief or designee, County Departments will recall or reassign
the resources necessary to accomplish the task assigned to their specific department.
In order to expedite or facilitate the County’s response to an emergency, the Fire Rescue
Chief, Emergency Management Agency Director, or designee may declare a Local State of
Emergency at the declaration of an Alert ECL or higher.
Protective Actions
SLNPP is responsible for conducting an accident and technical assessment of the Plant’s
condition and for taking steps to correct or minimize the effects of the emergency,
Protective Action Recommendations (PARs) will be provided to the risk counties as
appropriate at the EOF. Florida Division of Emergency Management (FDEM) and the
Florida Bureau of Radiation Control (BRC) will support the county Incident Commanders
(ICs) for the coordination of Protective Action Decisions (PADs) to protect the life, health
and safety of the residents of the 10mile EPZ and 50 mile EPZ.
The following PADs have been identified for Martin County:







Precautionary Actions for Special Population
Evacuation
In-place sheltering
Protection of Agriculture and Livestock
Emergency Exposure Control
Potassium Iodide (KI)
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Precautionary Actions for Special Populations
There are several groups of people and/or facilities that require specialized attention
during an emergency at the SLNPP. These groups may require precautionary actions
prior to implementation of protective actions for the general public.
Special Needs
There is a small population with Special Needs in the 10-mile EPZ within Martin
County who may require assistance to evacuate for an emergency at SLNPP. State of
Florida Statute 252.355, mandates that the county maintains a list of people with Special
Needs requiring evacuation assistance for any emergency. The MCFR Emergency
Management Agency Special Needs Coordinator updates this list continually. At the
declaration of the SAE ECL the EOC begins preparations for the possible evacuation of
the Special Needs clients as specified in SOP Tab P – Special Needs.
Public Schools
Only four (4) public schools are located in the 10-mile EPZ within Martin County. To
protect the life, safety and health of children and staff, early precautionary actions may
be taken by the EOC; at the Alert ECL the IC will confer with the Martin County School
Board to initiate actions for a possible evacuation of schools as specified in SOP Tab S –
School Board.

Public Parks and Beaches
There are a number of public parks and beaches in the 10-mile EPZ within Martin
County, all public parks and beaches in the 10-mile EPZ within Martin County are listed
in Appendix 4. To protect the life, safety and health of the public, actions such as
closing parks and/or beaches may be taken by the EOC. Signs are posted at each public
park and beach within the EPZ advising visitors to turn on their radio or TV if they hear
a warning siren.
The IC may choose to close the parks and beaches based on SLNPP accident
assessment, plume projection and/or wind direction. ESF- 16 Law Enforcement will be
tasked with the coordination of the closing of public parks and beaches, local law
enforcement agencies will be tasked for the action to close of the public parks and
beaches. MCFR Ocean Rescue Section will also assist in the closing of public, guarded
beaches.

Water Clearing and Marine Zone Security
ESF 13 Military is the EOC function tasked for water clearing and marine security, ESF
16 Law Enforcement/Security will support the overall mission. The United States Coast
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Guard (USCG) is the primary agency for the coordination and implementation of water
clearing and marine security. The local Coast Guard Auxiliary may be employed to
assist with rapid response to assist in waterway clearing. The Martin County Sheriff’s
Office helicopter may also be utilized in assessing marine security needs and enforcing
embargoes, if any.
Coast Guard Station Fort Pierce shall broadcast emergency EAS on Marine VHF Radio
Channels (e.g., 16, 23A) as necessary. Boaters will be directed to stay clear of area
bounded by Fort Pierce Inlet on the north, St. Lucie Inlet on the south, and longitude
080.03 on the east. Boaters in the Indian River/Intracoastal Waterway will be directed
to stay clear of the area between North Hutchinson Island Bridge in Fort Pierce and the
Cross Roads located inside of the St. Lucie Inlet, this area lies between Intracoastal
channel markers 181 and 239. Due to the long lead-time required for notification,
evacuation and perimeter security, and/or marine blockades may be initiated during the
Alert ECL if deemed prudent by the Incident Commander.
Evacuation
Evacuation of one (1) or more evacuation areas is the preferred method of protecting the
life, safety and health of the public of the 10-mile EPZ within Martin County from
potential radiation exposure. The Protective Action Decision (PAD) to evacuate is
coordinated between St. Lucie County decisionmaker and Martin County decisionmaker
and supported by FDEM at the EOF, with considerations of Evacuation Time Estimate
(ETE) study, current weather conditions, time of day, and plant conditions.
Implementation of the PAD to evacuate will be tasked to the EOC ESF – 16 Law
Enforcement/Security, taking into consideration traffic impediments and public events
which may affect the evacuation routes. Martin County will provide support for
evacuation of SLNPP non-essential personnel and access to SLNPP for essential
personnel upon the Utility’s request.
Evacuees shall not be stopped along evacuation routes to be monitored for
contamination because of the risk of a massive traffic congestion which would interfere
with the prompt and safe evacuation of the area. Evacuees will be encouraged to
proceed to the Reception Center in Palm Beach County at John Prince Park, located at
2520 Lake Worth Road, Lake Worth, Florida for monitoring and decontamination.
Traffic will be monitored by ESF 16 Law Enforcement/Security and impediments to
evacuations (e.g., stalled vehicles) shall be resolved (e.g., removed from roadways) or
communicated to the EOC for resolution.
Access control
Access control will primarily be enacted in conjunction with evacuations or pending
evacuations, but may become necessary for other reasons. Evacuated areas shall remain
inaccessible to the general public until such time that scientific sampling indicates that it
is safe to return into the area. Access, control and re-entry to evacuated areas will be
implemented by ESF 16 Law Enforcement and may be augmented by ESF 13 – Military
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Support as well as other ESFs. As areas are deemed safe for re-entry and/or return, the
EOC will coordinate with the appropriate local, State, and Federal agencies for the safe
re-entry and/or return of Martin County residents and workers.
In-Place Sheltering
In-place-sheltering protects residents from becoming contaminated with radioactive
material released as a result of an accident at the Plant. In the event of a Shelter-in-Place
PAD, residents will be instructed to seek shelter inside buildings or homes, close all
doors, windows or other external openings in the structure, and remain inside until
otherwise instructed by the authorities. In most instances, air conditioning shut-off would
not be necessary. EAS messages and press releases shall contain specific guidance on
appropriate protective measures. In-place-sheltering would typically be done for areas
that are not directly downwind from the Plant but may be considered a primary protective
action strategy when it is safer for the public not to evacuate. This could be the case in
the following scenarios:




A rapidly developing accident
When there are impediments to evacuation
When there is a brief release above PAG exposure levels.

Protection of Agriculture and Livestock
A portion of Martin County is used for agriculture and livestock, consequently a release
from the Plant may have a significant impact on the area and the population dependent
upon agriculture for its livelihood. To identify potential contaminated areas the Martin
County EOC will support sampling operations of State and Federal resources.
To protect livestock, commercial agriculture, and food stuff within the Martin County
10-mile EPZ, the EOC will work closely with the Florida Department of Agriculture to
ensure prompt information and instructions are provided to the agricultural community.
To prevent the distribution of contaminated foodstuff within the Martin County 10-mile
EPZ, the EOC will coordinate and support state and federal resources.
The EOC will coordinate and support state and federal resources in post-event damage
assessment and loss assessment of livestock, commercial agriculture, and foodstuff.

Emergency Exposure Control
Martin County will follow Florida Bureau of Radiation Control exposure control limits
as specified in their SOPs; the Fire Rescue Chief or designee is authorized to increase
emergency responder exposure limits in excess of 500mR after consultation with the
Department of Health Operations Officer.
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First responders’ emergency exposure control procedures carried out by ESF - 4
Firefighting can be found in SOP Tab L – MCFR; this SOP includes procedures for
issuing and reading dosimetry, exposure limits, communicating results if limits are
reached. Actions for for monitoring and decontamination of emergency vehicles are
found in SOP Tab K – Emergency Vehicle Decon.
Each organization shall assign a safety officer who shall be responsible for monitoring
responder exposure limits and adjusting assignments as necessary to keep individual
exposures within the authorized exposure limit. Departmental safety officer(s) will
monitor compliance with radiation protection strategies, radiation area stay times, and
develop strategies to minimize radiation exposure levels. MCFR’s Radiation Safety
Officer procedures are found in SOP Tab J – Radiation Safety Officers.
In compliance with EPA guidance, whole body exposure limits for emergency workers
will not exceed 25 REM projected dose unless it is on a voluntary basis and the
emergency worker is aware of the risks involved. Such exposure levels are considered
extreme and would only be considered for the explicit protection of life and critical
infrastructure and/or property; exposure levels above 500mR including these must be
specifically authorized by the Fire Chief or designee. Rotation of emergency response
personnel to conform with doses consistent with ALARA (As Low As Reasonably
Achievable) is strongly preferred over extending emergency worker exposure levels,
even if this requires the use of out-of-area responders via Mutual Aid.
Emergency Worker Equipment
The Martin County Deputy Director of Emergency Management/REP Administrator is
responsible for the inspection, calibration, and distribution of county radiological
equipment to responding personnel. Dosimetry is inspected and calibrated every quarter
and survey equipment is inspected monthly and calibrated yearly as specified by State of
Florida Department of Health Bureau of Radiation Control SOP’s. Additional
equipment requests will go to the State EOC if necessary in a given emergency.
The following is a list of radiological monitoring equipment maintained by Martin
County:


Thirteen (15) CDV-700-M radiological survey instruments, deployed on primary
MCFR response apparatus.



Twenty (20) CDV-700-M radiological survey instruments, stored at the EOC as
backups and to allow equipment rotation for annual calibration.



One hundred fifty (150) CDV-138 low range direct reading dosimeters stored at the
EOC



One hundred fifty (150) CDV-730 high range direct reading dosimeters stored at
the EOC



(300) Thermoluminescent/film badge dosimeters stored at the EOC
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(500) Exposure Record Cards

Potassium Iodide
Potassium iodine (KI) may be used to saturate the thyroid gland with stable iodine. This
saturation with non-radioactive (stable) iodine serves to limit the uptake of radioactive
iodine to the thyroid. KI provides protection solely to the thyroid from one substance,
radioactive iodine; it does not protect against radiation and will not limit the radiation
exposure to other body organs.
KI may be issued to emergency workers when authorized by the Fire Rescue Chief or
designee upon the recommendation of the Bureau of Radiation Control and County Health
Officials as specified in Florida Department of Health, Bureau of Radiation Control SOP.
6. STATE AND FEDERAL ASSISTANCE
An emergency at the SLNPP may be of such significance that local resources may be
insufficient to manage the situation. If the Fire Rescue Chief or designee determines that
State or Federal resources are needed, a local State of Emergency may be declared and a
formal request for State/Federal assistance may be issued. ESF - 7 Resource Management
will surface resource requests to the state EOC. Martin County EOC will identify special
facilities to be used as a staging area(s) for state and federal assets as requested.
7. RECOVERY
Plume Footprint
One of the first functions to be accomplished after a radiological release is to replace
model-based data used to project initial protective actions with actual monitoring results.
The quickest and most efficient mechanism for obtaining an estimate of the release
deposition is through the use of the Department of Energy’s (DOE) Aerial Measuring
System (AMS). AMS consists of fixed and rotary wing aircraft with radiological
monitoring capability that can be deployed to conduct surveys of the affected area. AMS is
only one component of the Federal Radiological Monitoring and Assessment Center
(FRMAC) that is available through the Department of Homeland Security (DHS).
The State or County shall request FRMAC by calling DHS as the Lead Federal Agency
(LFA) or by calling DOE directly. The County EOC shall work closely with the LFA/DOE
to coordinate the logistics of arriving federal support. A FRMAC Advance Party shall also
be deployed and shall meet with the LFA, State and County to establish the initial FRMAC
monitoring and sampling plan. FRMAC and other resources may be marshaled at and
operated out of Witham Field in Stuart.
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FRMAC shall gather radiological data to:





Make plume and deposition predictions
Determine air and ground concentrations
Determine deposition patterns of isotopic concentrations, exposure rates and dose
projections
Assess isotopic concentrations in environmental and foodstuff samples

Once deployment authorization from DHS is received, AMS has a local arrival time of
approximately eight (8) hours. Each aerial mission is expected to take from two (2) – three
(3) hours and an additional one (1) – three (3) hours is needed to compile the results for
distribution. Assessment data and associated recommendations shall be forwarded to the
State and County Emergency Management organizations via the FRMAC or LFA. In an
effort to maximize interagency cooperation, Martin County shall request a FRMAC liaison
be assigned to ESF-5 Information and Planning in the EOC.
Public Protective Action Adjustment
Initial AMS flights will provide rapid, rough, residual fallout patterns and intensity of
contamination deposited after the passage of the plume. Detailed radiological surveys shall
be performed by both aerial- and ground-based survey teams to measure and map the
extent of the deposition, determine exposure rates, and identify specific radionuclide and
their intensities. Sufficient information regarding the need for additional protective action
or reduction of any existing restrictions will become available as a result of these more
detailed surveys. Areas shall be opened for re-entry only when clearly definable
boundaries are available (e.g. highways, streets, canals, etc.). The Martin County EOC,
Florida Bureau of Radiation Control and FRMAC shall cooperatively prepare and maintain
maps identifying areas that have been and shall require screening.
Sampling priorities will be based on actual conditions. The PS&C Director or designee will
support the coordination and development of sampling priorities in coordination with
FDEM and the LFA.
Advisory Team on Environment, Food & Health
Federal protective action recommendations by the LFA shall be based on advice from the
Advisory Team on Environment, Food and Health, and shall take into consideration United
States Department of Agriculture, EPA and Health and Human Services guidance. The
Advisory Team shall not release information or make recommendations to the public
unless authorized to do so by the LFA. Ultimately, the Advisory Team shall co-locate with
the FRMAC.
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Medical Support for Radiological Emergencies
Martin Health Systems Medical Center North is the hospital in Martin County that is
equipped and under contract with FPL to provide medical care to people with radiological
injuries or exposures. In the event that additional medical support is needed, ESF -7
Resource Management may request activation of the Radiation Emergency Assistance
Center/Training Site (REAC/TS) through the State EOC.
VIII. PROGRAM MAINTENANCE AND PLAN DISTRIBUTION
The Fire Rescue Chief or designee is responsible for the coordination, development and
maintenance of radiological emergency response planning and the coordination of plans
with other response organizations. Hard copies of this plan will be distributed to any local,
state, and federal response agency, as required based on yearly plan review.
Radiological Emergency Preparedness (REP) Training
Radiological response training is a major component of the Martin County REP Program.
The training plan is designed to ensure that first responders and support personnel are
familiar with their roles and responsibilities in a SLNPP emergency.
All Hazards emergency management training will ensure that all levels of local government
are kept at an acceptable level of Radiological training. Training will be conducted on an
annual cycle.
The Martin County Deputy Director of Emergency Management/REP Administrator is
responsible for ensuring that appropriate county emergency response personnel are
adequately trained in accordance with the training levels and standards outlined in Chapter
15 of the Florida Radiological Emergency Management Plan.
Updates of Plans
The Martin County Radiological Response Plan is reviewed and updated annually. The
REP Administrator will coordinate annual plan review and update as needed. Updated
plans and procedures will be published to appropriate/affected stakeholders in a form
which indicates what aspects of the plan have changed. Contact phone numbers associated
with NPP emergency notification are updated quarterly.

Plant St. Lucie Siren System
The Plant St. Lucie warning sirens located throughout the 10-mile EPZ are tested
frequently, and sounded as a test on the first Thursday of every quarter: March – June –
September – December. Florida Power & Light provides extensive, continual preventive
maintenance on this system, including frequent silent testing, and has quarterly and annual
uptime statistics available for all ninety (90) sirens in the system upon request.
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Exercises and Drills
Exercises and drills will be scheduled and conducted based on FEMA’s exercise calendar.
Exercises will be planned and coordinated with the SLNPP Taskforce which includes risk
counties, host counties, ingestion counties and state and federal partners. Biennially
federally evaluated exercises scenarios will vary depending on objectives and core
capabilities of the Training and Exercise Planning Workshop. Observer and participant
comments and feedback will be reviewed by evaluation form, with the intent of continual
improvement of the program and exercise practices. The Radiological Program
Administrator will be responsible for such review and for implementation of process
improvements. Radiological monitoring drills will be held annually in accordance with
FEMA guidance
Public Education and Information
To inform the population of the 10-mile EPZ, about the St. Lucie Nuclear Plant and
emergency planning measures, FPL and Martin County Fire Rescue update and mail a
“Safety planning information for neighbors of FPL’s St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant”
booklet annually.
Emergency Facilities and Equipment/Sufficient Staffing
Operational checks are performed on radiological response equipment during the calendar
year as required in accordance with NUREG-0654 and/or Martin County procedures.
Sufficient staffing has been evidenced by past performance on actual events and exercises,
and rosters of key ESF personnel are constantly maintained by the Emergency
Management Agency.
Annual Letter of Certification
Review and update of this plan and the REP Program is undertaken annually. Each year, an
“Annual Letter of Certification” will be written to the Florida Division of Emergency
Management to confirm that the plan is current and the REP Program is compliant with
FEMA and DHS Standards.

Emergency Communications Testing
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Testing of communication systems shall be conducted on a regularly scheduled basis as
shown below.
System
Hot Ring Down
Commercial Telephone
800Mhz Intergovernmental Radio
System

Daily
X
X
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Appendix 1: 10-Mile Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ)
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Appendix 2: ETE for Evacuation Areas
EVACUATION TIME ESTIMATE FOR EVACUATION AREAS SURROUNDING
THE ST. LUCIE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
Based on the 2012 ETE Study

EVACUATION TIMES IN HOURS
GOOD
ADVERSE
CONDITIONS CONDITIONS

EAS AFFECTED
MSG AREAS

*POP
TOTAL

A-1

1,6,7,8

67,532

7.2

7.5

A-2

1,8

21,430

7.1

7.5

A-3

1,2,6,7,8

81,566

7.1

7.5

A-4

1,2,8

35,464

7.1

7.5

A-5

1,2,3,6,7,8

125,665

7.2

7.5

A-6

1,2,3,4,6,7,8

164,820

7.2

8.0

A-7

1,2,5,6,7,8

155,061

7.1

7.5

A-8

1,2,4,5,6,7,8

194,216

7.1

7.5

A-9

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

238,275

7.1

8.4

21,430

7.1

7.5

A-10 1,8

*Includes permanent, seasonal, transient, special facilities
POPULATION BY AREA
Area 1:

Permanent Seasonal
3,676
4,752

Area 2:

Permanent Seasonal
13,249
13,249

Area 3:

38,246

38,283

Area 4:

38,844

38,844

Area 5:

72,609

72,609

Area 6:

23,235

23,235

Area 7:

22,218

22,218

Area 8:

7,736

10,834
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Appendix 3: Public Schools Within Martin County 10-Mile EPZ

Jensen Beach Elementary School
Jensen Beach High School

Felix A. Williams Elementary School
Environmental Studies Center
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Appendix 4: List of Parks within Martin County 10-mile EPZ
List of Parks and Beaches within Martin County 10-mile EPZ
Langford Park
Stuart Causeway
Stuart Beach
Santa Lucea Beach
Fletcher Beach
Chastain Beach
Bathtub Beach
Jensen Beach Causeway
Jensen/Sea Turtle Beach
Jensen Beach boat ramp
Indian Riverside Park
Glascock Beach
Bob Graham Beach
Joes River Park
Bryn Mawr Beach
Beachwalk Pasley Beach
Virginia Forest Beach
Rio Nature Park
Jensen Beach Recreation Center
Pineapple Park
Savanna Rd Park
Leilani Heights Park
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Appendix 5: Supporting Standard Operating Procedures

REP SOP Tab A –

Unusual Event

REP SOP Tab B –

Alert

REP SOP Tab C –

Site Area Emergency

REP SOP Tab D –

General Emergency

REP SOP Tab E –

Sheltering & Evacuation

REP SOP Tab F –

Reentry & Recovery

REP SOP Tab G -

MCSO

REP SOP Tab H –

Sewall’s Point PD

REP SOP Tab I –

Stuart PD

REP SOP Tab J –

Radiation Safety Officer

REP SOP Tab K -

Emergency Vehicle Decon

REP SOP Tab L -

MCFR

REP SOP Tab M -

MCFR Ambulances

REP SOP Tab N -

MCFR Comms

REP SOP Tab O -

Potassium Iodide

REP SOP Tab P -

Special Needs

REP SOP Tab Q -

PIO

REP SOP Tab R -

Communications per ECL

REP SOP Tab S -

School Board

REP SOP Tab T -

FS Chapter 252

REP SOP Tab U -

Backup Route Alerting
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Appendix 6: Crosswalk to NUREG Criteria
Criterion
Number
A.1.a.
A.1.b.
A.1.c.
A.1.d.
A.1.e.
A.2.a.
A.2.b.
A.3.
A.4.
C.1.c.
C.2.a.
C.4.
C.6
D.3.
D.4.
E.1.
E.2.

E.5.
E.6.
E.7.
F.1.a.
F.1.b.
F.1.c
F.1.d.
F.1.e.
F.2.
F.3.
G.1.
G.2.
G.3.a.
G.4.a.
G.4.b.
G.4.c.
G.5.
H.3.

Reference Martin County
MC-CEMP Page 118
MC-CEMP Page 118
MC-CEMP Page 118
MC-RERP Page 11
MC-CEMP Page 50
MC-CEMP Page 117
MC-CEMP Page 58
Martin County Emergency Management Files
MC-RERP Page 13
MC-CEMP Page 58
MC-RERP Page 7
Martin County Emergency Management Files
N/A
MC-RERP Page 13
MC-RERP Page 17
MC-RERP SOP Tab N
MC-RERP SOP Tab A
MC-RERP SOP Tab B
MC-RERP SOP Tab C
MC-RERP SOP Tab D
MC-RERP SOP Tab Q
MC-RERP Page 15
MC-RERP Page 16
MC-RERP Page 8
MC-RERP Page 8
MC-RERP Page 8
MC-RERP Page 8
MC-RERP Page 9
MC-RERP Page 9
MC-RERP Page 26
MC-RERP Page 25
MC-RERP Page 25
MC-RERP Page 8
MC-RERP SOP Tab Q
MC-RERP SOP Tab Q
MC-RERP Page 17
MC-RERP Page17
MC-RERP Page 9
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H.4.
H.7
H.10
H.11
H.12
I.7
I.8
I.9
J.2
J.9
J.10.a
J.10.b
J.10.c
J.10.d
J.10.e
J.10.f
J.10.g
J.10.h
J.10.i
J.10.j

J.10.k
J.10.l
J.12
K.3.a
K.3.b

K.4
K.5.a
K.5.b
L.1
L.4
M.1
N.1.a
N.1.b
N.1.d

MC-RERP Page 9
MC-RERP Page 22
MC-RERP Page 22
MC-RERP Page 22
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
MC-RERP Page 20
MC-RERP Page 18
MC-RERP Page 28
MC-RERP Page 29
MC-RERP SOP Tab Q
MC-RERP SOP Tab P
MC-RERP SOP Tab Q
MC-RERP Page 22
MC-RERP Page 22
MC-RERP Page 20
N/A
MC-RERP Page 20
MC-RERP SOP Tab G
MC-RERP SOP Tab H
MC-RERP SOP Tab I
MC-RERP Page 20
MC-RERP Page 29
N/A
MC-RERP Page 21
MC-RERP SOP Tab L
MC-RERP Page 21
MC-RERP SOP Tab H
MC-RERP SOP Tab I
MC-RERP SOP Tab J
MC-RERP Page 21
MC-RERP SOP Tab K
MC-RERP SOP Tab L
MC-RERP Page 24
MC-RERP Page 24
MC-RERP Page 20
MC-RERP Page 24
MC-RERP Page 24
MC-RERP Page 24
MC-RERP Page 24
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N.2.a
N.2.c
N.2.d
N.3
N.4
N.5
O.1
O.1.b
O.4.a
O.4.d
O.4.f
O.4.g
O.4.h
O.4.j
O.5
P.1
P.2
P.3
P.4
P.5
P.6
P.7
P.8
P.10

MC-RERP Page 24
MC-RERP Page 26
MC-RERP Page 25
MC-RERP Page 25
MC-RERP Page 25
MC-RERP Page 25
MC-RERP Page 24
N/A
MC-RERP Page 24
MC-RERP Page 24
MC-RERP Page 24
MC-RERP Page 24
MC-RERP Page 24
MC-RERP Page 24
MC-RERP Page 24
MC-RERP Page 24
MC-RERP Page 24
MC-RERP Page 24
MC-RERP Page 24
MC-RERP Page 25
MC-CEMP
MC-RERP Page 32
MC-RERP Page 2
MC-RERP Page 25
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Introduction
What are Tsunamis? The U.S. Geological Survey
defines tsunamis as ocean waves caused by large
earthquakes and landslides that occur near or
under the ocean. Tsunami waves are unlike typical
ocean waves generated by wind and storms. When
tsunamis approach shore, they behave like a very
fast moving tide that extends far inland. Tsunamis
are not like the typical wind-generated waves
popular with surfers. Even "small" tsunamis are
associated with extremely strong currents, capable
of knocking someone off their feet. Because of
complex interactions with the coast, tsunami waves
can persist for many hours. As with many natural
phenomena, tsunamis can range in size from microtsunamis detectable only by sensitive instruments
on the ocean floor to mega-tsunamis that can affect
the coastlines of entire oceans, as with the Indian Ocean tsunami of 2004. (United
States Geological Survey, n.d.)
Can a tsunami happen here on the east coast of Florida? Soon after the
devastating tsunami in the Indian Ocean on December 26, 2004, many people have
asked, could such a tsunami happen here in Florida? More recently, an 8.9 magnitude
earthquake hit off the east coast of Japan on March 11, 2011. The quake -- one of the
largest in recorded history -- triggered a 23-foot tsunami that battered Japan's coast,
killing hundreds and sweeping away cars, homes, buildings, and boats. This
devastating event again stimulated inquiries about a tsunami impacting Florida and
inquiries about our ability to respond to such an event.
"The chance of any tsunami at all is extremely remote," said Bart Hagemeyer,
meteorologist in charge of the weather service in Melbourne. But, no matter how slight
the risk, Martin County Fire Rescue Emergency Management Agency wants to be
prepared. Computer modeling for a large tsunami originating from the Puerto Rico
trench could inundate the Martin County beaches to the dune line. Modeling results
from a tsunami triggered by a large Portugal earthquake suggest more significant
tsunami impacts locally. In this case, ocean water may breach the dune line in some
locations and reach as far as Highway A1A. Therefore, Martin County Emergency
Management, in conjunction with the Melbourne Office of the National Weather Service,
has developed a Martin County-specific Tsunami Warning and Evacuation Plan. The
goal of this plan is to properly prepare and respond to the residents of Martin County in
the unlikely event of a tsunami impacting our area.
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Tsunami Terms and Definitions (FEMA, 2011)
Martin County Tsunami Hazard Zone
National Weather Service guidelines indicate that the (Florida Atlantic Coast) Tsunami
Hazard Zone extends 300 feet inland beyond the high tide location. In order to verbally
describe the Tsunami Hazard Zone more comprehensively, while also allowing for a
greater safety zone for the protection of life and property, Martin County Emergency
Management has defined the Tsunami Hazard Zone as the region from east of Highway
A1A to the Atlantic.
Martin County Tsunami Safe Zone
Martin County Emergency Management has defined the Tsunami Safe Zone as the
area west of Highway A1A.
Tsunami Watch
A tsunami was or may have been generated, but is at least two hours travel time to the
area in watch status. The watch area may be upgraded to an advisory or warning or
canceled based on updated information and analysis. Therefore, emergency
management officials and the public should prepare to take action. Watches are
normally issued based on seismic information without confirmation that a destructive
tsunami is underway.
County Actions:
 EM officials will notify County/local public safety officials of the Tsunami Watch.
 Officials will review plans and stand prepared to order/enact evacuation for the
Tsunami Hazard Zone if the Tsunami Watch is upgraded to a Tsunami Warning
or Tsunami Advisory.
Tsunami Warning
A potential tsunami with significant widespread inundation is imminent or expected.
Warnings alert the public that widespread, dangerous coastal flooding accompanied by
powerful currents is possible and may continue for several hours after arrival of the
initial wave. Warnings also alert emergency management officials to take action for the
entire tsunami hazard zone. Appropriate actions to be taken by local officials may
include the evacuation of coastal areas, and the repositioning of ships to deep waters
when there is time to safely do so. Warnings may be updated, adjusted geographically,
downgraded, or canceled. To provide the earliest possible alert, initial warnings are
normally based only on seismic information.
County Actions:
 Officials will immediately enact evacuation plans by notifying and enforcing
evacuation of those in the ocean, on the beaches, and within the Tsunami
Hazard Zone.
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Tsunami Advisory
An earthquake occurred which might generate a tsunami and produce strong currents
or waves dangerous to those in or near the water. Coastal regions historically prone to
damage due to strong currents induced by tsunamis are at the greatest risk. The threat
may continue for several hours after the arrival of the initial wave, but significant
widespread inundation is not expected for areas under an advisory. Appropriate actions
to be taken by local officials may include closing beaches, evacuating harbors and
marinas, and the repositioning of ships to deep waters when there is time to safely do
so. Advisories are normally updated to continue the advisory, expand/contract affected
areas, upgrade to a warning, or cancel the advisory.
County Actions:
 Officials will immediately enact evacuation plans by notifying and enforcing
evacuation of those in the ocean and on the beaches.
Tsunami Information Statement
An earthquake occurred or a Tsunami Watch, Advisory, or Warning was issued for
another section of the ocean. In most cases, information statements are issued to
indicate there is no threat of a destructive tsunami and to prevent unnecessary
evacuations as the earthquake may have been felt in coastal areas. An information
statement may, in appropriate situations, caution about the possibility of destructive
local tsunamis. Information statements may be re-issued with additional information,
though normally these messages are not updated. However, a watch, advisory, or
warning may be issued for the area, if necessary, after analysis and/or updated
information becomes available.
County Actions:
 If earthquake magnitude is 6.5 or greater, continue to monitor tsunami
Information Statements for a possible upgrade to a Tsunami
Watch/Warning/Advisory.
 Otherwise, no further actions are required.
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Martin County Profile
Martin County is located along the eastern coast of Central Florida. It covers a total of
543.46 square miles with an average population density of 269.2 people per square
mile (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011).There are four incorporated municipalities within the
County, listed below.

Population – Martin County
City or Town

Population

Unincorporated County
City of Stuart
Town of Jupiter Island
Town of Sewall’s Point
Town of Ocean Breeze
Total County Population

127,557
15,593
817
1,996
355
146,318

Martin County Population Density Map

Geographic Information
Martin County is located in southeast central Florida, along the Atlantic Ocean coast
and is bordered by Okeechobee County and Lake Okeechobee to the west, and the
Atlantic Ocean to the east. To the north is St. Lucie County, and to the south Palm
Beach County. The St. Lucie Canal / Okeechobee Waterway bisects the county from
northeast at Stuart, to southwest at Port Mayaca, on the lake. The county is 543.46
4

square miles and has approximately 22 miles of shoreline. Altitudes range from mean
sea level to 86 feet above sea level.
Topography: The coastal barrier islands, Hutchinson on the north and Jupiter on the
south, are dissected by the St Lucie Inlet. They slope gradually from the tide line up
to a dune line with top elevations of 12 – 23 feet, and vary in width from a few
hundred feet to one half mile wide. The Intracoastal Waterway separates the islands
from the mainland, and it provides for sheltered passage of vessels up to 12ft draft.
The beach communities are served by lift bridges and causeways, which are
maintained by the Army Corps of Engineers and the Florida Department of
Transportation. A series of ridges traverse the county from north to south. From east
to west the main topographical features are: the Atlantic Ridge (80’), Central Ridge
(30’), the Allapattah Flats and the Western Ridge (up to 60’).
Land use patterns: According to the county’s Comprehensive Growth Management
Plan, more than 75% of the 543.46 square miles in Martin County is designated for
agriculture use, 22 miles of coastline and parks cover 314.94 acres, and beachfront
accounts for 1400 acres.
The eastern portion of the County can be divided into two major areas: the mainland
and the barrier island. The southern portion of the eastern mainland is the most highly
developed area and contains the highest population concentration in the County.
Residential and commercial activities are concentrated along the U.S. 1 corridor.
Hutchinson Island is approximately 7.2 miles in length and varies in width from .87 of a
mile to .03 of a mile. The barrier island beaches extend from Fort Pierce Inlet at the
north to St. Lucie Inlet to the south.
Jupiter Island is approximately 18 miles in length and varies in width from ¼ mile to 1
mile. The barrier island beaches extend from St. Lucie Inlet north to Jupiter Inlet to the
south.

Martin County Demographics
With a 2011 estimated total resident and seasonal population of 146,318 (U.S. Census
Bureau Martin County Quick Facts) the county is supported by an economy based
primarily on tourism, light industry, and agriculture. The majority of the County's
population resides within the eastern ten miles of the County, or approximately 269
persons per square mile.

Causes of Tsunamis
•
•

Usually by earthquakes
Less commonly by landslides (into the water and completely below the water)
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•
•

Infrequently by volcanic eruptions or explosive decompression of underwater
methane deposits
Very rarely by a large meteorite impact in the ocean
(Tsunami Geology - What Causes a Tsunami?, n.d.)

Atlantic Ocean Tsunamis
The history of big waves hitting Florida is short:




A powerful earthquake in Portugal in 1755 killed thousands there and launched a
tsunami that hit much of the U.S. coast. Scientists don't know if that caused many
deaths in Florida, which was sparsely populated at the time;
An earthquake in Charleston, S.C., in 1886 triggered a wave that surged up the St.
Johns River to Jacksonville, causing few if any deaths;
An 18-foot rogue wave flooded the parked cars of sunbathers on Daytona Beach
without warning in 1992. This event, called a meteorological tsunami (or
meteotsunami), was a tsunami-like wave phenomenon of meteorological origin.
Tsunamis and meteotsunamis propagate in the water in the same way and have the
same coastal dynamics. For an observer on the coast where it strikes, the two types
would look the same and have the same impacts. Research is currently underway to
better understand these events, with the goal of developing a protocol for issuing
meteotsunami warnings along the U.S. coast.

Florida does have a natural defense against a tsunami. The state's shallow, coastal
waters will act as a breakwater, dissipating some of the powerful wave's energy.
Although the incidence of Atlantic tsunamis is low, the threat should be taken seriously
because millions of people live in low-elevation locations around the rim of the Atlantic
basin. (Orlando Sentinel, 2011)
Fortunately for U.S. residents, the threat to the American mainland is not as dramatic as
that facing the Caribbean islands. Florida's east coast, scientists say, would likely be
spared from major tsunami damage should a quake occur near Puerto Rico, because
the Bahamas would block most of the wave energy. (Williams, 2005)
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Tsunami Risk for Florida’s East Coast
1. Puerto Rico Trench - Florida’s greatest risk of a tsunami would originate from
the Puerto Rico Trench, which is the deepest part of the Atlantic Ocean, with
water depths exceeding 8,400 meters. Its depth is comparable to the deep
trenches in the Pacific Ocean. Trenches in the Pacific are located in places
where one tectonic plate subducts or slides under another one. The Puerto Rico
Trench, in contrast, is located at a boundary between two plates that slide past
each other with only a small component of subduction. The trench is less deep
where the component of subduction is larger. The unusually deep sea floor is not
limited to the trench, but also extends farther south toward Puerto Rico. The
Puerto Rico Trench is also associated with the most negative gravity anomaly on
earth, -380 milliGal, which indicates the presence of an active downward force.
Finally, a thick limestone platform, which was originally deposited in flat layers
near sea level, is now tilted northward at a uniform angle. Its northward edge is at
a depth of 4,200 m, and its southern edge can be found on land in Puerto Rico at
an elevation of a few hundred meters. Many tectonic models have been
proposed to explain this geologically fascinating, tectonically active region;
however, none have gained acceptance, and the region remains poorly
understood, largely because its underwater location makes it difficult to study.
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands to its east, and eastern Hispaniola to its west, are
located on an active plate boundary zone between the North American plate and
the northeast corner of the Caribbean plate. The Caribbean plate is roughly
rectangular, and it slides eastward at about 2 cm/yr relative to the North
American plate. Motion along its northern boundary (in the plate boundary zone
region) is dominantly strike-slip (a geological fault in which an adjacent surface
moves horizontally), with
a small component of
shortening. In contrast,
on its eastern boundary,
the Caribbean overrides
the
North
American
plate, creating the island
arc of the Lesser Antilles
with its active volcanoes.
(Uri ten Brink, n.d.)
2. Cumbre Vieja Volcano
in Canary Islands - The
Canary Islands are a volcanic island-arc chain located in the eastern Atlantic
Ocean, just west of the Moroccan coastline. La Palma is the western-most and
the youngest of the Canary Islands, and is volcanically active with three large
volcanoes. It is home to the most active volcano of the Canaries, Cumbre Vieja,
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which last erupted in 1949 and 1971. It is here that some researchers point to as
a possible ticking time bomb for large tsunami creation in the Atlantic Ocean.
3. Lisbon, Portugal - In the 1700s, an earthquake in Lisbon, Portugal, triggered a
tsunami that did hit the U.S. coast. Based on computer models, a repeat of that
event could send a tsunami of near 3 meters (10 feet) to Florida. Coastal officials
would evacuate the beach and up to 300 feet beyond the dunes, but they
estimate they would have more than eight hours of lead time. (Arcas, 2011)
The National Weather Service estimates that Martin County will receive a two-to-eighthour advance warning before a tsunami detected at its origin arrives, depending on
origin. Persons deemed at risk on the barrier island (tsunami hazard/evacuation zone)
must be evacuated/re-located within this time frame, either by evacuating beyond the
designated Tsunami Hazard Zone or through vertical evacuation. Vertical evacuation is
an option for persons residing on the ground floors of buildings located on our barrier
island that choose not to evacuate. The option is to move upward to the 3rd+ floor (only
an option if they are in a modern/solid/concrete building).
Computer modeling for a tsunami originating from the Puerto Rico trench would likely
inundate Martin County’s beaches to the dune line. Considering this threat level, all
persons swimming or surfing in the ocean and persons on the beach would need to be
evacuated from the area.
Modeling results from a tsunami triggered by a large Portugal earthquake suggests
more significant tsunami impacts locally. In this case, ocean water may breach the dune
line in some locations and reach Highway A1A. In this scenario, an evacuation would be
ordered for all persons east of Highway A1A. Within this hazard zone there exists no
critical infrastructure (i.e., schools, water treatment, hospitals, etc.).

Communications and Coordination
Martin County’s 24-Hour Warning Point is located at the Martin County Fire Rescue 911
Communications Center. The warning point has the following capabilities:
 24-hour operations;
 Warning reception capability;
 Warning communication/dissemination capability;
 Ability and authority to activate local warning systems.
They have the capability of receiving NWS tsunami information and to provide local
reports and advise after normal business hours.
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Activation/Coordination of Emergency Operations Center
The Martin County Emergency Operations Center would be activated and staffed during
tsunami events to execute the warning point’s tsunami warning functions. All EOC
functions would be in accordance with the Comprehensive Emergency Management
Plan and would include the following tsunami-related roles:





Activate EOC based on predicted tsunami events (Tsunami
Watch/Tsunami Warning/Tsunami Advisory).
Staff EOC by all emergency support function primary
representatives and Fire Rescue Department administrative staff.
Coordinate warning reception/dissemination
Communicate with adjacent EOCs/Warning Points and local NWS
office.

Warning Reception
The warning point and EOC have multiple ways to receive NWS weather alerts,
including Tsunami Warnings. Our threat recognition system is tested on a daily basis
and includes the following elements:
 NOAA Weather Radio receiver with tone alert.
 Emergency Management Network (EMnet) - a satellite-based emergency
messaging system serving state and municipal government emergency
operation centers and local National Weather Service offices.
 National Weather Service telephone notification, provided to the EOC
when a potential weather/tsunami event may impact Martin County.
 Radio/TV via Emergency Alert System – Local radio, TV or cable TV.
.
Warning Dissemination
The warning point and EOC have multiple ways to disseminate emergency alerts,
including Tsunami Warnings. Our goal is to communicate the threat to as much of the
population as possible. Our warning dissemination system is tested regularly and
includes the following elements:
 NOAA Weather Radio – We have a campaign to educate our citizens on the
potential life saving benefits of an all-hazard NOAA Weather Radio. Utilizing
grant funds, we purchase a cache of radios (with SAME capability) to use as
raffle prizes at disaster preparedness events. NOAA Weather Radios have been
distributed by emergency management and can be found in the following
facilities:
 24-hour Warning Point
 All municipal administrative offices
 Martin County Schools and District Offices
9

 Courthouse
 Public libraries
 Hospitals – Martin Health Center and Martin Memorial South










Television audio/video overrides
Martin County Emergency Management Emergency notifications/outcall system,
which provides subscribers emergency alerts via landlines and cell phones.
Audible notification/alert provided by county and municipal law enforcement/fire
rescue officials in the form of public address system announcements from
county/municipal public safety vehicles.
Special Needs System, which provides a recorded message to all clients
registered for the county’s special needs program.
MCTV - County Government Channel – Used to display protection and recovery
actions during an emergency. Available to cable subscribers only.
Internet web page – Martin County has a website that provides updates on
emergency conditions as well as assistance with disaster planning and
recommended protective actions.
Social media – Social networking now accounts for 22% of all time spent online
in the United States. (NielsonWire, 2010) The time lag between communications
produced by traditional media can be long (days, weeks, or even months)
compared to social media (which can be capable of virtually instantaneous
responses; only the participants determine any delay in response). Martin County
implemented Facebook and Twitter in 2012 to increase our public outreach.
The Martin County Sheriff’s Office helicopter has the ability to provide notification
of Tsunami Warning/Advisory via a public address system for those within the
ocean and on the beaches.

Exercising Tsunami Plan
Annually, Martin County Fire Rescue Emergency Management will participate in the
National Tsunami Exercise or a local Tsunami Exercise. The exercise will involve
partners such as law enforcement, fire rescue, engineering and public works, parks and
recreation, municipal agencies, Red Cross, Health Department, National Weather
Service, etc. to ensure a high level of tsunami awareness and readiness in the event a
Tsunami Watch/Warning/Advisory is issued for the local coastline.

Tsunami Detection and Warnings for the United States
On December 26, 2004, a powerful submarine earthquake struck near Sumatra,
Indonesia and an ensuing tsunami devastated communities around the northern rim of
the Indian Ocean. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
reported that an estimated 170,000 people lost their lives. After the dual disaster, some
Members of Congress were soon on record as supporting an international effort to build
a regional tsunami detection and warning network for the Indian Ocean where no such
system existed prior to the disaster. Some lawmakers called for establishing an
10

expanded tsunami detection and warning network to monitor the U.S. Atlantic coast, the
Gulf of Mexico, and the Caribbean Sea. They noted that although the risks may be
small, the consequences of a tsunami for the U.S. Atlantic Coast justified such
expenditures. (Morrissey, 2008)
To ensure early detection of tsunamis and to acquire data critical to real-time forecasts,
NOAA has placed Deep-ocean Assessment and Reporting of Tsunami (DART®)
stations at sites in regions with a history of generating destructive tsunamis. NOAA
completed the original 6-buoy operational array in 2001 and expanded to a full network
of 39 stations in March, 2008. (NOAA, n.d.)

Current DART Buoy Locations

DART Buoy

There are two Tsunami Warning Centers that are operated by NOAA in the United
States and their function is to monitor seismological and tidal stations throughout the
Pacific and Atlantic Basins to evaluate potentially tsunamigenic earthquakes and
disseminate Tsunami Warning information. There locations are:




The West Coast and Alaska Tsunami Warning Center in Palmer (ATWC),
Alaska has responsibility for the following areas:
 Alaska south to California
 U.S. Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic Coast
 Puerto Rico and U.S. Virgin Islands
The Pacific Tsunami Warning Center (PTWC) in Ewa Beach, Hawaii has
responsibility for the following areas:
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Hawaii
A national/international warning center for tsunamis that pose a
Pacific-wide threat.
Caribbean (except Puerto Rico and U.S. Virgin Islands)

Tsunami Watch/Warning Process
●

●
●

●
●

The Alaska Tsunami Warning Center (ATWC) issues Tsunami
Warnings/Advisories for U.S. East Coast coastal locations close to the
earthquake for magnitude 6.5 to 7.5 events, and for larger coastal regions if the
magnitude is 7.6 to 7.8. For magnitude 7.9 or greater earthquakes anywhere
within the Atlantic, a Tsunami Watch/Warning/Advisory may be issued for the US
east coast.
NWS Office in Melbourne, Florida receives Tsunami Watch/Warning/Advisory
from the ATWC via immediate electronic bulletin and email.
If the potential tsunami impact area includes the east-central Florida coast, NWS
Melbourne will issue a Tsunami Watch/Warning/Advisory to trigger the
Emergency Alert System (EAS), including activating All Hazards NOAA Weather
Radios.
NWS Melbourne will also notify east central Florida coastal county warning points
and emergency management offices by telephone.
NWS Melbourne will then issue hourly “Special Weather Statements” to include
local details concerning potential tsunami impacts (expected time of arrival,
potential impacts, protective actions, and evacuation information from public
safety officials).

Tsunami Warning and Response Plan
Although it is highly unlikely that a tsunami will
impact Florida, it is not impossible. Floridians
may also travel to locations where tsunamis are
more likely. It is vital to know (and instruct
children) that if the ocean suddenly recedes
from the shore do not stand and stare. It is
necessary to immediately move inland away
from the shore and go to the highest location
possible which may mean up the stairs of a
substantial building.
The purpose of this plan is to:
1. Establish warning procedures for residents in a risk area;
2. Establish evacuation procedures in response to a Tsunami
Watch/Warning/Advisory from the National Weather Service;
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Establish search and rescue procedures;
Establish procedures for dealing with a potential mass casualty event;
Coordinate disaster recovery;
Establish public outreach and educating the public of the potential for a
tsunami.
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Notification Procedure
Once we receive notification from the Melbourne National Weather Service office to the
Martin County Warning Point/Emergency Management that a Tsunami
Watch/Warning/Advisory is in effect, the following notifications will take place:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

State Warning Point;
Fire Rescue Administrative Staff;
County Administrator;
Fire Rescue Ocean Rescue (for lifeguard notification);
Martin County Sheriff’s Office 9-1-1 Communications;
Barrier Island notifications (via bull-horn, outcall, radio and television
announcements);
7. Martin County School District – Superintendent
8. Emergency Support Function primary representatives

Emergency Operations Center Activation
A Tsunami Watch/Warning/Advisory for Martin County would be an activation trigger for
staffing our Emergency Operations Center (EOC). The initial level of activation would be
Level II – partial activation. All emergency support function primary representatives and
Fire Rescue administrative staff would be called to staff the EOC. The Public
Information lines would be established and all documentation procedures would begin.
An initial briefing would be held by the Fire Rescue Chief or Emergency Management
Director to discuss what is known up to that point. A briefing would be held for unified
command and the elected officials by the Fire Rescue Chief or Emergency
Management Director. Plans and procedures from the Comprehensive Emergency
Management Plan would be implemented.
Local Evacuation
In the unlikely event that a tsunami was to affect the east coast of Florida it would likely
originate from a long distance. The first wave would take two hours or more to reach our
beaches, and more likely four to eight hours. Successive tsunami waves would then
likely continue for many hours (~12 hours) and the first wave usually will not be the most
significant one. The triggering earthquake would like be too far way for residents to feel
and there would be plenty of time for an official warning and evacuation to safety.
The magnitude of the seismic event and origin of the tsunami determines the
subsequent risk to Martin County. The following evacuation areas have been
designated and are dependent upon the earthquake magnitude and origin:
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●

An earthquake of magnitude 7.9 or greater near Puerto Rico could trigger a
tsunami that would require an evacuation within Martin County for those persons
in the ocean (surfers, swimmers, etc.), on the beaches, and possibly up to 300
feet inland. Evacuation orders for this scenario would be for those persons near
the immediate coast to move inland beyond the Tsunami Hazard Zone (300 feet)
or evacuate at least 15 feet vertically (3rd floor or higher within a modern, secure
building) prior to the arrival of tsunami waves.
● An earthquake of magnitude 7.9 or greater near Portugal would likely trigger a
tsunami that would have a more significant impact to the Martin County coast. In
this case, ocean water may breach the dune line in some locations and even
reach Highway A1A. Evacuation orders for this scenario would be for those
persons in all areas from Highway A1A to the ocean to move inland beyond the
Tsunami Hazard Zone or evacuate at least 15 feet vertically (3rd floor or higher
within a modern, secure building) prior to the arrival of tsunami waves.
These evacuation areas may be modified for expected conditions depending on the
characteristics of the tsunami. Any sheltering or other emergency operations as a result
of a tsunami will be in accordance with the Martin County Comprehensive Emergency
Management Plan. Evacuations for a threatening tsunami are likely to be short term (12
hours or less).
All persons in the announced evacuation order have the following options:




Evacuate the designated risk area (areas east of Highway A1A) following the
recommended evacuation routes and/or seek shelter in one of the following
locations:
 Home of friend or relative;
 Commercial building (mall, department store, movie theater, etc.);
 Designated tsunami shelter/area outside the Tsunami Hazard Zone. A
centrally located tsunami shelter/area will be designated in a safe area
outside the tsunami hazard zone. Martin County Emergency Management
will announce this area to the public at the time of a Tsunami Warning.
Vertical evacuation. Vertical evacuation consists of the evacuation of persons
from an entire area, floor, or wing of a building to a higher floor or wing. The
National Weather Service has determined that 15 feet (3rd floor or higher of a
modern, secure building) is the minimum acceptable level for vertical evacuation
within the Tsunami Hazard Zone.

Plans for vertical evacuation of barrier island residents and visitors would only be
effective if designated structures are designed to withstand the velocity and impact
loads of tsunami inundation. Since no studies have been conducted to evaluate the
level of protection current structures provide, vertical evacuation is only recommended
from a near-source tsunami when public notification may not be possible (unlikely for
Martin County); or, when only a few hours or minutes of warning is available.
15

All Martin County residents will receive notifications over NOAA weather radio, local
television and radio, and from public safety officials via bull-horn announcements that
the local area has been put into an official Tsunami Watch/Warning/Advisory.
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NOTE:
National Weather Service guidelines indicate that the (Florida Atlantic Coast) Tsunami
Hazard Zone extends 300 feet inland beyond the high tide location. In order to verbally
describe the Tsunami Hazard Zone more comprehensively, while also allowing for a
greater safety zone for the protection of life and property, Martin County Emergency
Management has defined the Tsunami Hazard Zone as the region from east of
Highway A1A to the Atlantic. Martin County Emergency Management has defined the
Tsunami Safe Zone as the area west of Highway A1A. This map depicts evacuation
routes to the mainland for those residents/visitors who may wish to temporarily
relocate to the mainland.
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Population/Estimated Risk Area Evacuation Time:
The estimated 2010 permanent resident population of the Tsunami Hazard Zone is
3,442. This is based on the 2010 Census Population Data along with internal methods
to identity the Census Blocks that are impacted by the risk area. Tsunami lead times of
between two and 10 hours will likely be provided by the Alaska Tsunami Warning
Center (and NWS Melbourne) prior to the arrival of impacts along the Florida coast,
based on the location of the seismic event or tsunami generation. All evacuations within
Martin County would have to occur within this time frame (dictated by the actual tsunami
event).

Tsunami Public Awareness Campaign
By educating the public about tsunami hazards, communities become informed and
empowered to take actions that prepare them for the potential dangers. People are
taught to recognize the warning signs of an impending tsunami. They can also plan and
maintain escape routes to inland areas, and discuss ways to assist children and
persons with limited mobility.
It is important that we educate our community of all hazards that may affect our area.
Our goal is to provide understandable information that is readily available. Successful
public awareness campaign activities include:








Conducting presentations to various groups in the community (homeowner’s
associations, civic groups, etc.).
Providing lectures, and informal talks offered by local experts that describe our
vulnerability to hazards (including tsunamis), identify risk areas, and recommend
safety precautions.
Displaying materials such as brochures and preparedness guides at common
meeting points within the community such as public libraries and government
buildings.
Installing evacuation route signs in recognized hazard zones; and other signs
that direct residents toward established evacuation routes leading to safety.
Encouraging schools to include tsunami information in their curriculums.
Articles concerning the tsunami hazard and safety precautions periodically
posted in newspapers, newsletters or popular magazines.
Information booths set up during festivals or other community events to educate
the public.
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Post-Tsunami Actions
If our area is impacted by a tsunami, evacuation orders will remain until a minimum of
two hours after arrival of the last wave or upon an ALL CLEAR announcement from
Emergency Management. The following actions will occur before issuance of an ALL
CLEAR:
 After a two-hour safety period, secure damaged areas from re-entry by nonresidents and property owners, emergency responders, and the press.
 Initiate windshield damage assessment.
 Request Martin County Health Department to inspect damaged areas to ensure
the area is safe for residents.
 Upon approval by the Health Department that areas are safe for resident reentry, allow residents, property owners, responders, the press, and other
authorized individuals to enter area.
 Based on damage, consider Declaration of Emergency or Disaster.
 Establish response priorities and mutual aid requirements.
 Coordinate press releases with ESF #14 (Public Information).
 Coordinate FEMA/State disaster recovery programs, if available.
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Sample Tsunami Signage
Martin County does not have plans at the time of the writing of this plan to post Tsunami
Evacuation Zone signage.
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Tsunami EOC Activation Checklist
SITUATION
Tsunami Information Statement
issued (Watch, Warning or Advisory
has been issued for any portion of
the Atlantic including Martin
County).

ACTION
Contact National Weather Service Melbourne
(321-255-0212) for additional
information/confirmation. Also, inform NWS
Melbourne of any significant public safety
actions for inclusion within NWS tsunami
updates (public/media).
Determine response actions, to include alerts
and notification, EOC activation level,
possible evacuations of the Tsunami Hazard
Zone.
Tsunami Watch/Advisory has been
Contact National Weather Service Melbourne
issued or upgraded from Information (321-255-0212) for additional
Statement, to include Martin
information/confirmation. Also, inform NWS
County.
Melbourne of any significant public safety
actions for inclusion within NWS tsunami
updates (public/media).
Determine response actions, to include alerts
and notification, EOC activation level,
possible evacuations of the Tsunami Hazard
Zone.
Prepare to order/enact evacuation of the
Tsunami Hazard Zone if the Tsunami Watch is
upgraded to a Tsunami Warning or Tsunami
Advisory.
Monitor Tsunami threat status and modify
response as necessary.
Brief unified command, elected officials,
(county administrator, county
commissioners, county department heads).
Indicate special needs population on the
barrier island and prepare to make contacts
Brief ESF #14 (PIO) and place public
information operators on stand-by.
Decide on level of EOC activation (partial or
full, based on situation)
Initiate conference calls to brief and
coordinate. Participants include, but are not
limited to:
 Law enforcement
 School District
 Municipal government
 Dept. of Health
 Red Cross
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RESPONSIBILITY
EM Director or
designee

Fire Rescue
Chief/EM Director

EM Staff

Fire Rescue/EM
Staff/Sheriff’s Office

EM Director

EM Staff
Fire Rescue Chief or
EM Director
Fire Rescue/EM
staff
EM Director
EM Staff/ESF 5
EM Director
EM Director

STATUS

Tsunami Warning issued, to include
Martin County

 Parks/Recreation Dept.
 Ocean Rescue/lifeguards
 Coast Guard
Notify Emergency Support Function (ESF)
primary representatives of possible EOC
activation.
Launch A/V equipment in EOC
Initiate documentation procedures and
create an Incident, including notifications to
SWP and State DEM.
Notify State Warning Point if EOC is activated.
Contact National Weather Service Melbourne
(321-255-0212) for additional information/
confirmation. Also, inform NWS Melbourne
of any significant public safety actions for
inclusion within NWS tsunami updates
(public/media).
Determine response actions, to include alerts
and notification, EOC activation level,
possible evacuations of the Tsunami Hazard
Zone.
Contact special needs population for those
with needs
Initiate Level I EOC activation by recalling all
ESF primary representatives.
Command and ESF 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14,
16/17 and Jupiter Island Public Safety
Activate public information phone lines
Evaluate additional resource needs

Enact evacuation plans by notifying and
enforcing evacuation of those in the ocean,
on the beaches, and within the Tsunami
Hazard Zone. Assistance with evacuation
notifications will include, but not be limited
to, the following methods:
 Lifeguards
 ESF #14 (PIO)
 Notification to hotels on the barrier island
 Public address system (MCSO helicopter,
law enforcement, fire rescue, lifeguards,
etc.) via roving vehicle through
neighborhoods within the Tsunami Hazard
Zone
 NOAA Weather Radio
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EM Staff

ITS/EM Staff
EM Staff

EM Staff
EM Staff

Fire Rescue/EM
Staff

Fire Rescue/EM
staff
Communications/
EM staff

Fire Rescue/EM
Staff
Fire
Rescue/Sheriff’s
Office
EM Director
Fire Rescue
Sheriff’s Office
Communications
EM Staff
PIO

 Coordination with FP&L and sounding of
sirens on the beaches in the EPZ
 County website and social media
(Facebook, Twitter, etc.)
 Cable TV override
 Emergency Alert System
 Government TV Channel
 Local news agencies
 Radio
 Emergency alert via outcall system
Prepare a “Draft” local Declaration of State of
Emergency for Emergency Management
Director’s signature.
Coordinate all public information activities
including:
 Establishing a Joint Information Center
(JIC)
 Distributing public notification/warning to
the public, along with recommended
protection actions.
 Coordinating interviews with the press.
Coordinate with ESF #6 Red Cross, the School
District and Libraries:
 Possible opening of shelter or reunification
center for convenience evacuation site.
 Stand-by of school or MTM buses for
transportation assistance.
Prepare and send emergency alert message
via outcall system.
Notify law enforcement to clear the roadways
on the barrier islands of pedestrians and
vehicles.
Secure a safe perimeter from the Tsunami
Hazard Zone and manage traffic and crowd
control.
Notify/brief emergency response personnel
for possible recall.
Place ESF #6 (Mass Care) on alert for possible
opening and maintaining shelter services,
including: feeding, first-aid, disaster welfare
inquiry services for displaced residents and
visitors, etc.
Coordinate road closures with law
enforcement.
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ESF #5 (Information
& Planning)

ESF #14 (PIO)

EM Director/EM
Staff

Fire Rescue
Communications
EM Director
ESF #16
Jupiter Island Public
Safety
ESF #16

Fire Rescue Chief
EM staff
ESF #6

EM Director
ESF #16 (Law
Enforcement)

Prepare regular Situation Reports/Incident
Action Plans for distribution to FDEM.
Coordinate animal rescue operations.

Implement emergency utility cutoff as
needed.

Coordinate with hospitals and clinics.
Assist with evacuation routes and traffic
control points (barricades, lighting, cones)

Damage Assessment

Determine status of damage, injuries, and
fatalities before issuing all-clear.

Coordinate clearing debris from roads and
over-all debris management.
Coordinate evaluation of and response to
environmental issues (hazardous materials or
other risks)

All-Clear

Re-Entry

Coordinate the evaluation and response to
public health threats (water, broken sewer
lines, downed utility lines, animal or human
remains, etc.)
Conduct damage assessment and
reconnaissance of public infrastructure,
safety of roads, bridges, etc.
Coordinate “All-Clear” issuance and public
announcements, including notifying all
agencies previously alerted.

ESF #5 (Information
& Planning)
ESF #17 (Sheriff’s
Office Animal
Services)
ESF #3 Engineering/
Utilities & Solid
Waste)
ESF #12 Energy
(FP&L & Gas)
ESF #8 (Public
Health)
ESF #3 (Engineering)







Fire Rescue
Law Enforcement
Emergency Mgt.
Engineering
Damage
assessment
teams
ESF #3 (Engineering)
ESF #10 (Hazardous
Materials) ESF#8
(Environmental
Health)
ESF #8 (Public
Health)

ESF #3 (Engineering)

Debrief unified command and elected
officials
Demobilize EOC

Fire Rescue
Chief/EM Director
ESF 16 Sheriff’s
Office
ESF #14
Fire Rescue
Chief/EM Director
EM Director

Closed areas will reopen by issuing public
safety announcements.

EM Director
ESF #14
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Disaster Assistance

Post-Event

Coordinate disaster assistance if available.
 Public Assistance
 Individual Assistance
 Small Business Administration (SBA)
Disaster Loan Assistance
Coordinate recovery activities with state and
federal relief agencies.
Arrange for emergency housing as necessary.
Coordinate de-briefing and hot wash for
compilation of After Action Report.
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Fire Rescue/EM
Staff
Engineering

EM Staff
EM Staff/ESF #6
(Mass Care)
EM Director
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Martin County Departments and Agencies List
All of Martin County’s Departments participate in the development, update and
maintenance of the Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP). The
Emergency Support Functions (ESFs) and Annexes and Appendices are specific to
departmental protocols for response and recovery and include support of other
divisions and agencies (quasi- and non-governmental). All departments and
agencies listed below take part in County exercises, training and development of
the CEMP.
Martin County Administration
Martin County Airport
Martin County Board of County Commissioners (MC BOCC)
Martin County Office of Management and Budget
Martin County Building Department
Martin County Fire Rescue
Martin County Emergency Management Agency
Martin County Engineering Department
Martin County Parks and Recreation - Extension Office Martin County General
Services
Martin County Growth Management
Martin County Admininstration- Community Services
Martin County Information Technology Services
Martin County Parks and Recreation
Martin County Property Appraiser
Martin County School Board
Martin County Sheriff’s Office
Martin County Supervisor of Elections
Martin County Utilities and Solid Waste
City of Stuart
Clerk of Courts
Department of Health – Martin County
Town of Jupiter Island
Town of Sewalls Point
American Red Cross (RC) – Martin County
Amateur Radio Emergency Services (ARES)
Business Development Board of Martin County
Deaf & Hard of Hearing Services of the Treasure Coast
FEC – Florida East Coast Railway
Florida Gas Transmission Company
Florida Power & Light Corporation
House of Hope
Indiantown Gas Company
Martin Health Systems
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Martin Interagency Network for Disasters (M.I.N.D.)
Medical Transportation Management (MTM)
Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service (RACES)
United Way
State of Florida and National Departments/Agencies - participate in ESF as
lead or support agencies in preparedness and response, County exercises and
training and CEMP resource management:
Civil Air Patrol
Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services
Florida Department of Children and Families
Florida Department of Environmental Protection
Florida Highway Patrol
Florida Department of Transportation
Florida Forestry Service (FFS)
Florida Marine Patrol
Florida National Guard
Salvation Army
South Florida Water Management District
USACE – U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
U. S. Coast Guard (Miami Sector)

